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I. INTRODUCTION 

This Annual Report covers the activities of the 
RIKEN Accelerator Research Facility for the 
year of 1991. The major facility available is an 
intermediate-energy heavy- ion accelerator com
plex consisting of a central booster accelerator, 
RIKEN Ring Cyclotron (RRC) , and two in
jectors, a heavy- ion linear accelerator (RILAC) 
and an A VF cyclotron (A VF). Heavy ions to be 
accelerated up to 135 MeV/ nucleon have been 
served for a variety of disciplines including 
nuclear physics, atomic physics, nuclear and 
radiation chemistry, condensed matter physics, 
and radiation biology. The RILAC has been also 
used in a stand-alone mode for atomic physics 
and other fields of application. On the other hand 
a separate use of the AVF is yet to start next 
year. In addition, a I - MeV Tandetron is in oper
ation. 

Users of the facility have ranged over 11 
among 50 laboratories in RIKEN. There has 
been also a large participation of outside users: 
About 240 researchers and 70 graduate students 
from domestic institutions have joined in the 
activities at the Facility. International collabora
tions with groups from more than 15 laboratories 
were also encouraged and promoted on the basis 
of institutional agreements or individual initia
tives. 

The Report also includes R&D works and 
construction status reports of two developing 
projects: One is the joint project between RIKEN 
and Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute 
(J AERI) to build an 8-Ge V synchrotron radia
tion source (SPring-8) at the site' of Harima 
Science Garden City, Hyogo Prefecture. The 
other is an international project between RIKEN 
and RAL (U.K.) on muon science. An intense 
pulsed muon beam is to be facilitated using the 
RAL synchrotron. 

The accelerators have worked nicely through 
the year. The beam hours for experiments with 
RRC have nearly reached a level of 5000 hours 
per year. Installation of an ECR ion source (NEO
MAFIOS) at RILAC has significantly improved 
beam properties of heavier ions. Ions as heavy as 
166Er have been used for an experiment. Mean
while acceleration of protons has been tested 
successfully at different energies. In order to 
gain a broader prospect for hydrogen-beam 
experiments a polarized ion source is under con-
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struction at the AVF to be completed next 
spring. 

There have been also steady developments 
with the experimental apparatus at RRC beam 
channels. In particular construction of a large
acceptance magnetic spectrometer has been com
pleted. This is installed downstream of a projec
tile-fragment separator, RIPS, to serve for exclu
sive measurements of secondary reactions with 
radioactive beams. An on-line mass separator, 
GARIS-IGISOL, has improved in transmission 
efficiency significantly. Another spectrometer 
called SMART, a Tandem-type high- precision 
charged-particle analyzer, has started its opera
tion for experiments. 

Experimental studies on nuclear physics have 
been made primarily using beams from RRC, 
consuming about 70 % of the whole RRC beam 
hours. Emphasis has been placed on the studies 
on and with unstable nuclei. The fragment 
separator RIPS has continuously played the 
major role by supplying intense high-energy 
beams of radioactive isotopes. Nuclear density 
distribution and giant resonances of neutron
halo nuclei have been extensively studied 
through inclusive and exclusive measurements. 
A study of sub-barrier fusion reactions with 
extremely-neutron rich nuclei is under progress. 
Crqss-sections of astrophysical interests were 
measured for several reactions involving unsta
ble nuclei. In particular use of electro-magnetic 
dissociation process as an inverse radiative cap
ture reaction was appreciated. A new method to 
produce spin -polarized unstable nuclei through 
projectile-fragmentation has been established: 
Measurements of g- factors of exotic nuclei were 
successfully started with such beams. Another 
unique approach to polarize unstable nuclei is 
under study, applying a laser optical pumping 
method to isotopes implanted in semi
conductors. 

While RIPS cover relatively light isotopes 
heavy isotopes were studied using GARIS
IGISOL. A challenging program to search for 
super-heavy elements (SHE) has been 
continued. A possible new scheme based on a 
particular type of reaction process is under inves
tigation to enhance the production and survival 
probabilities of SHE. The isotope separator was 
also used to study other heavy nuclei such as non-
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volatile Hf isotopes and tin isotopes close to 
A = 100. An interesting attempt to produce 
beams of high-spin isomers has yielded a promis
ing result. A fairly intense beam of 144Pm isomers 
with spin of about 30 11 was obtained. With im
proved intensity this would serve to produce 
extremely-high-spin states at relatively low ex
citation energies via secondary compound reac
tions. 

The first experiment with SMART was per
formed on (d,2He) and (d, d * (S = 0, T = 1)) 
reactions by exploiting the wide momentum 
acceptance and easy access to neutron detection. 
Spin-isospin response is the issue of primary 
concern. 

The activities on theoretical nuclear physics 
have been largely enhanced by a recently organ
ized group consisting of three visiting professors 
and six post doctoral fellows. The subjects 
involve not only heavy-ion physics but also other 
aspects such as QCD nuclear phenomena and 
nuclei with strangeness. 

Experiments on atomic physics were perform
ed using RRC, RILAC and also the A VF ECR ion 
source by itself. Emission processes of a-rays in 
high energy atomic collisions were investigated 
with RRC. A detailed study of collision mecha
nism was performed at RILAC by observing 
impact parameter dependence of inner-shell ion
ization. Beam foil spectroscopy continued with 
RILAC Cr beams. Spectroscopy of doubly
excited states of He-like ions was performed 
with ECR. Micro cluster formation at energetic 
heavy-ion impact was studied with RILAC. Crys
tallization of Kr was studied using the Tan
detron. 

The major effort on muon research has shifted 
towards construction of the new beam channel at 
RAL. Meanwhile a production scheme of ultra 
slow J1.- beam has been tested at RRC. Studies on 

muonic molecules are in progress in relation to 
muon catalyzed fusion. 

Studies of nuclear and radiation chemistry 
have continued with various methodologies. 
Mossbauer and perturbed angular correlation 
techniques were used to study the properties of 
magnetic and high- Tc superconducting mate
rials. Rutherford scattering and PIXE techniques 
were applied to the impurity and composition 
analysis of high-purity industrial materials and 
environmental and geological samples. Positron 
annihilation analysis continued to probe disloca
tion in semi-conductors. A major effort was 
placed on development and application of a 
"multi - tracer" method in which a large variety 
of radioactive isotopes produced in high-energy 
heavy- ion reactions are used simultaneously as 
tracers. The new method has been proved to be 
an effective and useful means to study circula
tion of elements in vegetation and geographical 
environments. 

Studies of radiation biology were performed in 
two aspects, space biology and radiotherapy. 
Effects of irradiation of high-energy heavy ions 
were studied on biological samples such as 
spores, beans, and shrimp eggs to simulate the 
effects of cosmic rays. Basic studies on heavy 
ion cancer therapy were carried out by irradiat
ing mice, mammal culture cells and so on at 
RRC. 

Our scientific activities have involved a large 
number of seminars, workshops and symposia 
held at or organized by the Facility. In particular 
we were happy to promote the 4th international 
conference on N ucleus- Nucleus Collision on the 
basis of recent developments on heavy-ion 
nuclear physics at our facility. It was held suc
cessfully in June at Kanazawa with a large 
number of participants and lively reports and 
discussions. 
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II. OPERATION OF ACCELERATORS 

1. RRC Operation 

Y. Yano, A. Goto, M. Kase, T. Kageyama, T. Nakagawa, H. Isshiki, * R. Abe, * 
S. Otsuka, * H. Akagi, * T. Ishikawa, * R. Ichikawa, * and T. Maie* 

Figure 1 summarizes the change in yearly 
operation hours of the RRC from 1987 to 1991 (as 
for 1991 see the figure caption) . Since 1990 rou
tine machine-time schedule for the year has 
almost been established, because there have 
been no interruptions due to construction works. 
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Non·nuclear 
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Fig. 1. Statistics of the RRC operation from 1987 to 
1991 . Operation hours of 1991 * are the values predicted 
as of November 8, 1991, expecting no more break· 
downs. Experiments of 710 hours as well as machine 
tunings of 130 hours remain scheduled. 

In these two years extensive improvements have 
been made for the whole parts of the machine; 
this work was very effective in Quick starting
up, stable operation, and easy maintenance. 
Thereby hours for tuning and breakdown have 
been cut back so that total effective hours for 
users are likely to reach nearly 5000 hours in 
1991. These hours have been dovoted to carry 
out nuclear (70 % in portion) and non-nuclear 
(30 % in portion) experiments. The A VF -inject
ed beam time has exceeded the RILAC- injected 
beam time in a ratio of 7 to 3. Regular long-term 
overhauls were carried out for 3 weeks in the 
winter and 6 weeks in the summer. 

* Sumijyu Accelerator Service, Ltd. 

In Fig. 2 new beams from December 1990 
through October 1991 are plotted in the available 
region of an energy-mass space together with the 
beams accelerated so far. Table 1 lists these new 
beams as well. 
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Fig. 2. RRC beams during April 1987-0ctober 1991. 

Table 1. New RRC beams in December 1990-0ctober 
1991. 

Particle Charge RFF h Energy IntensIty 
(MHz) (MeV/nucleon) (pnA) 

p 24.6 5 70 100 

38.7 5 210 30 

42.2 5 270 

d 32.0 5 130 10 

58NI 13 18 11 7 2 

8 18 11 7 18 

65Cu 8 18 11 7 3 

136Xe 23 18 10 8.5 4 

33 28 9 26 1.8 

166Er 32 22.3 9 16 2 
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In late 1990 an ECR ion source, NEOMAFIOS, 
was installed on a high voltage terminal of the 
RILAC, being substituted for an old PIG ion 
source. Thanks to higher charge- states 
obtained, the RILAC acceleration performance 
has been roughly doubled for heavy ions, and 
consequently the RRC beam energies and inten
sities for heavy ions have been increased. In 
addition, when we accelerate ions of mass-to
charge ratio less than 8.1 up to the RRC mini
mum energy of 7 MeV Inucleon, no charge strip
ping is preferable owing to the high intensity for 
the high charge-states. Here the RRC has the K
value of 460 MeV for such a low velocity beam. 
We applied this acceleration mode to 7 MeV I 
nucleon 58Ni8+ and 65CU8+ beams, and the inten
sities obtainable have been significantly in
creased by a factor of 5 as a result of no beam 
loss due to the stripping process. 

We successfully accelerated 210 MeV and 70 
MeV proton beams. In the latter, 70 MeV Inu
cleon H2 + ions were dissociated by a stripper foil 
placed at the object point of the RRC beam line. 

Trim-coil power supplies have potentiality to 
create an isochronous field for a 270 MeV proton 
beam, while accoding to calculations a vertical 
betatron frequency crosses the dangerous 

resonace v z = 0.5 at 210 MeV and decreases down 
to 0.2 at the final energy. In order to study the 
resonance-crossing phenomena, we tried to 
accelerate protons up to 270 Me V . In this trial, 
protons were successfully accelerated up to the 
final energy inside the RRC, but some part of the 
beam was lost near the resonance-crossing 
radius, where abrupt vertical shift of central 
particles was observed. These phenomena will 
be investigated in further detail. 

In improvement works on the ECR ion source 
of the A VF cyclotron, it was found that applying 
a negative voltage to an electrode housed in a 
first -stage chamber as well as coating aluminum 
and magnesium oxide on a second-stage plasma 
chamber wall enhance the high -charge state 
performance. By these means 35 epA of 4°Ar12+ 
and 6 epA of 84Kr20+ have been obtained, which 
allows the RRC to deliver approximately 2pnA 
of 110 MeV I nuc1eon 4°Ar and 70 MeV Inucleon 
84Kr beams, respectively. 

A polarized protonl deuteron ion source of an 
atomic beam type is being assembled about 8 m 
directly above the A VF cyclotron center. Test of 
this ion source will be started in late 1991. R&D 
work on a polarized 3He ion source is also pur
sued. 
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11-2. RILAC Operation 

Y. Chiba, M. Hemmi, M. Yanokura, M. Kase, E. Ikezawa, T. Aihara, * 
T. Ohki, * H. Hasebe, * T. Chiba, and Y. Miyazawa 

The RILAC operation entered into a new era 
by replacing the PIG ion source used for many 
years with a new ECR ion source (N eomafios) . 
Installation and test of the new ion source on the 
injector high voltage station was completed at 
the end of 1990. Beam service for users with the 
ECR source was started in Jan. 1991. Tables 1, 
2, and 3, show the statistics of operation from 
Jan. through Dec. 1991. Highly charged ions 
available with the ECR source extended the 

Table 1. Statistics of the operation for Jan. 
1-Dec. 31, 1991. 

Day % 

Beam time 177 48.5 

Frequency change 7 1.9 

Overhaul and improvement 36 9.9 

Periodic inspection and repair 29 7.9 

Machine trouble 4 1.1 

Scheduled shut down 112 30.7 

Total 365 100 
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usable energy range of RILAC as shown in Fig. 
1. Difficulty in keeping a stable operation of the 
ECR source for several metal elements (e. g. Cu, 
Zn, and BD was got over in most cases by using 
oxide ceramics specimens. The details of the 
ECR source are reported in this issue also. 1) 

Hard machine troubles we met this year are as 
follows. A long bellows of NO. 3 resonator was 
mechanically damaged; the bellows was used for 
vacuum seal of the driving rod of the shorting 

Table 2. Beam time for individual research 
groups. 

Day % 

Atomic physics 63 35.6 

Solid-state physics 17 9.6 

Nuclear chemistry 17 9.6 

Radiation chemistry 9 5.1 

Accelerator research 7 4.0 

Beam transportation to RRC 64 36.2 

Total 177 100 

-
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Fig. 1. Ion energies from RILAC with use of the ECR ion 
source compared with the previous PIG ion source. 

* Sumijyu Accelerator Service, Ltd. 
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Table 3. List of ions used in this year. device. It took 3 days to repair it with a spare 

Mass Charge state Day 
one. Troubles of rf contact silver sheets in the 

Ion 
resonator, RILAC'S chronic trouble, took place 

He 4 7 

C 12 4 1 again ' in NO. 6 resonator. In an electrostatic 
N 14 2,3 9 quadrupole lens installed at the beam exit of the 
N 15 2,3 3 ECR source, the surface insulation of electrode 
Ne 20 4 2 supports was deteriorated with sputtered metals; 
Si 28 5 15 the shields from sputtering and the supports were 
Ar 40 4,6,8 56 improved. In the microwave source of the ECR 
Cr 52 7 13 ion source , the 8 GHz low level amplifier and the 
Ni 58 6,8 16 DC high voltage supply for the klystron had 
Cu 65 8 5 troubles. 
Kr 84 9 7 

Sn 120 13 References 
Xe 129 13 1) E. Ikezawa et at.: This Report , p. 165. 
Xe 136 9, 14 26 

Sm 152 12 

Ho 165 13 

Er 166 13 8 

Hf 180 14 

Bi 209 10, 14 4 
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11-3. AVF Cyclotron Operation 

A. Gata, M. Kase, Y. Yana, T. Nakagawa, T. Kageyama, H. Isshiki,* 
R. Abe,* S. Otsuka,* H. Akagi,* T. Ishikawa,* R. Ichikawa,* and T. Maie* 

We have routinely offered AVF cyclotron 
beams to RIKEN Ring Cyclotron (RRC) for the 
last one year. Table 1 lists the characteristics of 
ion beams which were accelerated from Decem
ber 1990 to October 1991. Among these, new ones 
are protons and H 2+ ions. We succeeded in get
ting the designed maximum energies from RRC 
for protons (210 MeV) and deuterons (135 MeV / 
nucleon). We operated the A VF cyclotron for 
98.5 days for beam services to users during this 

period. 
In the summer-time overhaul, we found that 

there were no problems in the components of the 
cyclotron. The performance of the cyclotron was 
almost the same as in the previous year; the 
cyclotron has been operated with no serfous 
troubles except that some beam losses occurred 
in the injection beam line and during extraction 
and that the beam transmission through the 
cyclotron was still around 10%. 

Table 1. A VF beams accelerated in December 1990-0ctober 1991. 

Ion 

p 

P 

d 

d 

d 

18OS+ 

18()6+ 

RF 
Frequency 

(MHz) 

12.3 

19.4 

21.1 

12.3 

16.3 

13.8 

16.3 

16.3 

12.3 

14.5 

14.5 

14.05 

Energy + 

(MeV/nucleon) 

4.0 ( 70) 

9.9 (210) 

11.8 (270) 

4.0 ( 70) 

7.0 (135) 

9.5 (---)t 

7.0 (135) 

7.0 (135) 

4.0 ( 70) 

5.5 (l00) 

5.5 (100) 

5.2 ( 95) 

Operation++ 
time 
(days) 

3.5 

3 

5 

0.5 

13 

2.5 

4 

12.5 

4.5 

38 

Total 98.5 

+ The values in the parentheses show the energies obtained by the coupled 
operation with RRC. 

++ The time served to experiments. 

t These ions were accelerated only with the A VF cyclotron. 

* Sumijyu Accelerator Service, Ltd. 
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11-4. Tandetron Oper.ation 

T. Kobayashi, E. Yagi, T. Urai, H. Sakairi, and M. Iwaki 

The Tandetron was operated for 152 days in 
the period from Oct. 1, 1990 to Oct. 31, 1991, 
during which IH, 4He, and llB were accelerated. 

The machine was shut down several times for 
replacement of a variable transformer of the 
electric power supply for an einzel lens, and a 
diffusin pump for a vacuum system of the RBS 
beam line, and for repairs of a high voltage 
power supply for a quadrupole doublet lens and 
an arc power supply in a duoplasmatron ion 
source. The acceleration tube was replaced with 
new one in September. 

The Tandetron was used for the experimental 
studies on the following subjects. 

(1) Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy 
(RBS) 

-8-

(a) Behavior of Kr atoms implanted into 
aluminum by the channeling method 
(Metal Physics Lab.) 

(b) Analysis of the Tb distribution and dam
age in a Tb- implanted CaF 2 (Semiconduc
tor Lab. and Surface Characterization 
Center) 

(2) Nuclear Reaction Analysis 
(a) Lattice location of hydrogen in niobium 

alloys by the channeling method (Metal 
Physics Lab.) 

(3) Particle induced X -ray emission (PIXE) 
(a) Application of the PIXE to medical , 

environmental, archaeological ,and mate
rial sciences (Inorganic Chemical Physics 
Lab.) 
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III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 

1. Nuclear Physics 

1. A Resonating-Group-Method Study of 160 - 160 Elastic Scattering 

T. Wada 

[ 

160- 160 elastic scattering, resonating group method, ) 
equivalent local potential, deep potential. 

Recently, Stiliaris et alY reported that 
"nuclear rainbow" is found in the elastic scatter
ing of the 16

0-
16

0 system at Ecm =175 MeV. This 
observation provides us with the first example of 
the nuclear rainbow in heavy- ion scattering. The 
rainbow structure can be reproduced by a deep 
real potential with a weak imaginary part, while 
the shallow potential failed to reproduce the data 
at large angles. This result seems to be contra
dictory to the fact that the molecular resonance 
phenomena observed in the light-heavy ion sys
tems have been described almost exclusively 
using shallow potentials. It is now widely 
accepted that the a-nucleus optical potential has 
been determined without ambiguities. We studied 
£1' -

160 and a-40Ca elastic scattering by the 
resonating group method (RGM) .2) We found 
that the data fitting by the theory is very good in 
a wide energy range and that the equivalent local 
potential (ELP) constructed from the RGM non
local one is very similar to the real part of the 
unique optical potential which is deep. Thus, it is 
quite important to study the 16

0 -
16

0 system by 
the RGM. 

The oscillator parameter 11 for the intrinsic 
wave function of 160 is chosen to be 0.16 fm-2. 
As for the effective nuclear force, we adopt the 
HNY interaction3

) which has a parameter in the 
3E strength of the medium- range attraction; 
Vm (3E) = - 546 + ~MeV. Figure 1 shows the 
elastic scattering angular distribution calculated 
with the RGM and the datal) at Ecm =175 MeV. 
The value of ~ adopted here is 90.7 MeV. For 
the imaginary part of the 160 - 160 potential, we 
adopt the Woods-Saxon form with the radius 
Ri = 5.5 fm, the diffuseness ai = 0 . 65 fm, and the 
strength Wo = 29 . 7 MeV. A surface-transparent 
imaginary potential is necessary to reproduce 
the rainbow structure. The fit to the data is very 
good. We also calculate the ELP from the non
local interaction of the RGM. Figure 2 shows the 
ELP (L=50) at the same energy together with 
the real part of the phenomenological optical 

160(160 ,160 ) 

H'N 
~=90.7 MeV 

Fig. 1. Comparison of the 160 - 160 elastic scattering angu
lar distribution by the RGM at Ecm = 175 MeV with the 
data of Ref. 1. 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the equivalent local potential (solid 
line) at Ecm = 175 MeV with the phenomenological 
potential of Ref. 4 (dashed line). Dotted line denotes the 
direct potential without antisymmetrization. 

potential by Kondo et al.4
) One of the quantities 

which characterize potentials is the volume inte
gral per nucleon pair; jv= 47C f V ( r) r 2dr / 
ApAT, where Ap and AT denote the mass number 
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of the projectile and that of the target, respec
tively. The calculated value of jv for the ELP 
is 290 MeV -fm3

, which agrees with that for the 
phenomenological potential of Ref. 4. 

References 
1) E. Stiliaris et at.: Phys. Lett., 223B, 291 (1989). 

2) T. Wada and H. Horiuchi: Phys. Rev. Lett., 58, 2190 
(1987); T. Wada and H. Horiuchi: Phys. Rev., C38, 
2063 (1988). 

3) Y. Yamamoto: Prog. Theor. Phys., 52, 471 (1974). 
4) Y. Kondo, F. Michel, and G. Reidemeister: Phys. 

Lett., 24~B, 340 (1990). 
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111-1-2. Multi-Dimensional Langevin Approach to the Dissipative 
Dynamics of Nuclear Fission 

T. Wada, N. Carjan,* and Y. Abe 

[
Fission, multi-dimensional Langevin equation, J 
transient time, kinetic energy distribution. 

Nuclear fission is a multi -dimensional dis
sipative phenomenon. Various collective degrees 
of freedom which describe nuclear shapes such 
as elongation, necking, fragment deformation, 
and mass-asymmetry have to be taken into 
account for studying the dynamics of fission. The 
success of the transport theories in describing 
nuclear dissipation in deep inelastic heavy-ion 
collisions revived the old Kramers' picture!) in 
studying induced fission; slowly varying collec
tive degrees of freedom are viewed as a Brow
nian particle and fast nucleonic degrees of free
dom as a heat bath. The Langevin approach2

) is 
more suitable for nuclear physics problems than 
the Fokker-Planck approach, because: (1) Lan
gevin equation can be easily applied to multi
dimensional cases since it is an ordinary differen
tial equation; (2) it can also be generalized to 
treat non-Markovian processes by introducing a 
retarded friction. 

A characteristic aspect of the Brownian pic
ture is that the fission rate is time dependent; 
there is a transient time before reaching the 
stationary limit. In fact, anomalously large num
ber of pre-scission neutrons have been observed 
and are expected to be an evidence of the tran
sient time.3

) 

Nuclear viscosity which originates from the 
coupling between the collective degrees of free
dom and the rest of the system is a crucial 
quantity for the macroscopic description of fis
sion. For example, the fragment kinetic energy 
distribution is mainly governed by the dis
sipative dynamics during the descent from saddle 
to scission. On the other hand, the transient time 
which is needed for the system to establish sta
tionary flow over the saddle is governed by the 
dissipative dynamics from the equilibrium shape 
to the saddle. 

We have applied the multi-dimensional Lan
gevin equation to the study of dissipative 
dynamics of fission. Using a liquid drop model 
potential and shape-dependent inertia and dissi-

• Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Bordeaux-Gradignan, 
33175 Gradignan, France. 

pation tensors, we have succeeded in solving the 
equation numerically. The potential is calculated 
as the sum of a Coulomb energy for a diffused 
charge distribution and a generalized surface 
energy with a Yukawa-plus-exponential folding 
function which takes into account the finite 
range of the nuclear force. The inertia tensor is 
calculated using the Werner-Wheeler approxi
mation to incompressible irrotational nuclear 
flow. For the dissipation tensor we use two 
different models: the two-body hydro dynamical 
viscosity and the one-body wall- and-window 
dissipation, which have different strength and 
deformation dependence. Results concerning the 
time dependence of the fission rate and the distri
bution of the fragment kinetic energy have been 
compared with existing measurements for the 
symmetric fission of 213 At. 

Both the transient time and the time for the 
descent from saddle to scission increase as the 
dissipation becomes stronger. The fission delay 
time obtained with the one-body dissipation is 
consistent with that deduced from a recent mea
surement of pre-scission neutrons, 3) while the 
delay time with the two-body dissipation is shor
ter by an order of magnitude. The temperature 
dependence of the calculated mean value and of 
the variance of the total kinetic energy agrees 
with that of experimental data.4

) Multi-dimen
sional treatment is necessary to reproduce the 
observed variance of the fragment kinetic 
energy. Validity of the deterministic approach 
to the mean value of the pre-scission kinetic 
energy is also discussed. 

By incorporating the coordinate dependence of 
the inertia and dissipation tensors as well as the 
potential, we have described the inner dynamics 
(from the equilibrium shape to saddle, e.g., the 
transient time) and the outer dynamics (from 
saddle to scission, e.g., the kinetic energy distri
bution) at the same time. This kind of approach 
is necessary for the elucidation of the nature and 
magnitude of the nuclear viscosity. 

This report is a compressed version of Ref. 5 . 
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111-1-3. Langevin Approach to the Pre-Scission Particle Evaporations 

T. Wada, N. Carjan,* and Y. Abe 

[ 
Fissio~, ~angevi~ equation, tr~nsient time, ) 
pre-SCISSIOn partIcle evaporatIOn. 

An experimental evidence for the slow fission 
time scale has come from measurements of the 
numbers of evaporated neutrons, charged parti
cles, and giant dipole y-rays emitted before 
scission, which are generally in excess of those 
predicted using static phase space arguments. 
Pre-scission particle multiplicities are influenced 
by the nuclear viscosity in three significant ways. 
The first is the Kramers' factorl) which reduces 
the Bohr-Wheeler fission width in a pre
exponential factor. The second is the transient 
time needed for the system to establish the sta
tionary flow over the saddle. The third is the 
time for the descent from saddle to scission, 
which is increased by dissipation. Phe
nomenologically, the excess neutrons have been 
interpreted in terms of the saddle- to-scission 
time and the pre-saddle delay which is related to 
the transient time. 2

) Recently, the possibility of 
limiting the pre-saddle delay time using charged 
particle multiplicities was reported. 3

) We have 
been studying the nuclear dissipative dynamics 
using the Langevin equation.4

) In Ref. 4, we 
showed the applicability of the multi-dimen
sional Langevin equation to the realistic study of 
fission and the importance of the simultaneous 
treatment of inner (equilibrium to saddle) and 
outer (saddle to scission) dynamics. 

Here we report the preliminary results of our 
recent study of the dissipative dynamics of fis
sion including particle evaporations using the 
Langevin equation. For the simplicity of the 
calculation, we adopted the one-dimensional 
model. The one-dimensional path is determined 
as the mean path of the two-dimensional Lan
gevin trajectories. The potential is calculated as 
the sum of a Coulomb energy and a generalized 
surface energy with aYukawa-pius-exponential 
folding function. The inertia tensor is obtained 
using the Werner-Wheeler approximation and 
the dissipation tensor is calculated with the wall 
and-window formula. The shape dependence of 
the inertia and dissipation tensors is fully taken 
into account. 

• Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Bordeaux-Gradignan, 
33175 Gradignan, France. 

The formalism to study the competition 
between particle evaporations and fission decay 
is the same as that is adopted in Ref. 5. The 
difference is that the authors of Ref. 5 use the 
Fokker-Planck equation with the shape-indepen
dent mass and friction. In this formalism, the 
fission width in the quasi-stationary limit is time 
dependent because the excitation energy of the 
compound nucleus decreases owing to the parti
cle evaporations. Figure 1 shows the calculated 
fission width at saddle and that at scission for 
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Fig. 1. Time dependence of the fission widths calculated 
at saddle (dotted line) and at scission (solid line). 
Dashed line denotes the quasi -stationary fission width. 

the symmetric fission of 19
2Pb with the initial 

temperature T = 2 MeV and L = 50. The tran
sient time is 6 x 10- 21s and the saddle-to-scis
sion time is 8 x 10- 21s. The obtained multiplic
ities of the pre-scission particles for this spin are 
2.30, 0.103, and 0.040 for neutron, proton, and 
alpha particle, respectively. While if we use the 
quasi - stationary fission width, they become 
2.04, 0.092, and 0.036, respectively. Thus the 
effect of the transient time and the saddle - to
scission time is about 10 %. The reduction of 
the stationary fission width from the Bohr 
Wheeler's one plays a more decisive role. Fur
ther studies are now in progress. 
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111-1-4. Stochastic and Deterministic Solutions of the 
2-D Boltzmann Equation 

M. Tohyama and E. Suraud* 

(
Nuclear reaction theories, Intermediate-energy heavy-ion J 
collisions, Numerical simulations. 

Numerical simulations based on the nuclear 
Boltzmann equation (NBE) have extensively 
been done for intermediate-energy heavy-ion 
collisions. l

) Whatever numerical approaches are 
used to simulate NBE, it is desirable to know 
their validities and limitations. For this purpose 
we compare the results of the Boltzmann-Ueh
ling-Uhlenbeck (BUU) simulation method of 
Ref. 1 and the weighted particle method (WPM) 
of Ref. 2 with those of the "exact" numerical 
approach for the collision of two-dimensional 
nuclear matter; it is finite in the beam direction 
(the z direction) and infinite in the other direc
tion (the x direction). NBE for the 2-D system 
becomes 

~f+Pz ~f-~U~f=I 
at m az az apz ' 

where the collision term I is written as 

1= (2!) 3 f d2p2d2p3d2p4 1 v (p - P3) 12 

x 02 (P+P2 -P3 -P4) 0(£ + £2 - £3 - £4) 

x (ff2f3f4 -ff2£3£4)' 
We obtain the numerical solutions of the above
mentioned three methods for the symmetric 
collision of a fragment with width of about 4fm 
at Ecm/A=lOMeV and calculate the time evolu
tion of distortion in momentum space defined 
by < pz 2> - <Px2> where < > means an aver
age value. In Fig.l shown is the ratio of the 
distortion with to that without nucleon-nucleon 
(NN) collisions. The BUU result has rather 
large fluctuations which are not seen in the 
WPM result, though the number of test particles 

• GANIL, B.P. 5027,14021 Cean-Cedex, France. 
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Fig. 1. The ratio of <p/> - <p/> with to that without 
nucleon-nucleon collisions. 

used for both BUU and WPM is similar. This is 
a consequence of the stochastic treatment of NN 
collisions in BUU: the momenta of two nucleons 
abruptly change after they suffer a collision. The 
smooth behavior of the WPM momentum distri
bution is due to a deterministic treatment of NN 
collisions2) and demonstrates an advantage of 
WPM. The agreement of the BUU result with the 
"exact one" remains rather qualitative. 
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111-1-5. Distribution of Strength for Isoscalar Modes at Finite Temperature 

S. Yamaji, H. Hofmann,* and A.S. Jensen** 

[Large Scale Collective Motion, Linear Response Theory'] 

We studied the collective response function as 
a function of the excitation energy for typical 
isoscalar modes.l} We found that the strength 
function exhibits the usual low energy and giant 
resonance peaks at low temperatures whereas all 
the strength is concentrated in a low energy 
mode at temperatures higher than a temperature 
of around 1. 5 MeV. Thus the vibrational inertia 
of slow motion turns into that of irrotational 
flow at high temperature. 

In this report, we study the physical origins of 
the observed shift in the frequency. The effects 
found are related to the two features, which are 
specific to our approach. 

Let us begin by looking at the influence of the 
residual interactions. They are taken into 
account through the imaginary part of particle 
and hole selfenergies. To some extent this effect 
can be simulated by a constant width r being 
independent of both frequency and temperature. 
This allows us to check the importance of the 
temperature dependence of the selfenergies. In 
Fig. 1 we present by solid curves a calculation 
with r = O. 25 MeV for temperatures of 1 and 2 
Me V in the case of the isoscalar quadrupole 
mode in 2osPb. One clearly observes a shift of 
strength towards low frequencies, which is very 
similar to the "true" case.l} 

Let us discuss the importance of the tempera
ture-dependent coupling constant k of the sepa
rable two-body interaction.2) The constant k 
changes sensitively with temperature in our 
model. To see the influence of the temperature
dependence, we show in Fig. 1 by dashed curves 

* Dep. Physics, Technical University of Munich, Ger· 
many. 

* * Institute of Physics, University of Aarhus, Denmark. 
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Fig. 1. The imaginary part of the response function (in 
arbitrary unit) as a function of frequency for tempera· 
tures 1 and 2 MeV. The solid curves (scale on the left 
vertical axis) show the results with constant r = 0.25 
MeV. The dashed curves (scale on the right vertical 
axis) show the results with the constant coupling k. 

a computation of the strength for different tem
perature T = 1 and 2 MeV, with the same self
energy as in Ref. 1 but with the constant cou
pling calculated at T=O MeV. No shift of the 
strength is observed, but the peaks become 
somewhat broader with increasing temperature. 

Thus we conclude that the shift of strength is 
mainly due to the temperature-dependence of the 
effective coupling constant k. 
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111-1-6. The "Finite q.1. Correction" for Cou lomb 
Dissociation Cross Sections of llLi 

K. Soutome, S. Yamaji, and M. Sano 

(Coulomb dissociation cross section, neutron-rich nucleus, llLi.J 

Interest in structure and reactions of neutron
rich radioactive nuclei, especially llLi, has in
creased rapidly in the past few years. In Ref. 1, 
we pointed out the importance of the kinematical 
lower limit of momentum transfer qm!n in the 
Coulomb dissociation of llLi. As shown there, the 
qm!n is given byqm!n=max[elyv, 2nelyv], where 
e =O.25±O.10 MeV is the two-neutron separation 
energy of llLi, v is the relative velocity of llLi 
and the target nucleus (with charge ZT e), 
n == 3 ZTe2/v is the Sommerfeld parameter, and 
y==(1-v2)-1/2 (h=c=l). The cutoff 2nelyv 
emerges when we take account of the fact that 
the transverse component of momentum transfer 
q .L must be non-vanishing in order that llLi may 
be broken up ("finite q .L correction"). 

With the use of this qm!n, we can calculate 
Coulomb dissociation cross sections for the two
neutron removal process llLi +Target~9Li + X 
by 

f oo 87Cn2 
(5 ~9n = dq-3-qm!n q 

X { 1 - I Seq) 12 } F~Li(q)Ff(q), (1) 

where FA (q) is the charge form factor of nucleus 
A. The S (q) is given in the "HO model" I) by 
S (q) = (1-Q2/12) 2 exp (_Q21 4), where 
Q== (/2/11) aq with a=3. 77 fm. 

In Fig. 1, we plotted (5 ~~)n for 20sPb target as a 
function of the incident laboratory energy by the 
solid line. In this case, n »1 and thus qm!n = 2ne I 

200 400 600 800 1000 
Elob [MeV/nucleon] 

Fig. 1. Coulomb dissociation cross sections for 
llLi +2osPb_ 9Li + X. 

yv. To examine the "finite q.L correction", we 
also evaluated (5 ~~~ by using q~!n == e I yv as a 
lower limit of the integral in Eq. (1). The results 
are shown by the dotted line. By comparing the 
solid and dotted lines, we see that the cutoff 
2ne I yv plays an important role in the Coulomb 
dissociation of llLi. 

Unfortunately, there is not enough data to 
compare. The solid square in Fig. 1 is from 
Ref. 2, which corresponds to the two-neutron 
removal process at Elab = 800 MeV I nucleon. The 
open circles are from the recent experiments by 
Inabe et a1. 3

) However, they measured cross sec
tions for llLi +Target~ X (* llLi) + Target' at 
'E lab = 43 and 75 MeV Inucleon. Since the cross 
section for this process contains the contribution 
from the dissociation of the 9Li core, the open 
circles should be regarded as the upper limit for 
(5 ~~~. 

To see effects of the usual "Rutherford bend
ing correction", we calculated "E1 Coulomb dis
sociation cross sections" by using the virtual
photon formula of Bertulani and Baur. 4) The 
results are shown in Fig. 1 by the dot-dashed and 
dashed lines (though almost indistinguishable). 
These two lines differ in the definition of the 
"minimum impact parameter" bm1n: the dot-dash
ed and dashed lines were calculated by setting 
bm1n equal to bo and bo + 7Cn/2j1.vy, respectively, 
where bo is the sum of nuclear radii of II Li and 
the target nucleus, and j1. is their reduced mass. 
The dot-dashed line thus contains the Rutherford 
bending correction. However, this correction is 
small as seen from the figure, which indicates 
that this Rutherford bending correction is essen
tially different from the "finite q.L correction". 
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111-1-7. Coulomb Breakup of Loosely Bound System 

N. Iwasa and T. Motobayashi 

(
dissociation of 8B, angular and virtual photon energy J 
dependence, quantum and semiclassical calculation. 

Loosely bound nuclei are expected to have 
large Coulomb breakup cross sections. We calcu
late the cross section with both quantum mechan
ical and semiclassical methods, taking the reac
tion 8B+208Pb---+7Be+p+208Pb at 50 MeV /u as an 
example. This reaction can be related to the 
7Be (p, y) 8B reaction, one of the key reaction for 
the solar neutrino problem. The virtual photon 
number per unit solid angle dnEl/dO is defined 
for the breakup reaction c---+a + bas, 

d
2

0" 1 dnE1 ( + b) (1) 
dEydO Ey dO 0" C y---+a + , 

where d20"/dEydO is the double differential 
breakup cross section, E y is the energy of a 
virtual photon absorbed by the projectile c, and 
0" (c + y---+a + b) is the photo disintegration cross 
section. The cross section of the radiative cap
ture process a + b---+c + y is related to the disinte
gration cross section by the detailed balance 
theorem 

O"(c+y---+a+b) = wO"(a+b---+c+ y) , (2) 
where w is the phase space factor. Figure 1 shows 
the results of a quantum mechanical calculation 
with the coupled channel code ECIS1) (solid line) 
and a semiclassical calculation2.3). At a forward 
angle, a rapid decrease of photon number is 
observed especially for small Ey. This decrease 
corresponds to the adiabatic limit expressed as 
Eya/ hv= 1 (a is half the distance of the closet 

_...--. lOS 

...... 
8 
c: 
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U-! 
c: 
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Fig. 1. Virtual photon number per unit solid angle dnEl / 
dO. Solid curves correspond to the quantum mechanical 
calculation, and dashed ones to the semiclassical one. 

approach in a head on collision), where the 
virtual photon is not energetic enough to excite 
the projectile. The agreement of the above two 
calculations is good for small E y, but for large Ey 
the oscillating behavior is seen only in the 
quanta I calculation. This may be due to the inter
ference between the waves corresponding to two 
different trajectories, pure Coulomb trajectory of 
larger impact parameter and the one deflected by 
the nuclear attraction at smaller impact parame
ter, which is not taken into account in the semi
classical calculation. The difference at angles 
larger than 6 degree is due to the nuclear a bsorp
tion which is accounted for only in the quantal 
calculation. 

The total virtual photon number nE 1 is 
obtained by integrating eq. lover the angle. The 
results are shown in Fig. 2. In the case of the 
semiclassical calculation, a cut-off radius R has 
to be introduced to account for the absorption. 
The radius R::::;l. 5 (Ap 1/3 + AT 1/3 ) fm gives a good 
fit to the quanta I calculation over a wide range 
of E y. Note that this cut-off radius is slightly 
larger than the strong interaction radius, R::::; 
1. 3 (Ap 1/3 + AT 1/ 3) calculated from the total 
absorption cross section derived by the optical 
potential. 

Finally we estimated the 8B Coulomb breakup 
cross section by putting the (p, y) cross section 

IOO~--~~--~4~--~---~ 

Ey[MeV] 

Fig. 2. Total virtual photon number spectrum. Solid line 
shows the result of the coupled channel calculation, and 
the others show the results of the semiclassical calcula
tion with different cut-off radii. 
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by Filippone et a1.4
) into eq. 1 with the help of the 

detailed balance theorem (eq. 2). The numerical 
results are shown in Table 1. The enormous 
enhancement of breakup cross section is due to 

Table 1. 8B Coulomb Breakup cross sections calculated 
from the (p,y) cross section by Filippone et a1.4

) 

Ey (p;y) cross section ph'L~e space factor 

100 keY 237 keY 

200 keY 337 keY 

1.3 nb 

22 nb 

2343 

2318 

1068 

908 

breakup cross 

section 

13mbIMeY 

138 mb/MeY 

the large virtual photon number and also to the 
big phase volume factor caused by a small Ey 
due to the small binding energy (137 ke V) for 
8B~7Be+p. 
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111-1-8. Relativistic Many Body Theory of Nuclei 
Far from the Stability Line 

H. Toki, D. Hirata, and I. Tanihata 

(Relativistic Mean Field Theory, Unstable Nuclei.J 

The recent experimental program in the use of 
radioactive nuclear beams has opened a new 
field to study the properties of nuclei far from the 
stability line. Many interesting phenomena are 
expected for nuclei with the neutron number 
largely different from the proton number. In 
order to predict such phenomena, we have start
ed to study these unexplored nuclei theoretically. 
For this purpose, we chose the relativistic many 
body theory, the goodness of which has been 
demonstrated by the recent publications for sta
ble nuclei. 1

•
2

) We found that the relativistic mean 
field theory (RMF) with interaction strengths 
fixed by stable nuclei provided also very good 
account of known observables off the stability 
line. 3

•
4

) We summarize here the interesting out
come of the theoretical calculations on nuclei up 
to the drip lines; 

(1) The neutron radii are largely different 
from the proton ones for nuclei close to the 
neutron drip line. This finding should have a 
large influence on the neutron rapid process. 

(2) The neutron drip line is sensitive to the 
rho meson coupling strength and the reasonable 
one provides the drip line be closer to the stable 
line as compared to the one of the mass formula. 

(3) N ear the proton drip line, the neutron and 
the proton radii are quite close and the proton 
drip line is insensitive to the isovector interac
tion. 

We are now investigating the role of deforma
tion on nuclear properties and also equations of 
state of neutron and nuclear matter at various 
temperatures and densities necessary for neutron 
star profiles.5

) We are planning to calculate all 
the existing nuclei and their properties between 
the proton and neutron drip lines within RMF. In 
addition, we are working on the relativistic 
Brueckner- Hartree-Fock (RBHF) theory for 
various nuclei. We have worked out density 
dependent Hartree approach, whose strengths 
are fixed by the RBHF calculations, for symmet
ric nuclei as 160 and 4

0C a with great success. 2
) 

The RBHF theory should provide the micro
scopic foundation of the RMF theory. In fact, we 
are working on the modification of the interac
tion strengths of RMF using the results of 
nuclear matter RBHF calculations. These infor
mations will provide important constraints on 
the dynamics of supernova and neutron stars. 
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111-1-9. Neutral Pion Condensation in Quark Matter 
Including Vacuum Fluctuation Effects 

M. Kato,* W. Bentz,* and K. Tanaka 

(Vacuum instability, pion condensation, Quark matter.J 

One problem in relativistic meson-quark or 
meson-nucleon field theories is the occurrence of 
unphysical tachyon poles (Landau ghost) in the 
meson propagators. Due to the Landau ghosts, 
the vacuum by itself exhibits an instability, i.e., 
the energy of the non-translational invariant 
vacuum in which the background meson fields 
have finite momenta can be made arbitrarily low 
relative to the translational invariant vacuum by 
increasing the momenta of the meson fields. 
Therefore, investigations including vacuum fluc
tuation effects based on a consistent treatment, 
like the loop expansion, have been hampered. 

Recently, one possible method to eliminate the 
Landau ghost without introducing ad- hoc 
parameters has been developed l

) for finite den
sity theories. In this paper2

) we show that the 
method of Ref. 1 is useful to remove the vacuum 
instability discussed above and allows a consis
tent description including vacuum fluctuation 
effects. We discuss the neutral pion condensation 
in Quark matter as a typical example where the 
Landau ghost problem is unavoidable since the 
meson field configurations with non- zero 
momenta Q should be taken into account. 3) We 
use the chiral a--modeI4

) as a model for quark 
matter. An essential point in the application of 
the method of Ref. 1 to the chiral models is that 
chiral symmetry should be preserved through the 
elimination of the Landau ghost. For this pur
pose, we utilize the axial Ward-Takahashi 
identity4) and guarantee chiral symmetry in the 
underlying dynamics. 

In Fig. 1 the energy per quark in quark matter 
is shown as a function of the baryon density. 
There are two kinds of continuous phase transi
tions' one at a low density (PI) from the normal 
phase to the pion condensed phase and another at 
a higher density (P2) from the pion condensed 
phase to the Wigner phase. Both phase transi
tions emerge as a result of an interplay between 
the attractive Fermi sea contribution and the 

* Departmant of Physics, University of Tokyo. 
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Fig. 1. Energy per Quark in Quark matter as a function 
of the baryon density in three cases. The full line is the 
ghost eliminated case, the dashed line is the ghost 
included one and the dashed-dotted line corresponds to 
the normal (no pion condensate) phase. For explana· 
tion of the three critical densities (PI, P2, /J3), see text. 

repulsive mesonic and Dirac sea contributions. 
Although the energy for the case where the ghost 
is included goes to minus infinity for large values 
of q, it is possible to find a local minimum for the 
density up to P3. For higher densities, however, 
there does not exist even a local minimum. An 
important point to note is that, besides removing 
the instability for large momenta, the ghost elim
ination has the further important effect of ren
dering a chiral phase transition possible at some 
value of the baryon density. 
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111-1-10. 1/ N Expansion and the Correlation Energy of 
Nuclear Matter in the Relativistic (1- (V Model 

K. Tanaka and W. Bentz* 

(I/ N expansion, correlation energy, C1-w model.] 

Relativistic meson- nucleon field theoriesl) 
have been successfully applied to the description 
of the nuclear matter and finite nuclei, mainly in 
the simple Hartree (mean-field) approximation. 
One of the simplest and the most popular models 
among those is the C1-w model. 1) Recently, how
ever, it was reported2

) that the description of 
nuclear matter in the C1-w model required drastic 
changes of the overall physical picture if one 
included the higher order (2-100p) contribution 
beyond the Hartree approximation via the loop 
(h -) expansion, and, therefore, the loop expan
sion scheme failed. 

In this paper,3) we propose a 1/ N expansion 
method, where N denotes the number of internal 
degrees of freedom of the nucleon and can be 
identified with 2 due to the isospin 5U(2), as an 
alternative systematic expansion scheme for the 
relativistic meson-nucleon many-body theory. 
We derive a general formula for the computation 
of the effective action in the C1-w model based 
on the 1/ N expansion, utilizing the functional 
integral method. In this scheme the leading con
tribution coincides with the familiar Hartree 
approximation. The elimination of unphysical 
tachyon poles (Landau ghost) from the meson 
propagators in the subgraphs, which appears to 
be essential for our formulation, is also estab
lished following the recently developed method4

) 

based on the Kallen-Lehmann representation. 
We compute the energy density of nuclear 

matter beyond the Hartree approximation in
cluding the next-to-Ieading order contributions 
in the 1/ N expansion. In this order one should 
include the ring energy contribution as a correla
tion energy in addition to the exchange energy 
( 2 - loop) contribution. We find that we can 
describe the nuclear matter saturation properties 
by a mechanism which is qualitatively the same 
as in the Hartree approximation, and, therefore, 
in conformity with the meson exchange picture 
of the nucleon-nucleon interaction. This is in 
contrast to the case of the loop expansion, and 
suggests that the 1/ N expansion scheme is · an 

* Department of Physics, University of Tokyo. 

appropriate expansion scheme. 
For our successful description of the satura

tion property of nuclear matter, the correlation 
energy contribution plays an essential role. Fig-
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Fig. 1. The separate contributions to the binding energy 
per nucleon in nuclear matter in the 1/ N expansion 
scheme as a function of M * / M for the fixed baryon 
number density (kF = 1.3fm- 1

), where M* and Mare 
the effective nucleon mass in nuclear matter and its free 
space value, respectively. The dashed line shows the 
Hartree contribution, the dotted line shows the 
exchange energy contribution, the dot-dashed line 
shows the ring energy contribution, and the solid line 
shows the total binding energy per nucleon. 

ure 1 shows the binding energy per nucleon in 
nuclear matter as a function of the effective 
nucleon mass M * for the fixed baryon number 
density. The ground state of nuclear matter can 
be determined by minimizing the energy density 
with respect to M*, and, therefore, the minimum 
of the solid curve represents the ground state. We 
see that the exchange energy (2-100p) contribu
tion is "destabilizing" the ground state. This is 
the reason why the loop expansion failed. On the 
other hand, the ring energy is a large repulsive 
contribution, guaranteeing the formation of the 
stable ground state. This "stabilizing" behaviour 
is due to the vacuum polarization effects in the 
ring energy and is a general feature of our 
scheme, i.e., insensitive to the choice of the 
parameters in the lagrangian. 
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111-1-11. K-- Nucleus Optical Potential with a Non-Local Term 

S. Hirenzaki, T. Harada, H. Toki, and M. Mizoguchi * 

[Kaonic atoms, non- local optical potential. ) 

We have constructed a K--nucleus optical 
potential with a non-local term and compared 
the results with those of a local potential. It was 
found that the kaonic atom data were re
produced equally well in both cases, while the 
calculated wavefunctions were largely different. 

It is very interesting to explore the K--nuc1eus 
optical potential since the potential, which was 
obtained by fitting the existing data, does not 
reproduce the data of kaonic atoms of p and He 
at all. 1) In addi ti on, the K - -nucleus potential is 
necessary to investigate the formation reactions 
of hypernuclei such as 4He(stopped K-, 7t) 
theoretically. 2) In this paper, we have studied 
the non-local K--nucleus optical potential, 
which is written as 

2,u V opt (r) = -47t (1 +,u / M) ap (r) 
+47t(1+,u/M) - lb'\1 p(r)'\1, 

where,u is the reduced mass of the K -A system, 
M is the mass of the nucleon, p (r) is the nuclear 
density distribution. 'a' and 'b' are complex 
numbers that determine the strength of the poten
tial. The existence of the non- local (P-wave) 
term is indicated by P-wave resonances of A and 
~. We treat 'a' and 'b' as parameters and con
sider the two sets, (1) a = (0.34, 0.84), b = (0, 
0) and (2) a=(-0.15, 0.68), b=(l.l, 0.7) in 
fm unit. The set (1) is the generally used local 
potential. 3) The sign of the real part is opposite 
to the data of a scattering length. As for set (2) , 
we fix 'a' by the data of the scattering length4) 
and get 'b' by fitting the atomic data. The 
kaonic atom data are reproduced equally well in 
both cases. The results are also similar to the K
He case. On the other hand the behavior of the 
wave functions are largely different as seen in 

'" Department of Physics, Tokyo Metropolitan Univer
sity. 
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Fig. 1. The wave functions of the Is state of the kaonic 
helium. The dotted line is the result with parameter set 
(1) and the solid line is the result with set (2). 

Fig. 1; this is because the sign of the real part in 
the local term is different in the two cases. 

This fact indicates that the formation cross 
sections of hypernuclei could be affected largely 
by the ambiguities of the K--nucleus optical 
potential. We are presently investigating the 
optical potential microscopically. 
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111-1-12. (d, 3He) Reactions for the Formation of Deeply 
Bound Pionic Atoms 

S. Hirenzaki, H. Toki, and T. Yamazaki* 

((d, 3He) reactions, deeply bound pionic atoms. J 

We have investigated (d, 3He) reactions in 
detail for the formation of deeply bound pionic 
atoms, and found that the (d, 3He) reaction is 
much more favorable than the (n, p) reaction for 
the search. Deeply bound pionic atoms were 
investigated by Toki and Yamazakjl) and were 
predicted to have narrow widths due to the repul
sive pion-nucleus optical potential that pushes 
the pion wave function outwards.2) These states 
cannot be observed in standard pionic-atom 
experiments that detect pionic X -rays. Hence, 
they proposed a use of pion-transfer reactions 
such as (n, p) and (d, 2He). Following their 
suggestions, deeply bound pionic states were 
searched for by using the (n, p) reaction at Tn= 
420 MeV at TRIUMF.3) No positive evidence 
was observed in the experiment. To obtain bet
ter statistics with better resolution, another 
reaction(d,2He) at Td=lOOO MeV atSATURNE4) 
was measured and its analysis is in progress. It 
was pointed out that the charge-exchange pion
transfer reactions at large momentum transfer 
are sensitively affected by initial and final state 
interactions. It is found that the cross sections 
are about two orders of magnitudes smaller3) 
than the PWBA predictions. 1

•
2) The same was 

also reported by Nieves and Oset.5
) 

The formation of deeply bound pionic atoms 
by (n, d) reactions was also studied theoreti
cally. 6) It was found that the distortion effects of 
(n, d) reactions are smaller than that of (n,p) 
reactions since the angular momentum matching 
condition is well satisfied in (n, d) reactions. It 
was concluded that (n, d) reactions are more 

• Institute for Nuclear Study. University of Tokyo. 

suitable for pionic atom detection6
) and an exper

iment of this reaction at Tn =400 MeV is in 
progress at TRIUMF. 7) However, the weak 
neutron beam makes the experiment extremely 
difficult. We, therefore, have studied (d, 3He) 
reaction for deeply bound pionic-atom formation 
which uses a strong deuteron beam. 

We have studied theoretically the possible use 
of the (d, 3He) reaction for the formation of 
deeply bound pionic states. The calculation was 
made at 600 MeV because the cross section is 
considered to be the largest due to the largest 
elementary cross section and small momentum 
transfer. We find the preferential population of 
quasi -substitutional states [(nILz·ejn-1JJ=0 as in 
the case of (n, d) reaction. The pionic 2p state 
with neutron holes 3Pl/2 and 3P3/2 are preferen
tially populated for a 20sPb target. We conclude 
that (d, 3He) reactions produce pionic atoms in 
a detectable manner. 
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111-1-13. Production and Structure of Light ~-Hypernuclei 

T. Harada and Y. Akaishi 

(~-Hypernuclei, Production, (K-, n+) Reaction, Bound State.J 

In this note, we introduce a theoretical investi
gation of the structure of the ~-hypernuclear 
(unstable) bound state iHe, and consider the 
production by 4He(K-, 7l'+) reactions in flight 
within the DWIA framework in order to estab
lish the properties of the nucleus-~ interaction. 
Hayano et al. l

) have reported the observation of 
the iHe by 4He(stopped K-, 7l'-) reaction at 
KEK. The binding energy and width seem to be 
in agreement with a theoretical prediction by 
Harada et al.,2) although the experimental results 
contain ambiguities how to subtract the back
ground from the n- spectra.3) The knowledge of 
the properties of the nucleus-~ interaction gives 
us progress of ~ -hypernuclear studies.4) 

The nucleus-~ potential derived from the 
microscopic four-body calculation2) is a complex 
potential (SAP-I, 2), with considering the total 
spin S = 0 case, as 

O(R)=UO(R)+UT(R)(Tc·h), (1) 

where R is the relative distance between the core
nucleus (3H or 3He) and the ~-hyperon; Tc and 
h are the respective isospin operators. The first 
term UO is repulsive near the nuclear center, 
which alone does not give any bound state. The 
second term U T called Lane's potential is suffi
ciently strong. 

Let's consider the ~-hypernuclear production 
by the 4He (K-, n+) reaction in flight. S

) We calcu
late the double-differential cross section in the 
DWIA framework by using the Green function 
method.6

) Figure 1 (a) displays the inclusive spec
tra at Pk =600MeV Ic, which were obtained in a 
recent BNL experiment. A peak appears below 
the ~+-emission threshold, which comes from the 
existence of the iHe bound state with isospin 
T-==-i. The potential is attractive due to a combi
nation of U O

- U T
• It is noticed that there 

appears a central repulsion in the real part. The 
~-density distribution is largely suppressed at 
the center and is pushed outside as a strangeness 
halo; the conversion width is reduced by 40% 
compared with the case of no repulsion. 

On the other hand, we can learn the isospin 
dependence of ~-hypernuclear states by compar
ing the n+ spectra with n- ones, because the 
4He(K-, n+) reaction populates only T=% 
states. The potential for T = % which has a com-

30~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Fig. 1. (a) The inclusive spectra by 4He (K- , n+) in 
flight at P k = 600Me V / c; the solid and dashed curves are 
the spectra of SAP-l and of SAP-2, respectively.2) (b) 
The inclusive spectrum by 4He (K-, n+) in flight; the 
curve is the spectrum of SAP- I, which is almost the 
same as that of SAP- 2. 

bination of U o+ i U T
, is strongly repulsive in the 

real part and very weak in the imaginary part. 
There exists no ion bound state. Then the calcu
lated spectrum as shown in Fig. l(b) is very 
different from the n- spectra. 

In conclusion, the 4He (K- , n+) reactions in 
flight can provide very valuable data for us to 
determine the nucleus-~ potential and also to 
check the underlying ~N interaction. There is a 
iHe bound state with J" =0+, T"-'i (99%), 
where the nucleus-~ potential has a strong Lane 
term and a repulsion near the nuclear center in 
its real part; the former makes the system bound 
and the latter suppresses the ~N~AN conver
sion. 
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111·1·14. Subthreshold K+ and Hypernucleus Production 
in Nuclear Collisions 

M. Sano and M. Wakai 

[hypernucleus, meson, strenge particle.] 

The experimental data for proton and K+ 
meson producion in Ne+ Ne collisions at 2.1 
GeV /nucleon are well reproduced by a Glauber 
plus statistical phase-space model, which 
describes heavy-ion reaction as superposition of 
elementary processes in nucleon-nucleon colli
sions. 

The primary production of K+ mesons and A 
particles at bombarding energies below the free 
nucleon-mucleon threshold is possible only by 
taking into account the internal Fermi motion in 
projectile and target nuclei. The production 
cross sections decrease abrutly in the far subthre
shold region. On the other hand, the secondary 
yields of K + mesons and A particles through 
1C+ N~A + K+ reactions become appreciable 
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with a decrease in the bombarding energies and 
below 1 GeV /nucleon dominate the primary 
direct production. Calculated results well repro
duce the experimental data 1) in proton-nucleus 
collisions as shown in Fig. 1. Our results are 
also consistent with a recent study2) for proton
nucleus collisions made by using the VUU trans
port theory. The result for nucleus-nucleus colli
sions' however, is contrary to the VUU result,3) 
which suggests a minor role of the secondary K+ 
production. 

Cross sections for the hypernucleus production 
via the secondary (1CK) reaction in nuclear colli
sions are of several nb at 1 Ge V /nucleon. The 
primary process4

-
S

) also gives cross sections of 
about a few nb. 

.0 
E 

(b) 
Ne. Pb-K+ +X 

-----151 
---- --- 2nd / --101 

0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
E (GeV/nucleon) 

Fig. 1. The subthreshold K+ production in p+ Pb and Ne+ Pb collisions. 
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111·1·15. Formation and Fragmentation of Double·A Compound Nucleus 

M. Sano, M. Wakai, and Y. Yamamoto* 

(hypernucleus, strange particle.] 

The existence of double-A hypernuclei is very 
interesting because it gives valuable information 
on AA interactions and is deeply related to other 
S = - 2 systems such as a hypernuclei and the H 
particle. Though our knowledge on double-A 
hypernuclei was originated from only two events 
in the nuclear emulsion for a long time,I-3) recent
ly new events have been observed at KEK (the E-
176 experiment) with use of the emulsion
counter hybrid detector system.4

) These data 
are far more confident than the old ones, since a
particls captured in emulsion were confirmed 
with high statistics. It is considered that those 
events follow the stopped a- and subsequent 
formation of a- atom. Another search for 
double-A hypernuclei near the (K- , K+) vertex 
points is also in progress.S

) In this case a quasi
free a- is expected to produce a double- A 
hypernucleus. On the other hand, the formation 
of a hyper nuclei was reported in old articles,6) 
though their realities are fairly doubtful. A g 

hypernucleus will decay into a double-A one 
with some probability, if it is able to exist. Under 
these various situations it has not been inves
tigated systematically how double-A hypernu
cleus is formed through aN -AA processes. 

We propose a scenario of the formation of 
double-A hypernuclei. Our basic picture is as 
follows: In the first stage a double-A compound 
nucleus is formed as a result that two A particles 
produced after a g capture stick to a uclear 
medium with some energy deposit, where the a 
particle is captured from an atomic (nuclear) 
orbit or a quasi-free scattering state. In the 
second stage the double-A compound nucleus 
decays into various fragments and one of them is 
likely a double-A hypernucleus. 

In Table 1 we demonstrate the calculated 
probilities of the formation of double-A frag
ments. The ones from C, Nand 0 targets are 
averaged with the weight of the mol ratio in the 
mulsion. 

Table l. Production probabilities of various double-A fragments in emulsion. 

A4A H 0.001 A8ALi 0.040 

A5AH 0.049 A9ALi 0.018 

A6AHe 0.093 A9ABe 0.002 

A7AHe 0.037 l~Li 0.006 
A7ALi O.Oll HBe 0.086 

Conclusions of this work are summarized as 
follows: 

(1) A double-A compound nucleus is consid
ered to be formed from the g -p-AA transition 
through the processes of the direct two A stick
ing and rescattering with nucleons. The former is 
caused only by a low momentum g particle in the 
normal density region of a nuclear medium. 

(2) In the case of a - capture at rest, where a 
g- particle of almost zero momentum is 
absorbed from atomic orbits, the calculated 
probability of direct double-A sticking is rather 
smaller than the experimental indication in the 
case of light nuclei. The rescattering contribu
tion is very important. Our model predicts larger 
values of sticking probabilities in the case of 

* Physics Section, Tsuru University, Yamanashi. 

lABe 0.067 UC 0.066 

HB 0.013 UC 0.024 

UB 0.082 UN 0.006 

liB 0.070 lXN 0.034 

HC 0.004 

heavy nuclei. 
(3) The rescattering process plays an essen

tial role in the case of g- capture from a quasi 
free scattering state, because a high momentum 
a - particle produced by the (K-, K +) reaction 
passes through the nucleus. The contribution of 
direct double-L sticking is negligible in such 
case. 

(4) A double-A compound nucleus breaks up 
into various fragments, which can be treated in a 
statistical way There are two identifications of 
l~Be or liB for the double-A hypernucleus found 
in the KEK (E- 176) experiment. Our calculation 
shows that the cases of l~Be and nB are of 
relatively large and small probabilities, respec
tively. 
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111·1·16. Energy Dependence of Hypernucleus Production 
in High·Energy Nuclear Collisions 

M. Sano and M. Wakai 

(hypernucleus, nuclear collision.] 

The basic mechanism of hypernucleus produc
tion in nuclear collisions l

-
4) involves (1) the 

coalescence of strange particles (A, ~, a) with a 
nuclear fragment produced in projectile nuclear 
fargmentation, (2) the coalescence of strange 
particles and nucleons both produced in the 
participant part, and (3) the secondary processes 
by 7! and K mesons produced in the primary 
nuclear collisions. In high -energy nuclear colli 
sions the production of K - and especially of 7!
mesons becomes large. (The latter being more 
abundant by a factor of""'"" 103). Thus the secon
dary yields of hypernuclei through (K7!) and 
(7!K) reactions becomes appreciable. 

Figure 1 shows the energy dependence of A 4H 
hypernucleus production in the 4 He + 12C collision 
and experimental values of cross sections. 5-7) 

The A -particle production cross sections 
increase with increasing beam energy. However, 
a remarkable increase is not seen. On the con
trary, the cross sections at 14.5 GeV Inucleon are 

-:r 
~< 

b 

10' 

Hr' 

I exp 
--th 

Fig. 1. Energy dependence of A 4H hypernucleus produc
tion cross section in 4He+ 12C collisions. 

about a few times smaller than at 3.7 Ge V I nu
cleon, in spite of the increase of A -particle pro
duction with increasing beam energy. This 
comes from the fact that velocities of A particles 
shift to the mid- rapidity region, resulting in a 
poor overlap between velocity distributions of a 
A particle and a nuclear fragment. However, the 
secondary production of hypernuclei through 
(7!K) reactions reaches values comparable with 
the primary direct process (1) in nuclear colli
sions at 14.5 Ge V Inucleon. 

The production cross section of A 3H by the 
mechanism (2) in 12C+ 12C collisions at 3.7 GeV I 
nucleon is 0.31 J1 b and is comparable to that 
from the mechanism (1), that is, 0.22 J1b. For 
hypernUclei heavier than A3H, e.g. A4H, the pro
duction by the mechanism (2) at 3.7 GeV I nu
cleon yields a negligible contribution, compared 
to that from the mechanism (1). The hypernu
cleus production by mechanism (2) is effective 
only for A 3H and increases gradually with the 
increase of beam energy. 
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111·1·17. Hypernuclear Production in 14.5 GeV/nucleon Si +Au Collisions 

M. Sano, M. Wakai, and S. N agamiya * 

(hypermucleus, strange particleJ 

The production of A hypernuclei in 14.5 GeV / 
nucleon Si + Au collisions is studied for four 
different mechamisms; (1) coalescence of a spec
tator nuclear fragment and A particles from a 
participant part,I,2) (2) coalescence of A particles 
and nucleons both produced in the participant 
part,3) (3) conversion of a a- hypernucleus into 
single- and double-A hypernucleus,3) and (4) the 
secondary process by 1! and K mesons. 4

) 

Cross sections of particle productions in the 
collisions are calculated by a Glauber plus 
statisical phase-space model, which describes 
heavy-ion reactions as superpositon of elemen
tary processes in nucleon-nucleon collisions, and 
are compared with the experimental data. 

Tables 1 and 2 show a part of values of cross 
sections of A and a hypernuclei produced by the 
mechanisms 0) and (2), respectively. 

Table l. Hypernucleus production cross sections in 
peripheral collisions. 

Nuclear Fra ent F crCAF) [j..lb] crCAAF) [pb] crC=:F) [nb] 

2H 0.22 0.05 0.92 

3H 0.15 0.11 0.58 

3He 0.23 0.18 0.92 

4He 2.11 1.41 8.13 

* Columbia University, Irvingtom, N. Y., U.S.A. 

Table 2. Hypernucleus production cross sections in 
central collisions. 

Nuclear Fraoment F crCAF) [mb] crCAAF) [j..lb] a~F) (Ilb] 

2H (pn) 8.71 22.8 33.4 

3H (pn2) 0.34 1.01 1.26 

3He (p2n) 0.24 0.71 0.89 

4He ( 2n2) l.txI0-2 0.03 0.04 

A a- particle trapped in a nuclear fragment 
has a possibility to be converted to A particles 
via an elementary interaction process with pro
tons in the fragment, p+a-~ Al + A2. If both Al 
and Az remain in the original nuclear fragment, 
the a- hypernucleus sF is converted to a double
A hypernucleus, AAF. The conversion rates of a 
a-hypernucleus into single- and double-A hyper
nuclei are about 30% and 10%, respectively. 
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111·1·18. The Strangeness S= -2 Hypernuclei and 
the Predicted H·Par.ticle 

M. Sano 

[strangeness, hypernucleus, H particle.) 

J affel) predicted the existence of the H parti
cle, which consists of six quarks (uuddss), with 
spin and isospin zero, and strangeness - 2. The 
predicted binding energy of the H particle was 
about BH (AA) (= 2MA - MH) :=:::::80 MeV below the 
energy of two lambda particles. 

A search for the H particle was carried out in 
the reaction p+p~K++ K++ H2

) and also recent
ly in (K-, K+) reactions.3) However, no evidence 
of the H - particle production was observed. 
Meanwhile, the problem of the existence of the H 
particle has been discussed by Kerbikov4

) and 
also Dalitz et a1. 5

) in connection with the data on 
double A hypernuclei. According to their discus
sions, if the mass of the H particle is below the 
AA threshold, the transition AAN ~ HN could 
occur in the presence of nucleon, as is the situa
tion in double A hypernuclei. Thus the disinte
gration of double hypernuclei following the 
above process would be possible. These proces
ses are permitted through strong interactions. 
An explicit calculation of the transition rate was 
done by Kerbikov4

) for the decay process AA 6He 
~4 He + H, taking into account the coupling to 
hadronic channels AA, NB and ~~. His calcula
tion gives a transition rate of 10 1 S,",-" 102°s-1 depen
ding on the value of BH (AA). This shows to 
completely dominate the weak decay processes 
for hypernuclei which have rates of the order of 
1010 S-l. It was concluded, therefore, that the 
existence of the H particle contradicts the data 
on double hypernuclei. 

The data on double strangeness (5= -2) 
hypernuclei are ones from emulsion measure
ments in the B- capture at rest. There is no 
evidence that those data show double A hypernu
clei, except for the sequential weak decay. 
Rather than rejecting the existence of the H 
particle, we propose an alternative interpreta
tion of the data. 

Table 1 shows the observed binding energies of 
the strangeness - 2 hypernuclei quoted in Refs., 
Bexp (5= -2), the binding energies of the H parti
cle with core nucleus, BeH, and assumed values of 

Table 1. Binding energies of H hypernuclei. 

Bup(S=-2) (MeV) BcH (MeV) BH(M) (MeV) Refs. 

H('He 10.9 ± 0.5 0.9 10 6) 

17.7 ± 0.4 7.7 10 5 .7) 

H10Be 

8.5 ±0.7 -1.5 10 8) 

H13B 27.1 ± 0.7 17.5 10 9) 

the binding energy of the H particle, BH (AA) . 
The minus sign of Be H implies unbound for the H 
particle. 

A recent event seen by Aoki et al. S
) is assigned 

as either AA lOBe or AA 13B. If we take a possibility 
of 13B hypernucleus with 5 = - 2 according to the 
arguments by Dover et al. 9

) and take into 
account results of all identified 5 = - 2 hypernu
clei, the binding energy of the H particle satisfies 
the inequality 

O<BH (AA) <11 MeV. (1) 
This value is very small compared with the 

prediction by J affe.l} However, the sequential 
weak decay which was directly observed is pos
sible. 

The problem is how to explain the H hypernu
cleus production. One of the possibilities is the 
formation of a compound hypernucleus with 
5= -2 in the B- absorption. The compound 
hypernucleus decays into various fragments 
with and without strangeness. Calculated pro
duction rates of hypernuclei with 5= -2 are 
consistent with the results of the KEK E- 176 
experiment. S) 
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111·1·19. Particle Production in the Nuclear Fragmentation Region 
in Ultrarelativistic Heavy Ion Collisions 

s. Date 

[ 
mult.iple scattering model, event simulator, multiple pro- J 
ducbon. 

The WA80 group at CERN have compared1
) 

the calculation of the Multi-Chain Fragmenta
tion Model (MCFM) 2) with their results on 
pseudo rapidity distributions of charged pions 
and baryons, and the pT (transverse momentum) 
distribution of protons in the target fragmenta
tion region. The comparison shows that the cal
culation overestimates the pion yield, underesti
mates the baryon yield and underestimates the 
proton's inverse pT slope parameter. Though 
this calculation involves inadequate estimates 
for the amount of secondary internuclear interac
tions, overestimation of the pion yield and under
estimation of the proton's inverse slope parame
ter are common tendencies among event simu
lators. In an experiment at Brookhaven National 
Laboratory (BNL) ,3) small pion yields and large 
values of proton's inverse pT slope parameter 
for central Si + Au collisions have been reported. 
It seems clear that the above mentioned common 
tendencies are also seen in the BNL.4) 

In my study using a new event simulator based 
on the multiple scattering picture, it has been 
suggested that the common tendencies in devia
tions of simulator calculations from experimen
tal data can be understood in terms of the exis
tence of the strong pion absorption. The mecha
nism of pion absorption by the two nucleon 
system is depicted in Fig. 1. We note that the 
intermediate!:::. state may be highly off-mass
shell. We expect the following effects of the pion 
absorption on particle spectra in nuclear frag-

/ 
/ 

1t/ 

Fig. 1. Mechanism of pion absorption by the two nucleon 
system. 

mentation regions: (1) the decrease in the pion 
yield, (2) the increase in the nucleon yield due to 
the additional momentum transfer to nucleons, 
(3) the increase of average pT of nucleons for 
the same reason as in (2) , and (4) the increase of 
KI7! ratio due to the decrease of the denomina
tor. The effects (1) and (3) account for the 
common tendencies, at least qualitatively. 

The experimentally observed KI7! ratio can be 
written as 

[ 
K ) K R h R 1r (no abs) 
-; exp 1r(no abs) If' were 1l 1r(abs) 

The ratio Rlr of the pion yield in the absence of 
the absorption, 7! (no abs) , to that in the pres
ence of the absorption, 7! (abs) , has a shape as 
depicted in Fig. 2. This shape is expected from 
the energy dependence of 7! Nand 7! A cross 
sections.5

) These cross sections have peaks at 
pion momentum P 1r~250 Me V I c and the peaks 
end at Plr~500 MeV Ic. This momentum range of 
pions overlaps with that in KI7! measurements. 

With a purpose of studying pion absorption 

1 

500 MeV/c 

Fig. 2. A typical behaviour of the ratio Rlr as a function 
of pion's momentum P 11'. 

effects quantitatively, we are developing a new 
Monte Carlo simulator based on the nucleon 
level multichain model.6

) Coding of the simulator 
is already finished and it is under debugging. The 
existing code runs for about 5 min/O+ Pb event 
on a 5 Mips machine. Preliminary results showed 
an excellent agreement with global data of 
CERN experiments and reasonable fitting to 
pion's pT distributions except for the region of 
pT <800 MeV Ic. 
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111·1·20. Toward Lattice QCD Simulation on Parallel Computer AP1000 

S.Ohta 

(
Quantum chromodynamics, lattice field theory, J 
parallel super computer. 

Quantum chromo dynamics (QCD) is the funda
mental theory of strong interactions. Hence it is 
at the basis of entire nuclear physics. Nuclei are 
many body systems made of nucleons and 
mesons which are in turn made of quarks and 
'gluons. The QCD describes how quarks and 
gluons interact. 

It is known that the QCD interaction at the 
nuclear energy scale is too strong to allow analy
sis by perturbation. We need a theoretical frame
work which is non-perturbative. Fortunately, a 
very powerful one is provided by the lattice field 
formulation of the theory, called the lattice QCD. 

To obtan a quantitative prediction of the lat
tice QCD, we have to rely on the numerical 
importance sampling calculation of relevant 
path-integrals. This is where the need of super
computing arises. Recent research papers in the 
field typically require 0 (1017

) floating point 
operations. At least one thousand times more 
computations would be necessary to obtain real
istic predictions. Unfortunately the conventional 
supercomputers based on the socalled "vecter 
processor" technology cannot provide enough 
computational speed: their typical speed is at 
most a couple of GF's (GF: computational speed 
of one billion floating point operations per sec
ond) and is cleary inadequate. Fortunately, how
ever, a new type on supercomputer based on 
"parallel computing" technology runs much 
faster!): Columbia University's 256-node parallel 
supercomputer easily sustains a speed of about 
eleven billion floating point operations per sec
ond for the lattice QCD. There are plans to build 
yet faster parallel supercomputers with 100 GF 
and 1 TF 0000 GF) capabilities. I) 

AP1000 is Fujitsu Laboratory's experimental 
parallel supercomputer. It consists of a two 
dimensional rectilinear array of upto 32 X 32 
microcomputer cells. Each cell consists of a 
reduced instruction set cpu, a floating point unit, 
local cache and main memories, and a set of 
custom designed communication chips. The cpu 
operates at 25 MHz clock. The fpu provides a 
peak speed of 8.3 MF (MF: computational speed 
of one million floating point operations per sec
ond) . One of the machine's three communication 
networks allows, with the help of custom commu
nication chips, data transfer between any pair of 
cells, not restricted to the nearest neighbors. 

The author is developing a full QCD numerical 
simulation code for the machine.2

) Two impor
tant subprograms have been completed. One of 
them which does not require communications 
among the cells achieved a speed of about 3 MF 
per cell. The other one requires massive commu
nication and yet achieved about 2 MF per cell. 
These numbers should translate into 3 GF and 2 
GF speeds respectively for the full scale 32 x 
32-cell machine, whose peak speed would be 8.3 
GF. 

The author would like to thank the Parallel 
Computing Research Facility of Fujitsu Labora
tory for providing him AP1000 emulator and 
access to one of the 64-cell AP1000 machines. 
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111·1·21. The 8Li(a ,n)118 Reaction Cross Section at Low Energy* 

R.N. Boyd, X.X. Bai, D. Hirata, N. Inabe, K. Kimura, T. Kubo, S. Kubono, 
T. Nakagawa, S. Shimoura, T. Suzuki, and I. Tanihata 

(radioactive nuclear beam, nucleosynthesis.J 

The 8Li(a ,n) 11 B reaction, which is crucial to 
predictions of inhomogeneous model of primor
dial nucleosynthesis, has been measured using 
the radioactive beam facility at RIKEN. 

Consideration of the quark-hadron phase tran
sition, though to have occurred 10-5 s after the 
Big Bang, has led to the inhomogeneous models 
(IM) of primordial nucleosynthesis. In the 1M, 
the predicted abundances of light nuclides are 
close to those observed, but that for 7Li is appar
ently considerably higher. Unfortunately, the 
abundances which are fairly easily determined 
by astronomers, most notably that of 7Li, are 
difficult to interpret and to relate to predictions 
of primordial nucleosynthesis, so those of nu
clides heavier than 12C may become crucial in 
testing the 1M. A critical reaction in predicting 
abundances of lIB and heavier nuclides is 
8Li(a ,n) 11 B, as it apparently is the dominant one 
linking nuclides to those heavier than 12C. Thus 
we have studied this reaction. The ring cyclotron 
of RIKEN together with the Riken Projectile 
fragment Separator (RIPS) produced the 8Li 
beam used. Because of the large energy spread of 
the beam, each ion was tagged and its energy 
was determined via a channel plate time-of
flight (TOF) system. The 8Li ions then passed 
into the Multi Samplimg Ionization Chamber, a 
detector which maps out trajectories of ions 
passing through it and measures their energy 
losses in 5 cm increment. The detector gas used 
in the MUSIC was 4He; it thus served also as the 
target. 8Li( a ,n) 11 B event were identified by the 
change in ~E/ ~x which accompanied their 

• Condensed from RIKEN -AF - NP-112. 
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Fig. 1. Total cross section for the 8Li (a,n) llB reaction 
(points with error bars) as a function of center of mass 
energy. The circles (E ) are for a representative sam
pling of the data for the cross section only to the 11 B 
ground state, as inferred from the inverse reaction data 
of Paradellis et al. 1) 

change from 8Li to 11 B, and the energy at which 
each event occurred was determined by the point 
at which the change was observed. 

The determined cross sections are shown in 
Fig.I. They are large (200~500 mb) and thus the 
observable abundance of heavy elements is 
expected. 
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111-1-22. Determination of the Astrophysical 13N(p, 'Y ) 140 Reaction Rate 
by the Coulomb Breakup of 140 Nuclei in the Field of 208Pb 

T. Motobayashi, T. Takei, S. Kox, * C. Perrin, * F. Merchez, * 
D. Rebreyend,* K. Ieki, H. Murakami, Y. Ando, N. Iwasa, M. Kurokawa, 

S. Shirato, J. Ruan (Gen) , T. Ichihara, T. Kubo, N. Inabe, A. Goto, 
S. Kubono, S. Shimoura, and M. Ishihara 

NUCLEAR REACTIONS 2osPb(I40, 13Np),20SPb, E/A= 
87.5 MeV, 2osPb(13N, 12Cp)20SPb, E/A=78.1 MeV; meas
ured coincidence <1 (f)), Coupled channel analysis, deduced 
r y of 140 (1- ; Eex=5.45 MeV), 13N (1/2+; Eex =2.37 MeV). 

The Coulomb breakup process in the field of a 
heavy nucleus can be used as a source of infor
mation on the radiative capture process of astro
physical interest.l) We studied the breakup of 140 
nucleus,2) which is related to the 13N (p, y) 140 
reaction, a key reaction of the hot CNO cycle of 
hydrogen burning in stars. The experiment was 
performed at · RIKEN Ring Cyclotron. The RIPS 
facility was used to obtain the radioactive 140 
beam. Since the secondary beam contained also 
13N, the breakup reaction of 13N ~ 12C+p as well 
as 140 ~ 13N +p could be studied simultaneously. 
The beam energies of 140 and I3N were 87.5 
A MeV and 78.1A MeV, respectively. The break
up products, proton and 12C or I3N were detected 
by a multi -detector system based on the EMRIC 
detector.3) 

Figure 1 shows the angular distributions for 
the reactions 2osPb(140,13Np)2osPb and 2osPb(13N, 
I2Cp) 20sPb exciting the 1- state at Eex = 5.17 
Me V in 140 and the 1/2+ at Eex = 2. 37 MeV in 
l3N, respectively. It is known that the stellar 
burning process of the hot CNO cycle is dominat
ed by the El transition to the 0.547 MeV reso
nance, corresponding to the 140 1- state. There
fore the quantity of astrophysical interest can be 
determined from the El transition strength or 
the radiative width r y of this state. The data are 
compared with the result of the coupled channel 
calculation by a code ECIS79,4) in which the 
Coulomb breakup mechanism is assumed. The 
Coulomb deformation parameter f3 c was adjust
ed so that the calculated angular distribution fits 
the data. The best fit was obtained with ry =3.1 ± 
o . 6 e V for 140 and r y = 0.59 ± 0 . 18 e V for 13N. 
The contribution from the nuclear breakup proc
ess was estimated to be very small. The present 

• Institut des Sciences Nucleaires, IN2P3-U]F, 38026 
Grenoble Cedex, France. 
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Fig. 1. Experimental and calculated angular distributions 
for the reactions 20SPb (140,13Np) 20sPb (upper part) and 
20SPb (13N, 12Cp) 20SPb (lower part) exciting the 1- state 
of 140 and 1/ 2+ of 13N, respectively. The solid curves 
are obtained by the coherent sum of the nuclear and 
Coulomb excitation amplitudes assuming ry = 3.1 eV 
for 140 (1-) and r y = 0.59 eV for 13N (1/2+). 

result for l3N, 0.59±0.18 eV, agrees well with 
the value measured via the (p, y) reaction, 
o . 50 ± 0 . 04 e V, 5) showing the validity of this 
Coulomb breakup method. 

In Fig. 2, the present value of r y for the 1- state 
in 140 is compared with values obtained by the 
other experimental and theoretical works. The 
recent direct capture measurement with radio
active l3N beam at Louvain la Neuve gives r y = 
3.8±1.2 eV,6) which agrees with ours within the 
errors. The recent recommended value, 1. 9 eV/) 
is smaller than the present result. Among the 
results from alternative measurements, our esti-
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Fig. 2. The radiative width r r for the 1- state in 140 
obtained by experimental and theoretical studies. 

mated errors are the smallest, which demon
strates the high experimental efficiency of the 
present experiment. 
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111·1·23. Proton Decay Measu rement with RIPS 
for Astrophysical Interest 

S. Kubono, Y. Funatsu, N. Ikeda, M. H. Tanaka, T. Nomura, 
H. Orihara, S. Kato, M. Ohura, T. Kubo, N. Inabe, T. Ichihara, 
M. Ishihara, I. Tanihata, H. Okuno, T. Nakamura, S. Shimoura, 
H. Toyokawa, C.C. Yun, H. Ohnuma, K. Asahi, A. Chakrabarti, * 

T. Mukhopadhyay, * and T. Kajino 

(
NUCLEAR STRUCTURE, 2°Na, Radioactive beam of J 
2°Mg-, Explosive hydrogen burning process. 

An explosive hydrogen burning process, which 
is called rapid-proton (rp) - process, 1) will begin 
by breaking out of the hot-CNO cycle through 
the reaction sequencel - 5) ; 150(a, y) 19Ne(p, y) 

2°Na (p, y)21Mg. Among this sequence, the most 
crucial reaction is considered to be 19N e (p, y) 

2°N a. The first excited state above the threshold 
in 2°Na was found3

) at 2.637 MeV with J7l'=1+; 
this suggests an enhancement of the reaction rate 
of 19N e (p, y) 2°N a roughly by two orders of 
magnitude, and about 50 % reduction for the 
onset temperature of the breakout from the hot
eNO cycle, 3) However, the absolute onset tem
perature is not determined yet. For this prob
lem, an experiment to study the decay property 
and the total width for the 1+ state was perfor
med by measuring the decay particle and gamma 
rays with using the projectile fragment of 2°Mg 
from the 24Mg beam at the RIKEN Ring Cyclo
tron Facility. 

A 100-MeV lu 24Mg primary beam of about 10 -
20 nA was used to produce 2°Mg particles at the 
rate of 10 - 20 particles of 2°Mg per second with 
using RIPS. The secondary beam particles were 
identified by energy- loss and time-of-flight 
measurements, and stopped mostly in the third 
silicon detector of the five-silicon detector 
array, which was surrounded by a beta -ray 
spectrometer made of plastic scintilla tors. There 
were no specific gamma-ray observations 
related to the 2°Na decay with two sets of Ge 
detectors. This could be due to the small beam 
intensity used for the experiment. The purity of 
the secondary beam was about 1 %. 

There are four strong lines observed at 857, 
1740, 2836, and 5892 keVin the energy spectrum 
with the silicon detector. The last two lines are 
found to be the delayed a-particles via the 
7.424- and 10.27 4- MeV states in 2°N e, The 

• Bhabha Institute. Calcutta, India. 

other low-energy peaks correspond to the proton 
decays of the 2°Na states to 19Ne. The half-life 
measured by stopping the primary beam for 200 
ms just after the 2°Mg detection was about 110 
ms, which is consistent with the known value of 
2°Mg. 6

) The lowest energy peak of 857 ke V 
(Ex=3,056 MeV in 2°Na) is corresponding well 
to the previously known state, the 3.046 Me V 
(1,2,3) + state3

) in energy, This could be the 
second 1+ state above the proton threshold in 
2°N a. There was no clear peak observed at 438 
ke V for the 2. 637 MeV 1+ state in the spectra. 
The upper limit of the branching ratio estimated 
for this state is about 1 %. The experimental 
branching ratios obtained are 86, < 1, 9, and 5 
% for the the states at 1. 057, 2,637, 3.056, and 
3. 939 MeV, respectively. 

By comparing to the beta decay of the mirror 
nucleus 2°0, the 3. 045-MeV state is likely the 
analogue of the 3. 488-MeV state in 2°F, and the 
2.637-MeV state is of the 3.175- MeV in 2°F. The 
latter state was not fed in the beta decay of 2°0,7) 
and there is no I = 0 strength for this state in the 
spectroscopic factor of the 19F (d, p) 2°F 
reaction. 6) These data clearly suggest that the 
2.637-MeV state has little component of (sd)4 
and the state could be an intruder 1+ state of 
(p) -2 (sd) 6,8) 

If one takes ry =9.3 meV for the 2.637-MeV 
1 + state from the analogue, the 3 .175-MeV state 
in 2°F, the 19Ne (p, y) 2°N a reaction rate will be 
reduced roughly by a factor of two. Therefore, 
the main conclusion in the previous estimate3

) for 
the rate would not change if the assumption from 
the analogue state is correct. 
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111-1-24. g-Factor Measurements of 148 and 158 Ground States 

H. Okuno, K. Asahi, M. Ishihara, T. Nakamura, M. Adachi, J. Kura, 
H. Veno, H. Sato, N. Inabe, T. Kubo, A. Yoshida, T. Ichihara, 

Y. Ohkubo, T. Shimoda, H. Miyatake, N. Takahashi, D. Morrissey,* 
W.-D. Schmidt-Ott,** and D. Beaumel*** 

[

NUCLEAR REACTION 93Nb+ 180, EI A=69.5MeV Inu-] 
cleon ; measured /3-ray asymmetry of 12B, l4B and 15B ; 
deduced g-factors of l4B and 15B ground states. 

Recent experiments1,2) have revealed that 
ejectile nuclei in the fragmentation of intermedi
ate-energy heavy-ion projectiles are largely 
spin-polarized. In this report we present the 
application of this phenomenon, resulting in the 
first measurements of the ground state nuclear 
moments of 14B (T 1/2 = 12.8 ms ) and 15B (T 1/2 = 
10.3 ms ). The experiments were carried out by 
using a radioactive beam line RIPS.3) Short lived 
nuclei 12B, l4B and 15B were produced by frag
mentation of 180 projectiles at 69.5 MeV Inucleon 
on a 93Nb target (200 J.l m in thickness). Those 
nuclei emitted at angles around 3 degrees were 
isotope-seperated and momentum-selected by 
the RIPS and implanted into a Pt stopper placed 
at the final focus of the RIPS (Fig. 1). The g
factors were deduced from the observation of 

Collimeter Pt stopper 

"'-
-sepera~~%[1· j~ 
Fragments U /~=~=, 

rfcoil 

Energy degrader 
(Cu) 

____ pole of magnet 

.- pole of magnet 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the 13-NMR system at the 
final focus of the RIPS. 

NMR detected by the change of /3-ray asym
metry. Examples of NMR spectra are shown in 
Fig. 2. The g-factors of 12B, which were already 
known to a good accuracy, were used for the 
calibration. From the peak position extracted 
from Lorentian fits, we obtained preliminarily 
the following values; 
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Fig. 2. Nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of 14B and 15B. 
Up/Down ratios of f3-rays emitted from 14B and 15B are 
plotted as a function of the rf-frequency. 

g (I4B) = O. 5923±0. 0047 
g(I5B) =l. 771±0.015 

No corrections on these values for Knight shifts 
are necessary, since the calibration was done by 
12B (the same element). A shell model calcula
tion on 14B and 15B is now in progress. 
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111·1·25. Disappearance of the Giant Dipole Resonance 
in Hot Nuclei 

K. Yoshida, J. Kasagi, H. Hama, * K. Furutaka, K. Ieki, W. Galster, * * 
T. Kubo, M. Ishihara, and A. Galonsky*** 

NUCLEAR REACTION natNi, 92Mo, 122Sn+40Ar, E(40Ar) = 
26 MeV/ nucleon: measured GDR decay y rays in coinci
dence with fusion residues; deduced dM) dE) decay for 
E y >5 MeV. 

The giant dipole resonance (GDR) y-rayemis
sion from highly excited nuclei has provided a 
unique tool to study the property of hot nuclei. It 
was shown that the GDR y-ray decay is quench
ed above Ex"'"'350 MeV for the 70Ge+ 40Ar fused 
system.l) Our previous work,2) performed with 
the 92Mo+4°Ar reactions at E/A=21 and 26 
MeV, suggested that the GDR disappears at Ex"'"' 
200 MeV due to excessive broadening of the 
resonance. It is, thus, very interesting to obtain 
systematic information especially on the high 
temperature limit of the existence of the GDR. 

For this purpose, the GDR decay y-rays from 
other fused systems have been measured at the 
RIKEN Ring Cyclotron (RRC). High energy y
rays were measured in coincidence with fusion
like residues in the 4°Ar + Ni, 92Mo, 122Sn reac
tions at E/ A=26 MeV. The high energy y-rays 
were detected with a BaF2 27! detector system 
consisting of 80 BaF 2 scintillators. 

The emitted y-rays from hot nuclei were cal
culated using the extended version of the code 
CASCADE. In order to obtain a limiting tempera
ture for the existence of the GDR, two different 
analyses have been performed. The standard 
calculation with a fixed GDR width, used to 
analyze the data at low excitation energies, 
overestimates y - ray yields in the region between 
10 and 20 MeV. The only way to explain the 
saturation of the yield is to quench the y - ray 

* Institute for Molecular Science. 
** Universite Catholique de Louvain. 

*** Cyclotron Laboratory, Michigan State University. 

emISSIOn above a limiting excitation energy. 
Thus, in the analysis using the standard calcula
tion' a limiting excitation energy can be defined 
as the excitation energy above which the nucleus 
does not emit y-rays. The other method em
ployed in Ref. 2 is to incorporate the energy 
dependence of the resonance width in the calcula
tion. We applied the same excitation energy 
dependence of the width as employed for the 
40 Ar + 92Mo system in Ref. 2. The width increases 
rapidly as the excitation energy increases, so 
that the strength of the energy windows of the 
GDR region (12<Ey < 20 MeV) decreases with
out a reduction in the EWSR strength. The limit
ing excitation energy in this analysis was defined 
as the energy above which the width of the GDR 
becomes larger than 30 Me V. 

The deduced limiting temperature for the exis
tence of the GDR decreases as the mass number 
increases, described as T 1'""'-'17A-1/3 MeV where 
TI is the limiting temperature and A the mass 
number. Since the resonance energy is approx
imated to be 80A - 1/3 MeV, it can be said that the 
GDR disappears at the temperature of about a 
quarter of the resonance energy. 
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111-1-26. Study of 33Si with Radiation-Detected Optical Pumping in Solids 

K. Shimomura, T. Nakamura, H. Okuno, M. Koizumi, S. Hamada, N. Inabe, 
I. Ogawa, K. Suzuki, M. Wada, H. Sunaoshi, Y. Fukashiro, T. Murayama, 
T. Kohmoto, T. Shinozuka, T. Kuho, K. Asahi, T. Inamura, M. Ishihara, 

M. Fujioka, and S. Matsuki* 

NUCLEAR REACTION 4°Ar+ 9 Be, E(4°Ar) = 94MeV /nu
cleon; optical pumping in solids GaAs; measured f3-ray 
asymmetry from 33Si; measured life time of 33Si; magnetic 
resonance of 33Si. 

Recently several experimental and theoretical 
investigations suggest that the neutron magic 
number may not be 20 in light neutron-rich 
region (N e to Si), thereby some nuclei being 
deformed around N = 20. To get more detailed 
nuclear-structure information on this region, we 
tried as a first step to measure the magnetic 
moment of 33Si with a newly developed method 
of 13-RADOP in solids.l} 

The isotope 33Si was produced as a projectile 
fragment in the interaction of an Ar beam with a 
Be target at the incident energy of 94 MeV / 
nucleon. After mass separated with the mass 
separator RIPS at RIKEN, the 33Si isotopes were 
implanted into a GaAs crystal cooled by contact 
to a liquid He bath. The implantation rate of the 
isotopes was about 8000 S-l. The GaAs crystal 
was irradiated with a circularly-polarized laser 
light from a Ti -sapphire laser under an external 
magnetic field (2. 5kG) . The spin polarization of 
electrons excited from the valence to the conduc
tion bands was then transferred to the nuclear 
spin of 33Si via the hyperfine interaction.2

) The 
degree of nuclear polarization was measured by 
detecting the asymmetry of f3 - rays with a pair of 
scintillation-counter telescope. 

Nuclear polarization was achieved only with 
the laser light in a narrow region of wavelength 
around 845nm. A preliminary data of magnetic 
resonance by applying a rf magnetic field 
together with the laser optical pumping is shown 
in Fig. 1. Neglecting a possible effect of the 
Knight shift, the measured magnetic resonance 
suggests that the g-factor of 33Si is 0.803 ± 0 . 021. 
We also obtained a more precise half-life of 33Si 
than previous data from a time spectrum of 13 -
rays (Fig. 2); The deduced half-life is 6.332 ± 
0.029 sec, which should be compared with previ
ous adopted result of 6.18 ± 0.18 sec.3) 

* Institute for Chemical Research, Kyoto University. 
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Fig. 2. A decay spectrum of j3-rays from 33Si. 
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111-1-27. Density Distribution and El Strength of llLi 

N. Inabe, S. Shimoura, T. Nakamura"H. Okuno, H. Okamura, 
H. Sakai, T. Kubo, T. Nakagawa, H. Kumagai, 

I. Tanihata, and M. Ishihara 

Interaction cross section, Density distribution, Neutron J 
halo, Electromagnetic dissociation, El strength, Soft giant 
dipole resonance. 

The interaction cross sections (0"1) of 11 Li on C, 
AI, eu and Pb at 43 and 75 A MeV were mea
sured by a transmission method using 11Li secon
dary beams provided by the radioactive beam 
facility RIPS 1) at RIKEN Ring Cyclotron. 

To study a density distribution, we searched 
for the best t fit to the 0"1 on C at 43, 75, 400, 790 
A MeV using a Glauber model 2) by changing 
parameters of a density profile. The density 
profile of 11 Li is supposed to be composed of a 
Harmonic oscillator density and a Yukawa 
square tail. The best fit reproduces well the 
energy dependence of 0"1 as shown by the solid 
line in Fig. 1. The result shows that 11Li has the 
density distribution with a long tail, which is 
consistent with a picture that 11 Li has a neutron 
halo. 3

) 

To study an E1 Strength, we determined elec
tromagnetic dissociation cross sections (O"EMO) on 
Pb by subtracting nuclear part (O"nuc) from 0"1' 
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Fig. 1. Energy dependence of interaction cross sections of 
llLi on carbon target and obtained density distribution 
(inset) . Solid line shows the model calculation. Dashed 
line is the results without halo. 
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Fig. 2. Possible region in excitation energy vs. strength 
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inner, 0.5 d. Three lines indicate the 2%, 5%, and 10% 
fraction of energy weighted sum rule (EWSR) . 

Here, we estimated O"nuc by the Glauber type 
calculation using the density distribution 
mentioned above. From the obtained O"EMO'S, we 
searched an excitation energy and a reduced 
transition probability of 11Li using a virtual 
photon theory,4) assuming that the only one 
excited state contributes to O"EMO mainly. The 
outer contour in Fig. 2 shows a limit in which the 
over all fitting is better than 10". The result 
shows that llLi has a significantly large strength 
in a low excitation energy, which supports the 
existence of a soft giant dipole resonance.S

) 
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111-1-28. Momentum Correlation of Halo Neutrons in llLi 
Evidence of Di-Neutron Formation 

T. Kobayashi, S. Shimoura, I. Tanihata, T. Suzuki, K. Yoshida, K. Matsuta, * 
T. Minamisono,* K. Sugimoto,* O. Testard,** W. MUller,*** D. Olson,*** 

and H. Wieman*** 

[
exotic nuclei, neutron halo, nuclear reaction, radioactive J 
nuclear beam. 

The transverse momentum (Pt ) distribution of 
9Li fragment from 800A MeV 11 Li on p, d, and C 
targets are measured with high statistics at the 
LBL Bevalac. Improvements of the intensity of 
primary 180 beam and the beam optics enabled us 
to use about 300 11 Li per pulse. The experimental 

llLi + C ._> 9r.i + x at 800 A MeV 
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Fig. 1. Transverse momentum distribution of 9Li from 11 Li 
reactions. Curves are the best fit by two Gaussian 
distributions. 

* Osaka University, Toyonaka, Osaka 560, Japan. 
** Sac1ay, 91191 Gir Sur Yvette, France. 

*** LBL, Berkeley, CA 94720, U.S.A. 

system is essentially the same one as already 
reported in previous publications except the tar
get system for liquid hydrogen and deuterium. 1

•
2

) 

The thickness of the target was about 12 cm. 
Figure 1 shows thus determined P t distribution. 

The widths of 9Li and neutron fragment distri
bution were used _J9_ deduce the correlation 
term < Pl· P 2> between two halo neutrons. It 
was found that the correlation term has a large 
positive value (300±43 (MeV Ic) 2) and thus sug
gesting that these neutrons are moving to the 
same direction in average. It presents quite a 
contrast to normal nucleon correlations, in which 
the correlation has negative value. Therefore 
present data suggest a formation of a cluster of 
neutrons moving together "di -neutron". Present 
analysis, however, depends on the simple qualita
tive reaction model. Therefore we need a 
detailed realistic reaction model to confirm this 
correlation. Also we need high statistic data of 
the neutron distribution at high energies because 
they were measured only at a low energy (30 A 
MeV) where final state interactions may be 
important. 

This work is supported by the US Department 
of Energy under the contract No. DE-AC03-76 
SF0098, by the LBL-RIKEN collaboration pro
gram, and by the Japan-US Cooperative Pro
gram from the Japan Society for the Promotion 
of Science. 
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111·1·29. Measu rement of Angu lar Distributions for 
the 9,llLi +p Elastic Scattering 

C.-B. Moon,* K. Abe, M. Fujimaki, N. Inabe, K. Katori, lC. Kim,** Y.K. Kim,** 
T. Kobayashi, H. Kumagai, T. Kubo, S. Shimo'ura, T. Suzuki, and 1. Tanihata 

[
NUCLEAR REACTIONS p(9,11Li,9,llLi)p, E/ A=62 MeV 1 
(llLi) , 60 MeV (9Li) : Measured dO'UI)/dO. 

The elastic scattering of 62 MeV/nucleon llLi 
and 60 MeV/nucleon 9Li nuclei on a proton tar
get as a reversed kinematics was measured for 
the first time at the RIKEN Ring Cyclotron facil
ity. Secondary beams of 9,llLi were produced at 
the RIPS using 100 A MeV 180 primary beam on 
the 9Be target with the thickness of 7.5 mm. A 
disk of CH2 with the thickness of 95 mg/ cm2 was 
used as a proton target. The experimental set-up 
and method are presented in the other pages in 
this progress report. Angular distributions 
obtained are given in Fig.l in which 6,7Li isotopes 
data 1) are also shown for comparison. It is noted 
that angular distribution for the 9Li +p system 
may include some inelastic scattering due to the 
excited states in 9Li. On the other hand, llLi data 
include only the elastic scattering because no 
particle stable excited states exists in llLi. 

One can clearly see two remarkable features in 
the 11 Li + p cross section, one is the shift of the 
first minimum to forward angle, 440

, compared 
with those of the other isotopes and the other is 
the reduction of the cross sections compared with 
those of other isotopes. The general trends of the 
9Li + p system, whereas, is in fair accordance 
with the systematics established for 6,7Li iso
topes. The shift of the minimum position in the 
11Li +p cross sections to forward angle is qualita
tively understood as an influence of the greater 
matter extension due to the outer two neutrons. 

* Supported in part by the Korea Science and Engineer
ing Foundation. 

** Department of Physics, Seoul National University, 
Korea. 
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Fig. 1. Measured angular distributions for the 9.11 Li + P 
system as obtained in the present work. For compari
son, 6.7Li isotopes data are also shown. The solid lines 
from points to points are only for guiding eye. 

On the other hand, a considerable reduction of 
cross sections in the 11 Li + p system emphasizes 
the importance of two-neutron break-up in 11Li. 
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111·1·30. E 1 Strength Distribution of llLi through Invariant 
Mass Spectroscopy 

S. Shimoura, K. Abe, N. Inabe, M. Ishihara, T. Kobayashi, T. Kubo, 
T. Nakamura, R.H. Siemssen, * I. Tanihata, and Y. Watanabe 

l NUCLEAR REACTIONS Heavy-ion collision, RadiO-j 
active beam, Coulomb dissociation, Pb (l1Li, 9Li +2n) X, 
E1 strength, Soft E1 mode. 

One of the most interesting subjects of neutron 
halo nuclei is the E1 excitation. Large enhance
ments of interaction cross sections and two neu
tron removal cross sections of 11 Li observed on 
high Z targets 1

•
2

) suggest a notable E1 strength in 
a low excitation energy region of 11Li. In order to 
extract the E1 strength distribution of 11Li, we 
have performed a full exclusive measurement of 
11Li~9Li +2n process on a lead target. 

Unstable 11Li beam provided by the RIPS facil
ity at RIKEN irradiates a lead target at 43 ± 3 A 
MeV. The energy and position at the target were 
measured by time-of-flight (TOF) of two plastic 
scintillators and a tracking of multiwire propor
tional chambers, respectively. Neutrons were 
measured by five layers of plastic scintillator 
hodoscopes at 3.5-5. 5m distance from the secon
dary target, each of which consists of 16 scintil
lators of 6 em square times 110 em long. To iden
tify a multi -hit by a cross talk caused by a 
scattering of a single neutron, the hodoscopes 
were separated each other by 55 em. 3) Charged 
particles (9Li) were measured by l:l.E detectors 
(a Si SSD and a plastic scintillator) and the first 
layer of the neutron detector for E and TOF. 
The l:l.E detectors were set around the grazing 
angle (about 5 degree) away from beam direc
tion in order not to be triggered by non- interact
ed 11 Li beam. 

The excitaion energy of 11 Li is deduced by 
constructing an invariant mass of all the three 
particles (9Li and 2n) . The energy resolution for 
the excitation energy is less than 0.3 Me V, which 
is independent of .the resolution of the beam. 
Figure 1 shows the relative energy spectra for 9Li 
and two neutrons. The excitation energy spec
trum is obtained by shifting threshold energy of 
llLi to 9Li +2n (300 keV). As shown in the fig-

* KVI, Groningen, the Netherland. 
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Fig. 1. Relative energy spectrum of 9Li and two neu
trons. Excitation energy is obtained by adding the 
separation energy of two neutrons from 11 Li (300 ke V) . 

ure, there is a peak around 600 keV correspond
ing to 0.9 Me V excitation, which is expected as 
a soft E1 mode. The excitation energy of the 
peak is slightly smaller than that observed 
in pion double charge exchange reaction 11 B (n-, 
n+) llLi,4) which may be due to the different 
reaction dynamics. 

A Monte CaIro calculation for the overall 
detection efficiency, including neutron detection 
efficiency, is now in progress to deduce the abso
lute magnitude of the cross section and strength. 
The correlation between detected neutrons will 
be investigated in a future analysis. 
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111-1-31. High Spin Isomers in 144Pm Observed in the 14N(136Xe ,6n) Reaction 

T. Murakami, Y. Gono, A. Ferragut, Y. H. Zhang, M. Nakajima, H. Seki, 
M. Ogawa, B. J . Min, M. Oshima, T. Morikawa, H. Kusakari, K. Morita, 

A . Yoshida, and H. Kumagai 

NUCLEAR REACTIONS 14N (136Xe, 6n) 144Pm, EI A = 6.51 
MeV; Gas Filled Recoil Ion Separator; Measured E , I , y y 

y-y coin. 

The search for high -spin isomers in 144 Pm was 
carried out using a gas-filled recoil ion 
separator.l} An 8.5 MeV lu 136Xe beam was 
delivered by RIKEN Ring Cyclotron. Nitrogen 
gas of 5 Torr, which also served as a target, 
filled the E1C beam course. The recoil products 
were separated from the beam and collected on a 
catcher surrounded by four BGOASC Ge detec
tors. Transitions originating from isomeric 
states were exclusively observed in the present 
setting. 

Many new transitions were found above the 
known 9+ state at 841 keV. One of the y-y 
coincidence spectra (gated by 538 keV) is shown 
in Fig. 1. The excitation function was measured2

) 

at the Tandem Accelerator Center, University of 
Tsukuba. The decay scheme shown in Fig. 2 
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Fig. 1. Gamma-ray spectrum gated by 538 keY transi
tion. 

was proposed based on the data, although it was 
a very preliminary one. 
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111-1-32. High-Spin States of 144Pm Studied by 1388a(108,4n)144Pm Reaction 

Y.H. Zhang, T. Murakami, Y. Gono, A. Ferragut, K. Furuno, 
T. Komatsubara, * and T. Hayakawa * 

[ 
~UCLEA~ REA~TION 138Ba (loB, 4n) 144Pm, y- ray excita- J 
hon functIOn, amsotropy. 

In order to determine the location and its 
corresponding decay scheme of the new isomeric 
state in 144Pm,1) we measured the y-ray excita
tion functions and their anisotropies using 
138Ba (loB, 4n) 144Pm reaction at the beam energies 
from 42.5 MeV to 55 MeV by 2.5 MeV step. The 
lOB beam was provided by the tandem accelera
tor of University of Tsukuba. 

The y rays corresponding to the transitions 
both above and below the first isomeric state 
(9+) at 841 keV, have been identified in the y 
energy spectrum and the excitation functions as 
shown . in Fig. 1. The known transitions are 
indicated by the initial and final spins on the left 
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Fig. 1. y-ray excitation functions. Intensities are normal
ized to that of 171.8 ke V line. 

• Tandem Accelerator Laboratory, University of Tsukuba. 

Table 1. Measured y- ray relative intensities and their 
anisotropies. Intensities are normalized to that of. 171. 8 
keY line. 

1"( reI 
W (90°) 

Ey (keV) 
W (0 0) 

232 0.95 1.18 ± 0.13 
274 0.19 1.47 ± 0.16 
282 0.94 1.17 ± 0.12 
285 0.29 1.30 ± 0.14 
327 0.89 0.97 ± 0.10 
342 0.61 1.01 ± 0.15 
355 0.36 1.31 ± 0.14 
367 0.15 1.43 ± 0.15 
377 0.34 0.99 ± 0.11 
386 0.08 0.96 ± 0.10 
423 0.22 0.78 ± 0.08 
433 1.17 0.73 ± 0.08 
451 1.15 1.27 ± 0.13 

of each curve . 
The relative intensities and anisotropies of these y 

rays measured with a 50 Me V beam energy are given 
in Table 1. The anisotropies of the new y rays 
suggest that they are prompt decays. 

The peak at 538 keY, which is the strongest line 
among the y rays observed in the decay of the new 
isomeric state,1) has not been observed in this experi
ment, that means this isomeric state was not populat
ed in the 138Ba (lOB, 4n) 144Pm reaction. The spin of the 
isomeric state may be understood as higher than 25li. 
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111-1-33. Coulomb Excitation of Unstable Nucleus Beam 

A. Ferragut, T. Murakami, Y. Gono, M. Nakajima, H. Seki, M. Ogawa, 
B. ]. Min, M. Oshima, T. Morikawa, H. Kusakari, K. Morita, 

A. Yoshida, H. Kumagai, and Y.H. Zhang 

(
Coulomb excitation; Unstable nuclei; Gas Filled Recoil IOn ) 
Separator; Parallel Plate Avalanche Counter. 

Coulomb excitation provides information on 
the nuclear structure through the matrix ele
ments of the electromagnetic operator. These 
matrix elements can be deduced from the Cou
lomb excitation cross section measurement. I) 

A Coulomb excitation experiment of the unsta
ble nucleus I52Dy was performed by using the gas 
filled recoil ion separator. The nucleus I52Dy was 
produced by the 24Mg (I36Xe, 8n) 152Dy reaction. 
The average energy of the recoil nucleus 152Dy, at 
the position of the secondary target, was esti
mated to be 3. 9 MeV/A, which is well below the 
Coulomb barrier between the 152Dy and the secon
dary target 2osPb. 

Ions scattered by the lead target were detected 
by the position sensitive parallel plate avalanche 
counter (PPAC) to correct the Doppler shift of 
the y-rays emitted in flight. The Doppler shift of 
the 614 ke V y-ray emitted by the 2+ ~ 0+ 
transition in I52Dy and the width of the broaden
ing were respectively about 30 keY and 50 keY, 
as indicated in the figure (the second spectrum 
from the top) . 

After a Doppler correction, the y-ray peak 
appears (first sp'ectrum from the top) at the 
energy of 613 ke V which is very close to the 
energy of the 2+~ 0+ transition of I52Dy (614 
ke V). The number of counts in the peak (50 
counts) is also comparable to our estimation 
based on the known life- time of the 2+ state of 
I52Dy. 
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Fig. 1. Prompt gamma ray spectra with background 
subtraction. Bottom spectrum is the spectrum without 
correction. Top spectrum is corrected for Doppler shift, 
event by event. 

This result shows that our set-up can be used 
for further studies of various unstable nuclei. 
The interesting quantity which can be extracted 
from this kind of experiment is the quadrupole 
moments of excited states by measuring the 
reorientation effect. 
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111·1·34. Spin Isospin Excitation in the Reaction (d, 2He) 

Y. Tajima, K. Hatanaka, S. Hayakawa, * M. Hosaka, T. Ichihara, S. Ishida, M. Ishihara, 
S. Kato, T. Niizeki, H. Ohnuma, M. Ohura, H. Okamura, H. Orihara, H. Sakai, 
H. Shimizu, H. Toyokawa, Y. Yano, Y. Yashiro, H.Y. Yoshida, and M. Yosoi 

(NUCLEAR REACTION 6Li, 12C, 13C, 23Na (d, 2He) Ed=260 MeV.] 

Spin-isospin excitation modes of nuclei, 
Gamow-Teller (GT) transitions in particular, 
have been studied extensively by (p, n) reactions. 
The observed GT strengths are consistently 
below the sum rule limit. This so-called "quench
ing" of the GT strengths has been the subject of 
many theoretical and experimental studies. It is 
currently thought that there are two major ori
gins of the quenching, RP A correlations in nuclei 
and subnucleon degrees of freedom of constituent 
nucleons. The GT strengths one measures in (p, 
n) reactions correspond to those for /3+ decays. It 
is necessary, however, to measure GT strengths 
in the /3- counterparts to make a rigorous com
parison with the sum rule. Intermediate energy 
(n, p) reactions are being studied at a few insti
tutes in order to obtain the latter information. 
Such reactions are not easily done, however. 
Although spin-flip components are more strong
ly excited by intermediate energy (n, p) reac
tions than non-spin-flip components, spin-flip 
probability measurements are required, in princi
ple, to distinguish the two components. Further
more, neutron beam intensities are limited at 
present, and a long beam-time is needed even 
with thick neutron production targets at the 
sacrifice of resolution. On the other hand, there 
are several advantages of using intermediate 
energy (d, 2He) reactions instead. First, the 
detection of 2He, two protons in the relative 
singlet state, ensures automatically that the reac
tion goes through spin-flip components. Second, 
use of the primary beam from an accelerator 
makes the running time shorter with a possibility 
of higher-resolution measurement. A major dis
advantage of (d, 2He) reactions may be the 
difficulty in measuring two protons emitted in 
the same direction in coincidence. This difficulty 
could be overcome by a new detection system 
SMART I) at RIKEN ring cyclotron. Another 
disadvantage lies in the fact that the reaction 
mechanism of such reactions is not well under
stood. This could be circumvented if one could 
establish an empirical relation between the (d, 

* Asikaga Institute of Technology. 

2He) cross sections (at small angles, preferably 
at 0°) and GT strengths. 

We have studied the (d, 2He) reactions on 6Li, 
12,13C, and 23Na at Ed =260 MeV to investigate the 
possibility of using (d, 2He) reactions as a probe 
to nuclear spin-isospin excitations. The /3-decay 
log It values are well known for the ground 
states of the residual nuclei in these reactions. 
The targets were 149 mg/cm2 thick metallic 6Li, 
180 mg/ cm2 thick natc, 166 mg/ cm2 thick 13C, and 
133 mg/ cm2 thick metallic 23N a. Two sets of 
position counters,each consisting of four multi
wire drift chambers,2) and two scintillator 
hodoscopes were placed after the first dipole 
magnet of SMART, and used to detect two pro
tons in coincidence.3) Zero degree measurements 
are crucial in comparison with the /3- decay 
strengths. This was realized by stopping the 
deuteron beam at an insulated carbon block 
inside the dipole magnet. The beam stopper was 
shielded by lead blocks to reduce background. 
Measurements were also made at 4°, T, and 12.5°. 

Figure 1 shows a sample 2He energy spectrum 
at 0° for 12C. This is remarkably similar to those 
for the 12C (p, n) reactions. The strongest peak in 
the spectrum corresponds to the 1+ ground state 
in 12N. The peaks around 4. 3 MeV and 7 MeV 
observed in (p, n) reactions were interpreted as 
2- and 1- spin dipole states. These two peaks 
become stronger at larger angles. 

6000 NC 

2 4000 
~ 
::l 
o 
u 

2000 

230 240 250 260 
Energy [MeV] 

Fig. 1. Energy spectrum of 2He at 0° for the 1
2C (d, 2He) 

reaction at Ed =260 MeV. 
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Zero-degree cross sections for the ground 
states of all · the nuclei measured are compared 

III 4 
III 
o 
I.. 
U 

2 

0.5 1 
B+(GT) 

1.5 2 

Fig. 2. A comparison between the (d, 2He) cross sections 
at 0° and B (GT). The straight line shows a least
squares fit to the data. 

with the p- decay strengths B(GT) calculated 
from the known log It values (Fig. 2). Cross 
sections were calculated using effective solid 
angles of the detection system estimated from 
Monte Carlo caluclations.3

) A proton relative
energy spectrum is discussed in detail in Ref. 3. 

The present data demonstrate the usefulness of 
the large solid-angle spectrometer system 
SMART in 2He measurement and the applicabil
ity of (d, 2He) reactions to the study of spin
isospin excitation modes of nuclei. 
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111-1-35. The lH(d,2p)n Reaction as an Analyzer for the Deuteron 
Tensor Polarimeter at Intermediate Energies 

T. Motobayashi, S. KOX,*1 C. Perrin,*1 J. Arvieux,*2 J.P. Bocquet,*1 
B. Bonin, *3 A. Boudard, *3 J. Carbonell, * 1 G. Gaillard, *4 M. Gan;;on, *3 

L. Ghedira,*1 G. Guillaume,*5 J. Guillot,*6 F. Merchez,*1 Nguyen Van Sen,*1 
D. Rebreyend, *1 C. Wilkin, *7 and J. Yonnet*2 

NUCLEAR REACTION IH(d,2p)n, E=200, 350 MeV; 
measured ($(8), Ay(8), Axx(8), Ayy(8), PWIA analysis, 
deduced figure of merit factor for deuteron tensor polar
imeter. 

A new analyzer reaction for the deuteron ten
sor polarimeter at intermediate energies should 
be found, because a polarimeter based on the 
3He (d, p) 4He reaction is feasible only below Ed~ 
40 MeV. The AHEAD polarimeter,I) using the 
elastic deuteron-proton scattering, successfully 
measured tensor polarizations up to Ed = 200 
MeV. However this polarimeter quickly loses the 
efficiency at higher energies. The charge 
exchange reaction IH (d, 2p)n is a candidate of 
the analyzer reaction at these higher deuteron 
energies, because an impulse approximation 
model predicts large tensor analyzing powers 
1;0, T22 (or A xx, Ayy) at the low excitation 
energy Ex. for the final two proton system.2) 

To confirm the above prediction and to check 
the feasibility of a tensor polarimeter based on 
the IH (d, 2p) n reaction, the cross section and 
deuteron tensor analyzing powers Axx, Ayy have 
been measured at Ed =2003) and 350MeV.4) The 
experiment was performed with polarized 
deuteron beams delivered by the Laboratoire 
National Saturne synchrotron. 

From the cross sections and tensor analyzing 
powers obtained, we deduced figures of merit for 
the polarimeter defined by integrating the square 
of the analyzing powers times the corresponding 
cross section, 
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France. 
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Table 1. Figures of merit, in units of 1O-2b1l2, defined by 
eq. (1) and determined at Ed =200 and 350MeV. 

o ~ E. ~ 1 MeV o ~ E. ~ 4 MeV o ~ E. ~ 8 MeV 

F 20 1.0 1.4 -
200 

MeV 
F22 0.7 0.9 -

F 20 0.6 0.9 1.0 
350 

MeV 
F22 0.7 1.1 1.2 

(F ap)2 = f dq2 dEx. (T ap) 2 d~2:Ex.. (1) 

Deduced values for 200 and 350 MeV incident 
energies are given in Table 1. These are a little 
smaller than the values F20 =1.8x10-2 b l

/
2 and 

F22 = 1.6 X 10-2 b l
/
2 obtained for elastic d-p scat

tering at 170 MeV, which decreases rather quick
ly with energy. I) These results demonstrate that 
the 1 H (d, 2p) n reaction can be used to develop a 
new deuteron tensor polarimeter in the energy 
range 200-400 MeV. A new device for a real 
polarimeter is currently under construction.5) 

Another favourable aspect of the (d,2p) reac
tion as an analyzer is that reliable interpolation 
to different energies is possible with the help of 
theory. The energy dependence of the tensor 
analyzing power for low Ex. at 0° is displayed in 
Fig. 1 in a wide energy range from Ed = 50 MeV to 
2 GeV. The data at 56 and 70 MeV are taken from 
Ref. 6 and the one at 2 GeV from Ref 7. Note that 
at 0°, T Z2 =0 and Axx=Ayy= - ./I72T20. The 
transverse spin transfer coefficients K ~ of the 
2H (p, n) 2p reactionS) are converted to the Ayy of 
the IH (d, 2p) n reaction with the help of the 
relation,2) 

2Ayy+3K~= -1 (2) 
As seen in the figure, the prediction of the 
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-0.6 

100 E(MeV) 

Fig. 1. Tensor analyzing power Ayy at 0°. Open circles 
represent the results of the I H (d, 2p) n reaction and 
closed ones the values converted from the K ~ values of 
the 2H (p, n) 2p reaction (see in the text). Solid curve 
represents the prediction with the impulse approxima
tion prediction. 

impulse approximation model reproduces well 
the data for the entire energy range except for 

several low energy (p, n) reaction data. One 
possible explanation for this discrepancy is that 
these data were measured with poor energy reso
lution and hence with a possible admixture of the 
P-wave for the final two proton state, whereas 
the relation (2) is only valid for the singlet final 
state. 
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111-1-36. Pion Absorption at 1 GeV Ie 
I. Nomura, I. Arai,*1 T. Fukuda, H. Kitayama,*1 P. Kitching,*2 

T. Kobayashi, K. Maeda, H. Matsuyama, *3 T. N agae, *4 Y. N agasaka, * 1 
M. A. Prokhvatilov, *5 V. I. Rasin, *5 D. Rowntree, *6 M. Sekimoto, *4 

T. Suda, K. Tomizawa, *1 S. Veno, *1 and K. Waki *1 

[
NUCLEAR REACTION 4He, 12C(1l'+ ,pp) , (1l'+ ,pn), 1 
Pit = 1 GeV Ie, pion absorption. 

The first experiments concerning the pion 
absorption in the GeV region have been perfor
med. Both the (1l'+, pp) and (1l'+, pn) modes 
were measured at 1 GeV Ic on 4He and 12C, and 
the isospin dependence of the two-nucleon 
absorption cross sections was obtained. 

The experiments have been done with the 12 
GeV Proton Synchrotron at National Labora
tory for High Energy Physics (KEK) . According 
to the kinematical condition of the two-body 
absorption, a magnetic spectrometer was set in 
the forward angles (5'"'-'40°) to detect the higher
momentum protons, and TOF walls were set in 
the backward angles (80'"'-'175°) to detect lower
momentum protons or neutrons. The forward 
protons were identified from the momentum and 
TOF in the spectrometer (Fig .1), and two
nucleon absorption events which satisfy the 

. p ... 

12 16 20 24 26 32 

Bending Angle (deg.) 

Fig. 1. Scatter plot of the bending angle vs. the TOF for 
forward -moving particles. 
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kinematical condition were clearly observed 
(Fig.2). Figure 3 shows preliminary results of 
the angular dependence of (1l'+, pp) cross sec
tions for 4He and 1

2C targets, with reference to 
the deuteron data. 1) Tentative values of the 
angle-integrated cross sections for (1l'+, pp) on 
4He and 12C give (6. 8± l. 2) x 102JL band (l. 3± 
0.3) X 103JL b, respectively, while for deuteron it 
is 79 JLb. 

0.2 _ 

0 .0 L---'---_-'--_...L-_....L...-_-'-_-'---' 
0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 

Momentum (GeV/c) 

Fig. 2. Scatter plot of the momentum of forward protons 
vs. the velocity of backward particles. {)forward = 15-18° . 
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Fig. 3. Angular dependence of the (7C+, pp) events on 4 He 
and 12C targets. 
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The yield of (7r+, pp) is presented with the 
absorption cross section on the pair with the 
initial isospin of T and Tz, as below, 2) 

(1 (7r+, pp) = <1110 111>2 N1,o (11 
+ < 1100 1 11 > 2 N 0,0 (10 

where N jj and (11 denote the number of nucleon 
pair in nuclei with isospin T = i (i = 1,0) and 
T z = j (j = - 1,0), and the absorption cross sec
tion on that pair, respectively. Using this 
expression the ratio of the cross section for 4He 
to that for deuteron leads to the isospin ratio (11 
to (10. 

0"1/0"0=2R-6: R=O"( 4He(7l'+, pp)) / 
0"(D(7l'+,pp)) 

A preliminary ratio (11/ (10 is about 11. This result 
suggests a relatively large contribution of the 
T=1 p'air absorption ((11) to that of T=O ((10) in 
the GeV region. 
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111-1-37. Surface Muon Production in Reactions of 14N at 13SA MeV 
and of 4°Ar at 9SA MeV with Various Target Nuclei 

K. Ishida, T. Matsuzaki, R. Kadono, A. Matsushita, and K. Nagamine 

[ 

N;;CL~AR _REACTION, Be,C,CF2,~t\J,Ti,Cu,Ag,Ta,W~;4N, 1 
7C ),E( N) -135A MeV, Be,C,AI,TI,Cu,Mo,Ag,Ta,W( Ar, 
7C+),E(4°Ar) =95A MeV, Measured Surface Muon Yield. 

Surface muons are produced when pions 
produced in nuclear reactions are stopped near 
the surface skin of a production target. The 
probability that a produced pion is converted 
into a surface muon was calculated by a Monte
Carlo method and the result is shown in Fig. 1 
as a function of the pion energy. It is shown that 
the surface muon yield is very sensitive to the 
low-energy part of the pion energy spectrum. 
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Fig. 1. Efficiency for the pions to be converted to surface 
muons as a function of the pion energy in a graphite 
target of 225 mg/ cm2 thickness. Pion emission angle 
was assumed to be isotropic. 

We have already reported the measurement of 
the surface muon yields for 14N at 135A MeV and 
with various target elements. 1) The result has 
indicated a strong suppression of low-energy 
pion yields for heavy target nuclei. The suppres
sion was attributed either to the final pion 
energy shift by the Coulomb interaction or to the 
pion reabsorption. In that report, the Coulomb 
shift calculated was not strong enough to explain 
the observed suppression since only the hot spot 
of the fire-ball model was taken into acount as a 
Coulomb source. However, the Coulomb effect 

might become sufficiently large if all the reaction 
fragments are included in the calculation, since 
the fragments might not be so far away at the 
time of pion emission. These models might be 
selected if the size of the projectile nucleus is 
changed, for example, from N to Ar, since the 
hot spot size would be much larger for Ar projec
tiles, while the total charge is less dependent on 
the projectile size. 

Thus we have carried out an experiment to 
measure the surfa~e muon production rate for 
4°Ar beams at 95A MeV from RRC. Preliminary 
analyzed data as well as the data for 14N are 
shown in Fig. 2, which indicates that the target 
dependence of the low-energy pion yields is 
almost the same for the two incident nuclei and 
seems to favor the latter model. Detailed analysis 
is now in progress. 
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Fig. 2. Pion production cross section weighed by the 
energy-dependent factor (see Fig. 1) obtained from the 
measured surface muon yield. 
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111-2. Atomic and Solid-State Physics 

1. Higher Differential Cross Sections for Ionization of 
Heliu m by Proton Impact 

H. Fukuda, 1. Shimamura, L. Vegb, * and T. Watanabe* * 

The p-He collision is a prototype suitable for 
detailed studies of dynamics of ionization by 
comparing experiments with theories. Thus, this 
system is the subject of some recent papers on 
new aspects of differential ionization cross sec
tions. We have applied to this system an eikonal 
distorted-wave approximation (EDW A) that 
accounts for the distortion of the proton motion 
from the plane wave due to the interaction with 
He; the eikonal approximation is used for the 
distorted waves in the distorted-wave Born 
approximation. The following summarizes the 
work published elsewhere. I

•
2l 

The deflection angle (8p ) of the protons (with 
a mass rYlp) in high-energy (E) large-distance 
collisions is determined by the net effect of the 
perturbation interactions with the He nucleus 
and the electrons. The 8p in intermediate-dis
tance collisions is determined mainly by the 
binary collisions with the electrons (with a mass 
rYle). The largest possible angle of deflection of a 
proton by a stationary free electron is rYle/ rYlp = 
0.545 mrad in the laboratory frame. At this angle 
the 8p distributions measured for the p-He colli
sions show a shoulder at high E. This has been 
interpreted to be due to efficient binary collisions 
between the protons and the quasi -free electrons 
in He for 8p < 0.545 mrad, and to the absence of 

* ATOMKI, Debrecen, Hungary. 
** Department of Physics, International Christian Uni

versity. 

these collisions above 0.545 mrad. 
The 8p distributions, calculated in the EDWA 

for energies above 300 keY, agree well with 
experimental results; the agreement is substan
tially better than in the case of the plane-wave 
Born approximation (PWBA) especially for 8p > 
0.545 mrad. After confirmation of this fact, 
higher differential cross sections with respect to 
both the scattered protons and the ejected elec
trons are calculated in detail. This clarifies, in 
particular, the momentum distributions of elec
trons contributing to the shoulder in the 8p distrib
utions. The momentum and angular distribu
tions of the recoil He+ ions at fixed values of 8p 

are also compared with recent coincidence mea
surements. For extremely small 8p for which the 
PWBA and the EDW A are known to be reliable 
and produce results in agreement with each 
other, these approximations lead to average 
momenta of He+ significantly lower than the 
measured values. The reason is still unknown at 
this stage. 
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111-2-2. Photoionization of Two Electrons in Helium 

T. Ishihara,* K. Hino, and J. McGuire** 

Photoionization of two electrons in helium is 
one of the simplest processes in atomic collisions 
in which the electron-electron interaction is re
qiured. Without the electron-electron interaction 
the photon would have to interact with both 
target electrons for the double ionization to 
occur, and this is unlikely. When the photon 
energy, E y, is much larger than the target ioniza
tion potential, at least one of the outgoing elec
trons leaves the target region relatively fast. 
Thus the effects of the electron-electron interac
tion in the final state are expected to be weak. In 
this report,l) we present the results of calcula
tions for such a system by using the many-body 
perturbation theory (MBPT) in lowest-order. 
The details of the MBPT method employed are 
described elsewhere.2

) Furthermore, we compare 
the results with a recent measurement by Levin 
et at.3) They have observed the ratio, R y = (5++ / 

(5+, of the double to single ionization cross sec
tion atE y = 2 . 8ke V using the syncrotron radia
tion to obtain the result of 1.6±O.3%. 

Amplitudes included in our calculation of the 
double ionization consist of the ground-state 
correlation (GSC), shake-off (SO), and two-step 
1 (TS1) contributions. The TS1 amplitude cor
responds to absorption of a photon by one elec
tron which then hits the other electron on the 
way out of the target. Ratios of double to single 
ionization cross sections are shown in Fig .1 as 
functions of the photon energy. The destructive 
interefrence between the TS1 and GSC in our 
results is evident. Our results lie below the exper
imental data by Carlson,4) Schmidt et at.,5) and 
Hollard et at. 6

) at lower photon energies because 
of the lack of higher-order correlations. At E y = 
2.8keV, our value is in agreement with the recent 
observation of R y =1.6±O.3% by Levin et at.3) 

To conclude, the effect of electron-electron 
interaction both before and after the photon 
absorption (i. e. GSC and TS1 amplitudes) is sub
staintial even in the high energy photon region. 
This fact suggests the essential roles of the elec
tron-electron interaction in the double contin
uum state of helium as well as in the ground 
state. Furthermore, although Ry is approximate-

* Institute of Applied Physics, University of Tsukuba. 
** Department of Physics, Tulane University, New 
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Fig. 1. Ratios, R,¥, of single to double ionization cross 
sections versus photon energy, E y. Results of other 
MBPT calculations of Carter and Kelly are taken from 
Reference 2. The arrows on the right side give the non 
-relativistic high energy dipole limits obtained by 
Byron and J oachain (BJ),1) A berg (A), 8) and Dalgarno 
et al (D) ,9) who all omit the TSI contribution; and 
Amusia et al. (ADGK) .10) 

ly independent of E y at a large photon energy in 
our MBPT calculations, no single mechanism 
dominates Ry. Then the concept of simple SO, for 
example, is not valid. At least the three ampli
tudes contribute to the double ionization cross 
section. 
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111·2·3. Systematic Theoretical Study of the Thomas Double Scatterings 

N. Toshima 

The mechanism of the Thomas double-scatter
ing process1

) has been one of the long-standing 
subjects in the physics of ion-atom collisions. 
Following the pioneering study of Drisko, 2) 

many theoretical methods based on the perturba
tion theory have been proposed and applied to 
the analysis of this process. Though a precise 
calculation of the second-order terms has 
become practically possible owing to the prog
ress of high -speed computers, the success of the 
measurements of the Thomas peak for proton
helium3

) and for proton - hydrogen4
) collisions 

have urged the necessity of more elaborate theo
retical investigations. Non -perturba ti ve theoreti
cal studies of the Thomas process have been 
realized recently by the coupled - channel 
method5

) and by the classical-trajectory Monte 
Carlo (CTMC) method. 6) In this report, we 
present brief results of advanced calculations of 
these two approaches and of exact calculations 
of the second Born approximation. 

The coupled-channel method is a quantum 
mechanical approach in which all the electronic 
wave functions including very-high-Iying contin
uum states are expanded by the Gauss-type 
orbitals. In the first report, 5) only s-orbitals (l = 
0) were used for the expansion. Though satisfac
tory agreement with experimental data was 
achieved, the contribution of higher - angular
momentum states as intermediate states has 
been still unsettled. In the present calculations, 
we have added p (l = 1) and d (l = 2) orbitals to 
the expansion. It is confirmed that the contribu
tion of the higher partial waves is not significant 
though the agreement with the experiments is 
improved further. 

In the classical treatment, 6) only two-dimen
sional collisions were studied. The probability 
of the Thomas process is extremely small and we 
need a huge number of trajectories for the statis
tical convergence. Even in this restricted case, 
only 82 events lead to the charge exchange out of 
total 109 million trajectories. While this calcula
tion is useful for studying how the trajectories 
are deformed from the idealized picture of the 
Thomas process in close encounters, the two-

dimensional treatment does not give any infor
mation concerning the interesting quantities such 
as differential cross sections. We have analyzed 
the trajectories that lead to the charge exchange 
from the two-dimensional calculations and 
learned that the charge exchange occurs under 
some restricted conditions when the projectile 
energy is high. Utilizing this knowledge we have 
succeeded in reducing the number of trajectories 
for solving equations of motion to make the 
calculations practically feasible . The obtained 
differential cross section for a proton-hydrogen 
collision at 5 MeV does not show a peak at the 
critical angle 0.47 mrad at variance with the 
experimental data and the quantal calculations. 
This unexpected result is caused by the peculiar
ity of classical bound states that have no mini
mum binding energy. 

The other approach is the exact calculation of 
the second Born cross sections. Although there 
have been published a great deal of perturbative 
studies, most of them have recourse to further 
approximations for the evaluation of the matrix 
elements. These secondary approximations 
bring about errors that are difficult to assess. 
Occasionally an easy usage of a peaking approxi
mation changes even the intrinsic character of 
the theory completely. We have evaluated the 
second Born amplitudes for the charge exchange 
rigorously for proton-hydrogen collisions at 1, 
2.8 and 5 MeV and for proton-helium collisions 
at 2.82, 5.42, and 7.4 MeV for the first time. 

Extensive comparison and detailed analysis of 
these calculations are now in progress. 
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111·2·4. Muon Transfer Reaction t+dJl(ls)-+tJl (Is) +d 

H. Fukuda and I. Shimamura 

Introduction of muons into the D2/T 2 mixture 
is the first step in the muon-catalyzed d-t fusion. 
After slowing down, the muons are captured by 
a deuteron d or a triton t and form d,u or t,u in 
excited states. These hydrogenlike atoms cas
cade down to lower levels, and eventually to the 
ground state. They penetrate through the elec
tron cloud of D2 or T 2 and collide with another d 
or t. Then the muon bound to d may be transfer
red to t. This process affects considerably the 
number ratio of the d,u atoms to the t,u atoms, 
and hence, the d-t fusion cycle catalyzed by 
muons. 

Several different theoretical methods have 
been applied to the transfer of muons from the 
Is state of d,u to the Is state of t,u, the latter state 
lying below the former by 48 e V. These methods 
yield results in fair agreement with each other. 

Recently, possible importance of the muon 
transfer from d to t in excited states, because of 
its huge cross section, has been pointed out. 1) We 
intend to calculate these excited-state transfer 
processes. Since these processes are much har
der to treat by fully quantum-mechanical 
methods than the Is-state transfer processes, we 
have developed new methods that are accurate 
and convenient for applications. We have 
applied these methods to the easier Is-state 
transfer processes to examine their validity. 

Our first method is basically the two-state 
molecular-orbital (MO) expansion method in 

which the 1sO"g and 2pO"u MOs are coupled. In the 
ordinary MO expansion method, however, the 
MOs approach incorrect separated-atom limits. 
Our remedy is to reconstruct the basis by taking 
linear combinations of the two MOs with appro
priate choices of the reduced masses for re
producing the correct separated-atom limits. 

Although the asymptotic energies are correct
ed, this method has its own drawback. A method 
that is completely correct in the asymptotic 
region is to make an atomic-orbital (AO) expan
sion using the Jacobi coordinates. Since this 
expansion is inefficient at short distances, we 
switch from the AO method to the MO method at 
some point. This is referred to as the AO-MO 
switching method. 

At a collision energy of 0.01 eV, the cross 
section for the vanishing total angular momen
tum is determined to be 1.24 x 10- 20 cm2 by either 
method employed. For similar processes of p-to
d and p-to-t transfer, the cross sections are 
2.43 X 10- 18 cm2 and 1.19 x 10-18 cm2. These val
ues are in good agreement with published data 
calculated by different theoretical methods. 2,3) 
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111-2-5. Energy Shift in the Molecule [(dtp )+-d+]e-e- Due to 
the Finite Size of the Muonic Molecular Ion (dtp)+ 

M. R. Harston, I. Shimamura, and M. Kamimura 

A key step in the muon-catalyzed fusion in D2/ 
T 2 mixtures is the formation of the system 
[(dt,u)+-d+Je-e- , which may be viewed as a D2 
molecule with one of the d+ nuclei replaced by a 
small subsystem, i . e. , a muonic molecule 
(dt,u) +. This subsystem is formed mostly in an 
excited state (dt,u) + 11 with a unit total angular 
momentum and a unit vibrational quantum. The 
calculated formation rate is sensitive to the 
molecular binding energy; an accuracy higher 
than 1 me V is needed. The nonrelativistic energy 
of the isolated (dt,u) + 11 was calculated accurate
ly to be 660.2 me V . 1,2) It was corrected for 
relativistic, hyperfine, finite-nuclear-size, vac
uum-polarization, and other effects. 

Since dt,u is embedded in a D2-like molecule, it 
is perturbed by two electrons and a deuteron. 
Recently the present3

) and other authors4) have 
calculated the energy shift in (dt,u) + 11 due to e
in [(dt,u) +l1Je-. It has been customary to esti
mate the shift in [ (dt,u) + ll -d+ J e-e- by scaling 
the result for [(dt,u)+l1Je- by the ratio of the 
electron density at d+ in D2 to that at d+ in D. 
The result ranges from 0 . 3 to 0.6 me V. Here we 
report energy shifts in [ (dt,u) + 11-d+ J e-e- calcu
lated to first order in the perturbation. 5) The aim 
of this work is to analyze the differences between 
the energy shifts in [ (dt,u) + 11-d+ J e-e- and 

[ (dt,u) + 11J e-, and thereby to examine the valid
ity of the scaling procedure. 

We choose a zeroth-order system that consists 
of the isolated (dt,u) + and a D2 - like molecule 

with a nucleus whose mass is the sum of the 
masses of d, t, and ,u. The first - order perturb a -
tion energy ~E has two parts, namely, one due to 
the- interaction V (2e-dt,u) of the two electrons 
with the extended dt,u charge distribution, and 
the other due to the interaction V (d-dt,u) of the 
second d with this charge distribution. The 
monopole part of V (2e-dt,u) leads to l:J.E of 
25.79 meV, which is close to the monopole shift 
in [(dt,u) \lJe- scaled by the electron-density 
ratio as in previous work. 3,4) The monopole part 
of V (d-dt,u) leads to l:J.E of 0.016 me V and is 
negligible. The dipole parts contribute nothing 
due to the symmetry. The quadrupole parts, 
however, yield energy shifts of the order of me V . 
They partly cancel each other, but give a net 
value still as large as 1 to 2 meV, depending on 
the angular-momentum state. These quadrupole 
l:J.E are absent in [ (dt,u) + 11 ] e- and do not scale 
in proportion to the electron density in the region 
of (dt,u)+l1' 
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111-2-6. Auger-Electron Due to the de-Excitation of [edt Jl. )11dee] 

S. Hara 

When muons (JL) are injected into a mixture of 
T 2 and D2 molecules, the loosely bound (dtJL) 11 

molecular ion with the total angular momentum 
J = 1 and vibrational quantum number v = 1 is 
formed as a part of the [(dt,u) dee] molecule. The 
metastable state [(dtJL) 11 dee] decays in several 
ways. The molecular ion (dtJL) 11 may be de 
-excited by an Auger auto-ionization process 
where the excitation energy is partly carried 
away by an auto- ionized molecular electron. 
This brings about the change of the (dtJL) ion 
into the 0, v) = (0, 1) and (0, 0) states. 

[(dtJL)l1dee]~[(dtJL)oIde]++e (1) 
This process is important since the fusion of d 
and t in the (dtJL) ion occurs mainly in the J = 0 
states because there is no centrifugal potential 
between the two nuclei. 

Several calculationsI- 4
) have been carried out 

on the transition rate of the process (1). The rate 
A . can be written as follows; 

A = 2 7C In ~ 1 < <t> 11 1 V" 1 <I> 0 1 > 1 2 

X 1 <'1'1 1 Ve 1 'l'f> 12 (2) 
where <I> and 'I' are the wave functions for dtJL 
and the molecule "D/', respectively, and V" and 
V e, the dipole-type operators for dtJL and molec
ular electrons, respectively. The above
mentioned calculations have been made by using 
various wave functions including very accurate 
one3

) to evaluate the transition matrix elements 
between the (dtJL) 11 and (dtJL) 01 states. Neverthe
less, the initial molecular wave function '1'1 for 
"D2 " and the final molecular wave function 'l'f 
for "D2 ++e" have been represented by fairly 
poor approximations, e.g., by the ground state 
hydrogen wave function for '1'1 and by the Cou
lomb wave function for 'l'f. 

Here, a calculation is performed to evaluate 
reliable value for the molecular matrix element 

<'1'1 1 Ve 1 'l'f> ,taking account of the molecular 
property of the whole system. That is, the CI 
wave functionS) of D2 which includes 91% of 
correlation energy is adopted for the initial elec
tronic state and the final electronic state is 
obtained by the two-centre static exchange 
approximation.S) The rotational and vibrational 
structure of the whole system is properly taken 
into account in the frame of adiabatic nuclei 
approximation. The present results are compar
ed with those of previous calculations in Table l. 

Table 1. Contributions to transition rate (in lOll/sec) 
from various symmetries of the system. 

present Ref. 1) Ref. 2) Ref. 3) Ref. 4) 

Eu 1.04 

nu 3.72 

Eu+nu 4.77 11.4 6.44 6.00 

Eg 4.40 

ng 0.76 

Total 9.93 10.20 

The author is grateful to Dr. E. Armour of 
Nottingham University for useful discussions. 
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111-2-7. Metastable States of Antiprotonic and Mesic Helium Atoms 

1. Shimamura 

When massive, negatively charged particles, 
such as antiprotons (p), kaons (K- ), pions (n- - ), 
and muons (j.l-), impinge on matter, they slow 
down as they excite and ionize the atoms or 
molecules in the matter, and are eventually 
captured into bound states of exotic atoms. The 
negatively charged particles, say X-, are gener
ally considered to occupy, immediately after the 
capture, Rydberg orbitals having a high princi
pal quantum number and spanning roughly the 
same spatial extent as the valence electrons. I) 
The correlation between X- and the valence 
electrons must be strong, and therefore an 
atomic description of this exotic atom would 
require configuration mixing and would afford 
no simple independent-particle picture. If, how
ever, it is regarded as a polar molecule with two 
nuclei, the vibrational motion, or the X- motion, 
is separable from the electronic motion in a good 
approximation. This idea has been applied to 
exotic helium in this work. 

The exotic helium consists of X-, an electron, 
and an alpha particle. The Born-Oppenheimer 
separation reduces the three-body problem to 
separate, solvable one-dimensional equations 
for the electronic and rotational-vibrational 
motions, from which unified, transparent physi-

cal pictures of these states for different part
icles X- are extracted. For example, an inspec
tion of the molecular potential energy curves as 
functions of the alpha-X- distance gives an idea 
of the X- motion, and tells why the decay by the 
emission of an Auger electron has a low proba
bility. The isotope effect may be discussed also 
on the basis of the potential energy curves. An 
estimation of the radiative transition intensity is 
provided by the inspection of the molecular 
dipole-moment function and the vibrational 
wave functions, just like the infrared absorption 
by the usual molecules; detailed calculations 
reveal that the radiative lifetimes are long, i.e., 
of the order of j.lsec for antiprotonic helium, for 
example. This is consistent with the recent 
experiments in which metastable antiprotonic 
helium has been observed in liquid- and gas
phase helium. 2) 
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111-2-8. Rotational Excitation in Positron Scattering 
by the H2 Molecu Ie 

I. Shimamura, E.A.G. Armour, * and M. Plummer* 

The developments in the low-energy e+ 
sources in these years and the consequential 
advances in the measurements on e+-scattering 
processes have stimulated detailed calculations 
of the cross sections for e+-atom and e+-mole
cule collisions. 1

) The integral cross sections for 
elastic scattering of e+ by the H2 molecules have 
recently been calculated by using the generalized 
Kohn method with trial functions involving the 
spheroidal coordinates.2) The present work is an 
extension of this previous work to rotational 
excitation of H2 and to differential cross sec
tions. 

The calculations have been carried out below 
the positronium formation threshold in the fixed
nuclei approximation. The symmetries ~~, ~~, 
IIu , and IIg of the total scattering system have 
been included; the mixing of the two lowest 
spheroidal partial waves has been considered for 
the first three symmetries, but only the lowest 
spheroidal partial wave has been considered for 
the last symmetry. The trial functions include 
Hylleraas- type correlated functions containing 
the e+-e- distances and functions appropriate for 
accounting for the long-range polarization of H2, 
as well as separable correlation functions. 
Methods of calculations of rotational and differ-

• Department of Mathematics, University of Nottingh· 
am, U.K. 

ential cross sections from the asymptotic forms 
of the wave functions expressed in the spheroidal 
coordinates are well-documented in the 
Ii tera ture. 3) 

The calculated cross sections show a smooth 
behavior as a function of the e+ energy. The 
rotational cross section for e+-H2 collisions is 
found to be smaller than that for e--H2 collisions 
by more than an order of magnitude in most of 
the energy region covered in the present calcula
tions. This trend is already seen in the total cross 
section for low energies, and may be ascribed 
crudely to the cancellation between the effects of 
the electrostatic and polarization interactions of 
e+ with H2; the former interaction changes the 
sign according to the sign of the charge of the 
incoming particle, and the latter interaction is 
independent of the sign of the charge at large 
distances. 
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111-2-9. Scaling of the Cross Sections for Vibrational Transitions 

I. Shimamura 

Collisional vibrational (v~ v') and rotational 
U ~ j') transitions of molecules are of crucial 
importance in such fields as radiation physics 
and chemistry and the physics of the earth's and 
planetary atmospheres and of gaseous dis
charges. Since the molecules often occupy many 
(v,]) -levels, a comprehensive set of cross sec
tions for many pairs (vI, v'j') are necessary for a 
quantitative analysis of the moderation of char
ged particlesY Thus an accurate, independent 
determination of every necessary cross section 
seems almost impossible. In fact, a scaling law 
that relates any differential cross sections q U ~ 
j') to q (O~ j") greatly simplifies the analysis of 
the rotational transitions. 2

,3) Sum rules for these 
transitions also exist.3

,4) The present work gener
alizes this previous work for vibrational transi
tions. 

Regard a diatomic molecule as a harmonic 
oscillator. For a transition v~ v' in a sudden 
collision, the adiabatic-vibration approximation 
is valid; the scattering amplitude is first defined 
with the internuclear distance R fixed, and then 
it is averaged over the initial and final wave 
functions. Expand the fixed-nuclei amplitude in 
a Taylor series around the equilibrium R. Retain 

only the first four terms In (n = 0 - 3). Then q (v~ 
v') take forms 

q(v~v) = 110+ (2v+1)j; 1
2

, 

q(v~v±l) =cv > I h +3v >h 1

2
, 

q(v~v±2) =cv > (v > -1) 1 j; 1

2
, 

q(v~v±3) = cv > (v > -1) (v > -2) 1 A 1

2
, 

other transitions hardly occurring. Here, c is the 
ratio of the final to initial channel wave number 
and v > is max (v, v'). Among eight real quantities 
tha t determine the four unknowns In, only the six 
quantities lin I, Re(fo*j;) , and Re(h*A), where 
Re(z) is the real part of z, are enough for obtain
ing all q (v~v'). 

Similar scaling laws hold for the integral cross 
sections. Sum rules are also proved for the cross 
sections summed over v', with or without multi
plication by the transition energies. 
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111-2-10. Solid-Gas Effect in K-Yacancy Production 
in 41 MeY Ar-Ca and Ar-Cu Collisions 

T. Kambara, R. Schuch,* Y. Awaya, T. Mizogawa, H. Kumagai, 
Y. Kanai, H. Shibata, and K. Shima 

We have measured the impact parameter 
dependence of K -vacancy production probabil
ities and total cross section for 40.6 Me V Ar ions 
on Ca and Cu targets. We have also measured the 
target thickness dependence of the probability 
for the Ca target in order to study the effect 
of multiple collisions in solid targets on the K
vacancy processes. 

An Ar beam from RILAC was collimated to a 
divergence of 0.02° and passed through a target 
of Ca or Cu. The thickness of Ca ranged from 2 
to 30 ,ug/cm2 and that of Cu was about 20 ,ug/ 
cm2

• We measured K-vacancy probabilities as a 
function of the scattering angle between 0.13° 
and 1.4° by means of a K X -ray-particle coinci
dence. The scattering angle corresponds to an 
impact parameter between 510 and 5100 fm for 
the Ar-Ca and between 740 to 6700 fm for the Ar
Cu system. At the same time, the total cross 
section of K -vacancy production was obtained 
directly by normalizing the K X -ray yield with 
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respect to the number of scattered ions at 25°. 
A broad peak appears in the impact parameter 

dependence of K -vacancy probabilities of both 
the projectile and target in the Ar-Ca collisions. 
The present data and the results obtained with 
molecular and atomic gas targets!) are compared 
in Fig. 1 using a scaling of 2p7l'-2per rotational 
coupling2

) which gives a reduced impact parame
ter b' . The peak in the K -vacancy probability 
P (b ' ) for the thicker Ca targets is positioned at 
smaller b' than those obtained with the gas tar
gets and the rotational coupling calculations, and 
it moves with decreasing target thickness 
towards those for the gas targets. Integration of 
the measured K -vacancy probability over the 
impact parameter gives a cross section which is 
significantly lower than the directly measured 
total cross section of K -vacancy production. 
From these obser:vations a multiple collision L
vacancy process prior to 2 P7l' -2 per rotational 
coupling is concluded. 
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Fig. 1. Impact parameter dependence of the K -shell vacancy production probabilities in the scaling of a rotational
coupling model. The collision system is (a) Ar on Ca with open circles for the 30,ug/cm2 thick target and closed circles 
for the 4,ug/cm2 thick target, and (b) Cion Ar. Solid lines show the results from the calculation. Each set of 
experimental and theoretical values is normalized with respect to its maximum. 

In order to study the effect of the Iser-2per 
radial coupling on the K -shell vacancy produc
tion process, the ratio of the K -vacancy probabil
ity of the target to that of the projectile is calcu
lated from the data. Slight target thickness 
dependence is also seen in the ratio. Otherwise it 
is in good quantitative agreement with a simple 

... Manne-Siegbahn Institute of Physics, Stockholm, 
Sweden. 

model of K -vacancy sharing for both the Ca and 
Cu targets. 
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111-2-11. Impact Parameter Dependence of K X-Ray Emission Probability and 
Charge State Distribution in 31 and 58 MeV Sill++Ar Collisions 

T. Kambara, Y. Awaya, Y. Kanai, M. Ohura, J. Euler, 
M. Terasawa, and T. Sekioka 

K -vacancy production processes in near-sym
metric heavy ion-atom collisions have been stud
ied systematically by measurements of the 
impact parameter dependence of K -X ray emis
sion probability,l) and they have been found to 
take place at only a small internuclear distance 
in a region of the K -shell radius. On the other 
hand, it is expected that outer-shell electron 
processes like single and multi -electron transfers 
are active over a much larger range of the inter
nuclear distance. Not many experimental works 
have been reported about the impact parameter 
dependence of outer-shell electron processes. 

We have investigated the K -vacancy produc
tion and electron transfer processes for a Si l1+
Ar collision system at collision energies of 31 and 
58 Me V through the measurements of the impact 
parameter dependence of charge state distribu
tion and K -X ray production probability. The 
experimental setup was described elsewhere.2

) A 
Li-like Si ll+ beam from RILAC passed through 
an Ar-gas target under a single-collision condi
tion. The scattered Si -ions were charge-state 
selected by a dipole magnet and counted by a 
position sensitive counter. Thus the angular 
distribution of scattered ions was measured up to 
4 X 10-3 rad for each charge state from 7 to 13 at 
31 MeV and from 8 to 14 at 58 MeV. From the 
measurements, the charge state distribution of 
the scattered ions was obtained as a function of 
the scattering angle which was converted to an 
impact parameter. At the same time, the K - X 

rays from the Si and Ar were measured with a 
Si (Li) detector in coinicdence with the scattered 
ions. The K -X ray emission probability was 
obtained from the measurements for each charge 
state of the scattered ions. 

At impact parameters (b) larger than the K
shell radius, the fractions of Si q+ with q ~ 11, 
which correspond to the single and multi electron 
capture, have relatively flat b-dependence and 
the charge state distribution can be fitted by a 
binomial formula (h) Pc n (1 - Pc) (t-n) where n is the 
number of captured electrons. At small b, the 
fraction of SF+ increases rapidly, which implies a 
new capture mechanism at a small internuclear 
distance. The fractions of Si q+ with q> 11, which 
correspond to the electron loss, decrease rapidly 
at b larger than the K -shell radius. 

The K -X ray emission probabilities have simi
lar b-dependence in shape, independent of the 
charge state of the scattered ions. With these 
observations we conclude that in electron cap
ture processes at a large internuclear distance 
region, the electrons are captured independently 
each other, and the electron capture processes 
are independent of the K -electron processes. 
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111-2-12. Target Element Dependence of the Intensity Ratio of Ka 
Hypersatellites to Satellites for 50-95 MeV Ar Projectile 

Y. Zou, T. Kambara, Y. Kanai, Y. Awaya, K. Ando, 
M. Ohura, A. Hitachi, and S. Kravis 

The K -shell vacancy production process of 
projectile Ar-ion was previously studied by 
measuring Ar Ka-X rays as a function of target 
atomic number Z2 for the incident energy of 33 
MeV (0.83 MeV /nuc1eon).l) In that work the 
intensity ratio of the Ar Ka hypersatellites to 
Ka satellites, I (Kh) II (K), showed oscillatory 
dependence on Z2' The obtained phase of oscilla
tion was different from the results obtained for 
64 MeV (2 MeV Inudeon) S ions2

) but similar to 
that obtained for 30 MeV (0.87 MeV Inudeon) CI 
ions.3

) The vacancy production mechanism has 
been discussed by considering the incident 
energy, that is, in the case of faster collisions 
with S ions K -shell vacancies are mainly caused 
by the direct Coulomb interaction, whereas in the 
case of slower collisions with CI and Ar ions the 
electron promotion process by rotational cou
pling plays an important role, and different proc
ess causes different oscillation of I (Kh

) II (K) 
with Z2' 

In order to confirm this explanation and to 
systematically study the K -shell vacancy produc
tion process of Ar projectile when it collides with 
a solid target at different energies, the ICKh) II 
(K) VS,Z2 has been measured at incident energies 
of 52, 80.3, and 95 MeV (with Z2=6-74). 

This work was done at RILAC, and the experi
mental set-up was just as same as that in the 
previous work. l

) The results are shown in Fig. 1. 
As is seen in the figure, the target element depen
dence is different in the case of 52 MeV from that 
in the case of 80.3 and 95 MeV. At 80.3 and 95 
MeV, ICKh) lICK) vs. Z2 curves show similar 
oscillations to that for 64 MeV S ions. It means 
that the direct Coulomb ionization is dominant in 
these two cases. Whereas at 52 MeV, the oscilla
tion phase is more similar to that for 33 MeV Ar 
ions. It seems that, electron promotion process is 
still important for 52 MeV Ar ion colliding with 
target atoms. Further experiments will be done 

at projectile energies between 52 MeV and 80 
MeV. More analysis and discussions are in prog
ress. 
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Fig. 1. The target element dependence of the intensity 
ratio of Ka hypersatellites to satellites for'" 52 MeV, 
A. 80.3 Me V, and • 95 MeV Ar ions (present work) , 
and for 6. 33 MeV Ar ions,l) 0 30 MeV Cl ions,3) and 0 
64 Me V S ions.2

) The curves are to guide the eye. 
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111-2-13. Low Energy Ka Li nes in Ar from Two-Electron 
Rearrangement Transitions 

M. Ohura, T. Kambara, Y. Kanai, S.D. Kravis, Y. Zou, 
J. Palinkas, and Y. Awaya 

In heavy ion-atom collisions, the multiple 
inner-shell ionization process is enhanced, so 
that KL n satellite lines are observed in X -ray 
spectra, where KLn denotes a initial configura
tion with a single K vacancy and n L vacancies. 
Energies of these satellite lines are higher than 
Ka1,2 X rays. On the other hand, some peaks with 
lower energies than Ka1,2 line have been obser
ved in the X -ray spectra from target atoms, and 
they have been attributed to the radiative Auger 
effect (RAE) 1) and the radiative electron re
arrangement (RER) .2) These processes are sche
matically shown in Fig. 1. The studies of 
KLn-RER satellites in ion-atom collisions have 
been made for various target atoms, but there 
have been no experiments to measure KLn- RER 
satellites emitted from projectile ions. 

/e-
2p -----41.~--
2s ---1. __ ---

l~hV 
Is--O---

RAE process 

2p---o--

2s ·1~ hv 

RER x rays 

Is--O---

RER process 

Fig. 1. Schematical diagram of the RAE and RER 
process. In the RAE process, the photon energy is not 
discrete. In the RER process, the photon energy is 
discrete and can be roughly estimated for a given KLn 
initial vacancy configuration as E (KLn- RER) ~ 
E(KLn) -2ilE2S- 2p • 

Thus we have measured X rays emitted from 
projectile ions passing through a thin foil target. 
In the experiment, 33 Me V Ar 8 + ions from 
RILAC impinged on a C or an AI- foil. Ar K X
rays were measured with a broad-range crystal 
spectrometer3

) with a flat Ge (111) crystal. The 
projectile Ar K X -ray energy spectrum obtained 
for an Al target is shown in Fig. 2. A small peak 
with a lower energy than Ar Ka1,2 line (2.957 
ke V) is observed around 2.9 keVin Fig. 2. The 
KL n_ RER process has been well described by the 
configuration mixing of the atomic states, and 

K X-ray from Ar projectile 

~ 
250000 x60 I 

200000 

.S 
~ 
III 150000 § 
0 u 
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50000 

o 
2.8 2.9 3 3.1 

X -ray energy (ke V) 

Fig. 2. X -ray energy spectrum emitted from ArS+ pro
jectile ions. KLn-RER energies were calculated by the 
MCHF method. 

the branching ratios reflect the mixing 
coefficient.2) Energies for KL L RER, KL L RER 
and KL L RER are estimated to be 2.855, 2.890 
and 2.928 keY, respectively, by means of the 
multiconfiguration Hartree-Fock (MCHF) 
calculation.4

) By taking account of the Doppler 
effect, we conclude that the observed small peak 
around 2.9 keY is attributed to the KLLRER 
transition. 

This is the first observation of RER satellites 
emitted from projectile ions. A rigorous analysis 
is in progress. 
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111-2-14. Angu lar Distributions of United-Atomic Bremsstrahlu ng 

K. Ishii, K. Maeda, Y. Sasa, M. Takami, M. Uda, and S. Morita * 

We have previously reportedl) a scaling law on 
the cross sections of continuous X rays produced 
by 1. 435 MeV / amu SP+- ion bombardments. 
This scaling law is expressed by 

ds/dli. ev =f(evao/ {vp (Zp + ZT) }J, 
where ev is the frequency of X rays, ao is the Bohr 
radius, Vp is the projectile velocity and Zp (ZT) is 
the atomic number of projectile (target). This 
formula just coincides with that of atomic brems
stralung (AB) except for the parameter of (Zp + 
ZT) .2) We consider therefore that the continuous 
X rays are the atomic bremsstrahlung from the 
united- atom formed by projectile and target 
atom; we call this bremsstrahlung a united
atomic bremsstrahlung (VAB). 

In symmetric collisions, the process of MO X
ray emission is predominant,3) however the cross 
section of VAB should be almost zero because of 
a dipole transition process. Our previous results4

} 

of measurements of continuous X rays for the 
targets of ZT = 6-29, have confirmed this fact, 
that is, a maximum intensity of continuous X 
rays was obtained at symmetric collisions for the 
bombardment of 20 MeV Si3+- ions ,while it was 
minimum for 40 MeV. 

MO X rays are mainly produced by two-colli
sion process in thick targets and the angular 
distributions are to be isotropic. On the other 
hand, the intensity of atomic bremsstrahlung 
depends on the X- ray emission angle with 
respect to the beam direction and it becomes 
maximum at 90°. We have measured the angular 
distributions of continuous X rays produced from 
the targets of C, Si, and Ti bombarded by SP+
ions of 14. 9 MeV and 43. 7 Me V from RILAC. 

• Laboratory for Materials Science and Technology, 
Waseda University. 

_______________ ~ 14.9 MeV 
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Fig. 1. Ratios of cross sections (5 (150°) / (5 (90°) 
for UJao /{ vp(Zp+ZT) }=1.73. 

Figure 1 shows the ratios of X -ray intensity at 
150° to that at 90°, for evao/ (vp(Zp+ZT) ) =1. 73. 
In this figure, we can see anisotropies for the 
bombardments of 43. 7 MeV ,but almost an 
isotropy for the Gase of Si target bombarded with 
14.9 MeV SP+- ions. 

This result on UAB and MO X rays is consis
tent with the previous one for energy depen
dence. The existence of U AB is now considered 
to be conclusive. 
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111-2-15. Multiple Ionization of He and Ne Atoms in Collision 
with Relativistic Heavy I.ons 

Y. Yamazaki, H. Watanabe, T. Azuma, K. Komaki, N. Kakutani, 
H. Tada, K. Kawatsura, Y. Kanai, T. Kambara, and Y. Awaya 

The multiple ionizations of helium atoms 
(He+, He2+) and neon atoms (Ne+, Ne2+, Ne3+) 
by 95 MeV Inucleon Arl

7+ ions have been inves
tigated. 

Some groups have intensively studied the dou
ble ionization of He atoms with relatively light 
charged particles l

) including antiprotons2) and 
positrons,3) where the interference between the 
shake-off and the two-step processes plays an 
essential role. In this case, multiple-electron 
transitions need theoretical treatments beyond 
the independent-electron model by taking into 
account the electron-electron correlation, which 
is a challenging subject in ion-atom collisions. 

Here we present new data of the ratio of the 
double to the single ionization cross sections 
(R= <12+1 <1+) of He atoms bombarded by 95 
MeV Inucleon Ar l7+ ions, the velocity of which is 
about one half of the light velocity. We measured 
the ratio at projectile charge Z p and velocity Vp 

higher than other groups, where higher order 
corrections of Z p may be important. 

The experiment was performed at RIKEN 
Ring Cyclotron with a recoil ion time-of-flight 

600------~--~~~~--~ 

~400 
z 
:::J 
o 
u 200 

200 300 400 
TO F (ns) 

Fig. 1. TOF spectrum of recoil He ions by 95 
MeV / nuc1eon Ar l

7+ bombardment. 

(TOF) spectrometer. A Ceratron (Murata Co.) 
was used as a recoil ion detector, because of its 
low sensitivity to high-energy contaminant parti
cles and y-rays. Projectiles were detected by a 
parallel-plate avalanche counter at about 5 m 
downstream from the target, and delivered start 
pulses to a time-to-amplitude converter (TAC). 

Figure 1 shows an example of the T AC spec
trum. It is found that the ratio R is about 1. 07 x 
10-2. As we are in a high-velocity regime, a 
scaling formula proposed by Knudsen et al. l

) may 
be applicable, i.e., 

R = 2.20x10-3+ 
4.55 X 10-3 Z p2 I [E pIn (13 .12E p 1/2) J, (1) 

where E p is the projectile energy in MeV Inu
cleon. This scaling formula is based on the gen
eral arguments on the double ionization; 1) a 
shake-off (proportional to Z p 2) and 2) a two
step successive collision (proportional to Z p 4) . 
The observed ratio is larger than the prediction 
of this scaling formula by a factor of two, in
dicating that even higher order terms of Z p, such 
as a two-step process with polarization (propor
tional to Z p 6), may contribute to the ratio in the 
present experiment. However, if we employ 
another scaling formula by Andersen et al.,2) the 
prediction agrees with our experimental find
ings. 

The multiple ionization of Ne atoms has also 
been studied. It is found that <1+:<12+:<13+=1 : 0.24: 
o . 04. As <1+: <12+ is ~ 1 : 0.05 for proton impacts2) 
having the same E pi Z p 2, it is clear that the Z p 2 

scaling like Eq. (1) does not hold even qualita
tively. 
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111·2·16. Secondary Ions Produced in Frozen H20 Molecules 
under Energetic Heavy Ion Impact 

T. Matsuo, T. Tonuma, H. Kumagai, H. Shibata, and H. Tawara 

We have measured positive ions produced 
from frozen H20 as well as gas phase targets 
under impact of a few picoampere 1. 25 MeV / 
nucleon Arq + (q = 4,12,13) ion beam provided 
from RILAC. The target gases are frozen (at the 
liq. N 2 temperature) on an Al foil which is thin 
enough to pass the projectiles. The foil is inclined 
45° with respect to the incident ion beam, mean
while the secondary ions are extracted normal to 
the foil surface and their mass/charge is anal
yzed through a double-focusing sector magnet. 

A 

A typical mass/charge spectrum of positive 
ions from the frozen H 2 0 target is shown in 
Fig. 1 (A) together with that from the gas target 
in Fig. 1 (B). Significant differences in spectra in 
both target phases are clearly noticed. Multiply 
charged Oi+ (i = 1 - 6) ions are clearly seen in the 
spectrum from the gas target. On the other hand, 
the production of multiply charged ions are 
strongly suppressed in the frozen target. 

The heavy ion bombardment on frozen tar
gets also produces cluster ions with formula 

10',-----------, 

8 

Fig. 1. Mass/ charge spectra of positive ions from the frozen H20 target (A) and those 
from the gas target (B). 

[H30 (H20) nJ +, n varying from 0 to more than 
25, as well as Hm + (m = 1,2,3) ions. The main 
cluster ions might have a structure with the core 
of H30 but not H because H30+ ions are far more 
intense compared with H20+ ions which are the 
dominant products in the gas phase targets. It 
should be noted that the cluster ions with the 
oxygen core are almost absent. 

These features of cluster ion production in the 
frozen target are significantly different from 

those observed in the expanded nozzle beams,!> 
the reason of which is probably related to the 
density of the target and the collisions followed 
in the target. To clarify the mechanisms of the 
secondary ion production, a series of experi
ments for various frozen targets are under way. 
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111-2-17. Negatively Charged Cluster Ions Produced from Frozen C2H2 

Molecu les under the Energetic, Heavy Ion Impact 

T.Tonuma, H.Kumagai, T.Matsuo, H.Shibata, and H.Tawara 

Figure 1 shows a typical mass/charge spec
trum of negatively charged atomic, molecular 
and cluster ions produced in collisions of 1.25 
MeV /amu Ar12+ projectile ions with frozen C2H2 
targets. It can be seen from the figure that rela
tive yields of CHm - (m = 0 and 1) ions are much 
less than those of C2Hm - (m = 0 and 1) ions. 
Relative yields of [CHm (C2) oJ - and [C2Hm 
(C2)oJ- (m=O and 1) cluster ions seem to clearly 
reflect the production cross sections of CHm - and 
C2Hm - ions, respectively. The observed 0- and 
OH- ions are understood to be due to the dis
sociative electron attachment of residual H20 
molecules. 
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Fig. 1. Mass/charge spectrum of negative cluster ions 
from the frozen C2 H2 target under 1.25 Me V / amu 
Ar12+ ion impact. 

A.s already discussed in a previous experiment 
of collisions between energetic heavy ions and 
frozen CO2 targets, 1) it seems that the cluster 
ions, [CHmCC2)oJ- and [C2HmCC2)oJ-, observed 
in the present measurement are clearly based 
upon different atomic as well as molecular ion 
·cores I namely, singly charged ions such as CHm -
and C2Hm -, which are formed in previous colli-
sions under the energetic ion impact. These core 
ions produced under the energetic ion impact 
could have the initial kinetic energies due to the 
recoil or dissociation by Coulomb explosion2) 
and, thus, reach the outer-most layers of the 
frozen surface where they collide with neutral 
molecules. The cluster ions formed through ion
molecule reactions finally leave the surface into 
vacuum. The main elementary unit of clustering 
particles in the present target seems to be C2 
molecules which are formed via the dissociation 
of the parent C2H2 molecules, but not the parent 
molecules C2H2 themselves. 

Positively charged cluster ions such as [CHm 
CC2)oJ+ and [C2Hm CC2)oJ+ Cm=O,1,2 and 3) 
have been also observed and seem to be based 
upon different atomic or molecular ion cores of 
CHm + and C2Hm + Cm=O, 1,2 and 3). 
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111-2-18. Measurements of Field Ionized Electrons 
from High Charge State Rydberg Ions 

Y. Kanai, B. D. DePaola, P. Richard, * H. Schone, * and J. Giese* 

We started a study of high charge state 
Rydberg ions by using a Rydberg analyzer sys
tem. The beat structure in the spectra of field 
ionized electrons from high charge Rydberg ions 
was reported by some groups.l,2) But, they have 
not measured the beat structure as a function of 
n (principal quantum number of the Rydberg 
electron) under the same collision conditions 
(the same collision system and the same collision 
energy). By using our system, we can measure 
the beat structure as a function of n. So we can 
get more information about the Rydberg states. 
Our analyzer system consists of three parts: (1) a 
set of deflector plates, (2) the Rydberg analyzer, 
and (3) the tandem electron spectrometer, as 
shown in Fig. 1. 3

,4) The Rydberg ions are produced 
in a carbon target foil and pass through the 
perpendicular electric field between the deflector 
plates. Electrons produced before the deflector 
are deflected by the deflector and can not enter 
the Rydberg analyzer. Finally, the Rydberg elec
trons are ionized in the electric field of the 
Rydberg analyzer. These electrons are detected 
by the tandem electron spectrometer. Details of 
this system are in Refs. 3 and 4. 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental set up. 
A: the target. B: a set of deflector plates. C: the Rydberg 
analyzer. D: the tandem electron spectrometer. 

The experiments were performed at J. 
Mcdonald Laboratory of Kansas State Univer
sity. A beam of 24- MeV C4+ ions extracted from 
the tandem accelerator was analyzed by a bend
ing magnet and focused into the scattering cham
ber. Targets were 10 and 20 J1.g/cm2 carbon foils. 

* Department of Physics, Kansas State University, Man
hattan, Kansas, U.S.A. 

At the last layer of the target, the Rydberg state 
was produced by collisions. 1) Considering the 
mean charge, + 5.6, of the 24-MeV carbon ions 
after the carbon target,5) we say that almost all 
Rydberg ions are H- like ions. We measured the 
intensity of the field ionized electron in the 
Rydberg analyzer as a function of the field 
strength (Ep) between the deflector plates. A 
typical result is shown in Fig. 2. In this case, the 
intensi ty of the electrons ionized from the H -like 
Rydberg ions (n = 154) was measured as a func
tion of Ep. Beat structure is clearly seen in it. 
This structure due to the population of the 
Rydberg state (n = 154) ions was changed as a 
function of Ep. The period of this structure was 
changed with different n. A precise analysis is in 
progress. 
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Fig. 2. Intensity of the field ionized electrons from the 
cs+ (n= 154) Rydberg ions as a function of the field 
strength (Ep) . 
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111-2-19. Z2-dependence of Energy Spectra of Electrons Excited 
by Grazing Angle Incident Fast Heavy Ions 

H. Ishikawa,* A. Misu,* A. Koyama, T. Iitaka,** M. Uda, and Y. Ohtsuki** 

Recently a new and prominent peak of elec
trons induced by fast multi -charged projectiles 
incident at a grazing angle on a target with 
nearly free valence electrons has been observed 
at energies higher than that of electrons isota
chic to projectiles, EI, and at emission angles 
lower than 10° or 15° with respect to the surface. 
This peak has been interpreted in terms of the 
convoy electron (CE) acceleration by a dynamic 
image potential (DIP) of a surface wake, which 
is due to projectileinduced polarization of target 
surface electrons.1,2) 

In this report, energy spectra of electrons from 
AI, Si, Cu, Ag and Au have been measured at 
various emission angles for the impact of 1 MeV / 
amu Ar12+ ions incident at an angle of r with 
respect to the target surface. Target meterials 
are in-situ evaporated on Si single crystal sub
strates of 10mm wide and 20mm long in a vacuum 
lower than 10-8 Torr. 

Figure 1 shows the target dependence of elec
trons emitted at 10° with respect to the incident 
beam direction. The most probable energies, Em, 
are higher than EI = 530 e V, and 625 e V for AI, 
634 e V for Si, 624 e V for Cu, 652 e V for Ag, and 
665 eV for Au. Therefore it is concluded that tha 
acceleration of a CE by a DIP occurs also for 
noble metals. 

It is considered from the theory on nearly free 
electron metals that the acceleration of a CE is 
prominent for a large valence electron density, n, 
because a DIP is high for a large n. Actually, Em 
for Si is larger than that for AI, as seen in Fig. l. 
On the other hand, for noble metals a DIP is not 
necessarily high for a material with a large n; n 
for Cu is the highest and Em for Cu is lower than 
those for Ag and Au. This point is open to fur
ther investigation. 

* Science University of Tokyo. 
** Waseda University. 
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Fig. 1. Target dependence of accelerated convoy elec
trons induced by Ar 12+ions (1 MeV / amu) incident at an 
angle of 1· with respect to the surface. Detection angle 
is 10· with respect to the incident beam direction. 
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111-2-20. Ejected Electron Spectra from 0 4 + (1523131') Produced 
by Double Electron Capture 

T. Nabeshima, N. Nakamura, S. Ohtani, T. Takayanagi, K. Wakiya, 
H. Suzuki, A. Danjo, M. Yoshino, Y. Kanai, T. Kambara, 

and Y. Awaya 

We carried out the high-resolution measure
ment of the electrons ejected by the following 
double electron transfer collisions at 60 keV; 

0 6+ (ls2) + He (ls2)~ 
04+ (ls2n1n'1') + He2+ 
1~05+ Os2n"1") +e 0) 

0 6+ OS2) +02 (27!u 427!/)~ 
04+ (ls2nln'1') +0/+ (27!u 4) 
1~05+ Os2n"1") +e. (2) 

60 keV 160 6+ (ls2) projectile ions were produced 
by the ECRIS ( Electron Cyclotron Resonance Ion 
Source) constructed as an ion source for the 
RIKEN A VF cyclotron. Ejected electrons were 
measured by the zero-degree electron spectros
copy method. 1

) 

If the collision has not changed an electron 
spin,z) only the singlet states of the doubly 
excited configurations can be produced by proc
ess 0). On the other hand, O2 molecules have 
two electrons in its outer electron orbit (27!g) n 

and their electron spins are of the same direction. 
We expected that the triplet states of the doubly 
excited configurations can be produced by proc-

0 6' + He 
GOkeV 

20 25 30 35 40 
ELECTRON ENERGY ( eV ) 

Fig. 1. High- resolution spectrum of ejected electron 
from the doubly excited 04+ (ls23131') ions produced in 
04+ + He Collisions. Solid and broken vertical lines 
represent the theoretical energy for the transitions to 
the 0 5 + (ls22p) and 0 5 + Os22s) , respectively. 

20 25 30 35 40 
ELECTRON ENERGY ( eV ) 

Fig. 2. High-resolution spectrum of ejected electron 
from the doubly excited 04+ Os23131') ions produced in 
04+ + O2 collisions. Solid and broken vertical lines rep
resent the theoretical energy for the transitions to the 
0 5 + (ls22p) and 0 5 + (ls22s), respectively. 

ess (2) . 
Ejected electron spectra from the doubly 

excited 04+ Os23131') ions are shown in Figs. 1 
and 2. The vertical lines in the figures represent 
the theoretical values,3) which include a post 
collision interaction (PCI) effect calculated from 
the lifetime.4) Solid and broken lines correspond 
to the transitions to the 0 5+ ( 1 s22 p) and 
0 5+ (ls22s) , respectively. Only the peaks from the 
singlet state configurations are observed in Fig. 
1. In Fig. 2, the peaks not only from the singlet 
state configurations but also from the triplet 
ones are observed. Precise analysis is in pro
gress. 
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111-2-21. High-Resolution L-Auger Spectroscopy of Mg-Like Scandium 
Produced in 89-MeV Sc8 ++He Collisions 

M. Sataka,*l K. Kawatsura, H. Naramoto,*l Y. Nakai,*l Y.Yamazaki, 
K. Komaki, K. Kuroki, Y. Kanai, T. Kambara, Y. Awaya, 

lE. Hansen, *2 I. Kadar, *3 and N. Stolterfoht*4 

We measured scandium L-Auger electrons 
produced in 89-MeV Sc8+ + He collisions using 
the method of zero-degree Auger Spectroscopy. 
A light target atom He was used to ionize selec
tively the 2p electron of the scandium projectile. 
The experiments were performed at the tandem 
accelerator facility at the Japan Atomic Energy 
Research Institute of Tokai. A beam of 89-MeV 
Sc8+extracted from the tandem accelerator was 
analyzed by a bending magnet and focused into 
the scattering chamber. After collimation of the 
beam to a diameter of about 2 mm, a current of 
about 100 nA was directed through the target gas 
cell and collected in a Faraday cup. The target 
gas pressure in the cell was a few m T orr and the 
target length was about 5 cm. During operation 
of the cell the pressure in the scattering chamber 
was about 10-5 Torr. The resulting target thick
ness was sufficiently thin to guarantee single 
collision conditions. 

Figure 1 shows an example of the L- auger 
spectrum produced in 89-MeV Sc8++ He colli-

89-MeV 45Sel+ 12p 63s 23p) + He 
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Fig. 1. Scandium L- Auger spectrum produced in colli
sions of 89-MeV Sc8 + ions on He. The observation 
angle is 0°. The electron energy refers to the projectile 
frame. 

*1 Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai, 
Ibaraki. 

*2 Zeeman Laboratorium, Universiteit van Amsterdam, 
Amsterdam, Nether lands. 

*3 Institute of Nuclear Research, Debrecen, Hungary. 
*4 Hahn-Meitner Institut, Berlin, F.R.G. 

sions. The spectrum exhibits a pair of peaks at 
143.5 eV and 147.8 eV which are attributed to 
the transitions from the 2p 3/2 - 2p 1/2 doublet for
med by the initial configuration 1s22s22p 53s2 in 
the Sc lO+ ion to the final state 1s22s22p6. The 
production of this doublet shows that in some 
collisions the 3p electron has been removed in 
addition to the ionization of the 2p electron. The 
intensity of the spectrum due to the 2P3/2-2P1/2 
doublet is only 7 % of the total intensity, which 
shows that, if the Auger decay is isotropic, there 
is a relatively small deviation from the assump
tion of selective 2p ionization. 

The remainder of the spectral intensity is due 
to the initial configuration 1 s22 s22 p53 s23 p Mg
like Sc9+ which is produced by ionization of a 
single 2p electron in the ground state configura
tion 1s22s22p63s23p of Sc8+. The three peak groups 
with centroid energies near 125 eV, 157 eV, and 
181 e V are associated with transitions to the 
final state configurations 1s22s22p63d, 1s22s22p63p, 
and 1s22s22p63s, respectively. The structure in 
each feature is produced primarily by the level 
splitting in the initial state due to the interaction 
of the 2p hole with the 3p electron. 

The transition to 1s22s22p63d from 1s22s22p53s2-
3p involves three electrons. The branching ratios 
for that transition must be calculated with tak
ing into account of the electron correlation. 
Calculated branching ratios are in good agree
ment with our observations.1,2) 
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111-2-22. Lifetime Measurements of the 2p53p 
and 2p53d Levels in Cr XV 

K. Ando, Y. Zou, T. Kambara, M. Ohura, Y. Awaya, 
T. Tonuma, andS. Tsurubuchi 

Last year, we finished the measurements of 
lifetimes of neonlike Ti ion. Following Ti, we 
extended the isoelectronic sequence of lifetimes 
of neonlike ions to cromium. The experimental 
arrangement was the same as before. 

Decay curves measured were analyzed by the 
multiexponential fitting using program 
DISCRETE. I) For the decays of 3p IP1 and 3p 
3D2 , cascading from upper states was corrected 
by means of the ANDC (Arbitrary Normalized 
Decay Curve) analysis using program CANDY. I) 

Though the experiment on cromium is not yet 
finished, the results of the ANDC analysis and 
the multiexponential fitting are displayed in 
Table 1 with the theoretical calculation. 2) 

The decay curves of the 3d 3D2 level include a 
short lived cascade of lifetime of 6.4 ps. The 
level of 3p 3D2 is repopulated by long lived 3d 
cascades. The lifetimes of 3d levels obtained by 
the multiexponential fitting should be reliable, 
since all direct cascades to 3d levels are very fast. 

Table 1. Lifetimes (ns) of levels in Cr XV. 

Upper Wave- Transition Experiment Theory 
level length 

3d 3
F3 308. 895 3

02
_3

F3 O. 132±0. 003 (0.972) a O. 138c 

3d 3°2 318.439 3 P1 _30
2 O. 142±0. 016 (0.635. 0.0064)a O. 118 c 

3p 3°2 416.59 (3/2. 1/2) 2- 3°2 O. 218±0. 065 b O. 255c 

[0. 282±0. 021 (1. 17) I a 

3p 3
P1 390. 959 (1/2.1/2)0_3 P1 O. 224±0. 0022 b O. 187 c 

[0. 239±0. 027 (0. 119) I a 

a) Results of the multiexponential fitting. In parentheses 

cascading lifetimes are given. The values inside a 

brackets are shown for comparing with the ANOC results. 

b) Results of the ANDC analysis. 

c) Results of Pokleba and Safronova. 2) 
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111-2-23. Direct Capture of Externally Produced Ions in an RF Ion Trap for 
Laser Spectroscopy of Atoms with Stable and Unstable Nuclei 

Y. Matsuo, H. Maeda, * and M. Takami 

Recent development of ion trap and laser cool
ing technique to reduce the kinetic energy of 
gaseous atoms well below ambient temperature 
has shown the feasibility of ultra-high resolution 
spectroscopy.l) Laser spectroscopy in an ion trap 
will be one of the important techniques to deter
mine the physical quantites of unstable nuclei by 
measuring their isotope shifts and hyperfine 
structures. 

For the purpose of developing widely appli
cable spectroscopic scheme of atoms we have 
constructed a radio - frequency ion trap that 
directly captures the ions produced by laser 
ablation. The laser ablation method is expected 
to be suitable specifically for generating multiply 
charged ions and revaporizing implanted atoms 
containing unstable nuclei. 

The ion trap system consists of trap electrodes 
(hyperbolic or cylindrical type), a vacuum 
chamber pumped with a turbo molecular pump, 
and a Nd:YAG laser that vaporizes and ionizes a 
sample metal placed near trap electrodes. The 
confinement of ions is confirmed with two 
methods. One is the detection of ions with a 
quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) . Trapped 
ions are driven out of the trap by a pulsed volt
age applied to one of the trap electrodes after a 
certain storage time and detected with a QMS. 
This allows mass-selective detection of any 
kinds of ions. The other is the observation of 
laser-induced-fluorescence (LIF) from trapped 
ions. A pulsed dye laser irradiates the central 
part of the trap. The emission from the trapped 
ions is focused on a photo-multiplier and the 
photo-electron signals are accumulated with a 
gated integrator synchronized with the dye laser 
pulse. This method is limited to the detection of 

* Department of Nuclear Engineering, Faculty of Engi
neering, University of Tokyo. 

those ions with optical transitions from the 
ground states, but has an advantage that it is non
destructive observation. 

The QMS detection method has proven the 
successful confinement of Ca +, Ba +, La +, N d +, 
Tm+, Lu+, Hf+, and Ta+ ions in both the hyper
bolic and cylindrical traps for the time range of 
several minutes to 20 minutes in the presence of 
He buffer gas. Storage of BaH for several sec
onds has also been confirmed with the QMS 
method. LIF from trapped Ba+ and Lu+ (Fig. 1) 
is observed. Some ions such as Lu+ are found to 
be highly reactive with background gaseous 
molecules. 

350.65 
wave length (nm) 

p,... _ 3x Hi' torr 

Vac- 420V 

Vdc - 2.5V 

o - O.56MHz 

ro - 22.6mm 

350.75 

Fig. 1. LIF spectra from trapped Lu+. Lu+ ions are 
excited from the ground 'So state to the 3P 1 state. The 
emission from 3p I to 3D,,2 metastable states is observed. 
Triplet lines correspond to the nuclear quadrupole 
hyperfine splitting in 3P , level. 
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111-2-24. Ultra-Slow Monoenergetic (3HeJl-)+ Beam and 
Novel Futu re Applications 

K. Nagamine 

So far, several proposals have been made for 
the possible slow fl- sources. Recently, realiza
tion of slow fl- beam has been pointed out by 
utilizing the fl - liberation phenomena in muon 
catalyzed (dtfl - ) fusion,I.2) where a successive 
(above 100 times) liberation of slow (around 10 
keY) fl- at the fusion reaction in (dtfl) molecule 
is used to produce slow fl - from the surface of a 
thin D2/T 2 layer. 

In the recent experiments conducted by the UT
MSL and RIKEN group at UT-MSL/KEK, the 
following remarkable observations have been 
achieved for the fl - transfer phenomena in liquid 
D2 with 3He and 4He impurities; 3) (1) When the 
fl - is injected into a high density (liquid or solid) 
D2 with a low concentration (up to 500 ppm) He 
impurities, all the fl - form muonic (dfl-) and 
reach the ground state of (dfl - ); (2) Then, the 
transfer reaction of the fl-, (dfl-) + He ~ 
(Hefl) +d, takes place through the formation of 
the (dHefl) muon molecule at the level of 
(dHefl) 2p c7 state; (3) Thus formed (dHefl) 2p c7 has 
the following processes as a possible decay 
mode: (a) radiative transition to the unbound 
ground state, (dHefl)2pc7~y(6.8keV) + (Hefl) IS+ 
d, (b) energetic emission of (Hefl) IS particles. It 
was found that the (d4Hefl) 2pc7 decays mainly 
(more than 60%) through the radiative transi
tion, while the (d3Hefl) 2pc7 decays mainly (more 
than 80%) through the particle emission (process 
(b» . 

As for the particle emission decay of (d3Hefl) , 
it can be expected that the ionic particle of 
(3Hefl) + is emitted at the unique energy of 3.2 
keY. Once the (d3Hefl) molecule is formed, 
almost all the fl- is emitted in the form of 
(3 Hefl) +. 

Thus, the following scheme can be considered 
as for the method of production of slow (3Hefl) + 

particle beams. Suppose a solid layer of H2 with 
1, 000 ppm D2 is formed on the cold plate (~3K) 
with a thickness of 1 mm. Then, 1 flm thickness 
layer-coating of 3He is formed on the surface of 
solid H2 (D2). The injected fl- of Me V energy is 
almost fully stopped in the thick solid H2 (D2) 
layer. There, because of the celebrated Ram
sauer resonance effect, the (dfl) of 3 eV is 
produced with a long diffusion length (up to 1 

mm) without any scattering from H.4.5) Thus, a 
half of (dfl) reaches the layer of 3He. Then, 
almost all the (dfl) form (d3Hefl) molecules and 
subsequently the 3.2 ke V (3Hefl) is emitted (see 
Fig. 1) . 

q 
MeV Jl-

COLD 
PLATE 

3 eV (d\.!) 

..."..... 

'-.... 3 keV 3Hep-

"':"~ 
1 }Lm 

1 mm 3 
H2 He Layer 

WITH 
1,000 ppm 

O2 

Fig. 1. Schematic picture for the target arrangement for 
sloweHe,u - ) production from 3He coated H2 / D2 target. 

The proposed method of slow beam production 
might be the easiest and the most efficient way 
for the fl- associated particles, adjacent to pure 
fl- and neutral muonic hydrogen. 

The possible applications as well as future 
extensions of the slow monoenergetic (3Hefl) 
beam are listed in the followings. 0) fl- transfer 
to heavier atoms on the surfaces and element 
analysis of material surfaces. (2) Studies of the 
high energy resonance states in (d3He) mole
cules and a possible application to the new muon 
catalyzed fusion phenomena. (3) Production of 
the highly polarized (3Hefl - ) state with polar
ized 3He by the repolarization method and a 
possible application to the new flSR experiments. 
(4) Detachment of j1- from (3Hefl-) could be 
realized by an interaction of accelerated (3Hefl-) 
upto 10 to 20 ke V with e.g. a thin foil. 
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111-2-25. Search for Negatively Charged Isotopes Emitted 
from Solid Surfaces in Heavy Ion Reactions 

R. Kadono, T. Matsuzaki, K. Ishida, A. Matsushita, and K. Nagamine 

Unstable isotope beams with ultra-low 
emittance have potentially many applications to 
the investigation of solid surfaces. In particular, 
those isotopes which have shorter lifetime would 
provide an opportunity to study the dynamical 
property of the solid surface for which our cur
rent knowledge is still in a very preliminary 
stage. Unfortunately, so far conventional ISOL 
techniques are not successful to realize the low 
emittance beam « 10- 10 m· rad) for isotopes 
with short lifetime « 10-4 s). Thus, we are 
motivated to search for the channels of isotope 
ion emission with thermal energy directly from 
the in-beam isotope production target: such a 
channel would reduce the time for the isotope 
extraction and post- ionization in the conven
tional system. Moreover, the investigation of 
such processes would certainly be helpful by 
itself to understand the dynamical property of 
the surface in which we are intrested. 

It is established in the ion source techniques 
that negative ion sources have many advantages 
for the beam quality including the lower emittan
ce over positive ion sources. For example, by 
using the metal surface where the transfer of 
electrons to atoms is greatly facilitated, one can 
obtain wide range of elements as negative ions. 
In order to examine the possibility to get a short
lived low emittance isotope beam in this negative 
ion channel we have investigated the thermal 
emission of the negatively charged isotopes 
produced near the surface of the in-beam metal 
target. 

The present experiment was conducted at the 
SLOW beam channel in RIKEN Ring Cyclotron 
(RRC) facility. Direct emission of various stable 
and unstable isotope ions with thermal energy 

was investigated for the solid surfaces exposed 
to heavy ion (HI) beams provided by RRC (e. g. 
135 MeV lu 14N beam). These isotope ions were 
collected by an electrostatic lens and then separ
ated on-line by the double-focusing mass 
spectrometer for the detection by using a multi 
channel plate (MCP). The specification of the 
SLOW beam channel is reported elsewhere. 1) 

It turned out that the vacuum level of the 
target chamber was deteriorated from 10- 9 to 
10- 7 torr when the primary HI beam was present, 
which is probably due to the gas impurities 
dissociated from the inner walls of the system by 
the beam irradiation. Because of this problem the 
surface condition of the target was not in control 
for the present experiment, thereby the result 
should be regarded as very preliminary without 
any optimization of the target surface condition. 
We have searched AI, Be, and W targets at 
several temperatures (300'"'-'400 K for Al and Be, 
900'"'-' 1900K for W) with 14N beam irradiation to 
find that there is no negative ion yield below the 
target mass with an upper limit of 5 x 10- 2 ions/ 
sl nA (N7+) as determined by the backgroud. We 
tentatively attribute this negative result to the 
contaminated target surface due to the deterior
ated vacuum level, which might be improved by 
the further treatment (annealing) of the target 
chamber. 
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111·2·26. 57Fe Mossbauer Studies of Single Crystal YBa2Cu3-xFex07-y 

T. Okada, K. Asai, Y. Kobayashi, R.N. Shelton,* and T. Matsumoto** 

The effect of Fe substitution for Cu in YBa2 
CU3-XFex07-Y is interesting because the material 
is superconducting. In spite of a great number of 
57Fe Mossbauer studies on the superconductors 
YBa2Cu3-xFex07-Y using polycrystals,l) the fun
damental problems regarding the interpretation 
of the Mossbauer spectra, i.e., assignment of the 
site of Fe ions, still remain to be solved. In the 
present study, Mossbauer measurements using 
single crystals were made, which allows us to 
determine the directions of the principal axes 
and the asymmetry parameter 17 of the electric 
field gradient (EFG) tensor in addition to its 
magnitude. 

Single crystals of doped YBa2Cu3-X 57Fex07_Y 
were grown from nonstoichiometric melts of y
Ba-Cu-Fe-O mixtures. The specimens with the 
concentrations of x = 0.21 and 0.13 were subject
ed to 57Fe Mossbauer measurements at room 
temperature. The Mossbauer y- rays were trans
mitted in the a-c plane with different angles ()y 

from the c-axis. In this paper, the a - , b- , and 
c-axes refer to the crystalline axes with the 
c-axis perpendicular to the Cu plane, and the x- , 
y-, and z-axes denote the principal axes of the 
EFG following the usual definition; I V zz I 2: 
I V YY I 2: I V xx I. The obtained Mossbauer 

spectra of the specimen with x=0.13 were 
almost the same as those with x = 0 . 21 . 

The Mossbauer spectra of the single crystal 
with x=0.21 are shown in Fig. 1. The relative 
intensities of the absorption lines change system
atically depending on the angle ()y. All the spec
tra can be well analyzed with four asymmetric 
doublets, named A, B, C, and D. Their qua
drupole splittings are 2.0, 1.6, 1.3, and 0.5 
mm/s, respectively. The intensity ratio of these 
four doublets is much different from that for 
polycrystalline samples, i.e., the intensity of A is 
markedly larger compared to the previous one in 
polycrystals. 1

) 
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Fig. 1. 5
7Fe Mossbauer spectra for single crystalline 

YBa2Cu3-xFex07-Y with x = 0.21. The y-rays are trans
mitted in the a -c plane with different angle By from the 
c- axis. 

The intensity ratios of the two resonance 
absorptions for the individual doublets are pro
portional to the function of (3 cos2()y-l) /2. Anal
ysis of the observed angular dependences of the 
ratios for the doublets A, B, and C, showed that 
the principal axis with the largest field gradient 
is the c-axis (V zz < 0), and the values of 17 are 
nearly 1, but the magnitude of the field gradient 
along the a -, or b-axis is comparable for three 
sites. On the other hand, for D the EFG is almost 
symmetric around the c- axis with the positive 
sign of VZZ • 

The present results suggest that the majority 
of Fe ions occupy the Cu (1) sites in a YBa2Cu3-X 
FeX0 7- y system. 
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111-2-27. Epitaxial Regrowth of Kr-Bubbles in the Kr-Implanted and 
Annealed Aluminum 

I. Hashimoto,* H. Yamaguchi,* E. Yagi, and M. Iwaki 

Kr atoms were implanted at room temperature 
up to a dose of 1 X 1016 Kr+ ions/ cm2 at 50 ke V 
into aluminum thin foils suitable for the trans
mission electron microscopy. It is known that at 
this dose a large portion of the Kr atoms precipi
tate into a solid phase. These precipitates are 
called solid Kr bubbles. With an electron micro
scope we examined, first, the diameter and the 
density of Kr-bubbles in the as-implanted speci
mens and also in the specimens which had been 
annealed at 673 K for 10 min after implantation. 
Furthermore, the temperature dependence of the 
lattice parameters of AI- and Kr-crystals in the 
as-implanted and the annealed specimens was 
investigated between 140 and 300 K by cooling 
them with a cooling stage equipped in the elec
tron microscope. 

The size distributions of Kr-bubbles are shown 
in Fig. 1. The distributions obtained from the 
bright field and the dark field images for the as
implanted specimens are nearly the same (Fig. 
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Fig. 1. Size distributions of Kr-bubbles. The bar graphs 
with the opened and the hatched areas represent the 
distributions obtained from the bright field and the 
dark field images, respectively, and the cross hatched 
area is the overlapping part in the distributions 
obtained from the both images. (a) ; in the as- implanted 
state, (b) ; after annealing at 673 K for 10 min. 
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1 (a)). This result indicates that in the as- im
planted specimens almost all Kr atoms are in a 
solid phase at room temperature. In the annealed 
specimens (Fig. 1 (b)), the bright field image 
gives a fairly wide range distribution of Kr 
bubbles around 4.3 nm, while the dark field 
image gives a narrow one having approximately 
the same mean diameter of 2. 7 nm as in the as
implanted specimens. This result indicates that 
a portion of the solid Kr-bubbles dissolve into a 
liquid phase on annealing. 
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Fig. 2. A change in a lattice parameter of the Kr-crystals 
during cooling. Solid circles represent the parameter in 
the as-implanted specimens and open circles represent 
that in the annealed ones. The lines were drawn only to 
guide the eye. 

A lattice parameter change during cooling is 
shown in Fig. 2. In the as-implanted specimen 
the lattice parameter is ' constant at 0.551 nm, 
while in the annealed one it changes from 0.560 
to 0.571 nm during cooling from 300 to 190 K and 
becomes nearly constant below 190 K. From 
these results it can be said that in the as- implant
ed specimen almost all Kr-bubbles are in a solid 
phase, while in the annealed one the bubbles 
which dissolved into a liquid phase on annealing 
recrystallize epitaxially with decreasing tem
perature. More detailed experiments at tempera
tures lower than 140 K are now in progress. 
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111-2-28. Annealing Behavior of Kr Atoms Implanted into Aluminum 

E. Vagi 

It has been demonstrated that heavy inert gas 
atoms (Ar, Kr,and Xe) implanted into metals at 
ambient temperature precipitate into a solid 
phase (solid inert gas bubbles) at high implanta
tion doses, and that they have an epitaxial face 
centered cubic (fcc) structure in fcc matrices. 1

-
3

) 

The growth of such bubbles has been extensively 
studied mainly by the transmission electron 
microscopy and by an X -ray diffraction method. 
Since these methods are sensitive to bubbles 
greater than a certain minimum size, they are 
more effective to the study on bubble growth 
rather than that on nucleation. On the other 
hand, a channeling method is useful to study 
phenomena such as nucleation, because it pro
vides direct information on the lattice location of 
implanted atoms. 

In previous studies on Kr-implanted aluminum 
we observed that at implantation doses lower 
than 2 x 1015 Kr/cm2 the Kr atoms are distributed 
over random (R), substitutional (S), tetrahedral 
(T) and octahedral (0) sites.4

-
7

) The R-site 
occupancy was ascribed to the Kr atoms in the 
Kr precipitates. The T- and 0 - site occupancies 
were interpreted to result from the fact that the 
Kr atoms were displaced to T - and a-sites by 
trapping 4 and 6 vacancies, respectively, and that 
these Kr-vacancy complexes acted as nucleation 
centers for the precipitation of Kr atoms. 

In the present study, the annealing behavior of 
such complexes was investigated on the 1 x 1015 

Kr / cmLimplanted specimen by the channeling 
method using a 1 MeV He+ beam as in the 
previous experiments.4

-
7

) 

Figure 1 shows the change of the fraction f <hkl> 

for an <hkl> channel on annealing; 
<hkl> 1 - XO Kr<hkl> (1) 

f I-x AI<hkl> , 
min 

where Xmln AI <hkl> and Xo Kr<hkl> represent the yields of 
He+ ions backscattered by Al and Kr atoms, 
respectively, for the parallel incidence to the 
<hkl> channel. The value of f <hkl > often used as the 
measure of the fraction of Kr atoms shadowed by 
the <hkl> Al atomic rows. From the channeling 
angular profiles the fractions of various site 
occupancies of Kr atoms after annealing at 371 K 
were estimated to be 62-63 % at R, 13-14 % at S, 
3-4 % at T and 20-22 % at a -sites. If the Kr 
atoms are distributed over only R-, S-, T- and 0-

0.5 

o 

(Ge) 
o 100 200 300 400 500 

300 400 500 600 700 800 
TA(K) 

Fig. 1. The change of the fraction f <hk l> (eq. (1)) with the 
annealing temperature. 

sites, f (111) should be greater than f (1 10 ) . Upon 
annealing at temperatures higher than 423 K this 
relation reversed, indicating the change in con
figurations of Kr-vacancy complexes. After an
nealing at 593 K each of the <100>, <110> and 
<Ill> Kr-profiles exhibited a simple dip with the 
same f <hkl > value of 0.2. This result indicates that 
80 % of Kr atoms are located at R- and 20 % at 
S-sites. This fraction of the S-site occupancy is 
larger than that in the 371 K -annealed specimen. 

From these results it is concluded that the T
and a-configurations become unstable at tem
peratures between 380 and 470 K to change to 
complexes of different configurations, and on 
annealing at 593 K they are decomposed com
pletely to isolated Kr atoms (S-sites) and 
vacancies, the latter of which are annealed out.S

) 
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111-2-29. Implantation-Temperature Dependence of the Lattice Disorder 
Produced by the Tb+-Implantation in CaF2 

K. Aono, M. Iwaki, and Y. Aoyagi 

We have carried out a study of irradiation and 
impurity doping effects on CaF 2 in the ion im
plantation for various kinds of impurities. 1) The 
striking feature of the Eu-implantation was that 
the high degree of substitutionality ('"'-'50%) of 
the Eu atoms was achieved even for a dose of 1 x 
1016 Eu/ cm2 during the implantation at room 
temperature, without any post-implantation an
nealing. The channeling experiments on the spec
imen which was kept at room temperature for 
one year or three years after implantation in
dicated that some of the implanted-atoms in the 
region deeper than the depth of the maximum 
concentration had moved from random sites to 
substitutional sites during keeping at room tem
perature. This result was considered to suggest 
the epitaxial regrowth of the damaged region 
from the interior towords the surface. ll 

In the present study, the behavior of the 
damaged layers created by the implantation of 
Tb ions, which belong to the same rare earth 
group as Eu, in CaF2 was investigated by the 
Rutherford backscattering/ channeling technique 
and by the measurements of luminessence during 
implantation. 

The Tb-implantation was performed with a 
dose of 1016 ions/ cm2 at 100 keVin the random 
direction at a low (liq.N 2 ) or room tempera
ture. 2

) Channeling experiments were carried out 
at room temperature with a 1. 5Me V He+ beam. 

Figure 1 shows random and <Ill> aligned 
spectra obtained with CaF 2 implanted at low (a) 
and room (b) temperatures. The random spec
trum of CaF 2 obtaind from as-implanted speci
men has almost the same shape as from unim
planted specimens. The Tb+- implantation at a 
low temperature created a highly damaged layer 
at a dose of 1 x 1016 Tb/ cm2 as shown in Fig. 
1 (a). In the case of the room temperature im
plantation, the spectrum shows recovery of the 
highly damaged layer as shown in Fig. 1 (b). 
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Fig. 1. Random and <111> aligned spectra obtained for 
CaF2 implanted with 1 x 1016 Tb ions/ cm2 at (a) low 
liq. N 2 and (b) room temperatures. 

When the implantation temperature is higher, the 
Tb depth profile becomes broader and is shifted 
to a higher energy, i. e., towards the surface, as 
shown in Fig.l. These results suggest that the 
Tb atoms implanted in CaF 2 migrate to the 
surface, i. e., out-diffusion, during the ion-im
plantation at room temperature, and that the 
epitaxial growth from the interior towards the 
surface takes place. 
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111-2-30. Development of Nuclear Track Microfilters 

N. Nakanishi and S. Nakajima 

In order to develope nuclear track microfilters 
of polycarbonate and polyimid, the most suitable 
conditions for the beam irradiation and chemical 
etching have been investigated.l) These poly
mer films of the thickness of less than 20 .urn . 
were irradiated with Ar, Kr and Xe beams of 
energies around 1 MeV lu . After irradiation, the 
films are etched chemically to make latent 
tracks visible with a scanning electron micro
scope. Pore size is very sensitive to the etching 
conditions such as etching time, temperature of 
etchants and chemical composition. We concen
trate to establish the relation between the etch
ing time and pore size and its reproducibility 
because it is difficult to keep the chemical com
position and temperature constant precisely. The 
effect of supersonic wave in the etching process 
was also examined. 

Figure 1 shows the relation between the pore 
size and etching time under a condition of a 
certain temperature and chemical composition of 
an etchant. A very simple relation was observed. 
This relation was reproducible. It may be easy to 
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Fig. 1. Pore diameter vs. etching time. Polycabonate 
was etched in the absence of supersonic wave. 

control the etching time in order to specify the 
pore size. However, the etching time required 
was too long for the pore diameter larger than 
0.5.um, and was too short for that smaller than 
o .1.um. It will be necessary, therefore, to estab· 
lish different conditions for temperature and 
chemical composition in order to treat polymers 
in the moderate etching time irrespective of the 
pore size. 

The effect of supersonic wave in the etching 
process was investigated on the pore size, which 
is shown in Fig. 2 as a function of the etching 
time. We can see from the figure that the pore 
size grows quadratically with the etching time. 
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Fig. 2. Pore diameter vs. etching time. The effect of 
supersonic wave in the etching process is observed. X 

and 0 show measured points with and without super
sonic wave, respectively. The solid line is a quadratic 
curve representing the case in the presence of super
sonic wave. 
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111-3. Radiochemistry and Nuclear Chemistry 

1. Time-Differential Perturbed Angular Correlation (TDPAC) and 
Emission Mossbauer (EM) Studies on 99Ru Arising 

from 99Rh in Fe304 

Y. Ohkubo, Y. Kobayashi, K. Asai, T. Okada, and F. Ambe 

In this period, we finished analyzing TDPAC 
and EM spectra of 99Ru in Fe30 4 ,1) which is fer
rimagnetic below T c = 858 K. This oxide is an 
inverse spinel, in which one Fe3+ ion in the chemi
cal formula occupies the tetrahedral interstice 
(the A site) of cubically close packed oxygens, 
while remaining nominal Fe3+ and Fe2+ ions 
occupy the octahedral interstices (the B site). 

In order to evaluate the mean value of the 
Lamor frequency, WL, more precisely, we first 
determined the value of the quadrupole fre
quency, WQ, by least-squares fitting the TDPAC 
A22G22 (t) data measured at 885 K, namely above 
the Curie temperature, with the expression: 
A22G22 (t) =A22 (1 +4cos6wQt) / 5. The determined 
value of WQ at 885 K was 6.6 x I05 rad/ s. Then, 
we analyzed the other A22G22 (t) data assuming 
that WQ is independent of temperature, WL has an 
apparent Gaussian distribution around WLO with 
a width of 5%, and the angle between the Hhf and 
the principal axis of the electric field gradient is 
7[/2. Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence 
of Hhf , calculated from the fitted parameter, WLO, 

and the known magnetic moment of 99Ru (3/ 2 + , 
tl/2 = 20. 5ns) , -0. 284nm.2) This tempera ture 
dependence is roughly characteristic of that of 
the magnetization. 

The isomer shift obtained from the EM spec
trum indicates that Ru exists either as Ru2+ or 
Ru3+. All the Ru2+ and Ru3+ compounds so far 
reported are of low-spin type. 3

) Therefore, when 
Ru is divalent, it is considered to be diamagnetic. 
When Ru is trivalent, it has an unpaired electron. 
The magnetic moment of this unpaired d -elec
tron produces the magnetic field at the nucleus, 
antiparallel to the magnetic moment, provided 
that this unpaired electron is localized. As de
scribed in Ref. 1, Ru is located at the B site and 
thus feels the HSTHF due to the magnetic moments 
of Fe3+ at the A sites. Figure 1 also shows the 
temperature dependence of the A site 
magnetization4,5) (solid line) scaled to the mea
sured Hhf at 740 K. We assume that the tempera
ture dependence of the HSTHF due to the A -0 -B 
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of Hh f • The solid points 
are the observed mean values of Hhf at each tempera· 
ture. The solid line is the scaled A site magnetization 
curve (Refs. 4 and 5) and the dashed line the difference 
between the observed Hhf and the scaled A site magnet· 
ization . 

supertransfer mechanism is the same as that of 
this A site magnetization. There is a clear differ
ence between the measured Hhf and the scaled A 
site magnetization. This difference (dashed line 
in Fig. 1) may be ascribed to the magnetic 
moment of Ru3+ itself. If this speculation is cor
rect, Fe304 (99Ru) is the first example where 
Ru3+ exhibits magnetism in its oxides. 
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111-3-2. Time-Differential y-Ray Perturbed Angular Correlation 
(TDPAC) and Emission Mossbauer (EM) Studies on 

99Ru Arisi ng from 99Rh in YBa 2Cu 307-X 

Y. Ohkubo, Y. Kobayashi, K. Harasawa, S. Ambe, T. Okada, F. Ambe, 
S. Shibata, and K. Asai 

This year we measured TDP AC and EM 
spectra for the 99Ru 3/ 2 + level (t l /2 = 20.5 ns) in 
an YBa2Cu307-X sample with x:SO. 2 (YBC07) 
and TDP AC spectra for one with x ~ 1 
(YBC06), using 99Rh (t l /2 = 15 days) as the 
source nuclide. Since its ionic radius is close to 
that of Cu2+, 99Rh3+ is expected to occupy the 
Cu- l or Cu-2 site of the matrices. 

About 97% enriched 99Ru was irradiated with 
13-MeV protons available from the INS-SF 
cyclotron. A carrier- free solution containing 
99Rh3+ was obtained from the irradiated Ru tar
get by radiochemical separation. I) CuO powder 
was added to the solution in order to adsorb 
99Rh3+. Stoichiometric amounts of dried high 
purity powders of Y 203 , BaC03 , and CuO with 
99Rh were milled and heated in flowing oxygen to 
obtain YBC07:99Ru. A part of the prepared sam
ple was heated in vacuum to obtain YBC06:99Rh. 
YRC07 was superconducting at and below liquid 
nitrogen temperature, while YBC06 was insulat
ing. We used the same PAC spectrometer as 
described in a previous report.2) 

Measurements of TDP AC spectra were made 
in the temperature range from 10 to 1173 K for 
YBC07:99Ru and at 10 K, 80 K, and 293 K for 
YBC06:99Ru. An EM spectrum of YBC07:99Ru 
was taken at 5 K. The value of the isomer shift 
obtained from the EM spectrum indicates that 
99Ru exists as Ru4+ in YBC07. Figure 1 shows a 
part of the measured TDP AC (left) and their 
Fourier transformed (FT) spectra (right) of 
YBC07:99Ru, and Fig. 2 all of the measured 
TDP AC (left) and their FT spectra (right) of 
YBC06:99Ru. The temperature dependences of 
the frequency distributions show that the major 
hyperfine fields at 99Ru are electric field gradi
ents (EFGs). The TDPAC pattern of YBC06: 
99Ru at 10 K is rather smeared so that the fre
quency distribution is widespread. This is consid
ered to be so because there is a hyperfine mag
netic field at 99Ru in addition to EFG. Alterna
tively, it is because of aftereffects of the EC 
decay, which are expected to be much more 
pronounced in the insulating YBC06 than in the 
superconducting YBC07. Figures 1 and 2 also 
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Fig. 1. TDPAC spectra of 99Ru (3/ 2 +) in YBa2Cu307-X 
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show that there are two chemical states of Ru in 
YBC07, but dominantly only one state of Ru in 
YBC06. 
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111·3·3. 57Fe Mossbauer Studies of BiPbSr2Fe06 
Ca lei nated in N2 Gas 

Y. Kobayashi, T. Okada, F. Ambe, and K. Asai 

Bi-based oxides, Bi2Sr2Can-ICunOy with n=l, 2, 
and 3 are well known high-Tc superconductors. 
Many studies on these compounds in which Cu 
ions are substituted by other transition metal 
ions have been performed in order to gain an 
insight into the mechanism of the supercon
ductivity in the cuprates. The magnetic prop
erties of these compounds are of great interest 
from the viewpoint of magnetic interactions in 
superconductivity. In a previous report,I) 57Fe 
Mossbauer and magnetic measurements of 
BiPbSr2Fe06 calcinated in air (sample 1), being 
isostructural with the superconductor Bi2Sr2 
CuOs, were made. It was found that the sample I 
was a weak - ferromagnet with TN = 240 K. A 
large effect of the magnetic field cooling on the 
magnetization was observed. Fe ions were in the 
trivalent state and 57Fe nuclei felt a hyperfine 
magnetic field of 50 T at low temperatures. 

In this paper, the magnetic properties of 
BiPbSr2FeOs calcinated at 815°C in N2 gas (sam
ple II) were studied with the 57Fe Mossbauer 
spectroscopy and magnetization measurement. 
The X -ray powder analysis showed that the 
sample II was orthorhombic with the lattice 
parameters of 5.42, 5.51, and 23.20 A The static 
magnetization of BiPbSr2FeOs was measured 
between 4.2 and 325 K using a vibrating sample 
magnetometer and a SQUID susceptometer. The 
Mossbauer measurements of 57Fe were carried 
out at various temperatures between 5 and 372 K. 

The magnetization of the sample II increased 
monotonously with decreasing temperature. The 
Neel point was expected to be around 300 K from 
the results of the Mosbauer measurement, how
ever no cusp in the magnetization could be obser
ved at 300 K. 

The Mossbauer spectra for the sample II at 
various temperatures are shown in Fig. 1. A 
large hyperfine magnetic filed (Hhf ) is observed 
in addition to an electric field gradient at low 

Heat-tn:ated in N2 gas 
-' 
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Fig. 1. 57Fe Mosbauer spectra of BiPbSr2Fe06 calcinated 
in N2 gas (sample II) at various temperatures. 

temperatures. The values of IS (0.28 mmls 
relative to an Fe foil) and Hhf (50. OT) are typi
cal for the Fe3+ high-spin state. Hhf decreases 
with increasing temperature, and disappears at 
about 300 K. It is shown that sample II is 
magnetically ordered below 300 K and is a weak
ferromagnet like the sample 1. The magnetic 
property of the sample II has some distinct differ
ences from that of the sample I on the following 
points: 

1) The Neel temperature is considerably higher 
(TN = 300 K). 

2) No effect of magnetic field cooling appears. 
3) The value of the magnetization was down to 
one-third of that of the sample 1. 
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111-3-4. Angular-Momentum Effect in the Fusion Reaction 
of 141Pr with 4°Ar Projectiles 

H. Kusawake, K. Takesako, T. Saito, A. Yokoyama, M. Kiriu, 
N. Takahashi, H. Baba, Y. Ohkubo, and A. Shinohara 

Heavy-ion-induced nuclear reactions are of 
much interest because of a large angular momen
tum brought in the reaction system. According 
to the Bass model,l) cross sections for the fusion 
of heavy nuclei are predicted to be reciprocally 
proportional to the center-of-mass energy in the 
energy region higher than a specific value. This 
is interpreted as the appearance of a limiting 
angular momentum for the fusion. Fused 
medium-weight nuclei decay through either of 
the two competing channels, fission or evapora
tion-residue formation. Fission also follows non
fusion channels such as deep inelastic scattering 
and a few nucleon transfer. On the contrary, 
evaporation residues are definitely distinguish
able from those formed in non-fusion reactions. 
It is thus expected that cross sections for the 
evaporation- residue formation will show the 
above relation with respect to energy more clear
ly than those for the fusion. This has not yet 
been established for reaction systems lighter 
than gold. In order to confirm the prediction, we 
measured the cross sections both for the evapora
tion-residue formation and fission by a nuclear
chemical method. 

The reaction of a monoisotopic 141 Pr target 
with 4°Ar projectiles was studied at beam 
energies of 10, 25, and 95 MeV/ nucleon. The 
target sandwiched by Al catchers was irradiated 
at the falling-ball irradiation facility2) installed 
at the E3b course of the RIKEN Ring Cyclotron. 
An Al degrader with an appropriate thickness 
was inserted upstream of the target to adjust the 
projectile energy. Induced radioactivities were 
measured by non- destructive gamma-ray 
spectrometry with Ge detectors. Cross sections 
for the formation of gamma-emitting products 
were obtained, and mass-chain yields were then 
deduced on the basis of appropriate charge distri
butions. A reaction mechanism for the produc
tion of the nuclei concerned was considered from 
the recoil ranges measured with the aid of the 
catchers. Cross sections for the evaporation
residue formation and fission were obtained by 
integration of mass-chain yields with respect to 
the relevant mass region. 

It was found that the reaction products 
obtained at low energies consisted of three com-
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Fig. 1. Cross sections as a function of the reciprocal of 
center-of-mass energy. Triangles indicate those for 
the fusion, squares for the fission, and circles for the 
evaporation- residue formation. Solid marks are those 
obtained by Zank et al. 3) A solid curve shows that 
calculated by the Bass model. A dashed curve is calcu· 
lated using a proximity potential. 

ponents: evaporation residues, fission products, 
and non-fusion products. Although a similar 
feature was observed at medium energies, fusion 
and non-fusion components could not be clearly 
separated with each other. At the highest energy 
no evaporation residues were found and hence 
only an upper limit of the fusion cross section 
was obtained. The obtained cross sections for 
the fusion are plotted as a function of the recipro
cal of center-of-mass energy together with those 
for the fission and evaporation-residue forma
tion in Fig. 1. It is seen that the excitation 
function for the fusion has linear dependence on 
the reciprocal of energy as the Bass model pre
dicts. The evaporation-residue formation shows 
the same dependence, which has already been 
found in the reaction of 197 Au with 12C or 160 
ions. 4) We have further carried out an experi
ment at a 38-MeV /nucleon bombarding energy. 
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111-3-5. Nuclear Reaction Products in the Interaction of 
Intermediate-Energy 14N, 15N, and 4°Ar Ions 

M. Furukawa, A. Shinohara, E. Taniguchi, S. Kojima, T. Saito, K. Takesako, 
Y. Ohkubo, F. Ambe, and S. Shibata 

The nuclear reactions induced by intermediate
energy heavy ions have been extensively stud
ied. Further studies, however, are still required 
to elucidate the reaction mechanism in detail. 
Radiochemical technique is helpful to the studies 
of a wide variety of reaction systems. We have 
measured formation cross sections of radionu
clides and mean recoil ranges in the interactions 
of V, Cu, Nb, and I with 4°Ar (59, 95 MeV / 
nucleon), 15N (70 MeV/nucleon), and 14N (135 
MeV /nucleon) ions. 

The targets were irradiated in the E3b course 
of RIKEN Ring Cyclotron. The targets were metal 
foils (10"'-'30,um thick) and KI discs covered with 
catcher foils like mylar or aluminum to capture 
the recoil products. The irradiation conditions 
are shown in Table 1. y - ray emitters in the 
targets were measured for three months after the 
bombardment. Mass distribution is obtained 
from the measured cross sections with the aid of 
a charge dispersion curve. The mean recoil 

Table 1. Irradiation conditions . 

Beam E 1 ab Target Duration Charge 
(Hev /nucl eon) ( hour) ( nC) 

40Art3+ 9 5 V 0.936 31605 
eu 1. 500 99640 
Nb 1.439 79128 

t 5 N 7+ 7 0 V 0.942 301459 

eu 1.008 416536 
Nb (S) 0.113 54159 
Nb (L) 1. 624 97321 

I ( S) 0.169 144742 

I ( L ) 1.554 94658 

t 4 N 7 + 1 3 5 V ( S) 0.137 61646 
V ( L) 1.536 161922 
eu ( S ) 0.078 40716 

eu ( L ) 1. 731 239018 
Nb ( S ) 0 . 049 21268 
Nb ( L ) 1.664 173312 
I (S) 0 . 107 20023 
I ( L) 2.580 150188 

4°Art3+ 5 9 V 1.147 79208 

eu 1.680 110223 
Nb 1.113 89984 
I (S) 0.175 24254 
I ( L) 1.003 78519 

(5) and (L) indicate the short and the long bombardments, 
res pecti ve Iy . 

ranges can be converted to the recoil energy by 
using the range-energy relationship. 
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Fig. 1. Mass distribution in the interaction of 1271 with 
14N (135 MeV/ nucleon). The data for the mass number 
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As an example of the mass-yield curve, the 
result of 1271 + 14N (135 MeV /nuc1eon) reaction is 
shown in Fig. 1, which can be compared with the 
results of high - energy proton or photon induc
ed reactions. The velocity distribution of the 

products for the same reaction system obtained 
from the mean recoil ranges is shown in Fig. 2. 
Measurements of lOBe and 26 Al in copper targets 
by the accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) 
are in progress. 
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111-3-6. Preparation of Radioactive Mu Ititracer Solutions from 
Ag Foils Irradiated with High-Energy Heavy Ions 

S. Ambe, S.Y. Chen, Y. Ohkubo, Y. Kobayashi, M. Iwamoto, 
M. Yanokura, and F. Ambe 

We have studied a convenient and reliable 
radiochemical procedure by which radioactive 
multitracer solutions free from both carriers and 
salts are prepared from Au, Ag, and Cu targets 
irradiated with a 12C, 14N, or 160 beam. The 
preparative method of the multitracer solution 
from the Au target has been reported.1- 3

) Here, 
we describe a separation procedure of a radio
active multi tracer solution from the Ag target.3

) 

Three foils (24 mme/> x 100 ,urn) of Ag mounted 
in a 40 mmq, aluminum ball with a 20 mme/> 
piercing hole were irradiated with a 135 MeV / 
nucleon 12C beam in the falling ball irradiation 
system installed in a beam course of RIKEN 
Ring Cyclotron. The beam intensity was about 
100 nA and the irradiation time was several 
hours. The beam profile was roughly 10 X 10 mm. 

The irradiated Ag foils 0.5g) were dissolved 
in 19 cm3 of conc. HN03 . After dilution with an 
equal volume of distilled water, 2 cm3 of conc. 
HCI was added to the solution. After removal of 
AgCI by filtration, the filtrate was evaporated in 
a rotary vacuum evaporator. The residue was 
dissolved in dil. HCI to yield a multitracer solu
tion. When AgCI formed again, it was filtered 
out. 

The y-ray spectra of the multitracer solution, 
precipitated AgCI, and solutions collected in 
traps of the evaporator were measured using 
pure Ge detectors. The spectra were analyzed 
with the BOB code4) on a FACOM M780 com
puter at the Institute. 

Figure 1 shows a y-ray spectrum of the 
multi tracer solution separated from the Ag tar
get irradiated with 12C. The measurement was 
done 3 days after irradiation. The dominant 
peaks in the figure are ascribed to radioactive 
nuclides of the elements, Sc, Ga, As, Sr, Y, Zr, 
Nb, Mo, Tc, Ru, Rh, and Pd. No y-rays due to 
the radioactive nuclides of the target element, 
Ag*, were detected in the solution. The y-ray 
spectrum of the AgCI precipitate showed that it 
contains Br* along with Ag*. Minute fractions 
of Pd *, Zr*, and Rh * were also found in the 

Energy (keV) 

Fig. 1. The y-ray spectrum of the multi tracer solution 
measured 3 days after irradiation of the Ag target with 
a 135 MeV/nucleon 12C beam. 

AgCI precipitate, although most of them 
remained in the solution. A part of Tc* was 
found in the solution condensed in the trap of the 
evaporator. This is considered to show that a 
part of Tc* was distilled as TC207 from the nitric 
acid solution. 

In conclusion, the target element is selectively 
removed from the high-energy ion-irradiated Ag 
by precipitation as AgCI, yielding solutions 
containing a number of radioactive nuclides 
useful as multitracer solutions. It is to be noted 
that multitracer solutions containing neither 
carriers nor salts are obtained by the present 
radiochemical procedures. This is a great advan
tage in applying them to a variety of scientific 
studies. 
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111-3-7. Preparation of Radioactive Mu Ititracer Solutions from 
Cu Foils Irradiated with High-Energy Heavy Ions 

S. Ambe, S.Y. Chen, Y. Ohkubo, Y. Kobayashi, M. Iwamoto, 
M. Yanokura, and F. Ambe 

The nuclear reactions of Cu with high-energy 
heavy ions result in production of useful radio
active nuclides lighter than those produced in Au 
and Ag targets. We report here a convenient and 
reliable radiochemical procedure by which radio
active multitracer solutions free from both car
riers and salts are prepared by using Cu targets 
irradiated with a 14N beam. I) 

Three foils (24 mm</> x 100 j1.m) of Cu mounted 
in a 40 mm</> aluminum ball with a 20mm</> 
piercing hole were irradiated with a 135 MeV / 
nucleon I4N beam in the falling ball irradiation 
system installed in a beam course of RIKEN 
Ring Cyclotron. The beam intensity was about 70 
nA and the irradiation time was a few hours. 
The beam profile was roughly 10 X 10 mm. 

The irradiated Cu foils (lg) were dissolved in 
15 cm3 of conc. HN03. After neutralization with 
ammonia, S02 gas was introduced into the solu
tion to reduce Cu2+ to Cu+. Subsequently, l. 9g of 
NH4SCN in 10 cm3 of distilled water was added 
slowly to the solution. CuSCN precipitating 
immediately was filtered out. In order to remove 
NH4N03 and NH4SCN, the filtrate was heated in 
a rotary vacuum evaporator. After complete 
evaporation of water, NH4N03 and NH4SCN 
were sublimated at about 300°C. The residue was 
dissolved in 6 mol dm-3 HCI. 

The y-ray spectra of the multitracer solution 
and precipitated CuSCN were measured using 
pure Ge detectors. The spectra were analyzed 
with the BOB code2) on a FACOM M780 com
puter at the Institute. 

Figure 1 shows a y- ray spectrum of the 
multi tracer solution separated from the Cu tar
get irradiated with a 14N beam. It was recorded 
0.5 day after irradiation. The elements of radio
active nuclides found in the solution are Be, Mg, 
N a, Cl, K, Sc, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, and Zn. No y-rays 
due to the radionuclides of the target element, 
Cu·, were detected in the spectrum of the solu
tion. This means that Cu2+ ions were completely 
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Fig. 1. The y-ray spectrum of the multitracer solution 
measured 0.5 day after irradiation of the Cu target with 
a 135 MeV/nucleon 14N beam. 

eliminated from the multi tracer solution. No 
radioactive nuclides, other than Cu*, were found 
in the precipitate, suggesting that no metal ions 
coprecipitated with CuSCN. 

By the present procedure, the target element is 
selectively removed from high-energy ion
irradiated Cu by precipitation as CuSCN, yield
ing a solution containing a number of radioactive 
nuclides of the elements of low atomic number. 
The solutions separated from the AU,l,3,4) Ag,l,5) 
and CUI) targets contain radioactive nuclides 
comprising over 50 elements. 
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111-3-8. Separation of Multitracers from Heavy-Ion Irradiated Targets by 
Heati ng under a Reduced Pressu re 

M. Iwamoto, Y. Kobayashi, S.Y. Chen, Y. Ohkubo, S. Ambe, 
M. Yanokura, A.N. Garg, and F. Ambe 

We continued in this period a series of experi
ments on the separation of multi tracers from 
targets irradiated with heavy ions accelerated 
with RIKEN Ring Cyclotron by heating under a 
reduced pressure. 1,2) Target foils of Au, Ag and 
Cu were irradiated with 135 MeV/nucleon 12C, 
14N, and 160 ion beams by using the falling-ball 
irradiation system of RRC. 3,4) Thickness of the 
targets was 100 ,urn. The irradiation time was 
several hours and the beam intensity was 20- 60 
nA. The target foil was melted for 1 hour at a 
temperature slightly above the melting point; 
1100 °C for Au and Cu, and 1000 °C for Ag, (m.p. 
of Au, 1064°C; Ag, 960°C; Cu, 1083°C), in a quartz 

tube equipped with a charcoal trap under a 
reduced pressure of about several Pa. After cool
ing, the cold finger and the inside wall of the 
tube were washed with hot water (70°C) and a 
dilute HCI solution successively to dissolve the 
radioactive nuclides evaporated from the foil 
and deposited. The y-ray spectra of radioactive 
nuclides in the target before and after melting 
and those in the solutions were measured with a 
pure Ge-detector. The spectra were analyzed 
with the computer program BOB developed by 
Baba et al. 5) on the F ACOM M780 computer of 
the institute. The results are summarized in 
Table 1. 

Table 1. Elements for which radioactive nuclides were identifided in the Cu, Ag and Au 
targets and in the dilute HCl solutions of the deposits. 

References 

Target Before heating 

Cu Na,Mg,K,Sc,V,Cr, 
Mn,Co,Ni,Cu,Zn. 

Ag Sc,V,Mn,Cu,Ga,As, 
Se,Br,Sr,Y,Zr,Tc,Ru, 
Rh,Pd,Ag 

Au Y,Zr,In,Te,Xe,Cs,Eu, 
Gd,Hf,Os,Ir,Pt,Au 
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Dil.HCl soln. 
of the deposit 
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Se,Sr,Y,Zr,Tc,Ru. 

Y,Cs,Eu.Gd,Hf,Pt 

Charcoal trap 
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111·3·9. Utilization of a Mu Ititracer for Studies on the Ion Exchange 
Behavior of a Strongly Acidic Resin NAFION 

J. Kawarada, T. Yaita, Y. Saito,* K. Kimura, S. Ambe, S.Y. Chen, 
Y. Ohkubo, M. Iwamoto, Y. Kobayashi, and F. Ambe 

A radioactive multitracer solution,1) in a car
rier- and salt-free condition, prepared from a 
gold foil irradiated with 135 MeV / nucleon 
14N ions was used for the titled studies in a 
NAFION - HCI system. The NAFION-501 resin, 
manufactured by DuPont, is a perfluorinated 
polymer containing '""'5 mmol g-l sulfonic acid 
group as shown below. Because of the strong 
acidi ty of the resin, a comparison of the 
exchange behavior with . a common cation 
exchange resin attracts much attention. 

- [(CF2 -CF2 ) m-CF-CF2 Jn
I 
o 
I 

CF2 

I 
CF-CF3 

I 
o 
I 

CF2 

I 
CF2 

I 
S03H 

The resin, commercially available as a cylin
drical shape of ca. 1mmcP Xl ------3 mm L, was used 
as received. One milliliter of the multi tracer 
solution and 3 g of the resin were taken into a 
small polyethylene bottle and the acidity of the 

* Aoyama Gakuin University. 

system was adjusted to a certain molarity with 
hydrochloric acid by making the volume of the 
solution to 10mI. The contents of the bottle were 
shaken vigorously for 3 days at 25°C with an 
8-shape mode shaker. Independent experiments 
for Co and Y showed that more than 90% of 
equilibrium was attained by the 3-days equilibra
tion. After filtration, y-ray spectrometry was 
carried out for both phases. The y-ray spectra 
were analyzed on a FACOM M780 computer. 

The distribution ratios (D) of Sc, V, Fe, Co, As, 
Rb, Y, Zr, Mo, Sb, Te, Ba, Eu, Gd, Tb, Tm, Yb, 
Lu, Hf, Ir, and Pt were so far obtaind in 0.02, 3, 
and 9M hydrochloric acid solutions. Log- log 
plottings of D versus the acidity show that the D 
values for alkaline earth and rare earth elements 
decrease smoothly with slopes of -2 and -3, 
respectively, with increasing acidity. Increase in 
D values at higher acidities, as commonly found 
for Dowex-50X4, 2) has not appeared up to a 9M 
hydrochloric acid solution. 
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111-3-10. Positron Annihilation Study on Defects in Undoped and Si
Doped LEC-GaAs Irradiated by Charged Particles 

Y. Itoh, H. Murakami, T. Suzuki,* H. Yoshinaga, and R. Iwata** 

To characterize the defects in a liquid encap
sulated Czochralski (LEC) -GaAs, the defects 
were introduced into undoped and Si -doped crys
tals by the electron or proton irradiation. Their 
recovery by isochronal annealing from room 
temperature to 980 K was studied by the positron 
lifetime spectroscopy. Temperature dependence 
of the lifetime in these samples was also studied 
in a temperature range from 13 to 307 K. 

An undoped (UD, carrier density at 300 K Cd == 
2.03 X 107cm-3

) or a Si-doped (SD, Cd = l. 3 X 1018 

cm- 3
) n- type GaAs wafer of 20 X 20 x O. 6mm3 

was mounted on a water-cooled target-holder, 
and was irradiated with 3 MeV electrons up to a 
dose of 5 X 1017cm- 2 in air (UDE- and SDE
samples) or with 15 MeV protons up to a dose of 
1015 cm-2 in helium gas (UDP- and SDP- sam
pIes). As a positron source, 48V produced by the 
reaction of 48Ti (p,n) 48V was used. The lifetimes 
were measured using a fast coincidence system 
with time resolution of 210 ps at the experimen
tal positron window settings. As a total counts, 
1 X 106 counts were accumulated in each time 
spectrum. The lifetime spectra were analyzed 
using the computer program POSITRONFIT.l) 
In each spectrum, a component shorter than 100 
ps, which is probably a result of the coincidence 
of two cascade gamma -rays from 48V, was 
eliminated. The standard deviation of fit was ± 
Ips. Some samples were annealed isochronally in 
an argon atmosphere at temperatures from room 
temperature to 980 K at an interval of 50 K for 30 
min. Positron annihilation measurements were 
performed at room temperature. 

The lifetime 'i in UD was independent of an
nealing temperature at 224±1 ps as shown in Fig. 
1. The lifetime in SD, 243 ps, which is longer 
than that in UD, also showed no variation with 
annealing temperature. The longer lifetime in SD 
probably means that there exist stable defects in 

______ SD, for example, Si and Ga-vacancy (V Ga) pair 
SiV Ga as pointed out by Lee et al. 2) Figure 1 also 
shows the lifetime variations upon the isochronal 
annealing of ' the samples after proton irradia
tion. The lifetimes varied significantly between 
224 and 255 ps. The lifetimes in UD and SD 

• National Laboratory for High Energy Physics. 
•• Tohoku University. 
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Fig. 1. Isochronal annealing of the positron lifetime in 
proton- irradiated GaAs; (.) undoped and (.) Si
doped samples. The results obtained before irradiation 
on undoped (D) and Si -doped (0) samples are also 
included. 
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samples increased to 250-255 ps by the proton
irradiation (UDP and SDP) and decreased by 10 
ps in the temperature range from 50 OK to 700 K. 
The lifetime in SDP recovered the value as 
obtained before irradiation, 243 ps, after annea
ling at 700 K, while the lifetime in UDP further 
decreased and also recovered the value in UD, 
224 ps, on annealing above 800 K. The proton 
irradiation effects on both UD and SD were the 
same at least from the point of view of their 
annealing stage, and the defects introduced in 
both samples were annealed out at 800 K. Figures 
2 (a) and (b) show the temperature dependence 
(13-307 K) of lifetime values in UD (0), UDE 
( c::J ), and UDP ( .) and in SD ( 0 ), SDE ( () ), and 
SDP (.), respectively. Different samples were 
used in Figs. 1 and 2 but irradiation conditions 
were almost the same. The lifetimes in these 

samples, except UD, decreased with decreasing 
temperature. This temperature dependence of T 

is in contrast to that of T in silicon,3) and may be 
explained by the lattice relaxation around 
vacancies as suggested by Dlubek et al. 4) The 
detailed configuration of the defects is under 
investigation. 
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111-3-11. Nitrided Carbon Foi Is as Long-Lived Charge Strippers 

I. Sugai, M. Oyaizu, * M. Aratani, and M. Yanokura 

We have developed various methods suited to 
prepare long-lived carbon stripper foils and im
proved them to give high reproducibility and 
creditability.1-4) We reported last yearS) that the 
heavy ion beam sputtering (HIBS) could be used 
to prepare carbon stripper foils with long life
times. For this purpose, we used krypton and 
xenon ions. In that work the foil's lifetimes were 
strongly affected by 
preparation conditions, which also affected the 
amount of contaminants such as H, Nand 0 in 
the foils. 

The dependence of the foil lifetime upon the 
amount of contaminants introduced by the 
reactive ion beam sputtering of carbon using the 
gases H2 , O2 or N 2, was investigated by compar
ing their lifetimes with those of foils made by the 
HIBS. With the use of ion beam sputtering of 
reactive nitrogen (IBSRN), an extraordinarily 
long lifetime was obtained. 

The sputtering system is nearly identical to 
that described in Ref.I. The reactive gases were 
dried hydrogen, nitrogen or oxygen. In particu
lar, when nitrogen was used, it was purified to 
99.9999% with impurities less than O. 2ppm of 
oxygen and carbon monoxide, and less than 1 
ppm carbon dioxide. 

All foils used have surface densities of approx
imately 15,ug/cm2

, as measured by an electronic 
microbalance. The production method, however, 
is capable of producing foils in the range of 
5,ug/cm2 to 40,ug/cm2

• 

The measurement of lifetimes of carbon foils 
was done by using the Van de Graaff accelerator 
at the Tokyo Institute of Technology. Typical 
beams consisted of singly charged 3.2MeV Ne at 
a flux of 3-4 ,u A, and had a diameter of 3. 5mm. 
The pressure in the chamber was kept at about 
1 X lO-4Pa. The relative lifetime of a foil was 
taken as the total charge (integrated current) 
incident upon the foil that was neccessary to 
cause its rupture. Rupture was indicated by a 
sudden decrease in the current to a Faraday cup 
located downstreem from the foil. 

In Fig. 1 are shown the results for foils 
produced by sputtering in pure gases and for 
commercially available carbon (eM) foils as a 
reference. Figure 1 shows clearly that the foils 

• Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo. 
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made by the ion beam sputtering with reactive 
nitrogen (IBSRN) are superior to all of the other 
foils tested. 

The lifetime of the best foil was 150mC which 
was about 60 times longer than that of the con
ventional carbon foils. Foils sputtered in the pure 
hydrogen or pure oxygen had shorter lifetimes 
than those of conventional carbon foils. It seems 
likely that admixtures of oxygen in carbon foils 
always cause reduction of the lifetime. 

A comparison of the relative foil lifetimes 
obtained with the different sputtering ions is 
shown in Fig. 2, showing data for both reactive 
sputtering in this work (including the special 
case of IBSRN, sputtering with nitrogen) and the 
RIBS (the Krypton and Xenon data)' Not only 
the lifetimes of the foils by the IBSRN are lon-

ger, but the manufacturing costs are less than the 
RIBS, since the expensive krypton and xenon 
gases are not used. Reliability and re
producibility of the IBSRN method appear to be 
greater than those of the CADAD3) (Controlled 
Ac and DcArc Discharge) and RIBS methods. 4

) 

In addition, the shrinkage rates of the IBSRN 
foils are the lowest among those examined. 
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111·4. Radiation Chemistry and Radiation Biology 

1. Irradiation Facility for Biological Experiments 

T. Kanai, S. Minohara, M. Sudou, T. Kohno, E. Takada, 
F. Soga, K. Kawachi, and F. Yatagai 

A new heavy ion irradiation course was 
designed and constructed for biological experi
ments at a Ring Cyclotron facility of RIKEN. 
Biological responses of culture cells, blood cells, 
mice or small animals for heavy ion irradiations 
are going to be examined by using this irradia
tion course. In these experiments, uniform irradi
ation fields over several em in diameter are 
required. As shown in the Fig. 1, wobbler mag
nets and scatterer are used for the beam flatten
ing. Uniform irradiation fields over 10cm in 
diameter was realized at the irradiation site in 
case of a Carbon 135MeV /nucleon beam. The 
range shifter in Fig. 1 is used for degrading the 
incident energy of the heavy ions so as to choose 
appropriate LET of the irradiation. The range 
modulator is used for spreading the sharp Bragg 
peak in the depth dose distribution to 2 or 3 cm 
width. A transmission parallel plate ionization 
chamber is used as the dose monitor. 

Figure 2 shows a depth dose distribution in a 
Lucite absorber for a carbon 135 MeV/nucleon 
beam, which is measured by a small parallel 
plate ionization chamber. The absolute doses to 
the biological species are determined as follows. 
(1) The relative depth dose distribution is mea
sured as in Fig. 2. (2) A particle fluence per 
monitor output is measured by a plastic scintil
lator for no absorber condition. (3) The heavy 
ion energy is estimated from the depth dose 
distribution. (4) Then the stopping power of the 
injected heavy ion is calculated from the esti
mated energy. (5) Then the dose per monitor 
output at the entrance position of the depth dose 
distribution is obtained by multiplying the stop
ping power by the measured number of the heavy 
ions. 

Many biological experiments are now in prog
ress with this irradiation course using Carbon 
135MeV /nucleon or Ar 95MeV /nucleon beams. 

o 
o 

o 
o 

Fig. 1. Illustrative layout of the irradiation beam course 
for biological experiments. 
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Fig. 2. Depth dose distribution of a 135 MeV/nucleon 
Carbon beam in a Lucite absorber. 
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111-4-2. Heavy-Ion Irradiation of NaCI/DNA Films 

K. F. Baverstock, S. McIntyre, M. Suzuki, K. Nakano, F. Yatagai, 
T. Kanai,1. Kaneko, and T. Takahashi 

The influence of radiation quality on strand 
breakage in DNA that has been directly excited 
is an important issue in understanding the effects 
of ionizing radiation on living systems. Radia
tion quality can be characterized by a number of 
parameters but most commonly linear energy 
transfer (LET) is used. As far a strand break
age in DNA is concerned the current understand
ing is that as LET increases the probability of 
double strand breakage increases at the expense 
of that for single strand breakage. Earlyexperi
ments using heavy ions in the range of up to 10 
MeV per amu by Neary et all) seemed to indicate 
that this was not the case and that single and 
double strand breaks both increased with 
increasing LET keeping a constant ratio of 
about 20. The ratio observed at low LET is 10. 
The current program aims to extend the experi
ments performed by Neary to faster ions. Using 
Carbon, Nitrogen and Argon ions a range of 
LETs from about 20 ke V per micron to more 
than 1000 ke V per micron can be covered using 
the RRC. 

In these experiments the DNA is irradiated in 
a dry salt (NaCI) /DNA target film formed on a 
glass substrate. The DNA is maintained in a 
state of almost full hydration by maintaining a 
relative humidity of 75 % during storage and 
irradiation. The DNA is in the form of a super
coiled plasmid and break yields are assessed 
using electrophoresis. 

In the current reporting period two experi
ments (involving two machine sessions of two 
hours each) have been performed, one with 
Carbon ions, the other with Nitrogen ions. This 

was the first experience of using this beam and 
the results were disappointing. LET was varied 
using absorbers made of Lucite and three qual
ities were explored, namely 22, 50 and 100 ke V 
per micron. Only the 50 keY / micron experiment 
gave reproducible results. 

The second experiment with Nitrogen ion 
failed due to the lack of solubility of the samples 
after irradiation. This was the second experi
ment with this ion which has failed in a similar 
manner. The reasons for this are not clear. 

Heavy ions present particular technical prob
lems with the salt/DNA target used for these 
experiments. Before useful and reliable results 
can be obtained a number of technical problems 
must be resolved. The salt/ DNA target has 
proved particularly valuable in other applica
tions. For low LET radiations strand break 
yields in DNA in this target form are closely 
similar to those measured in DNA in a cellular 
environment, indicating that the DNA strand 
breakage in cells is probably due to the direct 
excitation. 2

) More recently experiments using 1-
125 incorporated into the salt phase of the tar
get have demonstrated the existence of an energy 
delocalization process, probably multiplasmon 
formation. This phenomenon may well be 
responsible for the observations of Neary et al. 1) 

References 
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111-4-3. Induction of Chromosome Aberrations by Randomly Directed 
Accelerated Heavy Ions 

T. Takatsuji, Y. Okumura, * T. Takahashi, F. Yatagai, 
K. Nakano, M. S. Sasaki, * * K. Komatsu, * and M. Yoshida * 

An exchange type chromosome aberration is a 
main source of radiation cell killing and muta
tion. Therefore, the mechanism of aberration is 
a main question in radiation biology. One un
known and important point in this question is 
whether the aberration arises from the interac
tion of two radiation damages (interaction 
model) or from only one radiation damage. 

Kellerer and Rossi developed the idea of the 
interaction model. They succeeded in explaining 
the dose-effect relationship of cell killing and 
chromosome aberration, and the LET depen
dence of these effects. 1,2) But Goodhead support
ed the idea that one radiation damage is suffi
cient to make lethal damages or mutation with 
an experimental result that very short range low 
energy photoelectrons of ultrasoft X -rays had 
relatively high efficieny. 3) But Zaider and Bren
ner clarified that the experimental result did not 
contradict the theory of Kellerer and Rossi. 4) 

The two models are very different, but both have 
no fatal contradiction to experimental results. 

If the chromosome aberration induction 
depends on the spatial distribution of radiation 
damages, the interaction mechaism operates 
between the radiation damages to make chromo
some aberrations. The distribution of the radia
tion damages when cells were exposed to ran
domly directed heavy ions (random irradiation) 
is very different from the one when exposed to 
uniformly directed ions (parallel irradiation) . 

We have prepared a sample holder that can 
rotate sample dishes of 30 mm diameter with an 
axis tilted against the beam axis. Living cells in 
a dish fixed on the rotated sample holder can be 
irradiated from random directions. We irradiat
ed human peripheral blood lymphocytes with 135 
MeV /nucleon 1

2C ion beams using this sample 

* Atomic Disease Research Institute, Nagasaki Univer
sity . 

•• Radiation Biology Center, Kyoto University. 
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Fig .1. Frequency of Dicentrics plotted against dose. Bar 
indicates the standard error of the mean. Closed cir
cles:rotated samples. Open circles:stationary samples. 

holder at RIKEN Ring Cyclotron. Rotated 
samles show higher frequency of dicentric chro
mosomes than stationary samples (Fig .1). The 
result shows that the interaction mechaism oper
ates between radiation damages to induce 
dicentric chromosomes. 
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111-4-4. Heavy-lon-Induced Chromosome Fragmentation Studied 
by Premature Chromosome Condensation (PCC) 

in Syrian Golden Hamster Embryo Cells 

M. Watanabe, M. Suzuki, * K. Suzuki, * 
K. Nakano, and F. Yatagai 

The technique of premature chromosome con
densation (PCC) is very useful in detecting both 
radiation- and chemical-induced damages since 
the cell cycle delay after irradiation needs not to 
be considered. It may be a powerful method to 
compare effects of high and low linear energy 
transfer (LET) radiations which may produce 
difference in the cell cycle progression after irra
diation. X -ray-induced damages have been 
investigated using the PCC technique by several 
investigators and their data suggested that the 
PCC technique is a very sensitive method for 
detecting chromatin damages in interphase cells. 
Limited reports, however, have been published 
concerning chromatin damages induced by high 
LET radiations. Bedford an Goodheadl) reported 
the dose-response relationship of the chromatin 
break formation induced by alpha particles. 
They showed that the chromatin breaks in
creased linearly with absorbed dose in the case 
of both alpha particles and X -rays. However, 
the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) , 
compared to 60CO gamma ray, for alpha particles 
was 2.3 times larger than that for X -rays. 
Goodwin et al. 2) studied biological effects of N e 
ions (LET= 182 keY / fJ,m) and X -rays, and found 
that the amount of chromatin breaks by Ne ions 
was 1.5 times more than that by X -rays. In 
addition, although 90 % of the chromatin breaks 
induced by X -rays were rejoined within 8 hours 
after irradiation, only 50% of the chromatin 
breaks induced by Ne ions were rejoined. These 
data suggest that high LET radiations are more 
biologically effective in producing chromatin 
damages than low LET radiation. We previously 
reported that 14N and 4He ions were more effec
tive in both cell killing and neoplastic cell trans
formation than gamma ray in SHE cells.3) 

* Division of Radiation Biology, School of Medicine, 
Yokohama City University. 

In this study, we detected chromosome aberra
tions as chromatin breaks in G1/ GO interphase 
cells using the PCC technique. We assessed the 
RBE of the induction of chromatin breaks in
duced by heavy ions and examined the repair 
kinetics to qualitatively determine the difference 
in radiation damages between high and low LET 
radiation. SHE cells were irradiated with 14N 
ions (95Me V) and 4He ions (22Me V) generated 
by the cyclotron at the Institute of Physical and 
Chemical Research in Japan. Irradiated SHE 
cells were fused with mitotic Chinese hamster 
ovary cells by the polyethylene glycol mediated 
cell fusion to induce PCC. 

The incidence of chromatin breaks was highest 
in cells irradiated with 14N ions when it was 
compared at the same absorbed dose level. The 
RBE, compared to 13 7CS gamma ray, was 2.4 for 
14N ions (LET=530 keV/ fJ,m), l.8 for 4He ions 
with a 100fJ,m Al absorber (LET = 77keV / fJ,m), 
and l. 4 for 4He ions without the absorber 
(LET=36keV / fJ,m), respectively. The PCC frag
ments induced by gamma ray were rejoined 
within 8 hours of the post-irradiation incubation. 
In the case of heavy ions, however, only 35 - 45% 
of the fragments were rejoined. These results 
suggest that there is a qualitative difference in 
the chromatin damage caused by high LET radi
ations and low LET radiations. 
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111-4-5. Lethal Effects of Carbon Beams of RIKEN Ring Cyclotron 
on Cultured Mammalian Cells 

H. Ohara, T. Kanai, K. Ando, K. Kasai, and K. Kawachi 

In this study, we aimed to clarify the character
istics of the carbon beams available in RIKEN 
Ring Cyclotron for physics and biology. A main 
question is apparently concerned with the corre
lation between LET (linear energy transfer) as 
radiation quality and RBE (relative biological 
effectiveness) as its dependent biological effects 
for survivals of cultured mammaliancells. At 
RIKEN Ring Cyclotron, a carbon beam (135 
MeV In), of which range in water was 40 mm, has 
become available for the irradiation of biological 
materials with a uniform field of 10cm~. Differ
ent values of dose average LET were produced 
by changing the thickness of absorbers in the 
beam path. This range shifting system was able 
to provide 64 different LET values between 20 
and 300 keY l.um. In this study we have tested 
several dose responses of Chinese hamster V -79 
cells against the carbon beams with following 
LET values, namely 22.6, 74.2, 106.7, 125.5, 
177.0, and 304 ke V l .um, and in addition at the 
tail portion of unmodulated beams. The V - 79 
cells were cultured in an FlO medium with 10 % 
of fetal calf serum and antibiotics. Experimental 
cells were irradiated in flasks and assayed for 
cellular survivals in order to establish each sur
vival curve for the estimation of RBE. For refer
ence we have used helium ion beams of the NIRS 
cyclotron with LET of 18.6 ke V l.um, of which 
biological effect was identified as the same as 
that of X -rays. 

The experimental results indicated that the 
LET dependent change of survival curves was 
apparently pronounced as the LET of carbon 
beams was increased. The experimental curves 
showed the presence of a broader shoulder with 
a dull slope in a low LET (22.6 ke V I .u m) and 
tail regions, but they showed no shoulder with 
steep slopes in a high LET region. The mini
mums of slopes and shoulders were found in the 
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Fig. 1. The survival curves of Chinese hamster V - 79 cul
tured cells irradiated by carbon beams (135 MeV In) 
with different LET. 

LET of 125 keY l.um, while the curves for higher 
LET values (177 and 304 keY l.um) showed a 
restoration of decreased slope but no restoration 
of shoulder. Such a change of the survival 
response may suggest a local existence of a 
maximum peak of biological effect vs. linearly 
increasing LET. Existence of a local peak of the 
cellular lethality has been known by other 
studies in LBL.1) Present results are generally in 
agreement with those of previous reports. One of 
the features of the present study was the variety 
of cell survival responses vs. carbon beams. The 
cellular RBE was varied from 1.3 - 4.0 depending 
upon different LET. 
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111-4-6. Effect of Carbon Iron Irradiaiton on the Cell Survival 

H. Ito, S. Yamashita, S. Hashimoto, F. Yatagai, and T. Kanai 

The effect of the heavy particle irradiation on 
the cell survival is different from that of the X
ray irradiation. In Japan, heavy particles will be 
applied to cancer patients in the near future. 
This study was performed to determine the effect 
of the carbon particle irradiation on cells in 
vitro. 
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A RUMG cell line which was established from 
a human serous ovarian cancer, was irradiated 
either with carbon particles from the RIKEN 
Ring Cyclotron or with 200KVp X -rays. The 
cells were maintained in an FlO medium with 
10% fetal bovine serum in a 5% CO2 incubator. 
The cells in a proliferative phase were irradiated 
with carbon particles of various linear energy 
transfers (LET). The irradiated cells were 
trypsinized and survival curves were etermined 
by the colony assay. The recovery between two 
equal split doses (6 hour interval) was also 
determined. 

Fig. 1. Dose response curves of RMUG cells. 
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Figure 1 shows the survival curves at various 
LETs of carbon particles. The survival curve for 
the 200KV p X -ray irradiation was also shown. 
The Do values were increased and a shoulder 
appeared on the survival curve with the reduc
tion of LETs. The relative biological effective
ness (RBE) at a 0.01 survivals were 1.7 at 20 
keV/,um, 2.3 at 40 keV/,urn and 2.8 at 80 keV/ 
Jim. When two eqaul doses were irradiated at a 
6 hour interval with 200KVp -rays, recovery 
(recovery rate at 0.01 survivals: 1.8) was obser
ved. In the case of the split irradiation using 40 
keY / Jim carbon particles, however, there was no 
recovery (Fig. 2). This result suggests that radia
tion damages made by 40keV / Jim carbon parti
cles are different from those by 200KV p X -rays 
and cannot be repaired. Fig. 2. Recovery at the 6 hour interval of two equal doses. 
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111-4-7. Sensitivity of XP Cells to Heavy Ions 

F. Yatagai, K. Nakano, T. Takahashi, T. Kanai, and F. Hanaoka 

Recent studies have revealed that Xeroderma 
pigmentosum (XP) cells are deficient in the 
repair processes of UV damages, probably nu
cleotide-excision pathway. Our interest in this 
research project is to make clear the possibility 
that DNA damages, reparable by the same proc
ess as that for UV lesions, are also produced by 
the heavy-ion irradiation. The XP cells involved 
in two different complementary groups, C and D, 
were selected for this study. The cells were 
exposed to carbon ions accelerated by the cyclo
tron to compare their sensitivity with that of 
normal human fibloblast cells (NB-1). Linear 
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Fig. 1. Sensitivity for carbon ions (LET = 22.5 keY I.um). 

energy transfer (LET) of carbon ions was fixed 
to be 22.5 ke V /,um at the position of cells 
attached on the inside surface of flask. As an 
average over two separate determinations (Fig. 
1), XP-C showed a little higher sensitivity 
compared with the NB-1 case. In contrast, XP-D 
didn't show any significant difference from NB-
1. Here, we have already confirmed no differ
ence in the sensitivity for y-rays among these 
cell lines (Fig. 2). 

We plan further experiments to examine 
whether the observed difference is statistically 
significant or not. 
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Fig. 2. Sensitivity for Cobalt-60 y- rays. 
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111-4-8. Studies on Induced Mutations by Ion Beam in Plants 

H. Nakai, H. Watanabe, A. Tanaka, T. Asai, * and S. Kitayama 

Knowledge about the Relative Biological 
Effectiveness (RBE) of various radiations is help
ful for analyzing radiobiological effects in 
plants. The RBE of ion beams (14N+) for MI (the 
first generation after mutagen treatment) dam
ages in the root length and seedling height rela
tive to y-rays was compared with that of ther
mal neutrons in this experiments using rice. 

Dry seeds of rice, Oryza sativa L., a variety of 
Koshihikari, were exposed to an ion beam of 14N 
(135 MeV In) from the Ring Cyclotron with a 
dose of 0-300 Gy and were exposed to thermal 
neutrons for 0,1,2,3,4 and 6 hr in the heavy 
water facility of the Kyoto University Reactor 
operating at 5000KW. The flux of thermal neu
trons was about 2.5xI09 Nth/cm2/sec. For com
parison, the seeds were irradiated by 60Co y rays 
with doses of 0,2,5,10,15.20,30,40,50 and 60 
krad. Irradiated seeds were sown to be germinat
ed in petri-dishes at room temperature. Two 
weeks later, the root length and seedling height 
were measured; the results were presented in Fig. 
1. The RBE of thermal neutrons and ion beam for 
the root length and seedling height were calcu
lated by the formula, D50 of relevant radiation/ 
D50 of y rays, where the D50 means a dose which 
reduces the root length or seedling height to 50% 
of control. As shown in the figure, the RBE of 
thermal neutrons was 11.5 and 10.7, respective
ly, for the root length and seedling height.This 
result supports the data previously obtained. I,2} 
The RBE of 14N+ was found to be 2.2 and 1. 8, 
respectively, for the root length and seedling 
height. It is noted that the RBE of ion beam 
(14N+) was significantly lower than that of ther
mal neutrons for the both traits. Analysis of 

• Faculty of Agriculture, Shizuoka University. 
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Fig. 1. RBE (Relative Biological Effectiveness) of ion 
bean (14N+) and thermal neutrons for the M1 root 
length and seedling height in rice. 

mutations on the M2 (second generation after 
mutagen treatment) will be conducted next year. 
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111-4-9. Genetic Effects of Heavy Ion Irradiation 
in Maize and Soybean 

O. Yatou, E. Amano, * and T. Takahashi 

Genetic effects of the heavy ion irradiation 
were investigated with maize and soybean 
strains. This experiment was carried out as a 
preliminary experiment 1) to examine the poten
tial of the heavy ion irradiation as mutagen, and 
2) to evaluate the genetic effects of the exposure 
of organs to heavy ions in a space ship outside 
the earth. 

In maize seeds heterozygous at Yg2 locus 
(Yg2/yg2) and soybean seeds heterozygous at 
Yll locus (Yll/yll), mutagenic treatments 
induce visible mutant sectors on their leaves. 
The number of these sectors reflects the genetic 
effects of the treatments. 

Maize seeds were irradiated with N (160MeV I 
n), Fe (555 or 825MeV In) and U (919MeV In) 
ions by the accelerator of Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory, Univ. of California. Dose response 
of the mutation frequencies in the Fe ion irradia
tion was detected at the dosage of higher than 103 

ionsl cm2 (Fig. 1). The lowest dosage to detect 
genetic effects of the ion irradiation is supposed 
to be 102 to 103 ions/cm2

• Both the irradiation 
with Fe and U ions had an identical effect. The 
irradiation dosage of N ions was too low in this 
experiment for analysis. 

Soybean seeds were irradiated with N (133 
MeV In) ion by RIKEN Ring Cyclotron. The 
dosage was monitored by the reading of PP AC. 
The irradiation of 2.2 X 107 ionsl cm2 corre
sponeds to 1 Gy. Linear dosage responce in 
mutation frequencies was obtained (Fig. 2). The 
genetic effect of the irradiation was detected at 
the dosage as low as 105 ionsl cm2

• 

* F AO/IAEA, Vienna, Austria. 
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Fig. 1. Frequencies of mutant sectors on third leaves 
induced by the heavy ion irradiation in maize seeds 
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111·4·10. Effects of Heavy Ions on the Development of Fish Embryos 

K. Ijiri, K. Tao, K. Nakano, M. Suzuki, 
and T. Takahashi 

As one of the Space Shuttle experiments on the 
second mission of International Microgravity 
Laboratory (IML-2) scheduled in 1994, a project 
using the fish 'medaka' has been selected. The 
project aims to study whether the fish, medaka 
(Oryzias tatipes) , can carry out the mating behav
ior and lay eggs in space. When eggs are laid, we 
further intend to see the early development, i.e., 
all the processes from fertilization to hatching 
can take place normally or not under the micro
gravity. In such space biology experiments, radi
ation is probably one of the major environmental 
factors we have to always be aware of, in order 
to evaluate the microgravity effects justly.I) 
Since cosmic radiations characteristically con
tain high-energy heavy ions (HZE) , their effects 
should correctly be assessed. The present experi
ment was carried out to see the effects of heavy 
ions on the fish development. 

The materials used in this study were embryos 
of the teleost fish, medaka. Fertilized eggs were 
collected after natural spawning between the 
1-year-old adult fish, and were incubated at 
25°C for further development. Matui's normal 
table2

) of this species was employed for the iden
tification of the stages of their development. 

Embryos were irradiated with the beams from 
RIKEN Ring Cyclotron. So far, N ions (135 
MeV Inucleon) and Ar ions (about 88 MeV I nu
cleon) were employed. The beam dosimetry was 
carried out using an ionizing chamber. Then, the 
flux of the beam was calculated using the ratio of 
the count of a parallel-plate avalanche counter 
(PPAC) to that of the ionizing chamber. Twenty 
to forty embryos, each embryo with a diameter 
of about · 1 mm, were put together in a small 
plastic dish filled with 3 mm depth of water 
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Fig. 1. Hatching rates of medaka (Oryzias tatipes) em· 
bryos as a function of the dose of N ions (left panels) 
and Ar ions (right panels). The developmental stage of 
embryos at the time of irradiation is given in each 
panel. 

along the beam axis. After irradiation, they were 
placed in glass vessels with stored tap water to 
develop at 25 °C. 

Figure 1 shows the hatching rate of embryos as 
a function of the doses of Nand Ar ions. The~ 

embryos were irradiated at stage 19 (optic bud 
formation) and stage 26 (start of pigmentation 
of eyes). When these preliminary data were 
compared with the hatching rate after the y- ray 
irradiation, the relative biological effectiveness 
(RBE) relative to 137Cs y rays was obtained to 
be about 2 for N ions (LET=28, 5 ke V I j.lm), and 
5 to 6 for Ar ions (LET=250 ke V I j.lm). 
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111-4-11. Therapeutic Effectiveness of Carbon Ions Against 
Experimental Tumors 

K. Ando, S. Koike, T. Kanai, M. Kimoto, K. Kawachi, H. Ohara, and F. Yatagai 

Accelerated carbons could penetrate human 
body and produce a Bragg- Peak at a given 
depth. For clinical use, the peak should be 
broadened to achieve the homogeneous distribu
tion of dose within sizable tumors. Here we 
investigated and reported the therapeutic effec
tiveness of carbon-12 against a radioresistant 
fibrosarcoma growing in syngeneic mice. (Mate
rials and Methods] Animals used here were C3 
HIHe male mice of 12 week-old. NFSa fibrosar
coma was transplanted into hind legs. Tumor 
was sized 7 . 5 ± 0 . 5 mm in diameter at the time of 
irradiation. Carbon- 12 ions with kinetic energy 
of 135 MeV I nuclean were accelerated and pro
vided by RIKEN Cyclotron. The maximum depth 
of beam penetration was approximately 4 cm in 
water. The Bragg-Peak was spread out by a 
ridge filter (Fig. 1) . The design of the filter was 
based on biological data such as survivals of in 
vitro cultured V79 cells. Tumor-bearing mice 
received pentobarbital anesthesia and immobil
ized on an acrylic plate by a masking tape. Legs 
with tumors were placed in a doughnut-shaped 
radiation field of a 2.5 cm width. Five mice were 
used for each radiation dose and a total of 165 
mice served in experiments including the radia
tion of Cs-137 y rays. Tumor sizes were mea
sured by calipers every other day for up to 2 
months. Calculated tumor volumes were plotted 
on a logarithmic scale, which provided the 
growth delay time. In some experiments, tumor 
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Fig. 1. Positions of tumors within the Spread-Out-Bragg
Peak. Leg-tumors in C3H mice were positioned at the 
entrance plateau (ep) , proximal peak (pp) and middle 
peak (mp). A representative LET for each position was 
shown by an arrow. 

control probabilities were employed as another 
endpoint where 10 mice were used for each radia
tion dose. Tumor recurrence was checked by 
palpation once a week for up to 120 days after 
irradiation. A tumor control rate for each dose 
was obtained and used to calculate the 50% 
tumor control radiation dose, i.e., TCD so • 

(Results] Tumors were positioned at either 3 
different places of the same spread-out carbon 
beams or unmodulated plateau. The tumor 
growth delay time at each position was plotted 
as a function of the absorbed dose. The relative 
biological effectiveness of carbon-beams (i.e., 
RBE) was calculated by comparing doubling 
doses between carbon beams and y rays. RBE of 
the unmodulated plateau was 1.4 and similar to 
that of RBE of the entrance position (ep) , i.e., 
1.5. The Spread-Out-Bragg-Peak showed lar
ger RBEs than other positions; 1. 8 for the prox
imal peak (pp) and 2.5 for the middle peak 
(mp). When tumor control probabilities were 
measured instead of the growth delay, both prox
imal and middle peaks showed identical RBEs, 
i.e., 2.2 (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2. Tumor control probabilities after the Carbon-12 
and y ray irradiation. The NFSa fibrosarcomas grow
ing in the right hind legs were irradiated by' single doses 
of Carbon-12 (135MeV jamu, proximal peak in the 
Spread-Out-Bragg-Peak) and Cs-137 y rays. Tumor 
control probabilities were determined 120 days , after 
irradiation. Each dose point consists of 10 mice. RBE 
was obtained by comparing 50% tumor control doses, 
i.e., TCDso , between Carbon-12 and y rays. 
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111-4-12. High-Density Excitation Effect by the Heavy-Ion Irradiation: 
Track-Depth Resolved Dynamics of He Excimers in N-Ion 

Impinged Near-Liquid He 

K. Kimura 

A track scope which is composed of an imag
ing fiber-bundle, a cryostat, and a position sensi
tive photon-counter was developed to measure 
the depth-resolved luminescence spectra and its 
dynamics along the path of ion tracks. 1

-
3

) Results 
inform us dynamical behavior of excited states, 
namely, the information of the primary processes 
induced by ions with regard to various parame
ters such as the track-depth, ionic energy, veloc
ity, stopping power, excitation density, and so 
on. These measurements may be regarded as the 
measurements of detailed dynamical Bragg
curves for condensed matter and heavy ions. 

Previously, we reported some new findings for 
a system of helium sample and a and N -ions: the 
second Bragg peak in the luminescence effi
ciency being ascribable to the charge exchange 
and direct forbidden transition; limiting of the 
excimer luminescences observed; enhancement 
of luminescence efficiency at the track 
termination. 1

-
3

) At present, we report the 
dynamics for the formation and quenching of 
helium excimers in the environment of an 
extremely high-density excitation. Figure 1 
implies that the formation process should be 
ascribed to only one process. Based on previous 
results, this process can be ascribed to reaction 
(1) which produces radiative excimers by reac
tions of nonradiative triplet excimers, a. 

a+a+H~d, D, ], H, A+3He (1) 
d,----+ b + photon 

(an origin of luminescence) (2) 
Depth-resolved specific luminescence, dL/ dx, 
has a peak dependent on helium density but the 
peak position is fixed at a given excitation den
sity (See Fig. 2). The increasing part in dL/ dx 
with increasing excitation density could be ex
plained by reaction (1). To explain the decreas
ing part, a following incomplete three-body reac
tion caused by an extremely high density excita
tion was proposed based on the kinetics. 

a+a+a----+dissociative (3) 
Quenching of d by any reactions with a or other 
intermediates, which one may consider at first, 
was ruled out by kinetics. 4

) 
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Fig. 1. Track-depth and density dependent luminescence 
spectra of N -ion irradiated helium illustrated in equal 
heights for d -b. a: at helium density of 0.02552 g/ cm3

; 

b, track depths from 0.8 to 5. 3mm. Intensities at 
wavelengths larger than 6500A are 10times enlarged. 
GRCCM stands for the helium density. 

Fig. 2. dL/dx vs. excitation density induced by N-ions and 
its helium density dependence. 
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111-4-13. A Technique of Emission Decay Measurement of 100 ps Resolution 
on Heavy-Ion Excitation: Effects of High-Density Excitation on the 

Auger-Luminescence of BaF2 

K. Kimura and H. Kumagai 

A principal radiation effect of the heavy- ion 
irradiation is the high-density excitation. In 
order to study the dynamics of excited states 
formed in the track, we have developed a tech
nique for fast luminescence measurements, and a 
single-ion hitting and single-photon counting 
technique ( SIPC). Since ion-pulses of ps widths 
are too difficult to be realized at present, a 
single-ion hitting is very powerful in a view of its 
negligibly short pulse-width. Figure I shows 
F ASD (a fast secondary electron detector) 
which is a part of an equipment and can give a 
fast timing pulse of the ion penetration. An 
ensemble of the equipment composed of F ASD, 
MCP-photomultiplier, CFD, T AC, ADC, and a 
computer is essentially the same as previously 
reported. I) A resolution was about lOOps at pres
ent, without a deconvolution. 

Fig. 1. FASD ( a fast secondary electron detector). 

Recently, photo- or electron irradiated BaF 2 
has been found to show two luminescence peaks 
at 2200A and 3100A and the former peak was 
assigned to the Auger- free luminescence due to 
the transition from a 2P electron of F to an inner 
shell vacancy of Ba, 5P, which was reviewed in 
Ref. 2. Decay measurements on the Auger-free 
luminescence with various ion irradiations were 
reported by ust). In this report, we show one of 
the recent results obtained by the decay analysis. 

The decay curve of the Auger-free lumines
cence can be decomposed into double exponents, 
as shown in the following Table l. 

This shows that decay times are shortened 
with increasing LET, although the shortening is 
settled down with ions heavier than N - ions. The 

Table 1. Decay times of Auger-free luminescences. 

fast 

slow 

photon3 ) 

800ps 450ps 

1100 

N-, Ar-, and Xe-ions 

250ps 

820 

All the ionic energies were 1. 4Me V / amu. 

decay times reported with the electron irradia
tion were from 600 to 800 ps, but these values are 
between those of photon and a-particle. Also, 
luminescence yields for the ion irradiation were 
much lower than that for photon. We propose the 
following model, tentatively. The exponential 
decay indicates that the decay cannot be ex
plained by second order decay processes such as 
recombinations of the 5P vacancy with excited 
or ionic states. Since the high-density excitation 
produces free (or quasi -free) electrons at high 
density around the Ba 5P vacancy, the Aurger
free luminescence should compete with transi
tions from the free electrons. This model is ex
pressed by following equations. 

Ba (5P) 5+ eF_ k_1 -Ba (5P) 6+ photon (1) 

Ba (5P) 5+eCb~Ba (5P) 6 

........ ·nonradiat. (2) 
where eF and eCb stand for electrons in F -2P 
orbitals and in conduction bands ( perhaps high 
Rydberg states), respectively. The time - depen
dent luminescence can be expressed as, 

I (t) = k i [ (5P) 5Jexp{ - (k1 + k2 [ecbJ)t} 
/ (k i + k2 [ecbJ) 

At an early stage where [ecbJ is high, the lumi
nescence decays exponentially with a rate con
stant of (k i + k2 [ecbJ). After annihilation of a 
large number of eCb through recombinations with 
F atoms of a high concentration, the rate con
stant turns to be ki which is that of the Auger
free luminescence. 
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111·5. Instrumentation 

1. A New Gas-Target Technique for Isomer-Search with Use of 
a Gas-Filled Recoil Isotope Separator 

K. Morita, Y. Gono, T. Murakami, A. Yoshida, A. Ferragut, and Y. Zhang 

A new gas-target technique has been succesful
ly applied to the search for new isomers with use 
of a gas-filled recoil isotope separator. 

A gas-filled type recoil separator, in general, 
has been used to collect isotopes, which are 
produced by nuclear reactions, with large effi
ciency and with short separation time for the 
spectroscopic study of unstable nuclei. Taking 
an advantage of the short separation time of the 
separator (typically a few 100 ns) we construct
ed a gas-filled recoil isotope separator at E1 
experimental hall of the RIKEN Ring Cyclotron 
Facility, and performed delayed y ray measure
ments at the focal point of the separator to 
search for new isomersl) using inverse-kinematic 
fusion reactions. 

In the experiment searching for isomers with a 
solid target (24Mg) and beam (136Xe) combina
tion we found as a byproduct that a buffer gas of 
the separator, nitrogen gas, works as a target for 

CHANNEL 

Fig. 1. Energy Spectrum of the delayed y rays measured 
at the focal point of the gas-filled recoil isotope separa
tor. Marked peaks correspond to decays of the isomers 
produced through a 136Xe(14N,6n) 144Pm reaction. 
Energies are also indicated in the figure in keY. 

the nuclear reaction. A reasonable amount of 
144Pm-isomer, which was produced by the reaction 
136Xe(14N,6n) 144Pm, was collected at the focal 
plane of the separator simultaneously with the 
152Dy-isomer produced by the reaction 136Xe (24Mg, 
8n) 152Dy. Figure 1 shows an example of delayed 
y ray energy spectra obtained at the focal point 
of the separator for the 136Xe(Ei=7MeV l u) in
duced reaction with a 24Mg target and with 
nitrogen buffer gas. Marked peaks in the figure 
are those from 144Pm-isomer and the others are 
mainly from 152Dy- isomers. 

In the gas - target case, the target region is 
ranging widely and is not well defined as in the 
case of a solid target. The flight time distributes 
widely depending on the place where the isomers 
are produced. However a foil is placed at 1 m 
upstream of a catcher foil to limit the gas region 
so that only y-ray from isomers can be detected 
at the catcher position. Therefore, this method is 
applicable to the search for isomers of shorter 
lifetimes (less than 50 ns) with large efficiency 
comparing with the solid target's case. 

This new gas-target thechnique enables us to 
use unique and a variety of beam-target combi
nations which are difficult to realize by using 
solid targets. For example, it is not easy to find 
a proper solid-target and stable beam combina
tion to form a compound nucleus 176Hf, while it is 
easy to find a 40 Ar + 136Xe reaction if a gas-target 
is available. 
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111·5·2. Refractory Element Production with GARIS/IGISOL 

M. Koizumi, T. Horiguchi, A. Iivonen, T. Inamura, 
T. Ishizuka, H. Katsuragawa, S. Matsuki, K. Morita, 

T. Murayama, I. Nakamura, M. Nakaoka, K. Shimomura, 
T. Shinozuka, I. Sugai, M. Takami, Y. Tagishi, K. Valli, 

M. Wakasugi, and A. Yoshida 

We have constructed a fast atomic-beam col
linear laser spectroscopy system coupled with an 
on-line isotope separator GARIS/IGISOL at 
RIKEN to study nuclear properties of radio
active refractory elements. I} Hf isotopes, which 
are of a typical refractory element, were chosen 
for the first on-line experiment with this system. 
To produce radioactive Hf isotopes, use was 
made of an inverse kinematics of fusion reaction, 
9 Be (166Er,xn) 175-XHj, and 169Hf was successfully 
extracted from the GARIS/IGISOL. 

In a previous paper,2) it was pointed out that 
the transmission efficiency of GARIS depends 
strongly on the angular distribution of the recoil 
products. For recoil products having lower 
momentum, the efficiency of GARIS is further 
reduced by an energy loss and straggling caused 
by the multiple scattering with gas in the GARIS. 
Therefore, the inverse kinematics of a fusion 
reaction is useful to produce radioactive isotopes 
because the recoil products have narrower angu
lar distribution, larger momentum, and narrower 
momentum spread. 

An incident energy of the 166Er beam was 16.3 
MeV /nucleon and the beam current was a few 
pnA. A 9Be target of 50-J1 m thickness was placed 
at the target position. The GARIS was filled with 
a nitrogen gas of 10 mbar. The produced Hf 
isotopes were transported to and focused at the 
ion-guide chamber that was filled with a helium 
gas of 600 mbar. Singly-charged ions extracted 
from the ion-guide chamber were accelerated to 
30 keV. The accelerated ion beams of the Hf 
isotopes were stopped with an aluminum foil and 
accumulated on its surface. After about 10-min
utes accumulation, y rays from the decay of Hf 
isotopes were measured, and the 492.9-ke V y 

Table 1. An expected yield of radioactive Hf isotopes for 
the on-line experiment with GARIS/IGISOL. 

Reaction 
Beam current 
Cross section 
Effective target thickness 
GARIS efficiency 
IGISOL window 
IGISOL efficiency 

Yield of Hf isotopes 

9 Bee66 Er, xn)175-z H f 
1 pna 
1 b (x = 4 "" 9) 
3mg/cm2 

'" 100 % 
40 % 2) 

1 % 2) 

rays from the decay of 169Hf ('(1/2 = 3.26 m) were 
clearly identified. The observed yield of 169Hf 
was about 100 pis for an 169Er beam current of 1 
pnA. 

An expected yield of radioactive Hf isotopes 
with the GARIS/IGISOL is presented in Table 1. 
The observed yield was considerably smaller 
than the estimated one. There are several rea
sons for that: mainly, (1) the He-gas pressure 
(600 mbar) in the gas cell was too low to stop the 
whole 169Hf ions; and (2) the optimization of the 
GARIS/IGISOL was not made completely. We 
expect that the yield will be, at least, several 
times more by increasing the He-gas pressure. 
And the problems on the optimization will be 
solved in due course. 
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111·5·3. Collinear Fast Atomic Beam Laser Spectroscopy of Hf 

M. Wakasugi, M. Koizumi, M. N akaoka, T. Inamura, I. Nakamura, 
T. Ishizuka, M. Takami, T. Murayama, K. Morita, and Y. Tagishi 

We constructed a collinear laser spectroscopy 
system connected with an on-line isotope separa
tor GARIS/IGISOL to study nuclear properties 
of refractory elements. An extracted ion beam 
from the IGISOL is accelerated to 30 keY, mass
separated with an analysing magnet and tran
sported to the laser spectroscopy system. The 
ion beam is neutralized with a charge exchange 
cell. The neutralized fast atomic beam crosses 
collinearly with a laser beam and is detected by 
means of the resonance fluorescence method. 
With this system, we carried out collinear laser 
spectroscopy of stable Hf isotopes. Laser abla
tion technique with a high power Nd:Y AG laser 
was used to produce the Hf ion. 

First, the neutralization efficiency of the 
charge exchange cell was measured. The central 
region of the charge exchange cell which con
tains high purity metallic sodium was heated 
with a tangsten filament and the both ends of the 
cell were cooled by circulating water to prevent 
the escape of sodium vapor. The incident Hf ion 
beam was neutralized by collision with sodium 
atoms. The neutralized Hf atoms were detected 
by means of a laser-induced fluorescence method 
using a transition from the ground state 
5d26s2 (3F 2) to the 5d26s6p (3D2 ) state. The relative 
yield of the produced Hf atoms was measured as 
a function of the temperature of the cell. The 
result is shown in Fig. l. The relative yield of 
neutral Hf atoms gradually increased from 250°C 
and saturated above 380°C. A similar measure-
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Fig. 1. The temperature dependence of relative yields of 
Hf (closed circles) and Ar+ (open circles). These 
values are normalized at 380°C for Hf and at 200°C for 
Ar+. 

ment for an Ar-ion beam was done using a tran
sition from the 3d' (2G7/2) state to the 4p' (2F 7/2) 
state in Ar+. The relative yield of the remaining 
Ar ions was measured and the result was consis
tent with that for Hf. It has been confirmed that 
our charge exchange cell is working well for the 
collinear laser spectroscopy. 
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Fig. 2. The laser induced fluorescence spectrum of Hf. 

Figure 2 shows a laser-induced fluorescence 
spectrum of 18°Hf where the temperature of the 
cell was 380°C. A small peak at the lower fre
quency side consists of fluorescence peaks of 
unseparated 179Hf and 178Hf isotopes. The full 
width at the half maximum (FWHM) of the 
peak is 1.5 GHz, which is too large to resolve the 
hyperfine structure or isotope shift. A momen
tum transfer in the charge exchange reaction 
with sodium atoms is negligibly small. 1) It seems 
that mainly the momentum spread of the ion 
beam due to the laser ablation has broadened the 
FWHM. The momentum spread could be 
reduced by placing a laser ablation ion source in 
a gas cell of the IGISOL. 

In this experiment, collinear fast atomic beam 
laser spectroscopy for stable Hf isotopes was 
successfully done and we have confirmed that 
this system will have good performance for the 
laser spectroscopy of refractory elements. 
Improvement to achieve high resolution is under 
way. 
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111-5-4. 2 1C -PPAC for the Cou lomb Excitation Study 

H. Kumagai and Y. Gono 

A 27l'- parallel plate avalanche counter 
( PP AC ) was constructed for the Coulomb ex
citation experiment of the unstable nucleus 
beam. This PP AC has a pyramid shape covering 
27l' solid angle for the scattered particles. The 
other type of PP AC which was used for the 
Coulomb excitation experiment of the stable 
nuclei was reported previously. 1) 

A photo of the PP ACs is shown in Fig. 1. This 
detector consists of four independent two dimen
sional position sensitive PPAC. The sensitive 
area of each plane is an equilateral triangle with 
a 173mm base and a 122mm height. The elec
trodes were composed from two cathodes deter
mining the position of x- and y-direction and an 
anode. They were placed 3 mm . apart from one 

. another in sequence of the y-cathode, the anode 
and the x-cathode from the inside to the outside. 
The y-cathode was made of a 2. 5,um polyester 
foil on which 33 gold stripes were deposited to 80 
,ug/cm2 in thickness. The anode was a 2.5,um 
thick polyester foil, on both sides of which 40,ug/ 
cm2 gold was deposited. The x-cathode was 
made of a printed circuit which had 25 gold 
stripes. The width of stripes was 4. 5mm with a 
0.5mm inter-stripe spacing. All the contiguous 
stripes in the cathodes were connected each other 
with lk!l chip resistors. The position detection 
was accomplished by the charge division tech
nique for the charges induced on the cathode 
stripes by avalanche. Isobutane of about 7 Torr 
was used as a counter gas. The applied anode 
voltage was about 500 V. 

Fig. 1. Photograph of the 2n-PP AC. 

The window of the PP AC was placed in the 
beam line to minimize the dead space of the 
sensitive area. The secondary target for the 
Coulomb excitation was set in the PP AC. 

Timing signals from four anodes were 
obtained through fast amplifiers (gain of about 
300) and constant fraction discriminators. Six
teen position signals from eight cathodes were 
obtained through charge sensitive pre-amplifiers 
and shaping amplifiers with a time constant of 2 
,u s . These signals were analysed by CAMAC 
ADCs to construct the position spectra in the 
computer. 

A position spectrum of the y-direction is 
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Fig. 2. Position spectrum of the y-direction of the 
PP AC. The peak indicates exact locations of the center 
of strips. 

shown in Fig. 2. This spectrum was taken with
out a collimator by placing a.n a source of 241 Am 
at the secondary target position. The 33 peaks 
corresponding to the 33 stripes of the y-cathode 
were well separated. Though FWHM of peaks 
were O. 8mm, the. upper limit of the position 
resolution is 5mm as the stripes of cathodes were 
placed every 5mm with 4.5mm width. 

This PP AC was successfully used in the Cou
lomb excitation experiment of the unstable 
nucleus beam at RIKEN Ring Cyclotron. 2) 
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111-5-5. The Effect of Heavy-Ion Irradiation on a 12-Strip 
Position-Sensitive Silicon Detector 

M. Kurokawa, T. Motobayashi, T. Nomura, K. Morita, and A. Yoshida 

Radiation damage of a silicon position-sensi
tive detector (PSD) was studied for the purpose 
to estimate the practical life time of the PSD in 
advance to the experiment. The characteristics 
of the PSD are shown in Table 1. The PSD is 
separated into 12 strips and is designed to detect 
the a particle from a superheavy nucleus. The 
surface p-type layer has resistivity and both ends 
of each strip are connected to pins for signal 
outputs. The charge generated by the deposition 
of an ion is separated into two ends through the 
resisitive surface layer. The output charge is 
proprtional to the inverse of the distance 
between a deposited point and an end of the strip. 
Thus the information on position along the 
length of one strip is determined by the ratio of 
the two charge signals, therefore the whole detec
tor with 12 strips can be used as the two
dementional PSD. The energy is given by the 
sum of these two signals. 

Table 1. Characteristics of the position-sensitive detector. 

Effective area 60x60 mm2 

Thickness of wafer 400 IJ.m 
Dark current 0.1 IJ.A (V r-70 V) 

Reverse voltage (totally depleted) 70 V 
Thickness of dead layer 0.71J.m 
Resisitivity of p-type Iyer 3 kn 

A 370MeV 58Ni beam provided by RIKEN Ring 
Cyclotron bombarded a 58Ni-target. The PSD 
was irradiated by elastically scattered 58Ni and 
fusion fragment llOXe. The total flux injected 
into one strip depends on the stri p due to the 
spacial destribution of the incident ions. After 
the irradiation, the reverse current and the 
energy resolution were measured for each strip. 

Figure 1 shows the relation between the 
reverse current per unit volume of the detector 
and the fluence of irradiation. The open circles 
represent our data, and the closed ones the data 
obtained by 65Me V protons. 1

) The reverse cur
rent increases with the fluence, showing clearly 
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Fig. 1. Relation between the reverse current and the dose 
for each strip (open circles) and PIN photodiodes 
(closed circle) .1) The PSD and PIN photodiodes were 
irradiated by heavy-ions and protons respectively. 

the effect of radiation damage. As seen in figure, 
the effect is determined linealy by the fluence (in 
a unit of Gy). The reverse current is greater for 
heavy ions than for protons when compared at 
the same dose. 

In Fig. 2 the energy resolution for 5. 5Me Va 
particles is plotted versus the reverse current. A 
linear relation is obtained when the current is 
plotted by its square root. This relation gives a 
practical estimate of the effect of the damage 
during an experiment. 
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Fig. 2. The energy resolution plotted versus the square 
root of the reverse current. 
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111·5·6. Development of a Phoswich Detector for Identification of 
Charged Particles and y Ray 

Y. Futami, Y. Honjo, T. Mizota, Y.H. Pu, S. Tomita, K. Yuasa-Nakagawa, 
H. Toyokawa, K. Furutaka, A. Yajima, T. Murakami, J. Kasagi, 

T. Nakagawa, and S.M. Lee 

We have developed a phoswich detectorl} 
which applies to the 47l' detector system to study 
the property of hot nuclei. Here we report the 
detector response for charged particles that are 
expected to play an important role in such heavy 
ion collisions of intermediate energies. 

Particle identification in a BaF 2 scintillator 
can be achieved by the pulse shape discrimina
tion technique2) since a signal from the BaF 2 
scintillator has two components: a fast compo
nent superimposed on a slow one. In our 
phoswich detector,1) a fast plastic scintillator 
(NE102A) is attached in front of the BaF 2 crys
tal to measure the energy-loss of a charged 
particle passing through it. The data of the 
response of the phoswich detector for charged 
particles were obtained at UTTAC ( University 
of Tsukuba, Tandem Accelerator Center ). 
Charged particles of 1 H (22. OMe V), 2D (22.0 
MeV), lIB (3l.7, 39.5, 54.5, 65.3MeV), 12C (34.7, 
39.7, 54.6, 65.5, 76.4, 80MeV), 160 (39.6, 53.5, 
62.4, 69.3, 98Me V), 28Si (7l. 3, 79.6, 88.5, 118.9 
MeV) and 35CI (97,106.7,117.3,122.2MeV) were 
used. These ions were obtained from the elastic 
scattering on a gold target. The data of the 
response of the BaF 2 stand alone detector for 
heavy charged particles were also taken and 
compared with those of the response of the 
phoswich detector. 

In Fig. 1 we plot the relations between the fast 
component, L fast , and the total output (= fast 
component + slow one ), L total , of a signals for 
the elastically scattered ions3), where the letters 
represent the position of the elastic peak. It is 
seen that the heavy ions cannot be separated by 
the BaF 2 detector stand alone. The phoswich 
detector, however, clearly identifies heavy char
ged particles. This improvement is considered to 
be due to an additional contribution to the L fast 

by the plastic scintillator. We identified the 
atomic number of charged particles (Z) up to 8 
using the phoswich detector which consists of the 
plastic scintillator (50JLm) and BaF2. 

Figure 2 shows the relations between L fast and 
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Fig. 1. Relations between the fast component (Lfast ) and 
the total output (L totat ) of elastic peak positions in the 
two dimensional plots : a) BaF2 detector and b) 
phoswich detector with a 50,um plastic scintillator. 
Relative gains of the two light outputs are arbitrary. 
Error bars on L fast of the phoswich detector represent 
the full width at the half-maximum in the elastic peak 
distribution. 
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Fig. 2. Similar plots to those in Fig. 1 for various types 
of phoswich detectors. Values in parentheses represent 
the thickness of plastic scintilla tors . 

L total for light charged particles. In the case of 
100JLm, 1H and 2D lines overlap the y-ray area. 
In the case of 200JLm and 500JLm, we could distin
guish between yray and light charged particles. 
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111-5-7. A Magnetic Spectrometer for Studies of Unstable Nuclei 
through Secondary Reactions 

T. Nakamura, S. Shimoura, T. Kobayashi, T. Kubo, N. Inabe, Y. Watanabe, 
K. Abe, I. Tanihata, and M. Ishihara 

We have constructed and completed a mag
netic spectrometer which is installed down
stream of the radioactive beam line RIPS.l.2) The 
cross sectional view of the magnet is schemati
cally shown in Fig. 1. The magnet forms one of 
the components of the spectrometer and detector 
system,3) as shown in Fig. 2, which aims at 
studies of structures of unstable nuclei through 
secondary reactions such as electromagnetic 
dissociation (EMD) , P (HI, HI') n reactions and d 
(HI, HI') P reactions. For example, the soft giant 
dipole mode of llLi can be studied by reconstruct
ing the invariant mass of llLi which is excited 
and is broken into 9Li and two neutrons by END 
process. The magnet with a tracking counter 
gives us the momentum of 9Li and the neutron
TOF counters which are the other main compo
nents of the system gives us the momentum of 
two neutrons, so that we can get the invariant 
mass of the excited states. The roles of the 
magnet are not only to analyze the charged 
reaction products, but also to sweep beams off 
from the neutron-TOF counters and to separate 
emitted charged particles from beams. 

To get enough resolutions and separation for 
the experiments mentioned above, we deter
mined the designed value of bending power BeL 
for the magnet to be l.3 Tern, which enables 

1740mm 

Fig. 1. Cross sectional view of the analyzing magnet in 
the vertical direction. 

80-A-MeV 9Li (magnetic rigidity of 3.94 Tem) 
to bend 20 degrees. The simulation tells us that 
we can get the resolution of invariant mass to be 
less than 200 Ke V FWHM for the 80-A-Me V lOLi 
with the relative energy of 1 MeV decaying into 
9Li and a neutron. Here, to make the simulation 
easier, we used the 2-body dacay eOLi~9Li + n) 
instead of the 3-body decay (llLi~9Li + n+ n) 
and neglected the effect of the multiple scatter
ing and the energy loss in the target. As for the 
separation of charged reaction products, we esti
mated that the bending angle of 20 degrees is 
necessary. 

The maximum field of the magnet was deter
mined to be 1.5 Tesla and the size of the pole 
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Fig. 2. Detector system for secondary nuclear reaction 
experiments. SF2, Scintillator at F2; SBTI and SBT2, 
Scintillators before a target; WCl, MWPC's before a 
target; WC2, MWPC's after a target; SAT, Scintillator 
after a target; DC, a drift chamber; HAT, hodoscopes 
for charged particles; Neut, hodoscopes for neutrons. 
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was determined to be 85cm in length and 70cm in 
width to satisfy the required bending power. To 
accept forward emitted neutrons sufficiently, the 
shape of the magnet was determined to be of a C
type and the gap height to be 25cm. The size of 
the gap allows us to get the vertical acceptance 
of 200 mrad which is larger than the acceptance 
of 190 mrad limited by the neutron counters when 
they are positiond 5 meters downstream from the 
target. For emitted charged particles, the accep
tance is limited by the size of the drift chamber 
to 140 mrad which is also less than the above 
value. 

The measurement of magnetic fields is now in 
progress. The maximum field was measured to 
be 1.59 T by the NMR probe, which satisfies the 
designed value. 
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111-5-8. Experimental Set-Up for Measuring the Proton Scattering 
by Secondary Radioactive Beams 

C.-B. Moon,* M. Fujimaki, J. C. Kim,** Y. K. Kim,** T. Kobayashi, H. Kumagai, 
T. Suzuki, and 1. Tanihata 

High intensity secondary beams in the RIPS 
provides a possibility of spectroscopic study of 
unstable nuclear reactions. Here we present a 
method for scattering measurement of a reaction 
between a radioactive nucleus and proton with a 
reversed kinematics. 

Figure 1 illustrates the detector arrangement. 

1~*-~*_1 
Plastic 
Scintillator 

MWPC 1 
Telescope B ::::: 

Vacuum Chamber 

Telescope T 

Plastic Sclntillators 

MWPC2 

CH2 Target 
(95mg/cm 2 ) 

,'* Si 

MWPC3 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the experimental 
set-up for measuring scattering cross sections of the 
9,llLi +p system. 

The telescope B located upstream of the target 
provided information about beam profiles and it 
was composed of one plastic scintillator and two 
MWPCs. Both X and Y coordinates in two 
MWPCs provided not only the position of a beam 
particle at the target, but also provided the inci-

* Supported in part by the Korea Science and Eng
ineering Foundation. 

** Department of Physics, Seoul National University, 
Korea. 

dent angle of the particle. The telescope L con
sisted of two fully depleted silicon detectors with 
active area of 45 X 45 mm and thickness of 3 mm, 
one MWPC, two plastic scintillators with 100 X 

100 mm area and 10 mm thick, and also two 
plastic scintillators with the same area but 25.4 
mm in thickness. Incident 11 Li and 9Li beams are 
stopped in the third and the second scintillators, 
respectively. The MWPC in this telescope mea
sured the angles of scattered particles arising 
from the nuclear reactions as well as incident 
beam. The telescope P, which was for detecting 
recoil protons on the elastic scattering 
kinematics, consisted of a silicon strip detector, 
three Si detectors, and two plastic scintillators. 
The silicon strip detector was to measure the 
scattering angle of recoil protons. Although it 
was 48 strips of 1mm interval, two adjacent 
strips were connected for read out. The position 
resolution was therefore 2mm. The recoil angles 
between 55° and 80° were covered by this tele
scope. Figure 2 shows angular distribution spec
trum corresponding to each strip detecting recoil 
protons by 11 Li nucleus. Kinematics for the 
9,llLi +p system in which the projectile is heavier 
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Fig. 2. Angular distribution spectrum for the 11 Li + p 
system detected by the separate read out of 24 strips. A 
wide range of angle in each strip is attributed to spread· 
ing out of incident beam. Density of dots corresponds to 
the angular cross section. 
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than the target shows that the energy of recoil 
protons varies significantly with recoil angles. 
Protons stop by turn in the telescope P detector 
stacks according to their recoil energy. Futher 
information on other reaction channels, such as 
those of break-up and transfer, was acquired by 

the telescope T, which was composed of one strip 
and two silicon detectors. The telescope T cov
ered the scattering angles between 15° and 25°. 
The read-out of this strip detector, contrary to 
that in telescope P, was a resistive charge divi
sion. 
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111-5-9. Performance of Low-Energy Radioactive 
Beams in RIPS 

A. Yoshida, T. Fukuda, T. Kubo, T. Nakamura, H. Okuno, S. Shimoura, 
T. Shinozuka, K. Kimura, K. Asahi, J. Kura, H. J. Kim, H. Kumagai, 

I. Nomura, T. Nomura, S. Kubono, and M. Ishihara 

We are planning to measure the sub-barrier 
fusion cross section for the unstable neutron-rich 
Al isotopes (A=27'"'-'33) plus 197Au system~) We 
pay special attention to a role of excess neutrons, 
which may be dynamically polarized against 
core nucleus in the collision, be transferred easily 
to the target nucleus, playa role as glue between 
colliding nuclei and then facilitate a fusion. This 
experiment will be done by using the RIPS facil
ity in Nov. '91. Al isotopes are produced by bom
barding "-' 95 Me V / u Ar beams on a Be pro
duction target, mass separated and introduced to 
the second focus point (F2). Their energy is, 
however, about 50 MeV /u which is too high for a 
sub-barrier fusion reaction. So we need to make 
their energy about ten times smaller. In that 
case, the effects of energy straggling and multi
ple scattering will become large, so that we had 
to know the emmittance of the low-energy Al 
secondary beam at the experimental target posi
tion (F3) beforehand. 

This time, we measured the purity and the 
emmitance of 33 Al beam which is the severest 
case of neutron-rich Al isotopes. The primary 
beam 40 Ar + 17 (E (Ar) = 94 MeV / u) was bombard
ed to the production target Be, 3mm in thickness, 
and 33 Al were produced, separated and 
introduced to the F2 position. The center value 
of its energy was 53 MeV /u. And its yield was 
280 cps/pnA with F1 momentum slit L1 pip = 
1.1%, F2 slit =±10mm. We installed two 
energy degraders just after the F2 position. One 
was a rotatable Al plate whose effective thick
ness is 1.8 mm. And the other was a plastic 
scintillator whose thickness is 1mm, and this was 
used as a start counter for the TOF measurement 
between F2 and F3 to determine precisely the 
decelera ted Al isotope energy. In the experimen
tal target region F3, two position sensitive PP AC 
(parallel plate avalanche counter) were installed 
in order to measure the emittance of the beam. 
About the mixing of the other isotopes, 73.5% 
was 33 AI, 23.9% was 36p and the remainder was 
34Si. But these isotopes were easily separated by 
using the TOF measurement between the cyclo
tron RF and F2 plastic transit signal. The trans
port efficiency from F2 to F3 was 45%. The 

energy distribution of 33 Al was 5.4 ± 1. 2 Me V /u 
(fwhm) which is shown in Fig. 1. The energy 
dependence of the beam spot size and the angular 
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Fig. 1. The energy distribution of the decelerated 33 Al 
beams at F3. There was a little mixing of isotope 36P . 
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Fig. 2. The energy dependence of the 33 Al beam spot size 
at F3. 
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Fig. 3. The energy dependence of the 33 Al beam diver
gence at F3. This measurement was done by using a 
pair of PP ACs which were installed at intervals of 460 
cm. 
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distribution at F3 is shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 
Concerning the 5 ± 0.5 Me V / u energy region, 
which corresponds to the sub-barrier fusion ex
citation energy region of the Al + Au system, the 
beam spot size was X = 20mm, Y = 16mm and the 
angular distribution was () = 8 mrad, ifJ = 26 mrad 
(fwhm values) . 

In the main experiment, we are expecting to 
use a stack of Au thin multi targets (25 foils) 
whose thickness is 150 ug/ cm2 with Mylor 50 ug/ 

cm2 backing of 22 x 28 mm in size. From this 
result, about 10% of Al isotopes which is passed 
through the F2 slit will be used on the first Au 
target. 
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111·5·10. First Focal Plane of SMART and Its Detector System 

H. Okamura, K. Hatanaka, T. Ichihara, S. Ishida, S. Kato, T. Niizeki, 
H. Ohnuma, H. Sakai, H. Shimizu, Y. Tajima, H. Toyokawa, and M. Y osoi 

The first focal plane (FP-1) of the SMART 
spectrograph 1

) has a characteristic of large angu
lar and momentum acceptance (.60 = 20msr and 
.6p/p= ±17%)with a medium energy resolution 
(p / op = 3000) . The detector system for the FP-1 
is required to be able to reconstruct trajectories 
with a high precision since the focal plane is 
inclined by 700 with respect to the central orbit 
while the arrangement of detectors is restricted 
by the size of a detector box. The present system 
consists of two sets of multi-wire drift chambers 
(MWDC) and a plastic-scintillator hodoscope. 
Each MWDC has a structure of X - X'- Y - Y' to 
resolve left-right ambiguities. The hodoscope is 
segmented by 14 in horizontal direction and by 
7 (later increased to 14 for the 2He measurement) 
in vertical direction. All detectors have a sensi
tive area of 84H X 42Vcm2 and thus the momentum 
acceptance is currently limited to ± 12% . 

A diagnostic study has been made by using 
elastically scattered deuterons from a gold tar
get at Ed= 140MeV. Some empirical properties 
of the FP-1 were obtained and were compared 
with calculations based on the magnetic field 
data. 2) It was found that the angular acceptance 
was slightly reduced for high momentum parti
cles. Little information was obtained on vertical 
angles due to poor resolution. In the present 
setup, the multiple scattering by the entrance 
window of the detector box and by the air 
restricts the energy and angular resolution 
dominantly. 

A problem of the detector system was the 
unstable operating condition of MWDCs. It was 
greatly improved by changing the preamplifier 
and discriminator from the KEK -VENUS sys
tem to LeCroy 2735DC. But the weak electric 
field caused by the large drift space (l3mm) still 
deteriorated the detection efficiency and the 
position resolution. By changing the thickness of 
anode wires from 20jlm to 30jlm, by optimizing 
the operating gas n1ixture and by applying nega
tive high voltages to the field shaping wires, the 
drift-time-to-distance relation and, consequent
ly, the position resolution were remarkably im
proved. The efficiency, however, was kept at an 
unsatisfactory level. 

A major subject using the FP-1 is the measure
ment of the (d,2He) reaction .3) The large angu
lar and momentum acceptance, combined with 
the medium energy deuteron beam provided by 
the RIKEN Ring Cyclotron, greatly enhances the 
detection efficiency of the 2He, two protons cou
pled to the lSO states. The detector system, 
however, causes some inefficiency in resolving 
trajectories of two protons. The efficiency has 
been estimated by the newly developed Monte 
Carlo code, which can fully take account of the 
properties of the FP-1 and the detector system, 
various types of reaction dynamics and the three
body relativistic kinematics. The code also pro
vides other information valuable for diagnostic 
studies, as well as continuum spectra arising 
from quasifree knockout reactions or from acci
dental coincidences by the inclusive breakup. 
Figure 1 shows an experimental p-p relative 
energy spectrum as an example compared with 
the Monte Carlo calculation based on the Migdal
Watson formalism. 
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Fig. 1. A p-p relative energy spectrum for the 
12C(d, 2He) 12Bgnd reaction at f) = 0 0 with Ed=Z60 MeV. 
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111·5·11. Development of Detectors for the Second Focal Plane of SMART 

Y. Fuchi, M.H. Tanaka, S. Kubono, H. Kawashima, K. Takaku, T. Ichihara, 
and SMART Construction Group 

Focal-plane detectors are being developed 
which are to be used for the LRsecond focal 
plane of SMART. Requirements for the detectors 
are as follows. RNThe detection region is 50 cm 
in the x direction (the momentum dispersion 
NQdirection) and 10 cm in the y direction (the 
angle direction). The position QNresolutions 
should be better than O. 5mm FWHM in both x 
and y directions. The counting rate should be 10 
k cps, and the particle identification should be 
made up to N e. 

The detector system consists of two drift 
counters and two plastic scintillators. They are 
all arranged perpendicularly to the beam. The 
two sets of gas detectors are placed with a 
distance of 55 cm. Between the two proportional 
counters there is the second focal plane which is 
inclined by an angle of 70 degrees with respect to 
the beam- axis. The two plastic scintilla tors, put 
together, are placed a little behind the second 
counter. Two plastic scintillators are needed to 
reduce the back grounds. 

The position information in the x direction 
was obtained by the two IGways discussed later 
with the proportional counters. The position 
GOinformation in the y direction is given by the 
drift time measurement with O=the proportional 
counters and the plastic scintillators. 

The two kinds of drift counters were devel
oped to meet experimental KLdemands on the 
second focal plane of SMART. One is a single 
wire drift counter (SWDC), and the other is a 
cathode read-out single wire drift KOcounter 
(CRDC). The x position resolution with the 50 
cm SWDC is expected to be about 0.5 mm 
FWHM, and the one with the CRDC to be about 
o . 3 mm FWHM. R Since the SWDC has been 
used extensively,t) the SWDC was fabricated 
first and used for testing the large drift distance. 

Figure 1 shows a cross-sectional view of the 
SWDC for the second focal plane of SMART. It 
has a hybrid structure of two proportional 
counters and a common drift space. The propor
tional counters consist of a resistive wire to read 
out position information in the x direction, and a 
tungsten wire to read out .6.E information. The 
resistive wire made of 15 KO nichrome is 17.5 
,urn in diameter and 55 cm in length. The gold 
gilded tungsten wire is 12.5 ,urn diameter and 55 
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Fig. 1. Cross section of the SWDC. 

cm in length. The field wires are placed at inter
vals of 1 cm on both sides of drift space. A 
uniform parallel electric field in the drift space is 
formed by providing certain voltages to each 
field wire. 

The position information in the x direction is 
obtained by using a HNcharge division tech
nique. The position information in the y direction 
is given by measuring the drift time of electrons 
from the incident point to the .6.E wire. Start and 
stop signals are obtained with the plastic scintil
lators and the .6.E wire, respectively. 

The voltages applied to the nichrome wire, the 
tungsten wire, the drift-plate and the grid are 
1900 V, 1700 V, -3000 V, and 0 V, respectively. 
The counter gas is a mixture of 70% Ar and 30% 
CH4 at atmospheric pressure. The electric field is 
300 V / cm. Under this condition, the drift velocity 
is relatively constant as a function of voltage. 

The test of the y position resolution was per
formed with the SWDC. The SWDC was set on 
the focal plane of the QDD magnetic spectro
graph and tested PNwith a faint proton beam of 
30 MeV from the SF-cyclotron at the Institute 
for Nuclear Study (INS) , University of Tokyo. 
The two identical slit plates were prepared to get 
a small beam width. Each plate has slits of 0.2 
mm and 0.5 mm width with a distance of 5 mm. 
The two slit plates were placed just before and 
behind the detector. The obtained y-position 
resolutions were O. 4mm FWHM. It is good 
enough to use for the second focal plane of 
SMART. 

The SWDCs have been extensively used on the 
second focal plane of SMART for tuning the 
spectrograph and also testing the study of 
heavy-ion induced charge exchange reactions. 
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Fig. 2. Cross section of the CRDD. 

All the spectra on the second focal plane of the 
SMART were obtained with these detectors so 
far. 

The second detector, a CRDC has been devel
oped so as to provide a higher position resolution 
in the x direction and a higher counting rate 
capability, and to detect possibly multi -particle 
events. Figure 2 shows a cross sectional view of 
the detector. It has also a hybrid structure of a 
drift space and a proportional counter. The wire 
of the proportional counter, which is a gold 
gilded tungsten wire, is 12.5 mm in diameter and 
55 cm in length. The detector has 60 cathode 
strips with the area of 20 x 7. 5mm2 along the 
proportional-wire in the proportional counter. 
The distance between the strips is 0.5 mm. Each 
strip is followed by an independent charge-sensi
tive pre-amplifier, which is enclosed in the detec
tor box to reduce the noise level. 

The wire in the proportional counter provides 
not only ~E information but also x-position 
information by inducing charges to the cathode 
strips. The position in the x direction is obtained 
by determining the center of gravity of charges 
induced on each strip. The method of determin-

..,r a '. II tit" ~au ..... It 
~ 1'11" ' •••• 00 : 

Fig. 3. A x-position spectrum of protons obtains with the 
CRDC. The two peaks a separated by a distance of 5.7 
mm. 

ing y-position is the same as that of SWDC. 
The beam test was performed with a faint 

proton beam of 30 MeV from the SF-cyclotron at 
INS, since the beam spot on the second focal 
plane of SMART is not small enough to test the 
position resolution of the CRDC. The CRDC was 
placed on the focal plane of the QDD spectro
graph, where a smaller size CRDC was used to fit 
in the focal plane of tqe QDD spectrograph. The 
counter gas used is a mixture of Ar 70% and CH4 

30% at atmospheric pressure. The drift-plate 
voltage is - 3000 V, the same as the SWDC, and 
the voltage for the anode wire is 1980 V. The 
obtained x-position resolution was o. 22mm 
FWHM, which is shown in Fig. 3. 

The deterioration in x-resolution is not tested 
as a function of drift distance and also of count
ing rate. These tests are under way. 

References 
1) M. H. Tanaka, S. Kubono, and S. Kato: Nucl. 

Instrum. Methods, 195, 509 (1982). 
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111-5-12. Performance Test of SMART Neutron Detectors 

H. Orihara, K. Hatanaka, M. Hosaka, T. Ichihara, M. Ishihara, S. Kato, 
T. Niizeki, H. Ohnuma, M. Ohura, H. Okamura, H. Sakai, H. Shimizu, 

Y.Tajima, H. Toyokawa, Y. Yano, H.Y. Yoshida, and M. Yosoi 

The SMART systeml) is equipped with neutron 
detectors for neutron time-of-flight measure
ments. These detectors, 20cm in diameter and 5 
cm in thickness, have been tested with a 210MeV 
proton beam in the course of performance tests 
of the SMART system during the fall run in 1991. 

Figure 1 shows an energy spectrum of 
monochoromatic neutrons emitted from the 
7Li (p,n) 7Be reaction at 0 degree over a flight 
path of 10 m. Energy per bin was 1MeV. The 
neutron threshold is estimated to be 25 Me Vee. 
The overall time resolusion was 500ps. 
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Fig. 1. Neutron energy spectrum for the 7Li (p,n) 7Be reac
tion at Ep = 210Me V measured at 0 degrees over a flight 
path of 10m. The peak corresponds to neutron groups 
leading to the ground state and the O. 429Me V excited 
state in 7Be. 

The thickness of the NE213 liquid scintillator 
is much smaller than the range of recoil protons 
produced in the detector. Thus, it is important to 
measure the response functions of the detector to 
neutrons in the energy region of interest. White 
neutrons were produced for this purpose by 
bombarding a thick aluminum block by 210Me V 
protons. Energy spectrum for neutrons emitted 
from the 27 Al (p,xn) reaction is presented in Fig. 
2. The response functions for monochromatic 
neutrons were obtained by applying the TOF 
gates on light-output spectrum. Representative 

ABOVE 25.0MeV 

50 100 150 200 
NEUTRON ENERGY (MeV) 

Fig. 2. Neutron spectrum obtained by a thick aluminum 
target. 
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Fig. 3. Sample response functions of the neutron detector 
for monochromatic neutrons with En =65±5 and 175± 
5MeV obtained by selecting appropriate regions of the 
continuous neutron spectrum of Fig. 2. 

response functions thus obtained are illustrated 
in Fig. 3 for neutrons in the energy ranges En = 
60 -70Me V and 170 -180Me V. The thickness of 
the present detector did not affect reliable detec
tions of energetic neutrons. 

References 
1) H. Ohnuma et at.: RIKEN Aeee!. Prog. Rep., 21, 164 

(1987); 22, 148 (1988). 
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111·5·13. Energy Deposition and Straggling of High Energy Heavy Ions 
in Silicon Detectors 

K. Nagata, T. Doke, N. Hasebe, N. Itsumi,* T. Kashiwagi, 
J. Kikuchi, T. Kohno, H. Moriya, * * H. Murakami, A. Nakamoto, 

T. Shino, * and T. Yanagimachi 

Deposition energy and its straggling of 
heavy-ions in Si detectors of 50, 100, 200, 500, 
1000, 2000, and 3000 JLm in thickness are mea
sured by using ion beams of 95MeV lu 4°Ar, 135 
MeV lu 12C, 135 MeV lu 14N, and 100MeV lu 180 
from the RIKEN Ring Cyclotron. The ex peri -
mental results are compared with the theoretical 
energy losses and the theoretical Bohr's widths. 

An example of a silicon detector stack used to 
measure the energy loss straggling of heavy ions 
is shown in Fig. 1. The stack consists of several 
silicon detectors. Experimental results of the 
energies deposited in Si detectors and their fluc
tuations are summarized in Table 1. Only data 
obtained from the first detector in each stack are 
shown in the table in comparison with theoreti-

Fig. 1. Photograph of a stack of four Si (Li) detectors. 
Each detector has a sensitive area of 62 x 62mm x mm, 
and 2mm in thickness. 

Table 1. Comparison of the theoretical and experimental energy losses and FWHMs for 4°Ar, 
6C, 14N, and 180 ions in silicon detectors. 

Particle 
Thick. Incident Vavilov 

Energy Loss(MeV) FWHM(MeV) 

and 
Cum) Exp. Theor. 

Exp. 
Exp. Theor. 

Exp. 

Energy Angle )( 

/Theor. /Theor. 

4°Ar 51.5 0° 6.8 22.37 22.73 0.984 1.64 1.28 1.28 

95MeV/u 101.8 0° 13.5 47.33 45.55 1.039 1.85 1.81 1.09 

100.7 0° 13.5 46.40 45.55 1.019 1. 98 l.81 l. 02 

20l.3 0° 27.0 89.19 91.50 0.975 3.05 2.55 l.20 

202.9 0° 27.0 89.37 9l.50 0.977 2.92 2.55 l.15 

1 2C 958. 0° 8.6 37.58 39.83 0.944 2.08 l.90 1.09 

135MeV/u 2068. 0° 17.1 79.55 80.38 0.990 3.54 2.69 l.32 

2016. 0° 17.1 77.03 80.38 0.958 3.58 2.69 l.33 

14N 498.9 5° 5.8 24.08 27.12 0.888 l.61 l.57 l.03 

135MeV lu 498.9 0° 5.8 24.11 27.01 0.893 l.84 l.57 l.17 

3089. 5° 35.0 155.5 167.0 0.931 4.l3 3.85 l.07 

180 3130. 00 71.6 271.5 

100MeV lu 

cal values, since preceding materials might pro
duce some effects on the energy deposition in the 
following detectors. The values of the energy 

• Waseda University. 
•• Ehime University. 

276.2 0.983 5.51 4.39 1.25 

deposition in the Si detectors are in good agree
ment with theoretical ones l

) within the uncer
tainty of about 10%. On the other hand, the 
agreement between the distribution widths and 
the theoretical ones is not so good. To make the 
correction of thickness nonuniformity in detec-
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tor, the spatial distribution of thickness in each 
detector was measured by the aide of a 2-dimen
sional position sensitive detector. The result 
shows that the thickness variation for a 50,um or 
100,um thick detector is ± 1,um and for a 3000,um 
thick detector ±5""'-'10,um. Even if the correction 
for such a thickness variation is made, the ratios 
of the distribution widths experimentally 
obtained for the 0° incidence to the theoretical 
one are ranging from l. 0 to l. 33. This is caused 
by the fact that ions incident at small angles ( < 
0.2°) to the crystal axis or plane of a Si crystal 
exhibit an anomalous energy loss rate and 
energy loss width, and for ions incident to the 
peripheral region (0.2° < f) < 1. 5°) only the 
energy loss width is deteriorated. If the incident 
angle of ions is different from such axis and 
planes, the distribution width should not show 

the variation as in the case of the normal inci
dence. As expected, the distribution widths 
measured by the ion beams with an incident 
angle of 5° showed a good agreement with the 
Bohr's theoretical values within an error of 7%. 
Therefore, it is necessary to select the data free 
from a channeling effect of ions in a Si crystal, 
when we compare the observed values of the 
energy loss straggling with those redicted by the 
theory. 2) 

References 
1) H. Bichsel: AlP Handbook, 3rd ed., p. 8 (1972); W. 

H. Barkas and M. J. Berger: NSS Report, No. 39, 
p. 103 (1964) . 

2) K. Nagata et at.: RIKEN Accel. Prog. Rep., 24, 
115 (1990) . 
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111-5-14. Mass Resolution Measurement of a Cosmic-Ray 
Heavy Ion Telescope 

T. Kohno, C. Kato, T. Imai, A. Y oneda, and K. Munakata 

A cosmic-ray heavy ion telescope having a 
very large geometric factor is going to be put 
into a geosynchronous orbit on board the Engi
neering Test Satellite (ETS-VI) in 1993.1) The 
observation of elemental and isotopic abundance 
of galactic cosmic rays (GCR) and solar ener
getic particles (SEP) from Li to Fe nuclides is 
our final purpose . We use a ~E X E method for 
the particle identification. 

We already have repeated many tests of indi
vidual detectors such as energy detectors and 
two-dimensional position sensitive detectors 
using heavy ion beams from RIKEN Ring Cyclo
tron so far. 2 - 5) The flight model of the telescope 
is already manufactured and in test phase now. 

In addition to obtain the chracteristics of each 
detector, it is also very important to check the 
basic ability of the overall telescope itself. 
Therefore we tried to measure the mass resolu
tion of the flight model telescope using the Ring 
Cyclotron. 

The cross sectional view of the t~lescope is 
shown in Fig. 1. The total thickness of Si for the 
vertical incidence amounts to 28.2 mm except the 
last veto detector. The beam used was 160 with 
an energy of 135 MeV/nucleon whose range in Si 
is about 17 mm. Therefore the beam stopped in the 
fourth Si (Li) detector. We set a thin (200j.l) 
mylar film at the end of the vacuum tube and 
guided the beam from vacuum to the atmosphere 
through the film. The block diagram of the 
telescope system is shown in the reference. 5) The 
data acquisition system of the real observation in 
space allows only one particle input per 4 sec
onds because the counting rate in space is very 
low except the case of huge solar flare events. 
Hence we added a special circuit to process 
quickly the digital data coming from the ADC 
independent of the clock of the satellite telemeter 
system. The digital data after the ADC were 
transmitted through an optical fiber of 50m 
length wired from the beam site to the measure
ment room. 

We analyzed thus obtained list mode data by 
the method based on a ~E x E method (see Ref. 
6 for detail). In Fig. 2 we show one example of 
the mass resolution for 160 with energy of 135 
MeV /nucleon. This histogram was obtained by 
using the detectors from the first PIN to the 

20 Ill1I 

Fig. 1. Cross sectional view of the cosmic- ray heavy 
ion telescope. An aluminum window of 0.2 mm in thick
ness is used for a light shield. Three PSDs can decide 
the particle incident angle. The following twelve thin 
detectors are ion-implanted PIN - type detectors with 85 
mm qJ effective area and 0.5 mm in thickness. The last 
group of eight thick detectors are lithium-drifted type 
(Si (Li)) . with effective area of 110 mm qJ and thickness 
of 3 mm. 
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Fig. 2. One example of obtained results of mass resolu
tion for 160 with an energy of 135 MeV/ nucleon. 

second Si (Li) for the ~E detection and those 
detectors from the third to the fourth Si (Li) for 
the residual E detection. The resultant mass 
resolution for this measurement was 0.6 amu in 
FWHM. This value is about 20% larger than the 
value obtained by the numerical simulation. The 
main reason of this broadening is due to the 
larger energy straggling in the detector than that 
expected from the Bohr's equation used in the 
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simulation.?} The value of 0.6 amu, however, is 
tolerable for our current purpose in the space 
observation. 

References 
1) T. Kohno: Space Sci. Rev., 51, 185 (1989). 
2) T. Kohno et al.: RIKEN Accel. Prog. Rep., 21, 152 

(1987) . 
3) K. Munakata et al.: ibid., 22, 168 (1988). 
4) T. Imai et al.: ibid., 23, 91 (1989). 
5) C. Kato et al.: ibid., 24, 116 (1990) . 
6) K. Munakata et al .: Nucl. Instrum. Methods, A276, 

306 (1989). 
7) T. Kohno et al .: J. Phys. Soc. Jpn., 60, 3967 (1991) . 
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111-5-15. A Transputer Add-In Board for PC-9S01 

J. Fujita 

It is frequently encountered in the experiment 
and control of the accelerator that events are 
needed to be processed concurrently. A tran
sputer is a microprocessor which was developed 
as a parallel-processor by INMOS, and executes 
programs written in a parallel process language 
or OCCAM. The transputers T414 and T425 
have a 32 bits multiplexed data and address bus, 
2 to 4 Kbytes on-chip static RAM for the high 
speed processsing, a configurable memory inter
face to allow the use of a variety of external 
memory types, and four pairs of serial communi
cation links. T800 has a 64 bits floating point unit 
in addition to the above-mentioned functions and 
is pin-compatible with T414 and T425. 

A block diagram of the transputer board is 
shown in Fig. 1. There is no ROM for monitor
ing the board, but a 4 MB RAM (4 x 1MB 
dynamic RAM module THM81000AS) for down
loading a system program from a host computer 
PC-980l. Since a refresh circuit for the dynamic 
RAM is built in the transputer, 20 bits addesses 
are separated into the row and column addresses 
and selected with each appropriate timing. 
Address bit-2 to 10 and bit-20 are selected by the 
high level of MS2 (Memory Strobe signal 2) and 
latched as 10 bits row address of the dynamic 
RAM with the falling edge of MSI. Address bit-
11 to 19 and bit-21 are latched with the falling 
edge of MSO and passed to the RAM as 10 bits 

1'C·9801 

Exl.llus 

T42S ur 1'800 

column address during the low level of MS2. 
MWBO to 3 (four byte-addressing write strobes) 
write each byte of the single data word (32 bits) 
into the four dynamic RAM modules. 

The four bi-directional serial links provide 
synchronized communication between proces
sors and with the outside circuits. Each link 
comprises an input channel and output channel. 
The link 0 of the transputer is connected to the 
channel of a link adapter C012 which converts bi
directional serial link data into parallel data 
bus. The transputer is not directly addressed by 
the PC-980l. The lower data byte DO-D7 on the 
external bus of the PC-9801 is fed to the bus of 
the link adapter through a transceiver 74LS245. 

5MHz clock is supplied on the Clockln inputs 
of the transputer and the link adapter by a 
quartz oscillator SG53l. Both chips operate at 
the high frequency internal clock 20MHz derived 
from this Clockln. 

The circuit test is performed by running 
TDS2 (Transputer Development System II) 
which was developed by INMOS. The TDS2 
comprises an integrated editor,file manager,com
piler and debugging system which enables tran
sputer to be programmed in OCCAM or in 
another industry standard language such as a 
language C. The transputer can be bootstrapped 
either from a link or from external ROM. As the 
BootFromRom input of the transputer is con-
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of a transputer board. 
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nected low, the transputer is booted from the 
channels of the linkO after Reset is taken low, 
and TDS2 is loaded on . the RAM of the tran
sputer board. When TDS2 runs on the board, the 
transputer becomes a master, and the PC-9801 a 
slave. The basic I/O operations of the transputer 
are performed by a server program running on 
the PC-980l. It is found that the transputer on 

the board works well as a single transputer. 
Since TDS2 supports a transputer network, a 

multiple transputer system can be constructed by 
addition of new modules of a small size which 
consists of only a transputer, static RAM and 
some logic rcs. Ability of the transputer will be 
found in view of parallel processor by this sys
tem. 
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111-5-16. Low Energy Unstable Nuclear Beam Channel "SLOW" at 
RIKEN Ring Cyclotron 

T. Matsuzaki, R. Kadono, K. Ishida, A. Matsushita, and K. Nagamine 

A low-energy radioactive isotope (RI) beam 
channel "SLOW" has been constructed at 
RIKEN Ring Cyclotron Facility (RRC) , intended 
not only to study the emission mechanisms of 
various stable and unstable isotope ions with 
low-energy from a characterized surface of the 
primary target, but also to generate useful secon
dary RI beams for surface physics. 1) 

The layout of the new beam channel is illus
trated in Fig. 1. The thermal energy ions directly 
emitted from the target are extracted by an 
electrostatic lens and then separated on-line by a 
double-focussing mass spectrometer consisting 
of an electrostatic toroidal bender and a mag
netic dipole bender. The whole electrostatic com
ponents are contained in ultra-high vacuum ves
sels to control the surface condition of the pri
mary target. 

Fig. 1. Layout of the SLOW beam channel. 

In the commissioning experiment the mass 
spectrum of the emitted ions from a hot tungsten 
target was observed both during and after the 
irradiation of the target by 4°Ar beam of 95MeV / 
A from RRC. The magnetic field was scanned at 
a rate of 16min per whole mass range. Typical 
mass spectra are shown in Fig. 2, where the 
target temperature was 2040K and the accelera
tion voltage for the ion extraction was lkV. The 
spectrum taken in the beam-on period (Fig. 2a) 
shows several broad peaks possibly correspond
ing to alkaline ions (N a, K, Rb), alkali-earth 
ions (Mg, Ca), rare-earth ions (Sm, Eu, Tm) and 
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Fig. 2. Typical mass spectra of the emitted ions from the 
hot tungsten target during (a) the beam irradiation 
period (8 scans; 2hr) and (b) the beam· off period (3 
scans; 50min). 

other metal ions (Ga, In, Tc). Some additional 
peaks (Cs, Ba, Ta/ W) are present in the spec
trum (Fig. 2b) taken just after the termination of 
the primary beam. Note that the observed peaks 
may include those corresponding to the long
lived isotopes slowly accumulated in the target 
to diffuse out of the surface. The background 
spectrum (without primary beam) was measured 
at 1, 920K and only two peaks were observed 
near the mass numbers of 23 and 39. The detailed 
analysis is still in progress. 

References 
1) T. Matsuzaki, K. Ishida, and K. N agamine: RIKEN 

Accel. Prog. Rep., 23, 90 (1989). 
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111-5-~ 7. High Resolution Soft X-Ray Spectrometer 
for Chemical State Analysis by PIXE 

K. Maeda, Y. Sasa, and M. Uda 

Soft X-ray emission spectroscopy is one of the 
powerful tools to investigate chemical bonding 
states of matters. Chemical effects are greatly 
enhanced on structures of X-ray satellites arising 
from multiply ionized states when high energy 
heavy ions are used for excitation. We have 
developed a high-resolution soft X-ray spectro
meter suitable for the particle (ion) induced 
X-ray emission (PIXE) method. We report here 
on the design and evaluation of a prototype of 
this spectrometer. 1) 

Target materials were bombarded with He+ or 
N2+ ions produced by RILAC. X-rays emitted 
from the target were diffracted with a plane 
single crystal and detected by a windowless 
position-sensitive detector. Figure 1 shows a 
schematic construction of the detector. The 
photodiode array was a row of 1024 silicon 

optical 

fiber -" t-+rr-+r!.--l'f',"""""""7T'-T'n'-r''rt-i 
photodiode 

array ---+ ~========~--...JI 

readout circuit 

1 
multichannel analyzer 

Fig. 1. Schematic construction of the detector. 
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Fig. 2. Al Ka spectrum for an Al metal induced by 15Me V 
N2+ ions. The spectrum was accumulated for 1000 sec 
with a beam current of 100 nA. 

photodiode sensor elements. Center-to-center 
spacing and height of the elements were 25JLm 
and 2. 5mm, respectively. To reduce dark signals 
caused from thermal noise, the array was cooled 
with a Peltier thermoelectric device which was in 
thermal contact with a cold finger. Dark signals, 
which were around 700 cps/ channel at 24°C, were 
reduced to 3. 5 cps/ channel at -18°C. 

Figure 2 shows an Al Ka spectrum, for a 0.3 
mm thick Al metal, induced by the 15Me V N2+ 
impact and analyzed with an ADP crystal after 
subtraction of the background dark signals. The 
diagram line of Ka and its satellites emitted 
from multiply ionized states were well resolved. 
Moreover, fine structures in the satellites, e.g. as 
and a6 , were easily distinguished. FWHM (full 
width at half maximum) for the Al Kal.2 peak at 
1487 eV estimated from this spectrum was 1. 5 
eV; a reasonable value considering geometrical 
factors such as X-ray source width and spatial 
resolution of the detector. Reproducibility of the 
measurement was assured to be less than O. 1 e V 
for peak energies, and less than 6% for peak 
intensities relative to the strongest peak. 

By using an RAP analyzing crystal, the 
spectrometer was also tested for X-rays of 
energies less than 1 keY by measuring Fe L 
X-ray spectra induced by the 5 MeV He+ and 15 
MeV N2+ impacts. FWHM of FeLal.2 for metallic 
Fe was 4.2 e V for both He+ and N2+ induced 
spectra. The observed intensity ratio of Fe Lf3/ 
FeLal.2 was much higher for Fe203 than for 
metallic Fe. The satellites arising from multiply 
ionized states appeared prominently when heavy 
ions, i.e. N ions in the present study, were served 
for excitation. Intensities of the satellites were 
greatly enhanced in the spectrum for Fe20 3 
compared to metallic Fe. This type of 
spectrometer is potentially useful for the chemi
cal state analysis by PIXE. 

References 
1) K. Maeda, Y. Sasa, and M. Uda: Int . ]. PIXE, in 

press. 
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111-5-18. Detection of Liquid Xe Scintillation from Heavy Ions Using 
Si Photodiodes and Photomultipliers 

T. Doke, E. Aprile, A. Hitachi, M. Ichige, N. Ishida, M. Kase, 
T. Kashiwagi, ]. Kikuchi, K. Kuwahara, K. Masuda, T. Matsuda, 

Y. Qu, K. Sumorok, * M. Suzuki, and T. Takahashi 

Liquid xenon (LXe) is a good scintillator for 
the radiation detection and will be possibly used 
in nuclear and particle physics in near future. 
The critical factors for detection of LXe scintil
lation photons are the reflection of the scintilla
tion light (170nm) on walls and the light attenua
tion in the liquid. To investigate these factors, 
we have measured the light intensity as a func
tion of the distance between the incident position 
of heavy ions and the photodiode (PD) as a 
photon detector. Also the decay times of the 
scintillation from the LXe excited by heavy ions 
have been preliminarily measured with a single 
photon counting method. 

The apparatus is a double vacuum chamber 
shown in Fig. 1, the inner is a container of LXe 
and the outer is for thermal insulation. The 
effective length of the chamber is 65cm. The 
chamber has seven beam windows which are 
separated by 10cm from the neighbors along its 
length. Four trapezoidal flat mirrors for vacuum 
ultraviolet photons are installed in the inner 
chamber and form a tapered reflector cell. The 
areas of the cross section are 3.7 X 3. 7cm2 and 
2.4 x 2. 4cm2 at the respective end. Two PDs are 
placed at the both ends of the cell. The incident 
ions entered and stopped in LXe after passing 
through a Mylar or Ti window of the beam line, 

t To PUIiP or Gas s~siell 

Dr~ ice/Ethanol 

about 10cm air, and then the chamber windows 
(a 40microns Havar foil and a 200microns SUS 
foil). A thin (lOOmicrons) plastic scintillator was 
sometimes used to obtain a beam trigger. The 
ions used were 135MeV In C and N, 100MeV In 0 
and Mg, and 95Me V In Ar from RIKEN Ring 
Cyclotron. 

Xe gas was purified by passing through an 
Oxisorb purifier and molecular sieves (4A) with 
a flow rate of 5 l/min and then liquefied in the 
chamber. The LXe temperature was kept at 
- 75°C with dry ice. Surface-barrier type Si PDs 
made at Waseda University were used as photon 
detectors. A mesh-type gold electrode is used to 
ensure a good transparency of the surface for 170 
nm photons. Charge signals from the PD were 
processed with preamplifiers, shaping amplifiers 
(peaking time of 1 microsec), and ADCs. The 
decay time measurement was carried out by a 
single photon counting methodl) with photomulti
plier using a mall test chamber. 

From the dependence of the light intensity on 
the distance between the incident position of 
heavy ions and the PD, the effective attenuation 
length of about 10cm was obtained for the scintil
lation in LXe. This value includes the geometric 
factor (solid angle), the reflectivity of the mir
rors, the light attenuation length of the LXe 
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Fig. 1. Liquid Xe scintillation chamber for heavy ions. 
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itself. The mirrors used . were essentially 
designed for vacuum ultraviolet photons in vac
uum. However, the refractive index of LXe is 
much larger than unity (about 1.7) and the optics 
is considerably different from that in vacuum. 
Therefore, the obtained small effective attenua
tion length may be due to the low reflectivity of 
the mirrors. 

The decay time was measured for 100 MeV In 
o ions. From the preliminary analysis, two decay 

components were found, the decay times of 
which are 17nsec and 95nsec. The former decay 
time may correspond to the triplet state of 
excited Xe molecules and the latter to the slow 
recombination of ions and electrons produced by 
incident heavy ions. 

References 
1) A. Hitachi et at.: Phys. Rev. , B27, 5279 (1983). 
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111-5-19. Data Acquisition System of the RIKEN Ring Cyclotron 

T. Ichihara, A. Yoshida, Y. Watanabe, T. Inamura, and M. Ishihara 

A general description of the data acquisition 
system at the RIKEN Ring Cyclotron is given 
elsewhere. 1

,2) In this report, we will describe the 
recent modification of the system. Figure 1 
shows the overview. 

10U·ToI<yo :~ 
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(IP/DECn.1) (DECnel) 

10 RIKEN lSukuba 
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Fig. 1. Overview of the data acquisition system at the 
RIKEN Ring Cyclotron. 

(1) On-line data acquisition system 
Currently, seven Micro VAX's are used for the 

on-line experiments of the Ring Cyclotron. The 
node names and locations are: 

RIKMV1: Micro VAX II (IF) 
RIKMV2: Micro VAX II (IF) 
RIKMV3: Micro VAX II (Linac) 
RIKMV 4: Micro VAX II (B2F RIPS) 
SMART: V AX Station 3520 (B2F SMART) 
SMARTF: V AX Server 3300 (B2F SMART) 
TKYVS8: VAX Station 3200 (B2F RIPS) 
We can perform independent measurements 

and counter tests without interference. The cur
rent version of the data-taking program supports 
the multi-crate parallel-readout using multi-J11 's 

(Starbursts). The throughput of the data taking 
is increased by using these parallel readout fea
tures. The problem in the DMA transfer of VAX 
Station 3520,resulting from the incompleteness of 
Q22 bus of the V AX-Stations 3520, has been fixed 
by installing the V AX Server 3300 as a front-end 
VAX. 

(2) Off-line data processing system-1 (V AX/ 
VMS) 

The following V AX's are available for the 
off-line data analysis and for general purposes. 

RIKEN: (virtual node name of the cluster) 
RIKV AX: V AX -6510 ( LA VC Server) 
RIKVSO: V AX STATION 3100/ M38 
RIK835: VAX Station II/ GPX 
RIKVS2: V AX Station 3100/ M38 
RIKL VI: VAX Station 3100/ M78 (Linac) 
RIKL V2: VAX Station 3100/ M78 (Linac) 
RIKSNA: DECnet/ SNA Gateway 

Theses computers are connected by LAVC 
(Local Area VAX Clusters) using Ethernet. 
They are also connected to HEPNET (DECnet) 
and TISN (DECnet/ IP) Internet and reachable 
from all over the word. (see Session 6 for detail) 

Since the recent load of the V AX -8350 
(RIK835:) was too heavy, we have replaced the 
V AX -8350 by a V AX -6510. The new V AX was 
installed in the end of November 1991. By this 
replacement, the overall performance has been 
increased to about a factor of five (from 2.3 
VUPS to 13 VUPS). We have also a plan to 
upgrade the VAX -6510 (13 VUPS) to a VAX -
6610 (32 VUPS) early in 1992. 

(3) Off-line data processing system- 2 
(FACOM MSP) 

Following FACOM MSP Main Frames are 
available at the RIKEN AcceleratorFacility. 

FACOM M-380 (RIKEN Accelerator Research 
Facility) 

F ACOM M -780/ 20 (RIKEN Computational 
Center) 
These two FACOM's are connected by the NJE 
and DSLINK via the Ethernet. These two 
F ACOM's are also connected to the DECnet/ 
SNA Gateway, and therefore 3270 full-screen 
terminal emulations and file transfer using RJE 
(Remote Job Entry) are available from the 
V AX. The FACOM M -780/ 20 is scheduled to be 
replaced by a FACOM M -1800in December, 1991. 

(4) RISC-based work stations 
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Some recent RISC-based Unix workstations 
(HP 9000/730 [21MFLOPS, '76MIPS], Sparc Sta
tion, Next Station) have been installed for the 
development of the UNIX based data processing 
system. The performance of the numerical calcu
lation of HP 9000/730 is almost equal to that of 
the Main Frame Computer FACOM M -780. We 
are now planning to use these recent RISC work
stations to process the experimental data. 

(5) Wide area network 
The RIKEN Accelerator facility is connected 

to the world-wide network of HEPNET (High 
Energy Physics NETwork) / SP AN (Space 
Physics Analysis Network) as Area 40, which is 
a part of the DECnet Internet, and the TISN 
internet (Todai International Science Network) 
which is a part of "The Internet" (NSFnet, 
ESnet, NSI, DDN etc.). 

In order to support these wide area network 
connections, we are now supporting following 6 
leased lines at the accelerator facility. 

64 kbps (DECnet/ IP) to the University of 
Tokyo, Faculty of Science 

19.2 kbps (DECnet) to RIKEN Komagome site 
(SOR group) 

9.6 kbps (DECnet) to KEK (National High 

Energy Physics Laboratory) 
9.6 kbps (DECnet/ IP) to RIKEN Life Science 

Tsukuba Center 
9.6 kbps (DECnet) to Tokyo Institute of Tech

nology, Faculty of Science 
9.6 kbps (DDX -80) to NTT DDX. (Dial in 

from the telephone). 
The leased line between RIKEN -W ako and 

RIKEN -Tsukuba will be upgraded from 9. 6kbps 
to 64kbps in February 1992. Also the leased line 
between RIKEN -Wako and University of Tokyo 
will be replaced from 64kbps to 512kbps in June 
1992. 

The address of the electric mail of the general 
users of the RIKEN Ring Cyclotron V AX is as 
follows. 

(HEPnet/ SP AN) 
RIKVAX:USERID(or 41316:USERID) 
(Internet/ BITnet) 
USERID@ RIKV AX.RIKEN .GO.JP 

References 
1) T. Ichihara: This Report, p.144. 
2) T. Ichihara et at.: IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. , 36, 1628 

(1989) . 
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111·5·20. Data Acqu isition System for the Spectrograph SMART 

T. Ichihara 

A new data acquisition system of the spectro
graph SMART has been developed. I) 

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the system. 
This system consists of two V AXes, V AX Server 
3300 and V AX Station 3520. These two V AXes 
are configured as a Local Aria V AX Cluster 
(LA VC). The boot node is VAX Station 3520 
and the Satellite node is V AX server 3300. Data 
acquisition is carried out on the VAX Server 
3300 with a CAMAC crate and the data are 
recorded on a standard 2400 feet 6250 BPS 
Magnetic Tape or 2GB Digital Audio Tape 
(DA T). V AX Station 3520 is mainly used to 
display the spectrum during the experiment and 
also for the man-machine interface. 

6250 bps 2GB 
2400 188t OAT 

Fig. 1. Data acquisition system for the spectrograph 
SMART. 

We have installed a Starburst auxiliary crate 
controller (CES 2180 ACC) on the CAMAC 
crate. For each event, a J11 micro processor in 
the Starburst ACC is interrupted by the trigger 
signal and reads the data form the CAMAC 
modules. The peak rate of CAMAC access from 
the Starburst ACC is 800kB/s (2. 5,u sec./16bit 
mode) for a block read operation. The average 
rate including the overhead is about 100-200kB/ 
s. Data are doubly buffered and when the current 
buffer is filled, Starburst changes the buffer 
immediately and generates a LAM signal to the 
host computer to start a DMA. The data transfer 
rate in the DMA depends on the length of the 
cable between the CAMAC crate controller and 
the interface in the V AX. The transfer rate is 
about 1MB/s for a short cable (5m) and about 
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Fig. 2. Task and data flow of the data acquisition system. 

310kB/ s for a long cable (90m). The data acqui
sition of event by event and DMA transfer can be 
carried out simultaneously. The priority of the 
CAMAC bus access between the CC and ACe is 
determined by the cable connection of the 
request-grant chain. Usually ACC has the higher 
priority. 

Figure 2 shows the tasks and the data flow of 
this data acquisition system. On-line monitor 
programs are running in the V AX -Server 3300 to 
fetch the new data buffer, analyze the data, and 
increment the histogram of spectra. The user can 
create any kind of the spectra by a simple fortran 
language. If the data rate is low, all the data are 
analyzed on line. But if the data rate is very high, 
only a portion of the data are analyzed on line. 
For the typical experiment of the spectrograph 
SMART, we can create a momentum spectrum 
of a particle gated by the particle identifications 
on line. 

In 1989, we installed the VAX Station 3520 for 
the data acquisition system of the spectrograph 
SMART. But we encountered a serious problem 
in the VAX Station 3520. The Q22 bus features 
of V AX Station 3520 were not complete and it 
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did not support the burst . mode DMA which is 
necessary to operate the Kinetic 2922 Crate 
Controller Interface. To fix this problem, we 
have installed a VAX Server 3300 as a front-end 
V AX. The kinetic 3922 Crete controller interface 
and the Victor Magnetic tape (2400 feet) control
ler have been migrated from the V AX Station 
3520 to the V AX Server 3300. The Q22 Bus of the 
VAX Server 3300 satisfies the complete Q22 
standard and the problem of the burst mode 
DMA of the Kinetic 2922 Crate contrbller inter
faces has been solved. 

We have also installed the Digital Audio Tape 
(DAT) to record raw data. We can record about 
2GB per one cartridge of the DAT. The error 
rate of the DA T is extremely low (10- 15

) and 
reliability is better than an 8mm tape. This DA T 
will be the standard media to record raw data in 
the facility. 

References 
1) T . Ichihara et at.: IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., 36, 1628 

(1989) . 
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111-5-21. New Computer System for Data Analysis 

Y. Watanabe, T. Ichihara, and A. Yoshida 

We report here about three new workstations 
that were introduced in our laboratory. These 
workstations have a common ability that distin
guishes them from the computer we have used. It 
is a UNIX operating system that is recently 
spreading in many fields from computer science 
to business application. 

For contemporary physics, computer is one of 
the important apparatus. Particularly in our 
field, recent research is going more precise and 
requiring a larger quantity of data. So, we have 
been using the mainframe (FACOM M380) for 
theoretical calculations and data analysis, 
because of the computing power. 

Recently, computer technology expands drasti
cally, especially some workstations based on the 
RISC· technology (so called RISC-workstation) 
get comparable power as the mainframe (Table 
1). Since they are much cheeper than the main
frames, we can get much computing power with 
a small expense. In fact, these workstations are 
spreading quickly in many fields. We may 
replace the mainframe by such workstations. 
However there are some problems that must be 
overcome. UNIX that is only available operat
ing system on such RISC-workstations does not 
have all functions we need, such as realtime 
capability and flexible handler for magnetic tape 
devices. 

Table 1. Relative performance of some computers. 

C1 C2 C3 C4 Avr 
(RISCUNIX) 

H.P9000n30 92 101 621 202 185 
PowerStation530 101 135 149 66 122 
SparcStation 1 9 6 41 18 15 

(VAXNMS) 
VAX6510 25 20 69 45 35 
MicroVAXII 1 1 4 3 2 

(MainFrame) 
FACOMM380 100 100 100 100 100 

CI-C4 are floating point calculations that are prepared 
by T. Ichihara for a benchmark test. 

Cl,2: simple calc. with single and double precision 
C3: matrix 
C4: many nestings and conditional branches 

* Reduced Instraction Set Computer. 

In such situation, we introduced three new 
workstaions in our laboratory to investigate the 
possibility of the RISC-workstation and UNIX 
operating system for our purpose. The main 
component is HP9000/ 730 that was selected for 
the high computing power. It has also a DA T 
tapedrive (2GB/ tape) and a Magnet-Optical disk 
(660MB/disk) that must be needed to store our 
experimental raw data (Typical data size is 
several G B in one experiment) . 

We connected closely this HP with SUN and 
NeXT in our laboratory (Fig. 1). Multi vender 
connectability is also important because no sin
gle system gives us all of the feature we want. 
These three workstations have peculiar charac
teristics each other. HP has high computing 
power as we mentioned above. SUN (SPARCsta
tion 1) is the most popular workstation in the 
world. The population is very important for 
software availability. NeXT that takes newest 
software technologies, has most elegant environ
ment for the software development . We hope 
these machines work in complementary and give 
us powerful and elegant computer environment. 

We have already succeeded to introduce in our 
HP the CERNLIB that is developed for data 
analysis and ported to many computers by 
CERN. The performance investigation is in 
progress. 

NeXTstation color - 15MIPS 
Memory : 16MB 
HardDisk : 400MB 

HP9000n30 

1- 76MIPS 
Memory : 32MB 
HardDisk : 1GB 

SparcStation 1 

1- 12.5MIPS 
Memory : 24MB 
HardDisk : 1.5GB 

Elegant environment for 
software development 

o2.8MB Floppy Disk 

High computing power 
especially for floating point 

oMagnetOptical Disk 
oDAT tape drive 

Most popular workstation in 
UNIX world 

To other com uters V AX. FA M p • CO ... ) and printers with networks 

Fig. 1. Diagram of workstaions in Radiation Laboratory. 
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111·6. Material Analysis 

1. Theory of L- V X-Ray Emission Spectra of Copper Compou nds 

J. Kawai and K. Maeda 

It is believed that the copper La (L3 - M4,5 or L 3 -

V) X-ray fluorescence spectra (XRF) are 
related to the local (Cu atom) and partial (3d) 
densities of states (DOS) of the compounds. 
Figure 1 compares the measured L3 - V X-ray 
emission spectruml) of a copper oxide with that 
calculated by the local and partial DOS.2) Since 
the DOS calculation by Redinger et al. 2

) is quite 
reliable, the disagreement between the theory 
and the experiment in Fig.I is mostly due to the 
fact that the L3 - V X-ray emission is not directly 
related to the local and partial DOS. Therefore 
we have proposed a theory3) to interpret the Cu 
L3 - V line shape of various copper compounds 
based on the theory of X-ray photoelectron spec
tra (XPS) of van der Laan et al. 4

) as follows. 
The Cu 2P3!2 X-ray photoelectron spectra 

(XPS) of divalent copper compounds (nominally 
3d 9 electron configuration) have generally one 
main peak (at 933. 6e V) and one higher binding 
energy satellite (at 943eV, so-called 'shake-up' 
satellite, since this satellite was believed to origi
nate from electron shake-up). After the study of 
van der Laan et al.,4) it has been revealed that the 
main peak is, in fact, a charge-transfer satellite. 
That is to say, an electron is transferred from 
one of the ligands to the central Cu2+ ion at the 
moment « IO- l4see) of the 2p electron photoion
ization. On the other hand, the so-called 'shake
up satellite' is, in fact, the main line, i.e., one of 
the 2p electrons is photoionized and the rest of 
the electrons in the vicinity of the photoionized 
Cu ion remains still. The final states of the 2P3/2 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the experimental L3 - V line shape 
of La2Cu04 (Barnole et at.l)) with the theoretical one 
which has been calculated from the local and partial 
DOS (Redinger et at.2»). 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the spectrum measured by 
Bonnelle5 ) (solid line with dotted points) with that 
calculated by the present theory (dashed line). 

XPS are the initial states of the L 3 - V X-ray 
emission, thus we must include this charge-trans
fer effect in the line shape analysis of Cu L3 - V 
spectra. The relation between the 2 p XPS 
and L3 - V XRF we have proposed in the previous 
paper3

) is that the L3 - V main line (930eV) of 
XRF corresponds to the main line of 2P3/2 XPS 
and that the high energy shoulder (932-935eV) of 
XRF corresponds to the so-called 'shake-up' sat
ellite of 2P3!2 XPS. 

To check the above theory, we have calculated 
the L3 - V spectrum of CuO, as shown in Fig. 2. 
The transition energy was calculated from 
Slater-Condon parameters determined by the 
atomic Hartree-Fock-Slater calculations. The 
relative intensities of the components of the 
X-ray lines were determined by the LS coupling. 
Comparing the calculated spectrum with the 
measured spectrum by Bonnelle,5) it is concluded 
that the agreement between our theory and the 
experiment is satisfactory. 
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111-6-2. Nickel L- V PIXE Spectra of Alloys 

J. Kawai, K. Maeda, Y. Sasa, M. Takami, T. Urai, 
T. Hanada, and M. Uda 

The L 2,3- V or L 2,3-M4,5 (Siegbahn notation Lj3, 
a) X -ray emission spectra measured by an elec
tron probe X -ray micro analyzer (EPMA) or X
ray fluorescence (XRF) spectrometer have been 
used to characterize the transition-metal com
pounds such as oxide superconductors. This is 
mainly because the L- V X -ray transition 
involves the valence orbital (V) of the analyte. 1

) 

Therefore the L- V spectra contain information 
on the partial and local densities of states (DOS) 
of the analyte. However a group of satellite lines 
are usually observed on the high energy shoulder 
of the L - V main lines. These satellite lines are 
believed to be emitted either by multiple ionized 
states or by poorly screened states. However the 
contribution from these two origins are not well 
clarified till now. Therefore it is required to 
clarify the contribution from the two origins to 
use the profile changes of EPMA spectra for the 
characterization of transition-metal compounds. 
A comparison between electron and ion (parti
cle) induced X - ray emission (PIXE) spectra 
with high energy resolution measurements clari
fies the degree of contribution from the above 
two origins. 

We have measured the L - V X - ray spectra 
of nickel metal and alloys (J.L -metal and nickel
cromium alloy) by 2.6 keV electron beam and 
1.5 MeV/nucleon (21.03 MeV) N2+ heavy ion 
beam at RILAC. The analyzing crystal was RAP 
(100) (2d = 26 ,12 A). The sample (target) cur
rent was 20 J.LA for the electron excitation and 
'""'-' 100 nA for the N2+ ion excitation. The spectra 
were stored till the integrated ion current 
became more than 2 mC. A position sensitive 
detector composed of a microchannel plate and a 
photodiode array was used for the X - ray detec
tion. A Perkin-Elmer <1>04-015 grazing- incidence 
electron gun, which was set on the same PIXE 
chamber as shown in Fig.1 to use the same X
ray optics for comparison of the difference in the 
two excitation methods, was used for the elec
tron excitation. The pressure of the sample 
chamber was kept lower than 10-5 Torr during 
the measurements. 

The measured spectra of a nickel metal are 
shown in Fig.2. Though the spectra excited by 
electrons are significantly different from those 
excited by N2+ ions, no significant difference was 
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Fig. 1. Setup of the electron gun. 
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Fig. 2. Measured Ni L- V X - ray spectra of a nickel 
metal excited by 2.6 ke V electron (solid line) and by 
21.03 MeV NZ+ ion (dotted). Sl and S2 indicate the 
multiple ionized satellites. 

detected among the measured metal and alloys if 
the excitation method was the same. Two strong 
satellites were found in the N2+ excited X -ray 
spectra of nickel metal and alloys (denoted by Sl 
and S2 in Fig. 2). 

Though theoretical calculations are required 
to assign the X - ray transitions of the two satel
lites, it is concluded that the comparison between 
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the PIXE and electron excitation X -ray emission 
spectra reveals the presence of multiple ionized 
satellites which are usually hidden in the spectra 
of EPMA and fluorescent X -ray spectra. It has 
also been clarified that the contribution from the 
multiple ionization is negligible compared with 
that from a poorly screened state as the origin of 
the high energy shoulder of L - V X -ray lines 

measured by EPMA or XRF spectrometers. 
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111·6·3. Particle Induced Optical Luminescence of Lanthanoid Metals 

J. Kawai, K. Ando, T. Kambara, and K. Maeda 

Though the detection of electron or X -ray 
induced optical luminescence of lanthanoid 
metals in insulators is one of the most powerful 
methods of trace elemental analysis/ ,2) it is not 
widely used in analytical chemistry. This is 
mainly because the intensity of X - ray induced 
optical luminescence depends on the sample prep
aration method as well as the concentration in 
the sample. It is not detected for either metallic 
samples nor insulators of perfect crystals. There
fore it is interesting to study whether such metal
lic samples which are not luminescent by the X
irradiation emit optical luminescence when they 
are bombarded by high energy heavy ions. 

We measured the optical luminescence of sev
eral rare earth compounds at RIKEN Linear 
Accelerator (RILAC). The samples measured 
were a Sm metal deposited on an Al foil (2,um) 
and EuF3 (49.5,ug/ cm2) on Mylar (2.5,um) for 
the 4.03-MeV He+ excitation, and Sm metal, 
EU203 , N d20 3 on Al foils (2 ,urn) for the 
52. 0- MeV Ar8+ ion beam. The sample was 
irradiated by the ion beam in vacuum « 10- 6 

Torr). The emitted optical signal going through 
a quartz view port of the vacuum chamber was 
then analyzed by a Nikon G-250 Czerny-Turner 
type grating spectrometer and detected by a 
quartz window photomultiplier. Typical mea
sured spectra are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. 

Whereas the emission lines from argon ions 
were observed (488, 435, and 410 nm peaks in 
Fig. 2) in the Ar8+-induced spectra for all the 
samples measured in the present study, the He+
induced spectra (Fig. 1) were significantly dif
ferent each other and also were different from 
those excited by the Ar8+ ion. Since the basic 
research in this area has not well been perfor
med, the profile changes of the measured spectra 
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Fig. 1. He+- induced optical emission spectra of EuF3 and 
Sm. 
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Fig. 2. Ar8Linduced optical emission spectra of Sm and 
EU20 3' 

have not been interpreted. However it is conclud
ed that the optical signal can be detected for very 
low amounts of samples, thus this method has a 
potential to be a powerful tool of trace elemental 
analysis. 
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111-6-4. Analysis of an Accident during Ozone Experiments by 
Means of the Heavy-Ion Rutherford Scattering 

M. Aratani and M. Yanokura 

An accident happened during ozone distillation 
in an inorganic synthesis experiment at a certain 
National Institute in the Capital Region. A spiral 
stainless steel pipe used as the ozone distillator 
exploded into fragments, which flew over and 
sticked to human body near by. Observation on 
the exploded pipe showed that the explosion site 
of the pipe was situated at the bottom of the 
distillator and at the end point of the spiral part, 
from which the pipe went up vertically to the 
next part of the apparatus. Two substances 
loomed up as possible suspects through discus
sions; carbonaceous contaminant gas and ozone 
gas itself. The very gaseous substances for sam
pling, however, had been lost in the explosion. 
Thus, the heavy-ion Rutherford scattering was 
suggested for the inside surface characterization 
of the fragments so as to make clear the cause of 
the accident. 

Three kinds of samples were provided; one 
was a fragment from the explosion site, another 
was a portion of the pipe at a distance of 30 cm 
from the explosion site, and the other was an 

Fig. 1. Comparison of the three spectra shows that a 
thick oxide film but not a carbon film was formed on 
the inside surface of the pipe at the exploded site. 

1 : Spectrum of the exploded site. 
2 : Spectrum of SiOz as the oxygen standard sample. 
3 : Spectrum of a diamond- like carbon(DLC) film 

as the carbon standard sample. 

unused stainless steel pipe of the same kind. The 
samples were cut into 19 mm in length, opened 
and made flat, and the inside surfaces of the 
samples were examined by use of a 50 Me V 40 Ar 
ion beam. The details of the HIRS method was 
previously reported in RIKEN Accel. Progr. Rep. 
and elsewhere. 1) 

Simultaneous measurements for light and 
heavy elements were performed with the sam
ples. Some of the spectra were shown in Fig.l. A 
large quantity of oxygen atoms were found for 
the sample from the explosion site. For the sam
ple 30 cm distant from there, oxygen atoms also 
observed but in a much less quantity. Oxygen 
atoms were scarcely found for the unused-pipe 
sample. Carbon atoms were not observed for any 
samples. The presence of a small quantity of 
tungsten atoms was suggested for the samples 
from the explosion site. A series of measure
ments led us to the conclusion that ozone was 
responsible for the explosion due to decomposi
tion into oxygen to make a thick oxide layer on 
the inside surface. 

According to our suggestion of the presence of 
tungsten atoms by HIRS, a destructive chemical 
analysis was performed at their Institute. Origin 
of the tungsten atoms was also examined by the 
destructive chemical analysis of all the materials 
used in the apparatus. The results showed the 
electrodes of an ozone generator prior to the 
ozone distillator were made of tungsten. It may 
be supposed that fine particles of tungsten oxide 
which were formed by the discharge in the ozone 
generator, transported to the bottom of the ozone 
distillator by ozone stream and accumulated 
there, would have played a role in the explosive 
decomposition of ozone. 

References 
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111-6-5. Light-Element Impurities in a TiN Film Studied by 
Heavy-Ion Rutherford ·Scatteri ng 

H. Akiyama, K. Onoe, * M. Yanokura, and M. Aratani 

A thin film of titanium nitride (TiN) is em
ployed for coating cutting tools because of its 
hardness and for coloring decorative art works 
because of its beautiful color. Contamination by 
impurities has so much influence on various 
properties of the thin film that their characteriza
tion is indispensable for manufacturing high
purity thin films. So, we have examined light
element impurities in a thin TiN film prepared 
on a Si substrate by the sputtering technique. 
The thickness of the TiN film was 350 A. The 
heavy-ion Rutherford scattering (HIRS) method 
has been used in combination with the TOF 
measurement. The incident beam was argon of 
1.3 MeV /nudeon in energy. 

The samples were cut into pieces of a size of 19 
mm X 9 mm. In a one meter scattering chamber 
in A-I course of RILAC, we set a target holder 
with nine pieces of samples at an angle of 10° (01 ) 

and surface-barrier semiconductor detectors 
(SSD) at angles of 3T and 47° (02 ) to the incident 
beam. The SSD at angles of 37° detected 
forward-scattered argon ions and forward-recoil
ed ions. The SSD at angles of 4T was used for 
monitoring the incident argon beam. The sam
ples were bombarded with a 52.46 MeV Ar beam 
under a vacuum (6.7 x 10- 4Pa). The spot size of 
the incident ion beam was 1.5 mm X 1.5 mm on 
the specimen. The beam current and irradia
tion doses during measurements were 7 to 8 nano
amperes and 8 to 10 microcoulombs, respec
tively which are thought to be within the dose 
range to produce no serious irradiation effect in 
this experiment. 

Energy spectrum for recoiled silicon and oxy
gen from a Si02 standard is shown in Fig. 1 (a), 
and that for recoiled ions and forward scattered 
ions from the thin TiN film are shown in Fig. 
1 (b). The thick arrow in Fig. 1 (b) indicates the 
position of the energy of recoiled light-impurity 
atoms which were contained in the thin TiN film. 
The light element has been identified to be oxy
gen, because the energy of the peak marked with 

* Institute for Super Materials, ULVAC JAPAN, Ltd. 
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Fig. 1. Energy spectra of recoiled ions and forward 
scattered Ar ions from (a) Si02 and (b) a thin TiN film. 
Si (Ar) and Ti (Ar) represent Ar ions forward-scattered 
by Si and Ti atoms, respectively. Target angle, fA = 10°; 
Detector angle, ()2 = 37" 

the thick arrow agrees with the energy of oxygen 
atoms from the Si02 standard. Total content of 
the oxygen in the TiN film is calculated to be 6.0 
at% which corresponds to 3.1 wt%. The origin 
of impurity oxygen atoms may be attributed to 
those absorbed into the film from residual gas in 
the processes of preparation of the TiN film. 

As stated above, the nondestructive nitrogen
oxygen separation and the simultaneous quanti
tative analysis of light elements have been suc
cessfully performed by the HIRS with argon. The 
nitrogen-oxygen separation also has been con
firmed by the TOF measurement. 

The present TiN film can be used as a stan
dard material of 1. 05 X 1017 atoms/ cm2 nitrogen. 
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111-6-6. Non-Destructive Analysis of Hydrogen Isotopes in the Volcanic 
Glass by Linear Accelerator 

A. Okada, M. Aratani, M. Yanokura, and H. Akiyama 

Obsidian, a natural glass of volcanic origin, 
contains 0.3-8. Owt. % H20.1) It is geochemically 
interesting to investigate the source of water in 
the volcanic eruptives from volcanoes which 
distribute in the active areas on the earth. In 
addition, obsidian is an archaeologically impor
tant material, with which the antiquity made 
implements in the stone age of ancient Japan. It 
is also significant to investigate where and how 
the ancients got obsidian for the production of 
stone implements. For these purposes, we mea
sured the IH and D abundance of obsidian sam
ples. 

Recently the scattering analysis using a linear 
accelerator has been applied to the determina
tion of hydrogen in solid materials. Further, the 
high-sensitive analysis of deuterium in solid 
samples using nuclear reaction of 15N with 
deuterium, i.e., D(15N, py)16N~160 and D(15N, 
n y) 160, has been recently developed.2) 

The intense 6 .13 MeV y-ray emitted by the 
decay of excited 160 is measured with a BGO, 
bismuth germanate (Bi4Ge3012), scintillator. 
This method is highly sensitive to deuterium in 
solids. 

In this work, we examined the possibility of 
the simultaneous and non-destructive analysis of 
both 1 Hand D contents of obsidian, combining 
both the scattering reaction and nuclear reaction 
by a 15N2+ beam of RIKEN linear accelerator. 
Figure 1 shows the schematic arrangement of the 
sample-detector system in the scattering cham
ber. Polished obsidian samples from Tokachi
dake, Hokkaido, Japan, and from Arizona, U.S. 
A., were set at 15° to the incident 15N2+ beam (15 
MeV and 20 nA). The recoiled hydrogen atoms 
from the sample were measured by the solid state 
detector set at an angle of 30° to the incident 
beam. A BGO scintillator was set close by the 
target to detect y-ray emissions. Figure 2 shows 
the y-ray spectrum detected by the BGO scintil
lator. The result showed that the simultaneous 
analysis of 1 Hand D of the geological sample by 
using a linear accelerator is promising. But in 
this experiment, the energy resolution of the 
BGO scintillator was not so enough for the calcu
lation of the hydrogen isotope abundance. At 
present, improvements in the resolution of the 
BGO detector are being done. 

15N2+ Beam from RILAC 

Fig. 1. Schematic arrangement of the sample-detector 
system in the scattering chamber (1000 mm in dia.). 
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Fig. 2. y-ray spectrum of 160 produced by lSN -induced 
nuclear reaction with deuterium in obsidian. 
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IV. NUCLEAR DATA 

1. Status Report of the Nuclear Data Group 

Y. Tendow, A. Yoshida, Y. Ohkubo, A. Hashizume, and K. Kitao 

The Nuclear Data Group has suffered a change 
in the staff this year. Hashizume, the group 
leader, has retired from RIKEN. He has been 
making efforts for years to establish and expand 
the activities of our group and he is supposed to 
continue the nuclear data compilation works as a 
part-time staff of the group. The decrease of 
experienced compilers is a general trend seen in 
the fields of nuclear data activities. It is an 
urgent matter to train new hands in order to keep 
up good maintenance and constant supply of 
nuclear data in the future. We have been continu
ing the following data activities since 
previous years. I) 

(1) Nuclear reaction cross-section data 
(EXFOR) 

Compilation of nuclear reaction cross-sections 
induced by charged particles in the EXFOR for
mat has been continued. We had restricted our 
scope of compilation to the production cross 
-sections for 20 radioisotopes commonly used in 
biomedical applications: llC, 13N, 150, 18F, 28Mg, 
52Fe, 67Ga, 68Ge, 68Ga, 74As, 77Br, 82Br, 77Kr, 81Rb, 
82mRb, 111In, 123Xe, 123CS, 127Xe, 1231, 1241, and 1251. 
Although the most of the cross-section data have 
already been compiled into the EXFOR file, a 
considerable number of important works still 
remain untouched. We tried to pick up and com
pile these works as well as recent data. It is 
essential to cover these missing works for the 
completeness of the EXFOR data base. 

An effort was made to complete the collection 
of the cross-sections for the production of 74 As 
nuclides.2) As is one of the important elements in 
the biomedical and environmental studies. 

The evaluation of excitation functions for the 
monitor reactions 12C (p, pn) llC, 27 Al (p, 3pn) 24 
N a, 63CU (p, 2n) 62Zn, and 65CU (p, n) 65Zn is 
continued. 

We sent a transmission tape #R006 to the 
IAEA Nuclear Data Section (NDS) which 
contained a new EXFOR file of 4 entries (works) 
consisted of a total of 41 subentries. (Each 
subentry corresponds to an excitation curve.) 

(2) Evaluated nuclear structure data file 
(ENSDF) 

As a member of the Sigma Committee of 

JAERI, we have been participating in the 
ENSDF compilation network coordinated by the 
Brookhaven National Nuclear Data Center 
(NNDC). We have continued evaluation and 
compilation of the A = 177 mass chain. We have 
set about a new evaluation of the A = 129 mass 
chain and in the first place references were sur
veyed and collected. The re-evaluation of A = 
120 is also planned. 

The complete ENSDF with mass A = 1 through 
266 is provided from NNDC periodically. The 
complete file is now stored in the FACOM main
frame computer as a partitioned data set of 6 
members and occupies about 1990 tracks in the 
disk memories. The file is planned to be installed 
into the V AX networks in the accelerator facility 
area. 

(3) Nuclear structure references file (NSR) 
We are engaged in collection and compilation 

of secondary references (annual reports, confer
ence proceedings etc.) published in Japan into 
Nuclear Structure References (NSR) file and 
sending it to NNDC. The NSR file is offered for 
on-line retrieval service by NNDC and also 
published as RECENT REFERENCES periodi
cally. We have completed the compilation for 
1988 and 1989 references and set about compiling 
1990 ones. Secondary sources surveyed are 
RIKEN (Accel. Prog. Rep.), JAERI-TLV 
(JAERI) , INS (Univ. Tokyo), UTT AC (Univ. 
Tsukuba), RCNP (Osaka Univ.) and CYRIC 
(Tohoku Univ.). 

The lith IAEA Consultants' Meeting of the 
Nuclear Reaction Data Centers was held on 
October 7 - 11 at the Nuclear Data Center in the 
Institute of Physics and Power Engineering in 
Obninsk, USSR. Participants were the delegates 
from 9 data centers which are engaged in CINDA 
and EXFOR compilation networks in the world. 
Each center reported the status of activities and 
discussed relevant issues of CINDA and EXFOR. 
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IV-2. Cross Section Data for 74As Production 

Y. Tendow, A. Hashizume, Y. Ohkubo, and K. Kitao 

Arsenic is one of the important elements men
acing the environment with its growing distribu
tion through modern industrial activities. 
Radioarsenic is used as a tracer in biology and in 
the study of water and soil pollution to set envi
ronmental health criteria for As. Among radioar
senic nuclides available, 74As is especially conve
nient for biomedical studies because of the 
positron emission and its moderate half-life of 
17.78 d. 

Table 1. Cross Sections for 74As Production. 

Reaction Energy (MeV) (J mu (mb a\ MeV) Reference 

74Ge (p. n) 3.43 - 5.83 167 (1\ 5.83) 1) 

74Ge (P. n) + 19 -64 85.1 (1,31.6) 2) 

76Ge (P. 3n) 6.5 - 41 30· (1,10) 3) 

"As (p. pn) 21.5 350 4) 

"As (P. spall) 2900 47 $) 

540 60.5 6) 

Br (p. spall) 593 18.8 6) 

Rb (p. spall) 593 12.8 6) 

I9Y (P. spall) 540 6.9 6) 

240 0.77 7) 

90Zr (P. spall) 1000 4.2 8) 

9JZr (P. spaU) 1000 4.7 8) 

94Zr (P. spall) 1000 7.3 8) 

96Zr (P. spaU) 1800 5.1 9) 

96Mo (p. spall) 1800 3.3 9) 

96Ru (P. spall) 1800 1.1 9) 

Ag (P. spall) 3000 3.01 10) 

29000 2.43 \0) 

In (P. spaU) 2900 2.7 11) 

Au (P. spaU) 2900 1.8 11) 

U (P. spaU) 2900 5.1 11) 

71Ga (JHe. y) 1.3 - 30.2 34.4j.1b (a' \3.7) 12) 

• j.ICI/j.IAhMeV 

74As is produced through 74Ge (p, n) and/ or 
76Ge (p, 3n) reactions on natural Ge targets. 2•3) 

Excitation functions are shown in Fig. 1. The 
curve from Basile et a1.3

) has two peaks at 
around 10 MeV and 30 MeV corresponding to 
74Ge (p, n) and 76Ge (p, 3n) reactions respectively 
and that from Horiguchi et a1. 2

) is for the 76Ge(p, 
3n) reaction. Basile et a1. 3

) reported also the 
excitation functions for the 71.72.76As production. 
Only a few works on excitation functions are 

I!-O ---=\1;-0 ----:l20~-:l30:--....J,40-..,L50-ro...L..---1701 

MeV 

Fig. 1. Excitaion functions for the natGe(p, xn)74As reac
tion. 

found in literature until now. 
A number of cross-sections for spallation reac

tions reported so far, together with the excitation 
function data, are summarized in Table 1. 

Utilization of radioarsenic will be increasing 
in the studies of biomedical and environmental 
fields in the future. More precise and overall 
measurements are expected to be advantageous. 
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V. DEVELOPMENT OF ACCELERATOR FACILITIES 

1. Ion Accelerator Development 

1. Beam Phase Meter for RIKEN Ri ng Cyclotron 

M. Kase and 1. Yokoyama 

In cyclotron tunings, to build an isochronous 
magnetic fields is one of the most important 
processes. Main and trim coil currents in the 
sector magnet are initially set according either 
to the estimation using the field mapping data or 
to the data of the previous operation in the same 
conditions. These initial settings are not good 
enough for making an accurate isochronous 
field. The beam phase measurement is always 
necessary for the further tuning. Inside a cyclo
tron, in one of valley between two sector mag
nets, a set of phase probes is installed. I) Twenty 
pairs of capacitive phase probes consisting of 
parallel plate electrodes are aligned radially and 
cover almost all orbital region of beam. The 
magnetic currents are finally tuned so that these 
phase probes will feel the beam simultaneously. 
As the result a good isochronism can be 
achieved. 

So far these measurements have been done by 
observing signals from these phase probes on an 
oscilloscope display. A position of the beam 

SIG 

Zf. 

signal on time axis is read for each phase probe 
step by step. In order to make these measure
ments more efficiently, a phase meter has been 
developed to convert timing information of these 
signals into dc voltage ones which can be easily 
read by a computer. 

A block diagram of the phase meter is shown 
in Fig. 1. The circuit has been designed to handle 
the second harmonic component selectively on 
basis of the heterodyne scheme. A frequency of 
455 kHz has been selected as its intermediate 
frequency, f j. The phase meter needs two kinds of 
signals with frequencies, 2fo and 2fo - fh where fo 
is the fundermental frequency of the radio fre
quency (rf) system. These signals are made with 
a frequency doubler and a local oscillator. A 
phase probe signal, after amplified, is mixed with 
a 2fo -fj signal in a double balanced mixer 
(DBM). A narrow band pass filter (455kHz) 
selects only 455 kHz signal which has a phase 
information of 2fo-component of phase probe 
signal. A reference signal is also converted into 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the phase meter. Shadow triangles show wide band amplifiers of 1 - 400MHz. DBM 
is the double balanced mixer, PD the phase detector, PS the power splitter, rms the route mean square 
converter, and BPF the narrow band pass filter, fB = 455 ± 1kHz. 
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Fig. 2. Typical result of beam phase measurement for 
twenty pairs of phase probes inside RRC. Horizontal 
axis is the radius of beam orbits and vertical one is the 
beam phase in deg. Plots in the positive phase region 
mean that beam is late relative to that at the first inside 
probe location. Squares aligned along 0 deg line show 
the location of phase probes and figures with # the 
location of trim coils. Beam is 95MeV Ar in fo=28.1 
MHz. Beam intensity is 100 enA. 

455kHz signals keeping its phase unchanged in 
the same way. With two phase detectors, PD, two 
components of Acos8 and Asin8 are obtained, 
where A is the amplitude and 8 the phase of 2fo-

component of phase probe signal. A should be 
proportional to a beam intensity and is monitor
ed directly with a rms converter. 

These three dc signals are fed into an analog 
input of interface board, DIM (Devise Interface 
Module) of control system,2) where they are 
converted into 12-bit digital signals every 1 ms 

and stored into an 8 kbite memory inside. After 
the memory is full, data are transferred to a host 
computer, and then averaged values of X = 
Acos8 and Y = Asin8 are calculated. To elimi
nate the noise effect, these measurements are 
done in two ways, that is, with beam (Xs and Y s) 
and without beam (Xn and Yn). Beam can be 
stopped easily and rapidly by an electric beam 
switcher just after the ion source. The duration 
of cutting beam is 0.5 s for one phase probe. 
Beam phase is obtained by subtracting the noise 
effect, that is, using 8s = arctan (Y s - Y n) / (Xs - Xn) . 
Beam phase values, which are relative to the 
phase probe no. 1, are obtained for the all phase 
probes by switching the probes. These are done 
automatically by a computer control. 

Typical result of the measurement is shown in 
Fig. 2 for twenty pairs of phase probes in the 
RIKEN Ring Cyclotron (RRC), which shows that 
the magnetic field is lower than isochronous one 
for a radius around 1800mm and higher than it 
for a radius around 3000mm. The data obtained 
in this way are consistent with those obtained by 
observing an oscilloscope. This circuit is also 
applicable to pahase probes in the A VF cyclo
tron and beamline. 
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V-1-2. Recent Improvement of Micro-Program in a Control 
Interface for a Magnet Power Supply 

M. N agase, I. Yokoyama, M. Kase, and Y. Yano 

The CIM (Communication Interface Module) 
and the DIM (Device Interface Module) were 
completed in 1984,1) and a computer control sys
tem using them was completed in 1985,2) one year 
before the completion of the RRC (RIKEN Ring 
Cyclotron). Since then, they have been used for 
the control of RRC as a remote end I/O interface 
of a main control computer M -60 (Me1com 
350-60) . Among them, the DIM is a programma
ble and active device consisting of a CPU (8-bit 
micro processor), ROM (read only memory), 
RAM (randum access memory), I/O ports, etc. 
The DIM executes a function according to its 
micro-program, which is stored in the ROM and 
written in a special 8-bit assembler language. 
The computer control of a magnet power supply 
is carried out by the main-program of M -60 

calling a function of DIM. 
Table 1 shows the access commands and their 

functions for the DIM. The MCST (Multi Cur
rent Setting Task for a magnet power supply),3) 
which is one of the automatic processing func
tions programmed on the DIM, could successfully 
decrease the initial setting time of large number 
of magnet power supplies and also decrease the 
task load of M -60 . 

Recently, it became necessary for the DIM to 
have an automatic trouble check function for the 
magnet power supply, because of the occasional 
trouble of magnet power supply due to the dam
age of electric parts, the failure in the water 
cooling system, etc. The CCT (Current Check 
Task) and the SCT (Status Check Task) were 
newly added to the function of DIM, and two 

Table 1. Command Code Reference for CIM and DIM in 1991 . 

F. COMMAND 
CODE CODE (Z6) 

22 000000 
22 010000 
22 020000 
22 100000 
22 200000 
22 21 .... 
22 300000 
22 3Itttt 
22 4pttdd 
22 5pdddd 
22 10aadd 
22 SpOOOO 
22 9pOOOO 
22 ApOOOO 
22 BpOOhh 
22 BplOhh 
22 CpOOhh 
22 Cpl0hh 
22 Dxxxxx 
22 EOOOOO 
22 EI0000 
22 FOaan 

22 600001 
22 610001 
22 600002 
22 800003 
22 600004 
22 600005 
22 600006 
22 610006 
22 600007 
22 610007 
22 800008 
22 610008 
22 800009 
22 810009 
22 60000A 
22 60000C 
22 600000 
22 600010 
22 600020 
22 600036 

NOTE 

FUNCT ION 

CIM INITIALIZE 
ENABLE CIM LAM (Look At Me sllnal tor CAMAC) 
DISABLE CIM LAM (Look At Me sllnol tor CAMAC) 
DIM INITIALIZE 
DIM MODE GET 
DIM MODE SET 
DIM TASK CYCLE TIME GET 
o 1M TASK CYCLE T I ME SET 
DIM PULSE OUTPUT (OR I BYTE OUTPUT) 
DIM 2 BYTE OUTPUT 
DIM MEMORY WRITE 
DIM DIGITAL PORT READ (1 BYTE) 
DIM DIGITAL PORT READ (2 BYTE) 
o 1M ANALOG PORT READ 
DIM DIGITAL RECORD READ (SINGLE PORT) 
DIM DIGITAL RECORD READ (ALL PORT) 
DIM ANALOG RECORD READ (SINGLE PORT) 
DIM ANALOG RECORD READ (ALL PORT) 
NO OnRAT ION 
DIM TASK STATUS READ (READ AND RESTART) 
DIM TASK STATUS READ (READ ONLY) 
DIM MEMORY READ 

DIM MEMORY CLEAR (ALL REGION) 
DIM MEMORY CLEAR (RECORO REGION) 
NO OPERAr'ION 
NO OPERATION 
NO OPERA! ION 
START MPS . MULTI CURRo SET & CURRo CHECK TASK 
START PORT RECORD TASK (ENDLESS) 
START PORT RECORD TASK (48 CYCLE ONLY) 
START RFI. RECORD TASK (ENDLESS) 
START RFI. RECORD TASK (48 CYCLE ONLv) 
START RFS. RECORD TASK (ENDLESS) 
START RFS. RECORD TASK (48 CYCLE ONL V) 
START VAC. RECORO TASK (ENDLESS) 
START VAC. RECORD TASK (48 CYCLE ONL V) 
NO PPERA! ION 
START MPS. CURR o CHECK TASK 
START HIGH SPEED ANALOG RECORD TASK 
STOP TASK 
RESTART RESTING TASK 
MPS. CURRo CLEAR 

-I ...... Is a lode code. 
*2 "tttt' Is a hex . tile (IS.). 
*3 "p" Is a port address. 
*4 Ott" Is a hl,h order hex . tile (IS.). 
*5 "dd" Is a I b~te data. 
*6 "dddd" Is a 2 b~te data. 
-7 "ea" Is a hl'h order lelor~ address. 
-8 "hh" Is a record hlstorv depth . 
-S "xxxxx' Is not care. 
-10 "aeaa" Is a a~solute lelon address. 
-II "MPS" stands tor M.,net POler Supplv. 
-12 "RFI" stands tor Radio Frequeno~ svstel Interlock status . 
-13 "RFS" stands tor Radio FreQuencv s~ste. operat Ion status. 
-\4 "VAC' stands tor Vacuule svstel Interlock status. 
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Table 2. DIM. Task Mode Holder (Read/ Write Possible) . 

On/Off 01 Error Tranoltlon Record Mode 
On/Olf of Input Port Check Task (Status Check Task) 

Enable/Dlaoble Soft .. re Interruption br a task 

:::::, Enable/Dleable Hard .. re Interruption at checkl .. port var led 
:::: Analor or Dlrltal Input Port Addr .. , to be checked 

l:, Tranaltlon Record Depth alter Error 
1 Analor Deviation Error Lla l t 

TRK i PCT i ESI i EHI CHECKING PORT ADDRESS i RECORD DEPTH ANALOG ERR LIMIT I 
blS bl( bJ3 bl2 bl l b i D b9 b! b7 be b6 b( b3 b2 bl bO 

Table 3. DIM. Task Status Holder (Read Only) . 

Indecate Run/Stop state 01 TlSk Excitable Tlur 
Indecate Runlnr/Restlnr state of Back Ground Task 

Indecate Error Detection br a Taok 

, Runnlnr or Rutlnr Task Nu.ber 
1::::, Indecate Check In, Port Varied 

::,'. Error Subaddress or Error Port Address 
: Error Grlde or Error Bit 

nUN i nST i TEU l PUR i TASK HUMBER ERR ADDRESS ERR GRADE I 
bl5 bU blS bl2 bll blO b9 b8 b7 be b6 b( b3 b2 bl bO 

memory locations defined as the TMH (Task 
Mode Holder) and the TSH (Task Status 
Holder) were provided for these tasks. Their 
operations and characteristics are documented 
as follows. 

1) CCT: This is automatically started after the 
end of MCST. It takes actual current data of 
magnet power supply, and calculates the devia
tion between the actual data and their reference 
data, which were previousely set on the RAM as 
the result of MCST. This task is cyclically 
repeated in a certain time interval if no error 
occurs. An error code is set into the TSH when 
the deviation is over a limit, and an interruption 
code is sent to the M-60. After that, the task 
rests, keeping the error status on the TSH until 
the M -60 reads out its contents. 

2) SCT: This can be executed in parallel with 
other tasks, and is operated similarly to CCT. 
Difference is that the check target is not the 
actual current but a status bit pattern of magnet 
power supply. So that, an error code is set into 
the TSH when a status bit varies, and also an 
iterruption code is sent to the M -60. 

3) TMH: Contents of TMH are shown in 
Table 2. They can be read or written by M -60, 
and referred by a task. It keeps a check mode 
such as whether an interruption is enable or 
disable, whether the STC runs or stops, an input 
port address to be checked, a limit data of cur
rent deviation, etc. 

4) TSH: Contents of TSH are shown in Table 
3. They are written by the CCT and SCT, and 
read by M -60. It keeps status information such 
as whether an error happened or not, running 
task number, error source address, error grade, 
etc. 

Thus, M -60 can find a trouble of the magnet 
power supply easily and immediately by only 
reading out the two-byte status in TSH. Perfor
mance of CCT and SeT was tested and con
firmed using an Analog I/O Interface, which had 
been made in 1987 as an I/O simulator of the real 
magnet power supply. 

Replacement of the micro-program in the all 
DIM was completed. Development of a practical 
application program of the M -60 including the 
new interruption processing, is in progress now, 
and will be established in near future. They will 
be useful not only for the rapid trouble discovery 
of magnet power supplies but also for the reduc
tion of M -60's task load. 
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V·l·3. Effect of Coating the Plasma Chamber Wall in RIKEN Electron 
Cyclotron Resonance Ion Source (ECRIS) on the Beam 

Intensity of the Highly Charged Ions 

T. Nakagawa 

Recently, several authors reported that the 
condition of a chamber wall of the ECRIS is 
important to produce the highly charged ions and 
the enhancement of the beam intensity is obser
ved after coating the chamber wall with 
thoriuml} or Si02 •

2
) We also observed the enhan

cement of performance of highly charged ions 
after coating the chamber wall of the RIKEN 
ECRIS with Al20 3 and MgO. 

The beam intensity was measured before and 

(a) 

4 6 7 

Charge State 

II 12 13 14 15 16 17 

Charge state 

Fig. 1. (a) Beam intensity of carbon and nitrogen ions as 
a function of the charge state Open and closed circles 
are the beam intensities before and after producing Al 
ions. (b) Beam intensity of argon ions as a function of the 
charge state. Open and closed circles are the beam 
intensities before and after producing Al ions. 

after producing Al and Mg ions with the ECR ion 
source. In order to produce Al ions, an Al 20 3 

ceramic rod was directly inserted into the 
plasma in the second stage and heated to obtain 
the sufficiently high vapor pressure. The support 
gas was oxygen. The diameter and length of the 
rod were 4 and 200 mm, respectively. The con
sumption rate was 0.1 mm/ l0 min .. The evapor
ated aluminium oxide was ionized in the plasma 
and extracted from the ECR ion source. Part of 
the ions were attached to the chamber wall. 

In order to minimize other effects on the beam 
intensity, other parameters ( gas pressure, RF 
power, axial and radial magnetic fields) were 
not changed before or after producing Al ions. 
RF powers of the first and second stages were 50 
and 800 W, respectively. The extraction voltage 
was 10 kV for all elements. 

In Fig. 1 (a) and (b), open and closed circles 
are the beam intensity for each charge state 
before and after producing Al ions, respectively. 
It is clear that the intensity of highly charged 
ions was strongly enhanced after producing Al 
ions. This effect continued for several months. 
Then, the beam intensity decreased with the 
same parameter set of the ECR ion source. 

We have observed the same effect after 
producing Mg ions. Mg ions were produced by 
inserting a MgO ceramic rod into the plasma in 
the second stage. The diameter and length were 
4 and 200 mm, respectively. The consumption 
rate was 0.1 mm/ 15 min .. The performance of 
the higher-charge-state of argon, nitrogen, and 
carbon ions after producing Mg ions was the 
same as those after producing Al ions. 
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V·l·4. The Effect of Electrode in RIKEN Electron Cyclotron Resonance Ion 
Source (ECRIS) on the Beam Intensity of Highly Charged Ions 

T. Nakagawa and T. Kageyama 

Many laboratories make an effort to increase 
the intensity of highly charged ions from the 
ECRIS. The probability of producing highly 
charged ions by the single electron impact falls 
off rapidly with increasing ion charge. Therefore 
the only efficient way to obtain highly charged 
ions is the successive ionization. We are then led 
to increase the exposure time of ions to the cloud 
of electrons or to increase the electron density in 
the plasma. In order to increase the electron 
density in the plasma, a Grenoble group has put 
the electrode near the gas injection of the 
MINIMAFIOS which has an operating frequency 
of 18 GHz and then supply the electrode with a 
negative voltage to push out electrons from the 
first to the second stage. 1) We also put the elec
trode in the first stage of the RIKEN ECRIS and 
supplied a bias voltage to the electrode to push 
out the electrons from the first to the second 
stage. 

Figure 1 shows the beam intensity of 4°Arll+ as 
a function of the bias voltage of the electrode. 
The beam intensity increased with decreasing 
the bias voltage to - 250 V and then became 
ra ther constant. Open triangles are the beam 
intensity when we used the electrode. Open 
squares are the beam currents when we used the 
electrode after coating the chamber wall with the 
Ab03. As described in Refs. 2 and 3, the condition 

l00~------------~ 

1~~--~~--~~ 

-500 -400 -300 -200 -100 0 

Bias Voltage (V) 

Fig. 1. The Beam intensity of 4°Arll+ as a function of the 
bias voltage of the electrode. Open triangles are beam 
currents when the electrode was used. Open squares are 
beam currents when the electrode was used after coat
ing the chamber wall with Alz0 3 by inserting an Al20 3 

ceramic rod into the second stage plasma for 30 min; 

.1 L.......~..J...--'---.l-...-L.---'---' 
10 11 12 13 14 IS 16 17 

Charge State 

Fig. 2. The Beam intensity of argon ions as a function of 
the charge state Open circles are the best result before 
setting the electrode in the first stage. Open triangles 
are the beam intensity when the electrode was used. 
Open squares are the beam intensity when the electrode 
was used after coating the chamber wall with Al 20 3 by 
inserting an Al20 3 ceramic rod into the second stage 
plasma. Lines are drawn to guide the eye through the 
data points. 

of chamber wall is very important to increase the 
intensity of highly charged ions. Figure 2 shows 
the beam intensity of argon ions as a function of 
the charge state. Open circles are the "best 
result" before setting the electrode. Open tri
angles are the beam currents when we used the 
electrode ( bias voltage is -250 V). Open 
squares are the beam currents when we used the 
electrode after coating the chamber wall with 
Alz0 3 • 

Usually the RF power of the first stage is 50-
100 W. The beam intensity becomes unstable 
with increasing the RF power of the first stage. 
An advantage of the RIKEN ECRIS compared 
with the MINIMAFIOS is that the two separated 
RF power supplies can be controlled indepen
dently. So we can control the RF power of the 
first stage itself We should stress that we need 
only a few ten watts of RF power of the first 
stage to obtain these results and the beam inten
sity becomes more stable compared with that 
before setting the electrode. 
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V-l-S. High Intensity Polarized Ion Sou rce 

H. Sakai, H. Okamura, N. Sakamoto, 'K. Hatanaka, Y. Yano, 
T. Kubo, N. Inabe, M. Saito J. Fujita, and T. Kageyama 

The RIKEN Ring Cyclotron can accelerate a 
proton (p) and a deuteron (d) upto 210 MeV and 
270 MeV, respectively. Use of a polarized beam 
provides unique opportunity to study the spin 
dependent phenomena in nuclear physics. 

A new atomic beam source of positive polar
ized p and d ions is being constructed. The new 
ion source is essentially a copy of the one built by 
T.B. Clegg and associates at Triangle Univer
sities Nuclear Laboratory (TUNL) which pro
duces in excess of 100 J1A polarized beams. I} 
Indiana University Cyclotron Facility (IUCF) is 
also constructing the ion source which is also a 
copy of TUNL with some modifications.2) We 
obtained a lot of information both from TUNL 
and IUCF and also mechanical drawings from 
IUCF, which allows us rapid copying. 

Figure 1 shows the schematic side view of the 
polarized ion source which is consisted of a 
dissociator with a cooled nozzle C-'-'30 K), a pair 
of sextupole magnets, a pair of weak and strong 
radio-frequency transition units to form the 
polarized atomic beam and an electron cyclotron 
resonance (ECR) ionizer. 

We have started assembling the source. At the 
time of writing this report, a vacuum test with 
most of components in place is in progress. We 
are expecting an on-line beam test in the winter 
of 1992. 

Polarized beams will be accelerated by the 
injector A VF cyclotron and the main Ring cyclo
tron. A low energy vector and tensor beam
polarimeter will be installed between two cyclo
trons. We have studied the possibility of the 12C 
(d, p) 13C reaction at Ed = 14 MeV as a low energy 
polarimeter by using the polarized beam at 
Kyushu University tandem accelerator labora
tory. The data analysis is in progress. 

RIKEN Polarized Ion Source 

INF Transition Magnet 

Sextupole Magnet -~+---,'4+,I 

Bellows ---~~ii~-
Gate Valve ----~=:J::= 

Faraday Cup 

Fig. 1. Side view of the polarized ion source. 

We greatly acknowledge the help and assis
tance of Prof. T. Clegg of TUNL and of Dr. M. 
Wedekind of IUCF in providing us mechanical 
drawings. 
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V-I-6. Development of an LNA Laser for Polarized 3He Ion 
Source of the Injector AVF Cyclotron (II) 

A. Minoh and T. Fujisawa 

The lanthanum neodynium hexa -aluminate 
(LNA) laser for the polarized 3Re ion source 
must deliver the output power more than 100mW 
at the wavelength of 1083nm and the spectral 
width must nearly equal the doppler width 
(2GRz) of the 2S ~2P transition of 3Re atoms. I) 

In our previous experiment,I) the output power 
of 75m W was obtained at the Ar laser pumping 
power of 1. 6W and the output power increases in 
proportion to the pumping power. The spectral 
width of about 30G Rz was obtained by inserting 
a 0 .1mm air-gap etalon in the cavity. In order to 
reduce the width to 2G Rz, we plan to add the 
other etalon (Etalon II) as shown in Fig.I. Etalon 

Ela lon I El alo n II 
( o . lmro. :lIr·gap ) (PtezOelec t ric Scannlna) 

Fig. 1. LNA laser cavity to study the laser oscillation 
spectrum. 

II controlled with a piezoelectric-transducer, is 
also used to tune automatically the laser fre
quency in the hiperfine frequency of 3Re. 
N ow we are precisely studying the structure 
of the laser oscillation spectrum with a Fabry
Perot spectrum analyzer ( New Port Co. SR-
250) in order to design the Etalon II. 

It is necessary to develop a system for measur
ing the nuclear polarization of 3Re, in order to 
design the polarized ion source. Figure 2 shows 
the energy level of a 3Re atom and Fig. 3 shows 

7:738~: 
2 3 p 1. 2 'p 

I083nm I 1 

23 5 -- 2 5 

1 1 5 ground state 

Fig. 2. Energy level of a 3He atom concerning the 
measurement of the nuclear polarization of 3He. 

LNA 3 He Discharge Tube 

laser bean! ~ ::()_.~ 
=> .-+-~ 

Induclor I i 
I083nm ===={> ., 
1../ 4 Plate SIalic . :: Inlerference Filler 

Magnetic Field c::-:-~ Rolating )./4 Plate 

: : Linear Polarizer 

~ 
\ I 
\i o ,"""mo"',"" 

Fig. 3. Detection system of the nuclear polarization 
of 3He in the discharge tube. 

the experimental set up to measure the nuclear 
polarization. The 3Re atoms (gas, about 0.5 
Torr) are excited to the 23S metastable state by 
the RF electro-magnetic field in the static weak 
magnetic field, and excited to the 23P state by the 
circular polarized light from an LNA laser paral
lel to the static magnetic field. Through the 
hiperfine interaction the nuclear spin of metasta
ble 23S state is polarized and is transferred to the 
ground state by the spin exchange collision. 
Then nuclei of the other states are polarized. The 
circular polarization of the light from the excited 
atoms depend on the nuclear polarization. 

Pinard et a1. 2
) give the relationship between the 

nuclear polarization of 3Re and the circular 
polarization of light emitted from the excited 
3Re atom as follows. 

_Po J+1 
P- T (r2/a2)+(J+(l/2))2 

where P is the degree of circular polarization of 
a light, Po is a nuclear polarization of 3Re, G is 
the decay rate of the state and a is hiperfine 
coupling constant. 

We plan to measure the circular polarization 
of 3D~2P (667. 8nm) . The light of 3D~2P transi
tion in the RF discharge is selected by an inter
ference filter, and the circular polarization is 
measured with the rotating A/4 plate and a lin
ear polarizer. Now the systems is almost set up. 

We will also study the condition of the 3Re 
discharge to give the highest nuclear polariza
tion. 
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V·l·7. Status of ECR Ion Sou rce (Neomafios) for RILAC 

E. Ikezawa, Y. Miyazawa, M. Hemmi, Y. Chiba, T. Chiba, 
M. Kase, T. Aihara, * T. Ohki, * and H. Hasebe* 

In the last year, the performance test of an 
ECR ion source (Neomafios) 1) on its test bench2

) 

was finished and it has been reconstructed on the 
high voltage terminal of RILAC injector. Figure 
1 shows a schematic plan view of the ion source 

( Injector room) .___- _-_-_- ---.----;-----.. GVIJ ST L_J l ~ ~ l 

~ 1T\li1:-3~~/~t \ --; TV Camera -( --:-:-j 
- n n5"ik Of; . ---70 0 Bending Magnet 

.... - ~III ··-- -I .... .. lInruf~-\ .' ~~GV 1--- II 
Acc. Column ESQ foC " - --71-TMP-360 

l--- --j , '~ .. -::::.-I.:ulator-- J I 
__________ _____ / -- - ECR Ion Source 

SOOkV Terminal ESQ ( Neomafios ) 

~ [----1 
o 500mrn '--_________ --' 

Fig. 1. Schematic plan view of the ECR ion source 
and the charge analyzing system reconstructed on 
the high voltage terminal of RILAC injector. ESQ, 
Electrostatic Quadruple doublet; ST, Steering mag
net; FC, Faraday cup; GV, Gate valve; TMP, Turbo
molecular pump. 

and the charge analyzing system. The beams 
extracted from the Neomafios are analyzed 
according to the charge to mass ratios of ion 
beams by a 70° magnet with a radius of curvature 
of 350mm. Opening of the slit is 5 mm wide and 
28 mm high. The two electrostatic quadruple 
doublets are used for the beam focussing. Two 
turbo-molecular pumps (360 Q / sec) are in
stalled between the ion source and the analyzing 
magnet. Another pump (300 Q / sec) is equipped 
with a slit box. The operating pressure is usually 
around 6 X 10-7 Torr at the extraction stage. The 
RF power (8 GHz) of around 100 W is usually 
applied to the Neomafios. 

The N eomafios source has been producing 
various kinds of ion beams and also supplying 
them to RILAC. So far we have produced up to 
42 different ion species with this source. Table 1 
gives ion currents obtained by the N eomafios 
and the inverted number represents the ions 
accelerated at RILAC. All measurements were 
done with an 10 mm extraction aperture at 10 

* Sumijyu Accelerator Service, Ltd. 

kV. The Neomafios displayed quite stable opera
tion in production of gaseous ion beams. The 
rate of gas flow was 1 x 10- 5 -1.5 x 10-4 Torr Q / 
sec when a gaseous ion was produced. For pro
duction of 136Xe l

4+, an isotopically enriched 
xenon gas (80%) was supplied to the source at 
the rate of gas flow of 2.1 x 10- 5 Torr Q /sec with 
the mixing gas of oxygen. Ions of solid elements, 
Y, Rh, Sm, Dy, Ho, Er, Hf, Re, and Ir were newly 
produced by the N eomafios source in this year. 
We have produced the highly charged ions of 
solid elements with use of a metal or an oxide 
rod having a high melting point and obtained 
very stable ion beams over long periods of time. 
The flow rate of a support gas to keep an ECR 
plasma is 2xI0-4 -3X10- 4 TorrQ /sec. The con
sumption rate of solid materials was around 10 
mg/ hr. For example, when 166Er l

3+ was continu
ously produced for 162 hours, the consumption 
rate of the erbium rod was 2.1 mg/hr. To obtain 
the stable metallic ion beams, we use the helium 
and oxygen as support gas at the rate of flow of 
around 2 X 10-4 Torr Q /sec for each gas at the 
same time. Figure 2 shows a typical charge-state 
spectrum obtained with bismuth. We also tested 
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Fig. 2. Charge-state spectrum with bismuth optim
ized Bps+ peak. Solid material, Bi03 ; Support gas, 
He; RF power, 100 W; Beam extraction voltage, 10 
kV. 
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Table 1. Ion currents from the ECR ion source (j.lA). Inverted number represents the ions accelerated at 
RILAC. 

Isotope Gas -- - C;~~rg~t3te ,-r-
I" 2 + 3 + 4.. 5 + 6.. 7 + 8 + 9 + 10 + II + 12 .. 13 + 14 + 15 + 16 + 17 + 18 + 19 + 20" 21 + 22 + RClTU\rks 

oxide rods such as Mn30 4 , Cu20, ZnO, Ge02, 
In203, Sn02, PbO, and Bi03 to obtain metallic 
ions. Ion currents with use of those oxide rods 
except the case of Ge and Pb were very stable 
compared with those obtained in a crucible 
method. 
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V-I-8. Design of a Second-Harmonic Bu ncher for RILAC 

S. Kohara, M. Kase, and A. Goto 

A second-harmonic buncher for RILAC is 
planned to be installed between RILAC and a 
Cockcroft. More efficient bunching of DC beam 
at the injection point of RILAC is expected to be 
obtained by adding the second-harmonic bun
cher to the existing buncher of a fundamental 
frequency. Detail of the designed buncher system 
is reported elsewhere. 1) 

Characteristics of the second-harmonic bun
cher are given in Table 1. The buncher needs an 
operational frequency range from 34 to 90 MHz 
because that of RILAC is from 17 to 45 MHz. The 
calculation showed that the total peak voltage 
required in the second-harmonic buncher is 3 kV 

Table 1. Characteristics of the second-harmonic buncher. 

Frequency range 
Harmonics 
Number of gaps 
Maximum peak voltage per gap 
Voltage stability 
Phase stabili ty 
Width of each gap 
Separation of gaps 
Aperture of beam transmission 

Inner 
conductor 

w...a...J 
o 2 4cm 

Variable Vacuum 
Capacitor 

34-90 MHz 
2 
2 
1.5kV 
±lxlO-3 
±0.5· 
10mm 
27.5 mm 
30mm 

50 Q line 

Shorting 
Plate 1 

C=50pF 

Compensation .:?' R=50 n 
Circuit 

Fig. 1. Cross sectional view of the second-harmonic bun
cher and a coupling circuit. 

at the maximum. A cross sectional view of the 
resonator is shown in Fig. 1. The resonator of the 
buncher is of a coaxial quarter- wave-Iength 
type with its shorting plate fixed. It has two gaps 
and is of a n -mode. The separation of gaps is 
27 . 5 mm. The resonant frequency is tuned only 
by a variable vacuum capacitor installed at the 
open end of the resonator. 

Resonant frequencies, shunt impedances, 
power losses, and Q-values calculated with the 
transmission- line approximation are shown in 
Fig. 2. The capacitance of the variable vacuum 
capacitor has to be varied from 15 to 225 pF to 
cover the frequency range. The maximum cur
rent of the capacitor is 120 A (peak) at 34 MHz. 
The shunt impedances calculated at the drift 
tube gap are varied from 20 kO at 34 MHz to 80 
kO at 90 MHz. The maximum power loss is 
about 70 W at 34 MHz when the peak gap volt-
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Fig. 2. (a) Resonant frequencies, shunt impedances, and 
power losses calculated as a function of capacitance of 
the tuning capacitor. Power losses are calculated for 
the peak gap voltage of 1.5 kV. (b) Q-values calcu
lated as a function of frequency. 
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Fig. 3. Input impedances of the resonator at the feed point 
calculated as a function of frequency. Curve (a) : 
without compensation and curve (b) : with compensa
tion. 

age is 1,,5 kV. Q-values are from 2000 to 3300. 
The maximum current density at the shorting 
plate is 20 A (peak) / em. 

A simple power feed circuit shown in Fig. 1 
provides a good voltage standing wave ratio 
(VSWR) without adjustment ; a compensation 
circuit improves VSWR within 1.3 by absorbing 
surplus rf power in the high frequency region . 
(see Fig. 3) 

The buncher will be manufactured in the near 
future. 
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V-I-g. Measurement of Surface Resistance of High-Tc 
Superconductor (Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2Cu30x at 10.5 GHz 

K. Ikegami, Y. Chiba, Y. Kawamura, M. Hemmi, Y. Taniguchi, * and T. Fujisawa * 

In order to study feasibility of an accelerator 
cavity with high critical temperature (high-Tc) 
superconductor, we measured the surface resis
tance by measuring quality factors of the TMOIO 
cavity (10 mm in height x 11 mm in radius), 
which has a resonance frequency of 10.5 GHz 
and is made of a bulk superconductor (Bi,Pb) 2 

Sr2Ca 2Cu30X of a density of 80'"'"'85%. 
Figure 1 shows cross-sectional views of the 

cavity and the copper housing. The cavity·· is 
composed of a flat end plate and a hollow body 
machined with bulk ceramic blocks. Then they 
are joined by the heat treatment using a high-Tc 
superconductor paste on their contact surfaces. 
The cavity is set on a cooling head in a vacuum 
chamber and is cooled down to about 20K with a 
refrigerator. Figure 2 shows a block diagram of 
the experimental setup. The cavity is connected 
to a waveguide system with a 40 cm low thermal 
conductance waveguide made of silver plated 
cupro-nickel. An rf signal is fed into the cavity 
through a small coupling hole and a reflected 

Coupling ad justor 

Cooling head of the cryostatt 
30 INn 

Cavity 

Copper housing 

Fig. 1. Cross-sectional views of the cavity and the copper 
housing. 

• DENKI-kogyo Co. Ltd. 
•• The cavity was made by DOW A kogyo Co. Ltd. 

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the experimental setup. 

signal is detected with a directional coupler. A 
coupling adjustor adjoining the cavity makes 
impedance matching by minimizing a reflected 
signal at the center of resonance. A resonant 
absorption curve is measured in the best 
impedance matching and absolute values of the 
reflection coefficient (r) around the resonant 
frequency are deduced from the curve. 

Figure 3 shows a typical resonant absorption 
curve. The ordinate is voltage amplitude of the 
reflected signal in a linear scale. At the resonant 
frequency, the input power is absorbed complete
ly by the cavity. In this case the unloaded quality 
factor (Qu) is given by the following equation: 
Qu = fo/ 6f, where fo is a resonant frequency and 
6f is a frequency width of a resonance curve at 
r=0.447. 

A surface resistance (Rs) of the cavity is 
deduced from Qu by the following equation: Rs= 
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Fig. 3. Typical resonant absorption curve. Frequency: 
10.5626 GHz, Temperature: 50.5 K, Maximum surface 
current: 3 Aim. 
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Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of the surface resistance. 

7!foJ1.1 (Qu (l/a + l/h)) , where J1. is the permeabil
ity of vacuum, a and h are the radius and the 
height of a cavity, respectively. 

Temperature dependence of the surface resis
tance in three input power levels are shown in 
Fig. 4, together with a result of the copper cavity 
which has the same geometry as the high-Tc 
superconducting cavity. The obtained Rs of cop
per is consistent with calculation within 5 %. 
The Rs of this high -Tc superconductor has 
strong temperature dependence below the Tc as 
that of YBaCuO. 1

) The values of Rs are about 
one tenth of those obtained by Delayen. 2

) Figure 
5 shows the surface current dependence of Rs at 
temperatures of 21. 3K, 50. 5K, and 77K. The 
abscissa is the maximum surface current density 

102r---------------------------~ 
--0- 21.3K 
-6- 50.5K 

--0-- 17K 

'---0--- Copper 

100~~--~~--~~~~~~~~~ 

o 20 40 60 80 100 
Surface current (Aim) 

Fig. 5. Surface current dependence of the surface resis· 
tance. 

which is observed at a radius of O. 765a on a 
circular base of a cavity. The surface resistance 
increases from 1. 8 mn to 80 mn at 22 K with 
increasing surface current from 4 A (peak) 1m to 
70 Aim, as well as with increasing temperature, 
and reaches 200 mn at 90 K for the surface 
current of 45 Aim. 

This work is supported by the Multi-Core 
Project of Science and Technology Agency. 
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V-I-IO. Possibility of Simultaneous Acceleration of 
H- and 0- with a Cyclotron 

N. Nakanishi 

Compact cyclotrons have been used extensive
ly in the isotope production, micro-analysis, non
destructive test and so on. Specially, they play 
an important role in producing such positron 
emitters as llC, 13N, 150, and 18F for the positron 
emission tomography which is one of the promis
ing imaging techniques for in-vivo studies. 
Recently, negative ion cyclotrons are coming in 
fashion because of some merits in view of the 
beam extraction, energy variability, and beam 
intensi ty. 1,2) 

An accelerated beam in a negative ion cyclo
tron is extracted by using a thin stripping foil of 
carbon or aluminum. The technique makes the 
100% extraction efficiency possible, and more
over, makes it easy to vary the extraction energy 
of beams. The simultaneous acceleration of H
and D- beams is possible by installing two inter
nal ion sources at two opposite dees, and by 
extracting p and d toward opposite directions 
with two stripping foils at a nearly equal radial 
position. Interest focuses on the final energies of 
these particle beams. 

It will be considered that the maximum 
energies of the two particles depend not only on 
the radial distribution of the magnetic field 
strength and radio- frequency but also on the rf 
voltage and harmonic numbers related to the dee 
angle. It is easily found out that the higher the 
accelerating voltage is, the higher the maximum 
energy is. The voltage, however, is desirable to 
be as low as possible to reduce the electrical 
power consumption and to prevent the discharge 
phenomenon. Here, the voltage is taken to be 60 
k V tentatively. The central magnetic field 
strength after a bump field deduction is set to be 
l. 2 T so that the first turn of each accelerated 
particle does not interfere with both of the part
ner and its own ion sources. We can make vari
ous radial distributions of the magnetic field. As 
one of the examples, an adopted system is the 
isochronous field for H- beams to be accelerat
ed to Ep at the radius of 48 cm. Therefore, the 
relative radial distribution is specified by the H
energy Ep which the particle achieves at the 
radius of 48 cm. Incidently, results of calculation 
do not depend on these parameters. These influ
ence the accuracy of formation of magnetic field 
and radio-frequency. Figure 1 shows the achiev-
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Fig. 1. Maximum energies of H-and D-particles vs. Ep. 
See the text for the meaning of Ep. Dee angle is 90°. 

able maximum energy in the case of 90° dees. 
Harmonic numbers of H - and D- are 1 and 2, 
respectively. Points in the figure mean calculated 
values. The figure also shows three different 
regions of Ep<4 MeV, 4 MeV <Ep<16 MeV and 
16 MeV <Ep which are favorable for D-, D-and 
H-, and H- , respectively. It seems that an objec
tive magnetic field distribution exists in the 
region of 6 MeV <Ep<12 MeV. Frequency 
dependence of the maximum energy of both 
particles is shown in Fig. 2 together with a half 
H- energy and twice D- energy for the distribu
tion of Ep= 8 MeV. The crossing point of the 
curves for the H - energy Ep and twice D-
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Fig. 2. Radio-frequency dependence of maximum energies 
at the magnetic field Ep = 8 MeV. Ep, Ed, Ep/ 2, and 
2Ed in the figure mean maximum energies of H-and D-, 
a half H- energy, and twice D- energy, respectively. 
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energy 2Ed and that of the curves for the D
energy Ed and a half H- energy Ep/2 represent 
the achievable maximum energies of H- and D
particles, respectively. 

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the maximum 
energies of H- and D- particles are found to be 
14 and 7 MeV, respectively. It is expected that 
such a cyclotron with energy constant K = 14 MeV 
will be useful for the isotope production. Here
after, conditions for the simultaneous extraction 

must be investivated. 
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V-2. Synchrotron Radiation Source Development 

1. Status of the SPring-8 Project 

H. Kamitsubo and M. Hara 

SPring-8 Project is being carried out by 
RIKEN and Japan Atomic Energy Research 
Institute (JAERI) . The facility is designed by the 
joint team of these institutes and JAERI is 
responsible for the injectors while RIKEN is for 
the storage ring. The project was started in 
FY1990. In FY1991. design of the injector build
ing and the construction of the storage ring 
building were started. 

The injector system was reviewed from the 
cost reduction point. The final design is as fol
lows: The preinjector is composed of a high 
current linac (250 MeV, 10 A), an electron 
positron convertor and a main linac (0.9 GeV) . 
Total length is reduced to 140.m. Electron beams 
with 1.15 Ge V and/or positron beams with 0.9 
Ge V will be obtained. Transport line from the 
linac to the synchrotron was also shortened and 
the layout of the linac was changed (Fig. 1). A 
part of the linac was ordered to manufacturers in 

March 1991. Synchrotron was also modified by 
increasing the length of the straight section and 
simplifying RF, but keeping circumference. 

The design of the storage ring has almost 
completed, and the detailed design of some accel
erator components is still in progress. Design 
reports of the SPring-8 Project were issued in 
1991. Major parameters of the storage ring are 
listed in Table 1. Dimensional tolerances of the 
magnets are investigated and alignment of the 
accelerator components is being studied. The 
final design of dipole, quadrupole, and sextupole 
magnets has been fixed and the first production 
magnet of each type is in manufacturing. Power 
supplies for these main magnets have also been 
designed. Design of pulse magnets for injection 
(bump and septum) is underway. 

A klystron test stand was installed in the end 
of 1990. and has been operated for a year. There 
were initial troubles in the 1 MW operation, 

Photo : Sept. 5. 1991. 

Fig. 1. An overview of the construction site for the SPring-8 in Harima Science Garden City. This photo was 
taken in September 1991. Layout of the facility is shown on this picture. The direction of the injector linac 
was changed. 
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Preparntion Roolll 

Fig. 2. Layout of the beamlines in a part of the storage ring (D area) . 
The first construction area is between the two bold lines. 

Table 1. Main parameters of storage ring in SPring-8. 

Elcctron energy 

Current (multi·bunch) 

Curr:nt (sing le·bunch) 

Circumfe:ence 

Dipoie magnetic field 

Bending radius 

Type of lattice 

Number 0" cells 

Length of str.light section 

normal 

long 

Natural cminance 

Cri tical photon energy 

Tune 

SynChrotron tune 

Momentum compaction 

N aturJ.1 ctvomaticity 

Energy loss in the 3rCS 

Energy spread 

Damping nme 

H:umonic number 

R.F. voltage 

R.F. frequency 

E (GeV] 

I [mA] 

lImA] 

e[m] 

B [11 

p[m] 

Chasman·Green 

Nonnal cell 

Straight cell 

L (m] 

L [m] 

En [m·rad.] 

Ec [keY] 

a 

~lt 

~z 

Uo [MeV/rev] 

odE 

~lt [msee] 

'z [msec] 

tdmsec] 

Vrf[M V] 

fn [i\1Hz] 

100 

1435.95 

0 .679 

39 .2718 

44 

6.65 

30.0 

6.99 x 10.9 

28.9 

S1. 2 ~ 

16.16 

0.0101 

1.46 x 10. 4 

·115 .66 

. 40.00 

9.23 

0.001094 

S.30 

8.31 

4. IS 

2436 

17 

508.58 

which were however overcome on the advice of 
the KEK RF group. A power test for a five -cell 
prototype cavity was carried out in this stand. 
Two single-cell prototype cavities, two couplers, 
and two tuners which have different design or 
different fabrication method have been already 
manufactured and installed in the test stand. 
Power tests for these components are in prog
ress. There are four RF stations in the storage 
ring and design of the RF system has almost been 
fixed based on these operation experiences. An 
RF system of one RF station is scheduled to be 
ordered to manufacturers within this year. Speci
fication of the vacuum components has almost 
been fixed and some of the vacuum components 
are also scheduled to be ordered to manufac
turers within this year. 

This facility is sited in Harima Science Garden 
City in Hyogo Prefecture. Land preparation 
started in February 1990 and will be finished in 
March 1992. At present, the land preparation has 
almost finished as shown in Fig. 1. The storage 
ring buildings are to be constructed in four 
phases. The construction of the first phase build
ing started in November 1991 and the ground
breaking ceremony was held on the site. A top 
view of the first construction part was shown in 
Fig. 2. 
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V-2-2. Behavior of Lattice Parameters in the Vicinity of the 
Operation Point of SPring-8 Storage Ring 

H. Tanaka and N. Kumagai 

Behavior of the lattice parameters was inves
tigated in the vicinity of the standard operation 
point (1Ix = 51. 22 and Vy = 16.16) to find the effec
tive operation range. We concentrated here on 
variations of following critical parameters; 
emittance, chromaticities, dynamic aperture, and 
strength of magnets against tunes. To avoid 
negative effects due to a strong structure reso
nance, 1 X 1Ix = 48, the investigation is restricted in 
the range, where the horizontal tune is larger 
than 50. From the following results, we have set 
51 ~ Vx ~ 54 and 16 ~ Vy ~ 20 as the operation 
range. 

(1) The dynamic aperture decreases according 
to the increase of horizontal and vertical tunes. 
This reduction is caused by the strength- increase 
of sextupoles for the chromaticity correction. 
Linear optics, of which dynamic aperture is lar
ger than 30 mm, can be designed under the condi
tion that ' Vx and Vy are smaller than 54 and 21 
(Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 2. Emittance versus horizontal tune. 
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at x-Y coupling 1 % 
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Horizontal Tune 

Fig. 1. Dynamic aperture versus horizontal tune. Values 
inside the round brackets represent vertical tunes. 

(2) The emittance varies linearly with the 
horizontal tune. It is adjustable from 7.5 to 5.5 
nm· rad in the horizontal tune range, 50 ~ Vx ~ 54 
(Fig. 2). Therefore, the emittance can be reduced 
to about 80 % of a present design value (7.0 nm· 
rad) . 

(3) The horizontal chromaticity varies linear
ly with the horizontal tune, but the vertical one 
does not markedly depend on the vertical tune 
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(Figs. 3 and 4). On the other hand, the absolute 
strength of sextupoles is almost proportional to 
the tunes and kept lower than 420 T I m2 in the 
operation range, 50:::; Vx~54 and 16:::; vy ~21 
(Figs. 5 and 6). The absolute strength of har
monic sextupoles for the dynamic aperture 
enlargement can be lower than 420 T 1m2 in the 
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Fig. 6. Absolute strength of sextupoles versus vertical 
tune. 

three cases shown in Fig. 1. The absolute 
strength of each quadrupole can be also kept 
lower than 18 T 1m2 in this operation range. I) 
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V·2·3. Analysis of the Sensitivity Reduction Against the Magnet 
Misalignment in Low Emittance Synchrotron Radiation 
Sources by Unifying Magnets in Each Straight Sectionl) 

H. Tanaka, N. Kumagai, and K. Tsumaki* 

We investigated the effects of a two-stage 
magnet alignment method, in which a couple of 
focusing and defocusing magnetic elements such 
as quadrupoles and sextupoles are treated as a 
unit like a composite lense, on the sensitivity 
reduction against the magnet misalignment in 
low emittance synchrotron radiation sources. 

The sensitivity reduction is closely related to 
the lattice characteristics and linear optics of the 
radiation sources. The feature of this method is 
that the object of highly precise alignment can be 
restricted to the inside of each unit, which is 
straight and shorter than several meters. 

The formulae for the expected values of hori
zontal and vertical orbit distortions were derived 
in consideration of the unit alignment. By using 
these formulae and computer simulations, the 
effects of the method on the sensitivity reduction 
against the quadrupole misalignment were inves
tigated in detail for the storage ring of SPring-8 
as an example. The effects on the correction of 
the closed-orbit distortion (COD) and the 
dynamic aperture were also investigated by 
means of computer simulations. 

The results of this study are: 
(1) The two-stage magnet alignment method 

reduces the amplitudes of the orbit distortions 
induced by the quadrupole misalignment. The 
sensitivity reduction against the quadrupole 
misalignment depends on how precisely the quad
rupoles are aligned within the units, but it 
hardly depends on how the units are aligned. 

(2) The sensitivity reduction against the quad
rupole misalignment requires the magnet align
ment within the units which is at least 20% more 

• Hitachi Works, Hitachi, Ltd. 

precise than the unit alignment performed by the 
conventional triangular method. Theoretically, 
the sensitivity against the horizontal misalign
ment of the quadrupoles can be reduced by 
50"'-'60 % and that against the vertical one by 
80"'-'95 % at the condition that the magnet 
misalignment within the units is zero. 

(3) The sensitivity reduction against the verti
cal quadrupole misalignment is always larger 
than that against the horizontal one. This is 
desirable for the ring-commissioning, because 
the vacuum chamber aperture is generally nar
row in height. On the other hand, the high preci
sion is required for the angular-alignment of the 
bending magnets to reduce the amplitude of the 
vertical orbit distortion. 

(4) The two-stage magnet alignment method 
reduces the maximum strength of the horizontal 
and vertical correctors and orbit displacements 
at the sextupoles. This reduction is caused by the 
precise sextupole alignment within the units. 
Owing to the orbit displacement reduction, the 
dynamic aperture after the COD correction is 
enlarged. Since the magnitude of the orbit dis
placements is proportional to the standard devia
tion of the sextupole misalignment, the sensitiv
ity against the sextupole misalignment is also 
reduced by this magnet alignment method. 
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V-2-4. Calculation of the Resonance Band-Width Induced by 
Mu Itipole Fields 

Y. Ishii* 

Since a magnetic pole is finite for a three
dimensional space, higher harmonics, i.e. mag
netic multi pole errors, are induced in a magnetic 
field. The ideal magnetic field (and multipole 
field) gives linear force to beam and multipole 
field gives nonlinear force to beam, respectively. 
The linear force is used to make beams stable. 
The nonlinear force is not generally considered, 
since it is weak. However, to install number of 
strong magnets in the storage ring of SPring-8, 
nonlinear forces which are generated from these 
magnets can not be ignored. The nonlinear force 
induces the third order and higher order reso
nance in addition to the first and second order 
resonance which are induced by the linear force. 
The second order resonance of the linear force 
and all the resonance of the nonlinear force 
cause the band-width of oscillation frequency. 
The band-width becomes wider for the strong 
multipole error and makes the beam amplitude 
larger. Therefore the beam emittance blows up 
when the oscillation frequency (tune) goes 
though the band-width and the dynamic aperture 
is reduced. In this report, the band-widths for the 
multipole errors from octapole to 14-pole fields 
were formulated and calculated. 

In an accelerator, the beam dynamics is de
scribed by Hamilton's equation. The formulation 
of band-width is made from the Hamiltonian. 
For the linear force, the Hamiltonian of a single 
particle is described by the Hamiltonian-like 
harmonic oscillation. As one example, formula 
of band-width for the decapole field was given 
by the following, and those for the other 
multi pole errors were also derived. First, the 
decapole field are added to the Hamiltonian, and 
a new Hamiltonian is made. 

12222.. 5324 
H=z<X +Y +Px+Py)+OpA lO(X -X Y +Xy ) (1) 

where X, Yare coordinates, P X,y are the 
momentum, Op is the periodic delta function, and 
AlO is the magnetic strength. Secondly, the new 
Hamiltonian is expanded into harmonics and is 
approximately represented by the single - reso
nance, and the Hamiltonian which truncates the 
higher harmonics is obtained for the single resonance. 

* Research Laboratory for Nuclear Reactor, Tokyo Insti
tute of Technology. 
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(2) 

where 

with 

S{k)- 9{k)C 
21t 

and lIx,y are tunes, /3x,y are betatron functions, 
4>x,y and Jx,y are action - angles, m is the har
monic number, k is the data number of one 
period, i is a unit of imaginary number, and C 
is the circumference of the ring. Thirdly, the 
band-width is formulated from the Hamiltonian 
by considering a stable fixed point and unstable 
fixed point on the phase space. The band-width 
(~) is given by the following. I} 

2 1 

~=:f#1 (lOK3+3K2Ky)' x x 

2 K.,=J --J • 
J y 3 x 

(3) 

(5) 

Adequacy of the the formula for band-width 
was confirmed by the following. For a simplified 
model ring, the band-width of the fifth order 
coupling resonance (3vx +2vy=integer) was cal
culated for the following two cases. The band
width was calculated by using the result of 
tracking shown in Fig. 1, and the theoretical 
band - width was calculated from eq. (3). The 
two band-widths became nearly equal, so that 
adequacy of the formula could be confirmed. 
Adequacy of the formula for the other multi pole 
field was similarly confirmed. 

These formulae were applied to the storage 
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Fig. 1. Phase space for the resonance condition of a 
simplified model ring. Tracking conditions: In the ring. 
One decapole field is installed. Injection points are 
(x, x') = (1.4 X 10- 2, 0.0), (y, y') = (1.4 x 10- 4, 0.0). A beam is 
diffused at 951 turns. 

ring of SPring- B. Presently the operation point of 
the ring is (l/x, vy ) = (5l.22, 16.16). The fifth (vx = 
51.2) and sixth (vx = 5l.333) order resonance lines 
are close to the operation point. Table 1 shows 

Table 1. Band width for the resonance which is close to 
the operation point. Amplitudes of x and y directions 
are 10 mm and 0.1 mm, respectively. 

Fifth order resonance (v x = 51.20) 

II = 5.19xlO-9 

Sixth order resonance (vx ::: 51.333) 

D. = 6.64xl0-5 

the band-widths for these resonance lines. It is 
found out that the two band-widths are very 
small and have weak effects on beams. 

References 
1) R. D. Ruth: IEEE Trans. Nuc!. Sci., NS - 30, 2669 

(1980) . 
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V-2-5. Effects of Mu Itipole Errors on the Dynamic Apertu re of 
SPring-B Storage Ring (I) 

Y. Ishii,* H. Tanaka, and N. Kumagai 

In the SPring-8 storage ring, numbers of 
strong Quadrupole and sextupole magnets are 
installed to achieve the emittance of nm ·radian
order. Field and alignment errors of the mag
nets markedly distort the closed -orbit and 
reduce the dynamic aperture. Among those errors, 
effects of systematic multipole errors on beam 
dynamics have been investigated to determine 
multi pole error tolerances. We here describe 
their effects on the dynamic aperture. 

Truncation of a magnetic potential induces 
higher harmonics in the magnetic field, for exam
ple, sextupole field, decapole field, and so on for 
a dipole magnet. These fields are localized at the 
both edges where beams go through. The 
strength of them is determined by the shape and 
the strength of a magnet. We simulated the 
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Table 1. Coefficients of power series of dipole and qua· 
drupole magnetic fields based on the measurement data 
of model magnets. The strength of multipole fields 
except for a decapole one represents the measurement 
value for model magnets. The strength of a decapole 
field is decided in order that it gives a beam the same 
horizontal kick as a sextupole one at the amplitude of 
35 mm. 

Multipole 2-pole 4-pole 6-pole 8-pole 
Component ao a t a2 aJ 

Dipole Magnet 0.0718 -0.0236 

Quadrupole Magnet 0.3422 -0.0263 

BL 2 3 
Bp = ao+a tx+a2x +aJx + ••• 
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Fig. 1. Dynamic aperture reduction due to systematic errors of one kind of multi pole components. Tracking 
conditions: Revolution period is 500. Tracking initial phase is 180 degree. The observation point is at the center 
of a high f3 straight section. Symbols, ' * ' and 'I ' represent multiplication and division, respectively. For example, 
'sextupole * 10' means that the strength of the sextupole field used in the simulation is ten times larger than that 
in Table 1. 

* Research Laboratory for Nuclear Reactor, Tokyo Insti· 
tute of Technology. 
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dynamic aperture in the presence of these sys
tematic multipole errors by using the particle 
tracking code RACETRACK. 1) The following 
model was used in this simulation: 

(1) In the case of a dipole magnet, the 
multipole errors are treated as nonlinear kicks at 
the both edges, and in the case of a quadrupole 
magnet, they are treated as a single nonlinear 
kick at a magnet-center by considering the short 
length of the magnet. 

(2) Sextuple and decapole components only 
are considered as the multipole errors of a dipole 
magnet, and octapole and dodecapole compo
nents as those of a quadrupole one. 
To clarify effects of each component on the 
reduction of dynamic aperture, particle tracking 
was performed in the presence of the systematic 
errors of one kind of multipole components, 
using the strength of the component as a parame
ter. The expected strength of each component is 
shown in Table 1. This was determined on the 
basis of measurement data of model magnets. 2

) 

Sextupole magnets were turned off in the calcu
lation to avoid the situation that the dynamic 
aperture is limited by them.3

) 

We show in Fig. 1 the results of the calculation. 
Figures 1- (a) and (b) show the effects of sex
tupole and decapole errors of dipole magnets on 
the dynamic aperture. The dynamic aperture is 
larger than the vacuum chamber, 35 mm in half 
width and 20 mm in half height, unless sextupole 
and decapole fields exceed thirty times and five 
times larger than the values listed in Table 1, 
respectively. Figures 1- (c) and (d) show the 
effects of octapole and dodecapole errors of 
quadrupole magnets on the dynamic aperture. 

Table 2. Strength of each multipole field which keeps the 
dynamic aperture larger than the vacuum chamber. 

Dipole Magnet 

6-pole -0.71 (11m2) 
lO-pole -96 (1/m4) 

Quadrupole Magnet 

8-pole -1.3 (11m3) 
12-pole -1600 (I/mS) 

The dynamic aperture is also larger than the 
vacuum chamber unless octapole and dodecapole 
errors exceed one hundred times and five times 
larger than the values listed in Table 1, respec
tively. We summarize in Table 2 the strength of 
each multipole error which keeps the dynamic 
aperture larger than the vacuum chamber. These 
results show: (1) The dynamic aperture is kept 
large enough by the multipole errors which are 
expected from the data of model magnets. (2) On 
the basis of the data of model magnets, the 
dynamic aperture is mainly limited in the hori
zontal direction by the dodecapole fields of qua
drupole magnets and in the · vertical direction by 
both the decapole fields of dipole magnets and 
dodecapole fields of quadrupole ones. 

References 
1) A. Wrulich: DESY Rep., p. 84 (1984). 
2) 1. Ohnishi et at.: to be published in Proc. Int. Conf. 

on Magnet Tech. (1991). 
3) H. Tanaka and M. Hara: RIKEN Accel. Prog. Rep., 

24, 147 (1990). 
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V·2-6. Effects of Mu Itipole Errors on the Dynamic Apertu re of 
SPri ng-8 Storage Ri ng (II) 

Y. Ishii, * H. Tanaka, and N. Kumagai 

Systematic field errors of dipole and qua
drupole magnets were divided into multipole 
components and effects of each component on 
the dynamic aperture were studied. 1) In this 
report, we investigate the combined effects of the 
systematic multipole errors on the dynamic aper
ture. Furthermore, we investigate the effects of 
random ones on the dynamic aperture, which are 
caused by the dispersion of magnet-manufactur
ing. 

Dynamic aperture is calculated in the presence 
of the systematic multipole errors, each of which 
keeps the aperture larger than the vacuum cham
ber,l) to investigate combined effects of 
multipole components. The result is shown with 
filled circles in Fig. 1. We find that the combined 
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Fig. 1. Dynamic aperture in the presence of systematic 
multi pole errors; sextupole, octapole, decapole, and 
dodecapole fields. Octapole and decapole errors are 
fixed to be 50 times and 5 times as large as those of 
model magnets, respectively. Sextupole and dodecapole 
errors are used as parameters in the simulation. Sym· 
boIs, ' • " 'sextupole', and 'dodecapole' represent multi· 
plication, sextupole and dodecapole errors of model 
magnets, respectively. For example, 'dodecapole· 3' 
means that the strength of the dodecapole error used in 
the simulation is three times larger than that of the 
model magnet shown in Table 1. Tracking conditions: 
Revolution period is 500 and tracking initial phase is 
180 degree. The observation point is at the center of a 
high f3 straight section. 

• Research Laboratory for Nuclear Reactors, Tokyo 
Institute of Technology. 

effects mainly reduce the dynamic aperture at 
low X - Y coupling, which is the ratio of vertical 
emittance to horizontal one at the initial condi
tion. 

Upper limits of the multipole errors are inves
tigated to make the dynamic aperture larger 
than the vacuum chamber in the presence of all 
kinds of systematic multipole components. Since 
the dodecapole and the sextupole components 
mainly limit the dynamic aperture at the low X
Y coupling under this condition,1) the dynamic 
aperture is calculated using the strength of those 
components as parameters. The · results are 
shown in Fig. 1. We find that the dynamic aper· 
ture is larger than the elliptical cross section, 
about 45 mm in half width and 30 mm in half 
height, under the condition listed in Table 1, 
where the strength of sextupole and dodecapole 
errors is made to be five times and one times as 
large as that of the model magnets, respectively. 

Table 1. Upper limits of systematic multipole errors to 
keep the dynamic aperture larger than the vacuum 
chamber. Curly brackets represent systematic 
multipole errors of the model magnets. 

Dipole Magnet 

6-pole -0.12 {·0.024} (11m2) 
10·pole -96 {·19.3} (l/m4) 

Quadrupole Magnet 

g·pole 
12-pole 

.1.3 {·0.026} (11m3) 
-320 {·320} (l/m5) 

To investigate the effects of the random 
multipole errors on the dynamic aperture, we use 
the dodecapole fields of quadrupole magnets as 
an indicator, because they dominate the reduce 
tion of the dynamic aperture in both the horizon· 
tal and vertical planes. 1) In this calculation, the 
systematic multipole errors are set as listed in 
Table 1 on the basis of the results described 
above. The dynamic aperture is calculated only 
at 1 % X - Y coupling under the condition that a 
root mean square (rms) value for the random 
dodecapole errors is varied from 5 to 100 % of 
the value for the systematic ones in Table 1. The 
results are shown in Table 2. We can predict that 
the rms value for each kind of random multipole 
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errors is less than about 25 % of the value for 
that in Table 1, to keep the dynamic aperture 

Table 2. Dynamic aperture at 1% X - Y coupling in the 
presence of all systematic errors shown in Table 1 and 
random dodecapole errors. Calculation is performed for 
5 rings, each of which has a different set of random 
dodecapole errors. Tracking conditions are the same as 
those of Fig. 1. 

Random Dodecapole Error Dynamic Apenure 
(rms value) (T/m5) (mm) 

Case 1 0.0 (0%) -67.4 
Case 2 318.73 (100%) -32.3 - -39.4 
Case 3 159.37 (50%) -35.1 - -41.4 
Case 4 79.68 (25%) -41.2 - -44.0 
Case 5 31.87 (10%) -47.1 - -53.9 
Case 6 15.94 (5%) -49.9 - -59.4 

i , 
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/" /:, 
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X (mml 

0.0 

Fig. 2. Dynamic aperture with all systematic and random 
multipole errors shown in Table 3 for 10 rings, each of 
which has a different set of random multipole errors. 
The broken line represents the dynamic aperture with 
only systematic multi pole errors. Tracking conditions 
are the same as those of Fig. 1. 

larger than the vacuum chamber in the presence 
of all systematic and random multipole errors. 
We show in Fig. 2 the dynamic aperture calcu
lated for 10 rings, each with a different set of 
random multipole errors. The systematic and 
random multipole errors are set to the values in 
Table 3, in which 10 % of the values in Table 1 
are adopted as the rms values of random 
multipole errors by considering combined 
effects on the reduction of the dynamic 
aperture. The broken line in the figure represents 
the dynamic aperture in the presence of only 
systematic multipole errors. We find that the 
dynamic aperture is kept larger than the vacuum 
chamber at any X -Y coupling and random 
multipole errors markedly reduce the dynamic 
aperture at low X - Y coupling. 

Table 3. Upper limits of systematic and random 
multi pole errors to keep the dynamic aperture larger 
than the vacuum chamber. 

Dipole Magnet 

Random Error 
(mls value) 

6-pole 0.012 
10-pole 9.6 

Quadrupole Magnet 

Random Error 
(rms value) 

(11m2) 
(l/m4) 

8-pole 
12-pole 

0.13 (11m3) 
32 (l/m5) 

References 

Systematic Error 

-0.12 (11m2) 
·96 (l/m4) 

Systematic Error 

-1.3 (11m3) 
-320 Cl/m5) 

1) Y. Ishii, H. Tanaka, and N. Kumagai: This Report, 
p.180. 
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V-2-7. Optimization of the Lattice with 4 Long Magnet-Free 
Straight Sections for SPring-S Storage Ring (I) 

H. Tanaka, M. Hara, and T. Nakamura 

Four long magnet-free straight sections are 
constructed in the storage ring through two steps 
at the final stage. I) We have made an effort to 
optimize the lattice with the long magnet-free 
straight sections. Here, we show preliminary 
lattice parameters and optics designed under 
following conditions: (1) The length of each long 
magnet-free straight section is larger than 30 m. 
(2) Highly periodic optics, high f3 optics, is used 
in normal Chasman-Green (CG) cells to keep the 
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E r 'AY 
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dynamic aperture large. (3) Betatron functions 
at the long magnet-free straight sections are set 
to be 20-----30m for the installation of FEL 
devices. (4) Betatron functions are kept lower 
than -----50m along the whole ring to suppress 
chroma tici ties. 

The designed lattice and opticsZ
) are shown in 

Fig. 1. In this case, the magnet-free straight 
section is 30.1 m long and the maximum horizon
tal betatron function is about 50 m. Five families 
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Fig. 1. Lattice and linear optics for 1/ 8 of the ring. 

of quadrupole magnets are used at the both ends 
of the magnet-free straight sections. These 
might be reduced to four families and the length 
of the magnet-free straight section might be 
adjustable from 30 to 35 m by further optimiza
tion. Four families of sextupole magnets are used 
and the strength of each magnet is much smaller 
than that in the standard (24-fold symmetrical) 
hybrid optics.3

) In Table 1, major parameters of 
the lattice are listed for the 8 and 4 GeV opera
tion without damping wigglers. 

Table 1. Major parameters of the lattice with 4 long 
magnet-free straight sections. 

Momentum dependent tune shifts are shown in 
Fig.2. Horizontal and vertical tune shifts are 0 . 03 
and 0.02, respectively within a momentum devia
tion of ±2 %. These are smaller compared with 
the tune shifts of the standard hybrid optics3

) and 
almost the same as that of the high f3 optics. 
These results show that the chromatic character
istics are scarcely affected by introduction of the 
magnet-free straight sections into the ring. 
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Energy (GeY) 
Current (multi-bunch) (rnA) 
Current (single-bunch) (rnA) 
Circumference (m) 
Dipole magnetic field (T) 
Bending radius (m) 
Type of lattice 
Number of cells 

Normal/Straight 
Length of straight section 

Normal/Long (m) 
Natural emittance (nm.rad.) 
Critical photon energy (keY) 
Tune vx/vy 
Synchrotron tune Vs 

Momentum compaction IX. 

Natural chromaticity ~x/f,y 

Energy loss in the arcs 
(MeYfrev) 

Energy spread oe/ E 
Damping time 'tx/'ty/tc(msec) 
Harmonic number 
R.F. voltage (MY) 
R.F. frequency (MHz) 
Bunch Le.ngth Os (mm) 

8 
100 
5 
1435.948 
0.679 
39.2718 
Chasman-Grecn 

44/4 

6.65/-30 

9.00 
28.90 
38.2/l4 . 16 
0.010050 36 
1 .4597 x 1 0- 4 
-70.44/-33.20 
9.2263 

0 .0010936 
8.30/8.31/4.15 
2436 
17 
508 .58 
3 .63 

4 

1435 .948 
0 .3395 
39.2718 
Cha sma n -G reen 
44/4 

6 .6 5/-30 

2 .25 
3.61 
38.2/14 . 16 
0 .0 1005036 
1.4597x10-4 
-70.44/-33.20 
0.577 

0 .0021872 
66.4/66.5/33.2 
2436 
5 
508.58 
1.18 
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Fig. 2. Momentum dependent tune shifts. 
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Fig. 4. Transverse phase space at the center of a high f3 
dispersion-free straight section. A coupling ratio 
between the horizontal and vertical emittance is 1 % 
and the revolution period is adjusted to 1000. Upper 
figures show the phase space for a particle with the 
initial horizontal amplitude of 15 mm and lower ones 
with that of 20 mm. 
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Fig. 5. Dynamic aperture at the beam- injection point. 
Empty squares show the aperture calculated under the 
condition with no magnetic error and filled triangles 
with magnetic error tolerances. A revolution period is 
adjusted to 500. 

Amplitude dependent tune shifts are shown in 
Fig. 3. These are also the same as those of the 
high f3 optics. We can expect from this figure 
that horizontal and vertical oscillations are 
decoupled in the region where the amplitude is 
smaller than 10 mm. Since the both tunes behave 
in a similar way in the region where the ampli
tude is larger than 15 mm, horizontal and verti
cal oscillations begin to couple in this region. In 
Fig. 4 transverse phase space plots are shown. At 
the amplitude of 20 mm, the horizontal and 
vertical oscillations are fully coupled, whereas 
they are almost decoupled at the amplitude of 15 
mm. 

The dynamic aperture calculated under the 
condition with and without magnetic errors is 
shown in Fig. 5. The aperture of 20 mm can be 
assured at the horizontal plane of the beam injec
tion side under the condition with magnetic error 
tolerances.4

) This is large enough for the stable 
beam- injection . 
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V-2-S. Study on a Free Electron Laser at a SPring-S Long Straight Section 

T. Nakamura 

The performance of a free electron laser 
(FEL) at a 30m- long straight section of the 
SPring-8 storage ring was studied. The wave 
length of the FEL was set to be 4nm in this study. 

The storage ring has two lattice parameters, 
normal and detuned, which are for usual opera
tion and commissioning, respectively, and have 
very different emittances and momentum
compaction factors. 

The peak current of the storage ring is limited 
by the bunch- lengthening instabilities which 
accompany the energy spread of the beam and 
cause the serious degradation of the FEL 
performance. 1) 

The beam performance and threshold currents 
of the bunch- lengthening are shown in Table 1. 
The latter values are calculated with the formula 

Ith,BL 27Ca(Ele) (!rY.J 2 (1) 
I ZII In leff Y 

where a is the momentum-compaction factor. In 
our case, the effective impedance I Z II I n I eff is 
limited to be 26mO by the free space impedance 
I Z II I n I eff= 300 b I R where band R are the 

vacuum chamber radius and the bending radius, 
respectively. 

The FEL performances with the FEL wiggler 
of parameters shown in Table 2 were analyzed 
with the three-dimensional simulation code 
ELFIN, which is developed by the author. One of 

Table 1. The storage ring parameters and the threshold 
current of Bunch Lengthening. 

Lattice 

Damping Wiggers 
Energy 
Energy Spread(O' .. r/,) 
Momentum
Compaction Factor 
Emittance(x,y)[nm rad] 
Ith,BL(naturaIO'...,) 
Ith BL 1.5 natural 0' 

Normal Detuned 
ON 

3 GeV 
0.00065 0.00065 

0.000146 0.00112 
0.1 1.3 
50 A 330 A 
112 A 742 A 

Table 2. FEL wiggler. 

Period 
Kw 
Matched /3x,y 
Length 

3cm 
4.0 

3.5 cm 
3.7 

14.2 m 17.7 m 
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Fig. 1. Gain vs peak current (in a normal lattice with 
damping wigglers) . 

the results is shown in Fig. 1. 
This result shows that the higher peak current 

was obtained with the higher energy spread. 
However high energy spread causes degradation 
of the FEL performance. From another result, 
not shown here, the higher peak current was 
obtained with the detuned lattice of higher 
momentum-compaction factor. But this lattice 
has also higher emittance and the high emittance 
also causes degradation of the FEL performance. 
Hence the gain is not so different in both cases. 

References 
1) A.S. Fisher et at.: "A 40AFEL on the PEP Storage 

Ring", SSRL ACD, Note 87 (1990). 
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V-2-9. The Relation between an Undulator Radiation in SPring-S 
and a Diffraction Limit Radiation on 

Spectral Brightness at the X-Ray Wavelength 

T. Takada and M. Hara 

SPring-8 is one of the third generation storage 
rings, which is designed to be operated with the 
electron energy of 8 Ge V and the beam current of 
100 rnA (multi-bunch), has a low natural 
emittance (electron beam emittance) of 6.99 nm
rad, and is optimized for many 4 meter undulator 
straight sections. One of the directions toward 
the next generation synchrotron radiation light 
sources is to provide even higher spectral bright
ness, coherence and the diffraction limit radia
tion on brightness at the X -ray wavelength. In 
this report, the conditions1l for the diffraction 
limit radiation from a planar undulator is de
scribed. Then the relation between a typical 
undulator radiation in SPring-8 and the diffrac
tion limit radiation on brightness at the X -ray 
wavelength is investigated. 

When we observe the photon beam at a large 
distance from the sources (the Fraunhofer zone), 
the photon beam emittance has its intrinsic 
value2) which depends only on the radiation 
wavelength, A: 

ep = O"pO"p'= A/ 47l', (1) 
where O"p is the RMS photon beam size and 0" p' is 
the RMS angular divergence. This situation is 
called "diffraction limited" because O"p' is limited 
by the constraint of eq. (1) when O"p is given. 

Fundamental wavelength, AISt, and the peak 
spectral flux at the fundamental wavelength, 
F 1st, radiated from a planar undulator are given 
by 

Alst [pJ = l.31 X 103 E:2[ &~~] ( 1 + Ky2 /2), (2) 

FIst [photons/sec/O.l%b.w.] = l.43 x 1014 

Ky2 ([ Ky2 J 
x Nu ( 1 + Ky2/2) Jo 4( 1 + Ky2/2) 

[ 
Ky2 JJ2 

- 11 4( 1 + Ky2/2) I[A] (3) 

where Ee is the electron energy, I is the beam 
current, Nu is the number of magnetic periods, 1n 
(x) is the n- th-order Bessel function of the 
variable, x, and Ky is called the deflection 
parameter which is proportional to the product 
of the magnetic period length, A u, and the peak 
of periodic sinusoidal magnetic field, By p, as: 

Ky [non- dimension] =93.4 Byp[T] Au[m]. (4) 
The peak on-axis spectral angular flux density, 

D?~t-axls, in photons/sec/0.l%b.w./mrad2 and the 
peak on-axis spectral brightness, B?~t-axls, in 
photons/sec/0.l%b.w./mrad2/mm2 at the funda
mental wavelength are given as follows l) by 
taking into account the effect of electron beam 
emittance: 

Don-axIs F 1st Bon-axis FIst (5) 
1st 27l'~x '~/ 1st (27l')2~X~y~x'~/ 

where ~x, ~y, ~x' and ~y' are given by 
~X,y = .; O"~,y + O"~ , ~x',y ' = / O"~ ',y' + O"~' . (6) 

Here, O"x (O"y) is horizontal (vertical) RMS elec
tron beam size and O"x' (O"y') is RMS angular 
divergence. They are given at a dispersion free 
straight section by: 

O"x,y =/ ex,yf3x,y, O"x',y' =/ ex,y/ f3x,y, (7) 
where f3x (f3y) is horizontal (vertical) betatron 
function value, and ex (ey) is horizontal (verti
cal) electron beam emittance. The relationship 
between ex (= O"x - O"x ') , ey = (= O"y - O"y' ) and the 
natural emittance, en, are given as: 

_ en _ }(en _ 
ex - 1 +)( , ey - 1 +)( - }(ex, (8) 

where )( is the coupling coefficient which stands 
for the ratio between the horizontal and vertical 
emittance. When the angular divergence of the 
planar undulator radiation at the fundamental 
wavelength is approximated to a Gaussian distri
bution, O"p' is first identified with 

- / A /L - /( 1 + Ky2 /2) 1 (9) 
O"p' ---V 1st u- V· 2Nu y' 

where Lu is the length of undulator, y is the ratio 
of the total electron energy to the rest mass. 
Then, the diffraction limited beam size, O"p, is 
obtained by using eqs. (1) and (9) as: 

O"p =/ AlstLu/ 4 7l'. (10) 
In order to fully utilize the high brightness of 

undulator radiation, the natural emittance has to 
be made smaller, e.g., by installing the damping 
wigglers in the storage ring. There are 3 phases 
about the behavior of the peak brightness at the 
fundamental wavelength in progress of decreas
ing the natural emittance, as given by!): 

Phase. 1 O"x, O"y > O"p and O"x', O"y' > O"p' (11) 

Bon- axIs = FIst oc r- -2 Nu (12) 1st 2" n , , 

Phase. 2 O"x, O"y > O"p and 0" x', 0" y' ~ 0" p' (13) 
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Bon-axis = FIst ex: E- I Nu 2 (14) 
1st (27r)20'xO'y O'~' n , , 

Phase. 3 O'x, O'y <: O'p and 0' x', 0' y ' <: 0' p' (15) 

(Diffraction Limited) 

FIst N (16) 
(Alst/2)2 ex: u 

Equation (16) gives the maximum peak brightness 
available at the fundamental wavelength from 
the planar undulator, which is independent of the 
natural emittance. 

A typical undulator in SPring-8, whose A u is 3 
cm and Ky is 0.75 (Table 1), provides the funda
mental wavelength on-axis of 0.78 A in the hard 
X -ray region, when installed in the 8 Ge V stor
age ring. Figure 1 shows the spectral brightness 
radiated from the typical undulator installed in a 
high-fJ straight section (large beam size and 
small angular divergence) in SPring-8, whose 
parameters are listed in Table 2. The peak 
brightness of 1.95 X 1018 photons/ sec/ 0.1%b.w./ 
mrad2/ mm2 is obtained at the fundamental wave
length with 100 rnA operation. When we compare 
the natural emittance of 6.99 nm-rad designed 
for SPring-8 and the photon beam emittance at 
the wavelength of 0.78 A using eq. (17) in practical 
unit: 

E [nm -rad] = .lIst [A] X 10- 1 

p 47r 

= 1 X 10- 1 
Eplst [ke V] , 

(17) 

the natural emittance is much larger than the 
photon beam emittance (Table 3), which corre
sponds to the phase 1 described above. If one 
want to obtain a diffraction limits radiation at 
0.78 A, the storage ring has to be operated with 
the natural emittance which is much smaller than 
6.21 x 10 ~ 3 nm-rad. It is impossible to operate the 
storage ring with such a small natural emittance 
in SPring-8 because the natural emittance can be 
decreased to only about 5.5 nm-rad with damp
ing wigglers of 100 m in total length in the stor
age ring3). In order to estimate how far the typi
cal undulator radiates from the diffraction limit, 
the following are calculated4

) under the assump
tion that design values of fJx, fJy and )( in Table 
2 are held to be constant even if the natural 
eimttance is varied. (Actually, fJx and fJy are 
varied when the natural emittance is decreased.) 
In Fig. 2, the sets of (O'x, O'y, O'X' , O'y, ) and (2x, 2 y, 
2 x', 2 y' ) are shown as a function of the natural 
emittance. In Fig. 3, the peak flux, the peak flux 
density and the peak brightness are shown at the 

Table 1. Parameters of the typical planar undulator in 
SPring-8, 

Technology 

Magnet block material 

Remnant field 

Ma~netic period length 

Pure Permanent Magnet : Halbach design 

Nd·Fe-B alloy 

Height of magnet 

Number of periods 

Total length 

Peak magnetic field on-axis a) 

Deflection parameter a) 

Fundamental wavelength on·axis a) 

Fundamental photon energy on·axis a) 

a) at magnetic gap width . g. of 20 mm. 

Br(T) 1.25 
AU (m) 0.03 

h (m) '" AU (mJ 12 0.015 
Nu 133 
Lu (m] ~ Au (m)o Nu 3.99 

Byp (T) 0.265 
Ky = 93.4 Byp (TJ ·"u (mJ 0.75 

"1st (A) 0.78 

EPlst (keV] . 15.8 

20 40 60 60 100 

Photon Energy Ep [keV] 

Fig. 1. Spectral brightness radiated from a typical un
dulator in the SPring-8 storage ring operated at the 
electron energy of 8 Ge V, the beam current of 100 rnA 
and the natural emittance of 6.99 nm' rad. The couping 
coefficient is assumed to be 10 %. 

Table 2. Parameters at the center of the high-p straight 
section in SPring-8. 

Electron energy E [GeV] 
Natural emittance En [nmorad) 6.99 
Coupling coefficient 1((%) 10 
Horizontal emittance Ex (nmorad) 6.35 
Vertical emittance Ey [nmorad) 0.635 
Horizontal betatron function value ~(mJ 23.346 
Vertical betatron function value l3y[m) 10.283 
Horizontal RMS beam size O'x(jJ.m] 385.2 
Vertical RMS beam size O'y(jJ.m) 80.8 
Horizontal RMS angular divergence O'x' [wad] 16.5 
Vertical RMS angular divergence O'y' (~rad] 7.9 

Table 3. RMS photon beam size and angular divergence 
at the fundamental wavelength of the typical planar 
undulator in SPring-8. 

Fundamental wavelength on-axis Alst (AJ 0.78 

Total length of undulator Lu(m) 3.99 
Photon emittance Ep (nmorad) 6.21 x 10-3 

RMS photon beam size O'p(~m] 1.4 

RMS photon angular divergence op' [~radJ 4.4 
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Fig. 2. Horizontal and vertical RMS beam sizes and 
angular divergences of electron beam only, (O-X, o-y, O-x', 

(J y')' and the convolution of electron beam and photon 
beam, (~x, ~y, ~x" ~y" as a function of natural emittan
ce. 

c 
o 
:; 
.0 
'': 
iii o 10'8 

~ 
ti 
~ 10'. ~. L:: __ --,-__ --'-___ ............ . ....... ..... , .'\ 

10-6 10~ 10.2 10" 

Natural Emittance ( . [nm·radl 

Fig. 3. Peak spectral flux, peak spectral angular flux 
density and peak spectral brightness at the fundamental 
wavelength radiated from a typical undulator, whose 
parameters are listed in Table 1, as a function of 
natural emittance. 

10'2 L......L.........L.........L_L..........L........L.......L_L...... .................... ....-l~ 

10.8 10' 10~ 10.2 10° 102 10' 

Natural EmiHance (.[nm·rad] 

Fig. 4. Peak spectral brightness at fundamental wave
lengths of 1, 10, 100 and 1000 A radiated from four 
typical planar undulators in the 8 Ge V storage ring, 
whose parameters are listed in Table 4, as a function of 
natural emittance. 

Table 4. Four typical planar undulators with fundamental 
wavelengths of 1, 10, 100 and 1000 A in the 8 Ge V 
storage ring. 

U1 U2 U3 U4 

AU (eml 3.3 32.7 326.6 3266.1 

Nu 133 13 10 1 

Lu (m] 4.369 4.251 32.66 32.661 

Ky 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

A1st (AJ 10 100 1000 

fundamental wavelength radiated from the typi
cal undulator as a function of the natural 
emittance. 

On the other hand, it is possible to obtain a 
diffraction limit radiation in a wavelength longer 
than about 900 A against the natural emittance 
of 6.99 nm· rad designed for SPring-8. Such a 
fundamental wavelength is realized by the un
dulator in the 8 GeV ring whose period length is 
longer than about 30 m and Ky is 1. Although this 
undulator can be installed in a long straight 
section of 30 m in length prepared in SPring-8, it 
is meaningless to discuss the diffraction limit 
radiation because the number of periods is only 1 
and the coherent radiation is not available. The 
peak brightness at the fundamental wavelengths 
of 1, 10, 100 and 1000 A is shown in Fig. 4 as a 
function of the natural emittance under the same 
assumption as mentioned above. Those wave
lengths can be obtained from four typical un
dulators, U1, U2, U3 and U4, in the 8 GeV storage 
ring, whose parameters are listed in Table 4. 
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V·2·10. Angular Distribution of the Radiation Power from 
a Bending Magnet in SPring·S 

T. Takada and M. Hara 

Extremely high radiation power is expected 
from a bending magnet (BM) in SPring-8 
compared to that in the facilities under opera
tion. In this report, the total power and angular 
power densities of the BM radiation in SPring-8 
are calculated to estimate the heat load. 

Parameters of EM : The SPring-8 storage ring 
has 88 BMs to make the orbit closed. Twenty 
three of them can be equipped with a beam line 
(BL) to bring out a radiation having a broad and 
smooth spectrum. Parameters and characteris
tics of the BMs in SPring-8 are shown in Table. 
1. Critical photon energy and bending radius are 
given by eqs, (1) and (2), respectively, in practical 
unit: 

Epc[keV] =O.665Ee2[GeV]B[T] 

= 28.9 eke V] for SPring-8 BM. (1) 

[ ] =3 336Ee [GeV] 
pm. B[T] 

=39.30[m] for SPring-8 BM. (2) 
where Ee is the electron energy and B is the 
magnetic field strength. 

The coordinate system for the orbit of an 
electron and the BM radiation are shown in Fig. 
1. An electron moves with time, t, and velocity, 

Table 1. Characteristics of the BM in SPring-8. 

Electron energy 
Field strength 
Bending radius 
Critical photon energy 

Critical wavelength 

P(Observer) 

\\ y 

.... n 

Ee [GeV] 
B[T] 
p[m] 
Epc [keV] 

Ac[A] 

8 
0.679 
39.30 
28.9 

0.429 

x 

Fig. 1. The coordinate system for the orbit of an electron 
and the BM radiation. 

V, heading to the tangential direction of trajec
tory, and lies in the x-z plane with an instantane
ous radius of curvature, p, making an angle (the 
latitude), f), with x-axis. A vector n is a unit 
vector heading from the electron to the observer, 
P, and Vr is the observation angle between nand 
the orbit plane. ea is a unit vector in the x-axis 
corresponding to polarization on the orbit plane; 
e 1C (= n X e 0') is a unit vector corresponding 
approximately to polarization that is perpendicu
lar to the obit plane if -rf; is very small. 

Total Power 1) : The total power of BM in the 
arc of L (= p [m] f) [rad]) is given by integrating 
the spectral angular power density over all angu
lar frequencies, w, all vertical angles, -rf;, and hori
zontal angles,f), in the interval of [O,LI p] as: 

- foo fLIP f" /2 d3P T 
PT[kW]- odw 0 dB _,, /2d-rf;dwdBd1fr 

= 1. 27Ee2[GeV] B2 [T]I [A] L[m] 
= 1. 27Ee2 [Ge V] B2 [T] I [A] p [m] f) [rad] 
=146.80 [rad] at lOOmA for SPring-8 BM. (3) 

where I is the beam current. The energy loss per 
1 turn in all BMs is given by 

P lturn [kW Iturn] 
= 1. 27Ee2 [Ge V] B2 [T] I [A] p [m] 2n [rad] 
=922.0[kW/ turn] at lOOmA for SPring-8 BM. 

(4) 
A ngular Power Density 1) : The linear angular 

power density, which is defined as the power per 
a unit horizontal angle, is derived by integrating 
the spectral angular power density over all angu
lar frequencies and all vertical angles as: 

dPT . -foo f KI2 d3PT 
CfB[kW / mrad(honz.)] - 0 dw _,rl2d1/r dwdOd1/r 

= 1. 27 x 10-3Ee2 [Ge V] B2 [T] I [A] p [m] 
= 0 .147 [kW I mrad(horiz.)] at 100mA for 

SPring-8 BM. (5) 
The linear angular power density, dPT / df), is 

independent of f). 
The angular power density is defined as a 

power per unit horizontal and vertical angles 
obtained by integrating the spectral angular 
power density over all angular frequencies. It is 
given by 

d2P / 00 d3P 
dBd1r(y-rf;)= 0 dWdwdf)d-rf; 

_ d2Pa d2P" 
- dB d-rf;(y-rf;) + dBd-rf;(YVr), (6) 

where 
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(7) 

and where y is called the 'relativistic energy 
factor' that is the ratio of the total electron 
energy to the rest mass of 511 keV. As y is 15656 
in SPring-8, the vertical FWHM radiation cone 
at the critical photon energy is 63.9 JLrad (= 1/ 
y) . Here, the angular power density on the orbit 
plane (f= 0), d2PT /d8df I '1' = 0, is given by 

:;~~(Yf) 1'1' = 0 [kw/mrad2
] 

f oo d3PT I 
= 0 dw dwd8df '1' = 0 

=5.42 x 10-3B[T]Ee4 [GeV]I[A] 
=1.51[kW/mrad2

] at lOOmA for SPring·S BM. (8) 
Total power and angular power densities 

(linear angular power density and angular 
power density on the orbit plane) are shown in 
Table 2 for a BM in SPring-8 with 100 rnA 
operation. The angular distribution is shown in 
Fig.2 against the vertical observation angle of 
the angular power density for a BM. 

The quantities so far described were obtained 
with the assumption that the electron beam has 
no angular divergence, that is, zero emittance 
limit. The electron emittance, in particular, the 
vertical RMS angular divergence of the electron, 
,.,. gives an effect on the angular distribution vy" 

against the vertical direction of angular power 
density which depends on vertical angle, f. At 
finite emittance, the angular power density on 
the orbit plane is 1. 48 k W /mrad2 which is only 

Table 2. Total power and angular power densities of the 
BM in SPring-8. 

Total power per turn 
Linear angular power density 

(I = 100 mA) 

P1 turn [kW/turn] 

dPT [kW/mrad(horiz.)J 
de 

Angular power density on the orbit plane 

922.0 

0.147 

d~T hv) I [kW/mrad) 
d6do/ 0/0:0 1.51 

2 

SPring·s 

'b Ee-8GeV,I-100mA 
<11 y.15656 
E 1.5 Bending Magnet (8M) 

~ B .. 0.679 T 
6 Epc. 28.9 keV 
~ PlIurn 

-922 kW/tum 'en 
c: 
Q) 

0 

~ 
~ 
0 

CL. 

iu 0.5 :; 
~ 
<{ 

~.oo 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 

Vertical Observation Angle Ijf (mradl 

Fig. 2. Angular distribution against vertical angle of 
angular power density for the BM in SPring-8. 

about 2% smaller than that at zero emittance, 
and the shape of angular distribution is almost 
the same as that at zero emittance because the 
vertical RMS angular divergence of electron of 
5.2 JLrad in SPring-8 is small compared to that of 
the radiation power of about 30 JLrad at zero 
emittance, 
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V-2-11. Angular Distribution of the Undulator Radiation Power in SPring-8 

T. Takada and M. Hara 

Extremely high radiation power from light 
sources (bending magnets and insertion devices 
such as wigglers or undulators) in SPring-8 is 
expected compared to that in the facilities under 
operation. Heat load is a problem to be overcome 
in the design of accelerator components (such as, 
vacuum chamber, crotch and absorber, etc.) and 
photon beam line components (cooling system 
for optics, etc.). In this report, the total power 
and angular power densities radiated from a 
typical undulator in SPring-8 are calculated to 
estimate the heat load. 

Undulator Parameters: Parameters of a typical 
planar undulator in SPring - 8 are shown in 
Table 1. We assume a typical undulator to be a 
pure magnet type configuration which has a 
periodic sinusoidal magnetic field of vertical 
direction, period length of 3 cm, and a gap width 
range from 35 mm to 20 mm. The n-th harmonic 
photon energy of on-axis undulator radiation is 
given by 

[ ] 
_ -3 Ee2[GeV] 

Ep(n) keY -9.5X10 nAu[m](1+Ky2/2)' (1) 

where Ee is the electron energy, A u is the period 
length and Ky is a dimensionless parameter 
called the "deflection parameter" expressed as in 
practical unit: 

Ky [non-dimension] = 93.4Byp [T] AU [m], (2) 
where Byp is the peak of periodic sinusoidal 
magnetic field. Photon energy will be scanned by 
means of changing the Ky parameter (that is, 
magnetic gap width) for this type of device. This 
undulator, when installed in the 8 GeV storage 
ring, provides the photon energy from 15.8 ke V 
to 20.0 ke V at fundamental harmonic radiation 
on-axis, which corresponds to a gap width from 

Table 1. Parameters of a typical planar undulator 
in SPring-8. 

Configuration 

Magnet block material 

Remnant field 
Magnetic period length 
Height of magnet block 

Pure permanent magnet: Halbach design 

Planar type 

Nd-Fe·B alloy 
Br[T] 1.25 
AU [m] 0.03 
h [m]-i..u [m)/2 0.015 

Number of periods Nu 133 
Total length Lu [m]-i..u [m] 0 Nu 3.99 

Magnetic gap width range g [mm] 35 - 20 
Peak magnetic field on-axis range Byp (T] 0.055 - 0.265 

Deflection parameter range Ky - 93.4 Byp [T]o i..u [m) 0.15 - 0.75 

Fundamental photon energy 
on-axis range Ep(l) [keY) 20.0 -15.8 

e· 

Fig. 1. The orbit and the coordinate system for a planar 
undulator radiation. The orbit of an electron lies on the 
z-x plane with sinusoidal motion. The vector n is a unit 
vector heading from the electron to the observer,8 and 
1/1' are horizontal and vertical observation angles, 
respectively. 

20 mm to 35 mm. 
Total Power 1) : When electrons move along on 

an ideal sinusoidal trajectory in a horizontal 
plane guided by a vertical periodic sinusoidal 
magnetic field of an undulator as shown in Fig. 1, 
the total radiation power is given by eq. (3) in 
practical unit by integrating the spectral angular 
power density over all angular frequencies, w, 
and all square solid angles, fJ and 1fr: 

PT[kW] = f~ dw f~Hde f~ rrd1fr d:~~d1fr 
= O.633Ee2[Ge V] Byp 2 [T] Lu [m] I [A] 
= 1.16[kW] for the typical undulator with 
gap of 20 mm at 100 rnA operation. (3) 

where I is the beam current. As the total power is 
proportional Byp2, the maximum total power is 
radiated at the minimum gap width. This un
dulator at a gap width of 20 mm radiates total 
power of 1.16 k W in the 8 Ge V storage ring with 
100 rnA operation. 

A ngular Distribution of Power 1) : The angular 
power density is given by eq. (4) in practical unit 
by integrating the spectral angular power den
sity over all angular frequencies: 

d2P foo d3P 
dfJdf(yfJ,y1fr)[kW/ mrad

2
] = 0 dWdwdfJd1fr 

= 1.60PT [kW]Ee2[GeV]G~y) 

f( yfJ [mrad], y1fr [mrad], Ky) 
= 1.084 X 10-2Ee4 [Ge V] By p [T] I [A] 

N u G(Ky )f( yfJ [mrad], y1fr [mrad], Ky) 
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Fig. 2. The behavior of the function G (Ky) . 

= 144.2 [kW I mrad2]G(Ky)f( yfJ[mrad] , 
yf [mrad], Ky) 

for the typical undulator with a gap 
of 20 mm at 100 rnA operation. (4) 

where G(Ky) is given by eq. (5), which is a 
normalized factor ranging from 0 to 1 as a func
tion of Ky. The function, G (Ky) , is plotted in 
Fig. 2 for the values of Ky ranging from 0 to 2. 
The behavior of G(Ky) is a monotonically
increasing function; if Ky is larger than about 1 
(wiggler mode) , then G(Ky) is saturated to be l. 

G(K )=K (7Ky6+ 24Ky4+ 28Ky2+ 16) (5) 
y y 7(1 + K y 7)112 

~(16/7)Ky ~2Ky (0 < Ky;S,0.25) (6) 
~ 1 (1 <Ky) (7) 

f(yO, yf, Ky) is given as folk;'ws: 
16Ky 

f(yfJ, yf, Ky) 77Z'G(Ky) 

4 (yfJ- Kycosa)2) . 2 d 
D5 sm a a, (8) 

where 
D = 1 +(yf)2+ (yfJ- Kycosa)2. (9) 

It is a normalized factor with f (0,0, Ky) = 1 , 
which gives the angular dependence including Ky 
parameter. The function f (yO ,O, Ky) and f (0, yf, 
Ky) are plotted in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 for the values 
of Ky ranging between O. 25 and 2 . 0 covering the 
Ky range of the typical undulator. The horizon
tal and vertical HWHM angular divergences of a 
planar undulator radiation with Ky ranging 
between 0.25 and 2.0 can be roughly identified as 
follows: 

~WHM~O.8Ky I y~Ky I y, (10) 
fHwHM~1/2y. (ll) 

Here, y is called the 'relativistic energy factor' 
that is the ratio of the total electron energy to the 
rest mass of 511 keY. It can also be expressed as 
in practical unit: 

y = 1957Ee [Ge V]. (12) 
As y is 15656 in SPring-8, the vertical FWHM 
radiation cone is 63 .9 jlrad (= I I y). 

The total power and on- axis angular power 
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Fig. 3. The behavior of the function f ( 1'0,0, Ky) for the 
values of Ky ranging between 0.25 and 2.0 . 
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Fig. 5. Angular distribution of the angular power density 
radiated from a typical undulator in SPring-8 at zero 
emittance and finite emittance. 

densities of a typical undulator power in SPring-
8 are summarized in Table 2, and the angular 
distributions are shown in Fig. 5 against horizon
tal and vertical directions of the angular power 
density radiated from a typical undulator in 
SPring-8. The quantities so far described were 
obtained with the assumption that the electron 
beam has no angular divergence, that is, zero 
emittance limit. It is necessary to consider the 
effect of electron emittance on the angular distri-
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Table 2. Total power and on-axis angular power 
densities radiated from a typical undulator in SPring-8. 

Total power 

On-axis angular power density 
Pr(kW] 1.16 

d~T ()'6,'Y'V)1 (kW/mrad~ 
d9dljl 9.0 and 1jI-0 

144.2 (at zero emittance) 

130.0 (at finite emittance) 

bution of angular power density because an 
undulator will be usually installed in a high-p 
(large electron beam size and small angular 
divergence) section in a finite electron emittance 
storage ring. The parameters of the high-f3 sec
tion in SPring-8 are listed in Table 3. The 
angular distribution of the angular power den
sity at finite electron emittance is calculated 
using a computer code called 'URGENT'2.3). The 
calculated results are included in Table 2 and 
Fig. 5. The on - axis angular power density at 

Table 3. Electron beam size and angular divergence at 
the center of a high - f3 straight section in SPring - 8. 

Nat~ral emittance En (m-rad] 6.99 x 10-9 

Coupling coefficient 11:(%] 10 
Horizontal emittance Ex (m-rad] 6.35 x 10-9 

Vertical emittance ty [m-rad] 6.35 x 10-10 

Horizontal betatron lunction value j3x(m] 23.346 
Vertical betatron lunction value l3y(m] 10.283 
Horizontal AMS electron beam size ox(~m] 385.2 
Vertical AMS electron beam size oy[~m] 80.8 
Horizontal AMS angular divergence Ox' [~radJ 16.5 
Vertical AMS angular divergence Oy' ~radJ 7.9 

finite electron emittance is about 10 % lower 
than that at zero emittance. 
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1) K. -]. Kim: Nucl. Instrum. Methods, A246, 67 (1986) . 
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V·2·12. Effect of Energy Spread on the Multi·Pole Wiggler Radiation Spectrum 

T. Takada and M. Hara 

SPring-8 is a third generation ring, which is to 
be operated with the electron energy of 8 GeV 
and the beam current of 100 rnA, and optimized 
for insertion devices (IDs). Thirty four straight 
sections of 6.65 m in length (19 high- ,B and 15 
low-,B ones) are prepared for insertion devices 
(IDs) in SPring-8. Multi -pole wigglers (MPW s) 
will be usually installed in the low-,B straight 
section (small electron beam size and large angu
lar divergence as shown in Table 1). The spec
trum radiated from a typical MPW in SPring-8, 
whose parameters are shown in Table 2, was 
calculated by two different methods, and the 
results will be described in this report. 
Method ]I}: The MPW, that has a vertical periodic 
sinusoidal magnetic field, can be regarded as a 
sequence of bending magnets (BMs) with alter
nate polarities. Thus, the spectrum of a MPW is 
broad and smooth similar to that of a BM, but 
has 2 Nw intensity enhancements of the BM 
radiation, where Nw is the number of magnetic 
periods. On-axis spectral brightness in the unit 
of photons / sec / O.l%b.w./ mrad2

/ mm2 from 
MPW is expressed in practical unit as follows: 

B(E) 1.33x1Q13Ee2[GeV]I[A](Ep/EpJ2K b(Ep/Epc)2N (1) 
p 2nO"xO"y W , 

where Ee is the electron energy, I is the beam 
current, Ep is the photon energy, and Kn (u) is 
the n-th modified Bessel function, and Epc is the 

Table 1. Electron beam size and angular divergence at 
the center of a low-f3 straight section. 

Natural emittance En [nmorad] 6.99 

Coupling coefficient 1([%] 10 

Horizontal betatron function value ~x [m} 1.116 

Vertical betatron function value ~y [m] 8.715 

Horizontal RMS beam size ax [Ilm} 84.2 

Vertical RMS beam size ay [Ilm} 72.1 

Horizontal RMS angular divergence ax' [Ilrad} 75.5 

Vertical RMS angular divergence ay' [wad} 8.8 

Table 2. Parameters of a typical MPW in SPring-8. 

Magnetic period length Aw[m) 0.18 

Number of periods Nw 22 

Total length Lw [m) - AW [m) • Nw 3.96 

Peak magnetic field on·axis Byp [T) 0.952 

Critical photon energy Epc [keY) 40.5 

Critical wavelength Ac[A) 0.31 

Deflection parameter Ky ~ 93.4 Byp [T] • AW 1m) 16 

Fundamental photon energy on-axis Ep(l) [eV) 26.2 

critical photon energy given by 
Epc eke V] = 0.665Ee2 [Ge V] Byp [T]. (2) 

Here, By p is the the peak of periodic sinusoidal 
magnetic field on-axis. When the effect of elec
tron beam emittance is taken into account, the 
intensity of on-axis spectral brightness is 
reduced by multiplying the factor A, expressed 
as follows: 

A 1 1 +[o-x/(Ky/y)]2)1 + [o-y/O-sR(Ep/Epc)] 2 , (3) 
where Ky is the deflection parameter expressed 
as in practical unit: 

Ky [non-dimension] = 93.4Byp [T] A w [m], (4) 
and y is called the Hrelativistic energy factor" 
expressed as in practical unit: 

y = 1957 Ee [Ge V]. (5) 
As y is 15656 in SPring-8, the vertical FWHM 
radiation cone is 63.9 ,urad ( = 1/ y) at the critical 
photon energy. O"SR (u) is the vertical RMS angu
lar divergence for synchrotron radiation by an 
electron as a function of photon energy, which is 
given by 

I 12n f:/~K513(y)d~1 
<TsR (Ep/EPc)=~Ep/EPctl Kb (Ep/Epc) Jr ' (6) 

when the angular spread against the vertical 
direction of the radiation is identified to a Gaus
sian distribution. 

The on-axis spectral brightness from a typical 
MPW in SPring-8 with the effect of electron 
emittance is sown in Fig. 1; the result of a calcu
lation in which the MPW is regarded as a 
sequence of BMs. The on-axis spectral bright
ness from a BM in SPring-8 with the effect of 
electron emittance is also shown in the same 
figure. 
Method 2: In the second method, the MPW is 
regarded as a lar.ge Ky limit of an undulator. The 
on-axis spectral brightness from undulator with 
electron beam emittance effect was calculated by 
using the code of 'URGENT'. 2,3} In this case, the 
spectrum appears as a series of a very large 
number of harmonics, and has a periodic struc
ture. However, the effect of electron energy 
spread is not included in URGENT .. The energy 
spread was included as described in the follow
Ing. 

The energy spread of electrons in a storage 
ring has a Gaussian distribution, and can be 
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Fig. 1. On-axis spectral brightness with the effect of 
electron emittance from a typical MPW when the 
MPW is regarded as a sequence of BMs. The on-axis 
spectral brightness with the effect of electron emittance 
from a BM in SPring-8 is also shown. Critical photon 
energies for the BM and the typical MPW in SPring-8 
are represented by open circles. 

Table 3. Parameters of the SPring-8 storage ring. 

Electron energy 

Beam current 
Energy spread 

expressed as 

<Ee> [GeV] 

I [A] 
OEe /<Ee> [%] 

8 

0.1 
0.10936 

PEe(Ee)= vrzkexp[(Ee-<Ee»2/20"2Ee]' (7) 
7l O"Ee 

where <Ee> is the nominal energy of the storage 
ring and O"Ee is the standard deviation. Here, 
<Ee> is 8 Ge V and O"Ee l <Ee> is designed to be 
0.10936 % in SPring-8 as shown in Table 3. 

The photon energy at the peak of the nth
harmonics on-axis spectral brightness of MPW 
radiation is given by in practical unit: 

Ep (n) eke V] = 9.5 X 10-3nEe2 [Ge V] / 
(1 + Ky2 /2)1 AW [m]. (8) 

Since the photon energy is proportional to the 
square of the electron energy as shown by eq. (8), 
the relative energy spread of photon energy is 2 
times as large as that of electron energy. 

~Ep = 2~Ee (9) 
Ep Ee' 

In order to include the electron energy depen
dence in the MPW radiation spectrum, B (Ep;Ee) 
is defined as the on-axis spectral brightness from 
the electron energy of Ee. Then, the spectrum 
with the effect of electron energy spread is given 
by the following integration: 

B(Ep) = f 311 .. B(Ep;<Ee) + ~Ee) 
-3 c:r~: c 

PEe( <Ee> + ~Ee)d~Ee. (10) 

Practically, it is sufficient to integrate only in the 

region of [-30"Ee,30"EeJ. However, this integration 
is a very time consuming calculation, because 
many B(Ep;<Ee> + ~Ee) have to be calculated for 
different ~Ee. Therefore, an assumption expres
sed by eq. (11) is introduced: 

B(Ep;<Ee>+ ~Ee)~B(Ep- ~Ep;<Ee» . (11) 
Equation (11) means that the effect of electron 
energy shift, ~Ee, is approximated by the same 
amount of the photon energy shift, ~Ep, given by 
eq. (9) with opposite sign. This assumption would 
be sufficient to estimate the energy spread effect 
in the region of [ - 3 O"Ee , 30"EeJ. Then, eq. (10) is 
rewri tten as 

B(Ep) = f~:~ .. B(Ep- ~Ep; <Ee» 
(12) 

where PEP (Ep) is a Gaussian distribution of 
photon energy: 1 

PEP(~Ep) ~exp[~Ep2/20"2EP ], (13) 
7l O"EP 

using variable transformation expressed by eq. 
(14), with the constraint of eq. (I5), 

PEe«Ee> + ~Ee)d~Ee=PEP(~Ep)d~Ep, (14) 

~= 2 crEe (15) 
Ep <Ee>' 

The on-axis spectral brightness from the typi
cal MPW was calculated using the code of 
URGENT including only the effect of electron 
emittance, and the modification mentioned above 
was adopted to obtain the spectrum with the 
effect of energy spread. The spectra with and 
without inclusion of the effect of energy spread 
around the photon energy of 1 keY and 10 keY 
are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. As a 
result, the spectrum around 1 ke V oscillates in a 
range of about 2 figures when the energy spread 

MPW (l.w.l8cm. Lwa3.96m) 
Ky.16. Ep(l ).26.2eV 

10'~.L95Z::l=:::c:;=r:=---=-~~'-:1~.0':-""":"1.-':::02~1.0=-3 ...... 1~.O:-4 ~1.05 

Fig. 2. On-axis spectral brightness around the photon 
energy of 1 ke V including the effect of electron emittan
ce with and without the effect of electron energy spread 
from the typical MPW SPring-8. Solid line represents 
the spectrum with the effect of electron emittance only, 
bold line the spectrum with the effect of both electron 
emittance and energy spread. 
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Fig. 3. On-axis spectral brightness around the photon 
energy of 10 ke V including the effect of electron 
emittance with and without the effect of electron 
energy spread from the typical MPW SPring-8. Solid 
line represents the spectrum with the effect of electron 
emittance only, bold line the spectrum with the effect of 
both electron emittance and energy spread. 

is not included. The inclusion of the effect of 
energy spread reduces the oscillation so that the 
ratio of the spectral maximum value to the 
minimum is about 8. In the vicinity of 10 keY, the 
oscillation is totally smoothed out by the effect 
of energy spread. This smoothing spectrum is 
obtained if the conditions 3<1EP > Ep(l) and Ep < 
Epc are satisfied. Both spectra using method 2 
are consistent with the spectrum shown in Fig. 1 
using method 1 when the average value is taken 
only for the spectrum of 1 ke V region. 
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V-2-13. Progress in the Magnet System for SPring-8 Storage Ring 

J. Ohnishi, N. Kumagai, S. Motonaga, H. Takebe, S. Matsui, 
K. Kumagai, and T. Ouchi 

SPring-8 storage ring has 88 dipole, 480 qua
drupole, and 336 sextupole magnets. l

) We have 
finished manufacturing and test of their 
prototypes.2

) Presently, design of real magnets 
has been almost completed and their production 
has started. Each first magnet of the three types 
will be completed in March, 1992. All magnets 
will be delivered by March, 1995. 

Figure 1 shows the magnet arrangement in a 
unit cell of the storage ring. Two synchrotron 
radiation beam lines are extracted from an inser
tion device and a dipole magnet in the unit cell. 
Quadrupole and sextupole magnets have two 
sizes of magnet yokes in order to make the 
radiation beam line pass through. Detailed draw
ings of dipoles, quadrupoles, and sextupoles are 
shown in another report.l) Table 1 shows param
eters of these magnets. 

Completed magnets will start to be delivered 
from the beginning of 1993 in Nishi-Harima site 
where the storage ring will be constructed. All 
the magnets will be subjected to field measure
ments to verify their field performances. After 
the field measurements, ten quadrupoles and 
seven sextupoles in each unit cell will be aligned 
precisely on three straight girders and will be 
transferred to the storage ring building. Finally, 
144 girders and 88 dipole magnets will be aligned 
along the ideal orbit of the storage ring. 

Followings are also in progress in order to 
perform a construction program for the magnet 
system; design of power supplies,3) design of 
steering magnets4

) and pulsed magnets for beam 
injection,1) design of water cooling system for 
magnets, design of the girders, preparation and 
improvement of field measurement devices, and 
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Q: Quadrupole magnet 
S: Sextupole magnel 
10: Insc:ruon device 
AD: Absorber 

HS ] 
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VHS 
CR; Qucch 
M: Monitor 

Fig. 1. Magnet arrangement in a unit cell of the storage ring. Two synchroton radiation beams 
are extracted from an insertion device and a dipole magnet. Quadrupoles indicated as Q5, Q9 
and sextupoles as S2, S3, S5,S6 have large size yokes. 

Table 1. Parameters of the storage ring magnets. 

dipole quadrupole sextupole 
Family Ql,QlO Q2,Q9 Q3,Q8 Q4,Q7 Q5,Q6 Sl,S7 S2.S3 

S5.S6 
Number of magnets 88 96 96 96 96 96 96 192 
Gap height/Bore diameter (mm) 63.8 85 85 85 85 85 92 92 
Effective field length (m) 2.804 0.35 0.97 0.51 0.41 0 .51 0.30 0.29 
Magnet length (m) 3.09 0.48 1.10 0.64 0.54 0.64 0.41 0.37 
Magnet weight (Kg) 4950 970 2520;3090 1390 1130 1690/1390 635 800 
Field strength, max (T, TIm, T/m2) 0.679 17 17.6 17.4 16.2 17.1 420 420 
Tum numbers per pole 14 24 24 24 24 24 19 19 
Conductor size (mm) 26 x 18.5 10 x 16 lOx 16 10 x 16 10 x 16 lOx 16 9.5 x 8 9.5 x 8 
Hollow size (mm) 1!l10.5 1!l5 5x9 1!l5 1!l5 1!l5 1!l5 1!l5 
Current, max (A) 1270 536 552 544 504 533 300 300 
Current density (Nmm2) 3.22 3.81 4.80 3.88 3.59 3.80 5.45 5.45 

Conductor resistance (mil) 8.64 16.6 39.7 20.9 18.2 20.9 36.0 34.7 
Voltage drop, max 01) 11.0 8.90 21.9 11.4 9.17 11.1 10.8 10.4 
Power dissipation (KW) 13.9 4.77 12.1 6.28 4.62 5.94 3.24 3.12 

Cooling circuits 2 4 4 4 4 4 2 2 
Waterflow OImin) 22.1 11.0 15.8 9.6 10.4 9.6 4.0 4.0 
Pressure drop (Kg/cm2) 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
Temperature rise (C) 9.0 6.2 11.0 9.4 6.4 8.9 11.6 11.2 
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investigation of precise alignment of magnets. 
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V·2·14. A Preliminary Test for Precise Alignment of 
SPring·S Sextupole Magnets 

J. Ohnishi and S. Motonaga 

336 sextupole magnets will be installed in the 
SPring- 8 storage ring for chromaticity 
correction. I) Their alignment accurracy is 
required to be less than about 0.1 mm from 
calculation so that the stop band width of a 
certain resonance of the beam may be kept smal
ler than the allowance value. In achievement of 
such a precise alignment, it becomes important 
that the magnetic field center of the sextupole 
magnet is measured and marked acccurately. 

As a preliminary test for the precise alignment, 
we tried to analyze the position of the field 
center and the strength of a dipole field from the 
field measurement of a prototype magnet. 2) The 
magnetic field was mapped with a hall probe on 
vertical planes of ± 15 mm square. Mapping 
interval was 1 mm and measured data were 
obtained at 961 points a plane. Using these data, 
following parameters were fit by the least square 
method; 

expression Bmeas = - Bxsin8+ Bycos8+ Bo 
Bx = 6a(x-xo) (Y-Yo) 
By = 3a {(X-xo)2 - (Y _ Yo)2 } 

parameters a: the strength of a sextupole field 
xo, yo: position of the field center 
Bo: the strength of a dipole field 
8: tilt of the hall probe 

Figure 1 shows displacement of the field center 
with the strength of an exciting current. The 
displacement of about 10 .um is small enough to 
affect the beam. Figure 2 shows the change of a 
dipole field with excitation levels. The strength 
of the dipole field produces COD smaller than an 
expected alignment error of quadrupole magnets. 
However, even a dipole field of several gausses 
shifts zero field lines by about a handred micron 
meters and leads diffculty in finding the field 
center. 

We need to measure the positional difference 
between the magnetic and the geometric center 
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Fig. 1. Movement of the field center of the sextupole 
magnet with excitation currents. 
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Fig. 2. Dipole error field of the sextupole magnet with 
excitation currents. 

for precise alignment of sextupole magnets. We 
start to develop an equipment for measuring and 
marking the field center of the sextupole mag
nets in consideration of the above results. 
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V-2-1S. Design of Steering Magnet System for the SPring-8 Storage Ring 

K. Kumagai, H. Takebe, J. Ohnishi, and S. Motonaga 

Twelve steering magnets are installed in the 
unit cell for COD collection as shown in Fig.I. 
Six magnets are prepared for the horizontal 
steering, the rest of magnets for the vertical 
steering, and a total of 576 steering magnets are 
placed along the ring. 

Maximum field strength of 0.0267 T m for the 
horizontal and 0.0133 T m for the vertical cor
rection are required. The design parameters for 
these magnets are summarized in Table 1. In 
order to make use of commercial power supplies, 
the peak current and voltage are set a ceiling to 

6269' -l(~O 1\1 ,-, j -r ""' i 
Sl'I I • 
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STH : Hori,zomaJ sleering magnet 
STV : Vemcal steering magnet 
STF : Fast feedback steering magnet 

B : Bendingmagnel 
Q : Quadrupole magne< 
S : Sexlupole magnet 

ID : lnsenion device 

Fig. 1. Arrangement of the steering magnets, lattice mag
nets and other elements in the unit cell of the 8 GeV 
storage ring. 

Table 1. Design parameters of the steering magnets. 

5TH STY 
Family 1-6 1,2,4 ,6 

(H) (V) 
Number of magnets 288 192 
Magnet type C C 
Kick angle (mrad) 1.0 0 .5 
Gap width (!TUn) 70 !OS 
Core len!!th (m) 0 .14 0 . 13 
Effective~ field length(m) 0 .19 0.20 
Magnet length (m) 0.22 0.23 
Magnet weight (Kg) 64 60 

Field strength,max (T) 0 .14 0.08 
Magnetomotive force (x I 03 A n 7.80 6.68 
Tum numbers per pole 780 674 
Conductor diameter (mm) 2 .2 2.3 
Current,max (A) S S 
Current density (Nmm2) 0.93 0.84 
Voltage drop,max (Y) 24 21 
Power dissipation (W) 120 lOS 

Cooling air air 
Power Supply 5A-SOV 5A-50V 
Temperature rise eC) 2S 27 

5A - 50V. In the first step of operation of the 
storage ring, about 160 power supplies will be 
prepared and assigned by the matrix switch to 
the magnets which are most effective for the 
COD correction. All magnets are cooled by air. 

One type of the horizontal steering magnets 

1.02 

~TY 
"- .) 

STJ1-'" ~ l.--
~ 

V ~ ~. 

1.01 

1.00 

STY C.ty~e) 

0 .99 

0.98 
-4 -3 -2 -1 0 4 

x, Y (em) 

Fig. 2. Field distributions of the steering magnets calcu
lated with a 2-D code LINDA. Each distribution is 
normalized at x, y=O. 

STY STF STF 
3,5 
(V) (H) (V) (H) 
96 12 12 

WF WF 
0.5 0.094 0 .047 0.071 
130 94 140 
0 . 19 0.07 
0.27 0. 12 0.14 0.20 
0 . 19 0 .12 0.23 
68 22 6 

O.OS 0 .028 0.012 0.023 
5.32 1.40 1.49 
1064 440 440 300 
2.5 1.9 1.9 1.6 
S 5 3.2 S 
0.68 1.22 0 .78 I.S8 
22 II 7 19 
110 52 22 94 

air air air air 
SA-SOY SA-20V 5A-20Y SA-30V 
26 27 12 50 

(STH) and two types of the vertical steering 
magnets (STV) have been designed. Fig.2 shows 
the field distributions calculated by a 2-D code, 
LINDA. The region where the field deviation is 
less than 1% is calculated to be over the horizon
tal and vertical ranges of 40 mm. The magnets 

_180_ 
.--130_ 

Cross section Side view 

~ 

Fig. 3. One type of the vertical steering magnets (STV). 
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are ordinary C-magnets except one of the verti
cal steering magnets which is shown in Fig. 3. A 
prototype of this magnet was constructed so as 
to measure the fields to verify the design. 

Two pairs of fast feedback steering magnets 
(STF) which are used to collect the slight vibra
tion of optical axis are installed on both sides of 
the insertion devices. The STF magnets produce 
vertical and horizontal fields. The magnets can 

be controlled in several tenths Hz. The vacuum 
chamber in the gap of a magnet is made of 
stainless steel in order to avoid the growth of 
eddy currents on the chamber. Two of the fast 
feedback steering magnets are incorporated to 
the vertical steering magnets (STV), arid the 
remaining two magnets are window flame-mag
nets. Details of these magnets' design is now in 
progress. 
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V-2-16. Magnetic Properties of a Pulsed Septum Magnet 

K. Kumagai, S. Matsui, and H. Miyade 

The injection system of the storage ring of 
SPring-8 is composed of four septum magnets 
and four bump magnets.l} The last septum mag
net located most downstream of the injection line 
is a passive type shielding magnet excited with a 
pulsed current. The magnetic fields on the refer
ence orbit and the bump orbit of the storage ring 
(It is called 'stray fields') are shielded by eddy 
currents in the septum (wall). 2) Actually, the 
thickness of the septum wall at the exit from 
injection section is required to be about 1.5 mm 
to acquire high injection efficiency. In the respect 
of beam dynamics, the strength of stray fields 
should be smaller than 30 G m on the bump orbit, 
while smaller than 1 G m on the reference orbit is 

Coil 

Core Holder 

Bump Orbit 
jReference Orbit 

~<:uJ 

r--X 
Fig. 1. Cross sectional view of the septum magnet. 

required. 
We have made experiments using a septum 

magnet in order to estimate the strength of the 
stray field, pulse width of an exciting current, 
and thickness and structure of septum. 

A cross sectional view of the septum magnet is 
shown in Fig. 1. The magnet length is 1 m and the 
core is made of 0.35 mm thick laminated silicon 
steel plates coated with electrical insulator and 
glued with epoxy. The septum magnet is operat
ed with a half-sine pulse of 40-,usec or IOO-,usec 
width produced by the discharge of capacitors. 
Magnetic fields were measured by a cylindrical 
search coil. 

Figure 2 (a) shows the time dependence of the 
stray field against the magnet gap field (source 
field) in case of the copper septum of 0.8 mm 
thick and a pulse width of 100 ,usec. The strength 
of the stray field has a maximum just after when 
an exciting current finishes. The stray field is 
given by the subtraction of the field induced by 
eddy currents on the septum (wall) from the 
source field. Figure 2 (b), (c) shows the stray field 
under the condition that a no-oriented silicon 
steel plate of 0 .I5-mm thickness is added to the 
outside of the copper septum (wall). Figure 2 (c) 
shows the strength of the stray field at the cur
rent strength that the silicon steel plate is just 
saturated magnetically. Figure 2 (b) is the stray 
field under the condition that the silicon steel 
plate is saturated enough and the stray field 

400~-----------------------------------r 4000 
Source Field X=4mm 

Stray Field 3000 
(j) 
(/) 

:J 
co 
~ 
-0 

(a},(b} ........ 

(j) 300 (c) ,_ C/) 
::J 
cu 
~ 

2000 Q) 
u:::: 

"0 200 Qi 
u:::: Q) 

u 
:J 

1000 
0 

C/) 

>. 
~ 

Ci5 100 

0 
o 200 400 600 800 1000 

Time (Jlsec) 

Fig. 2. Time dependence of the magnetic stray fields against the source fields. Pulse width is 100 J..Lsec. (a), 
in case the septum (wall) is a copper plate of O. 8-mm thickness; (b) and (c), in case the silicon steel plate 
of 0 . 15-mm thickness is combined with copper septum. 
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Fig. 3. Peak strength ratio of the stray fields to the source 
field. (a), against the thickness of copper septum; (b), 
against the pulse width of an exciting current. 

appears. From these results, it is clear that the 
stray fields are reduced to be small enough for 
the tolerances unless the silicon steel plate is 
saturated magnetically. 

Figure 3 (a) shows the peak strength ratio of 
the stray field to the source field as a function of 

the thickness of copper septum (wall). It 
decreases exponentially with the thickness. Fig
ure 3 (b) shows the peak strength ratio of the 
stray field to the source field as a function of the 
pulse width of an exciting current. It also 
decreases as the pulse width reduces. A design of 
the septum magnet in case that a field strength is 
about 5000 G in a gap is suggested by using Figs. 
2 and 3. Following conditions are required in 
order not to make the silicon steel plate saturat
ed: Pulse width is 40 J1.sec (required for flatness 
at the peak current), thickness of the copper 
plate and the silicon steel plate are 0.85 mm and 
0.15 mm, respectively. 

On the basis of the experimental results we 
could find a design plan for the actual magnet for 
SPring-8 storage ring. 

References 
1) JAERI- RIKEN SPring-8 Project Team: SPring-8 

Project Part I, Facility Design (1991). [Revise] 
2) N. Marks andM.W. Poole: IEEE Trans. on Mag., 

MAG-17, No.5, p.1579 (1981). 
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V-2-17. Calcu lation of Magnetic Field Attenuation by Metallic Coating and 
Core Material for Pulsed Magnet 

S. Matsui, K. Kumagai, H. Miyade, N. Kumagai, and H. Takebe 

(1) Calculation of magnetic field attenuation 
by metallic coating 

A ceramic chamber whose inside surface is 
covered with thin metallic coating is used to 
avoid the eddy current field induced by the 
magnetic field with fast time dependence. A 
precise calculation is required for holding a long
er flat top in a short pulse width. It is not easy to 
calculate analytically the field inside the ellipti
cal chamber in a core gap of some distance. 

As illustrated in Fig.l, the following are 
assumed: 1) the shape of the coating is elliptical; 
2) the magnetic pole face is wide so that the 
effect of edge part is negligible; 3) the eddy 
current can be divided into symmetrical current 
loops Ii 0=1,2"'). 

The interaction between the current loop Ii 
and Ij is not only direct one but also includes 
ones through the influence of core. These interac
tions expressed in terms of mutual inductance 
Mji are calculated by using image currents which 
account for the effect of core. Then, using Far
aday's law the following equations are given, 

dli = 1..(_ d<I>(t)ext,i - I'R' - '" M" QIi)(. = 1 2 ... ) 
dt Li dt 1 1 (;i J 1 dt 1 " 

where <I>(t)ext,i represents the flux given by the 
magnet, Ri is the resistance of the circumference 
of the loop i, and Li is its self inductance. These 
differential equations can be solved numerically 
by integrating dIi/ dt for every very short time 
using a computer. The whole size of this com
puter program including graphics is 150 lines in 
BASIC, and the solver part is only 15 lines. This 
easy method is general and can be used for the 
calculation of eddy current and the dynamic 
magnetic field in the dipole magnet. If the coat
ing thickness is much larger than the skin depth, 

Fig. 1. Eddy current loops on an elliptical coating caused 
by an external magnetic field between the cores. 
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m 
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Fig. 2. The behaviour of B when Rs is changed. 
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Fig. 3. Variation of heat power vs sheet resistance. 

the eddy current must be divided into multi loops 
on a few layers. 

Figure 2 shows the behaviour of the magnetic 
flux density B at the center (x = 0) and a shift 
point (x = 1.6cm) on the median plane, when the 
coating thickness (the sheet resistance Rs)is 
changed. The B at x=o was almost the same as 
that at x = 1.6cm. If Rs = 0.1.0/ 0 , a flat top of 1,us 
is impossible. 

The averaged heat power including eight 
pulses during one second is plotted versus Rs in 
Fig.3. Since the shape of the magnetic flux must 
be trapezoidal and also in view of heat, it is 
desirable that the sheet resistance is larger than 
H1/ 0 . 

(2) Core material for pulsed magnet 
In order to obtain a magnetic field during a 

short time, ferrite has been used as a core mate-
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rial, because its high frequency characteristics is 
good. However the saturation B of ferrite is 
about 0.3 T (Tesla). Therefore we can not obtain 
a strong magnetic field with ferrite. On the other 
hand, the saturation B of steel or amorphous 
alloy is higher than 1 T. Though the high fre
quency characteristics of steel and amorphous 
alloy is worse than that of ferrite because of the 
eddy current etc., a gap in the magnet improves 
these characteristics. In order to determine the 
core material for bump magnets, the permeabil
ity and phase shift of several materials (thin 
steel, ferrite, amorphous, and dust core) were 
measured at high frequencies. 

Figure 4 shows the effective permeabilities vs 
frequency at B=O.OOl T. The core shape made of 
a thin steel (25j.lm,50j.lm) and amorphous 1,2 is 
cut core with an about 4cm x 6cm frame and that 
of others is toroidal with a radius from 2 cm to 3 

III Steel (25 }Jm) 

• Steel (50 fJm) 

o Ferrite 

• Amorphous 1 

• Amorphous 2 

x Amorohous 3 

A Dust core 

105 10 6 

Frequency (Hz) 

Fig. 4. Effective permeability vs frequency. 
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Fig. 5. Phase shift vs frequency. 

cm. Phase shift shown in Fig.5 was obtained by 
measuring the time difference between two 
sinusoidal waves, that is, the current of the pri
mary coil and dB/ dt of the secondary coil. 

Figure 6 shows the B obtained by integrating 
dB/ dt, when the shape of the exciting current is 
trapezoidal. The ratio of the gap length 19 to the 
magnet length 1m is 2/ 15 (left) , and 0 (right). This 
core material is ((Steel (50j.lm)". These wave
forms of B were similar to the calculated ones 
using the data in Figs.4 and 5. 

Since actually used B is the order of 0.3 T, the 
raised B for a short time was examined. After 
the residual magnetization was disappeared by 
exciting the core by fading ac current, a linearly 
increasing current was applied for 2j.ls. Then the 
maximum B was obtained by integrating dB/ dt. 
Figure 7 shows the maximum B which can be 
achieved in 2j.ls vs H. The B of a ferrite sample 
saturates at around 0.2 T , while that of steel, 
amorphous or dust core does not seem to sa tu
rate. 

with gap without gap 

cu,\nt" B=f~ dt 

OJ 

(lg =0) (lg/lm=2/15) \. / ""'" 
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Fig. 6. Measured current and dB/ dt and integrated B. 
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V·2·1S. Measurement of Ripple Field in the B, Q, SX Magnets with an 
Aluminium Vacuum Chamber for the SPring·S Storage Ring 

H. Takebe, S. Matsui, ]. Ohnishi, K. Kumagai, S. Motonaga, and N. Kumagai 

Detailed design for the SPring-8 storage ring 
magnet power supply system has been made. A 
high stability and low ripple current are 
required for the bending (B), quadrupole (Q), and 
sextupole (Sx) magnets. Magnetic field ripples, 
induced by current ripples, are modified by an 
aluminum vacuum chamber. This ripple fields 
were measured inside the vacuum chamber of the 
B, Q, and Sx magnets, in order to decide a cur
rent ripple tolerance of the power supply.l) 

610 

50 

End side view 

1 
-~ 

Fig. 1. Cross sectional view of the Q magnet with the 
vacuum chamber. The azimuthal- length of the model 
chamber is 40 cm, and the model magnet is 45 cm (Sx) 
and 50 cm (Q) in length, respectively. 

The magnetic field ripple was measured inside 
and outside of the vacuum chamber. Figure 1 
shows the cross sectional view of the model Q 
magnet and the model vacuum chamber. The 
length of the chamber is 40 cm, and the model 
magnet is 45 cm (Sx) and 50 cm (Q) in length, 
respectively. The schematic diagram of the 
measurement is shown in Fig. 2. The measure
ment was done for a ripple current of ± 0 . 85"'-' ± 
3.4 A (0 to peak) and frequency of 30"'-'480 Hz. 
This current was supplied to the magnet exciting 
coil using a bipolar amplifier and a frequency 
generator. The magnetic field ripple was taken 
by a pick up coil ( 200 turn, 5 mm dia. for the Sx 
magnet and 2500 turn, 10 mm dia. for the B, Q 
magnets ), which was moved in X and Y direc
tions. The output signal of this coil was con
nected to an FFT (Frequency Fourier Trans
fer) analyzer. 

FFT 
Analyzer :I~~~~" 
ONO
CF360 

Top View 

A.C.±3.4A 

fJr240Hz 

Fig. 2. The schematic diagram of the measurement for 
magnetic ripple field induced by the vacuum chamber. 
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Fig. 3. Magnetic ripple field distribution of the Q magnet 
(± 3. 4A, 60Hz) with / without the vacuum chamber. 
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Fig. 4. Frequency dependance of the magnetic ripple field 
of the Q magnet (x=O mm, 1= ± O. 85A) with the vacuum 
chamber. 
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Figure 3 shows ripple field distributions meas
ured for the Q magnet with and without the 
vacuum chamber. The vertical scale is shown in 
a dBV unit which is 20 log (V). This field distri
bution without the chamber is the same as the 
sextupole DC field distribution. A different field 
distribution is induced by an eddy current in the 
aluminium vacuum chamber. The field strength 
is decreased with the frequency. Figure 4 shows 
the frequency dependance of the magnetic ripple 
field of the Q magnet (at x = 0 mm, I = ± 0.85 A) 
with the vacuum chamber. The vertical scale is 
compensated for the search coil's output fre
quency characteristic. 

Figure 5 shows the obtained ripple field distri
butions of the Sx magnet. The ripple field 
strength in the Sx magnet vacuum chamber at 
1= ±3.4 A (0 to peak, 60 Hz) is 4.2 gauss, which 
perturbs an electron beam position in 0.19 mm 
(y=,8~Bl/(Bp), where ~B=4.2x10-4T, ,8=30, 
Bp = 26 . 7, 1=0. 40m). In order to reduce this 
beam displacement to within 0.002 mm, the rip
ple current (Sx) must be less than 10- 4

• Similar 
measurements were done with the B magnet. The 
ripple field strength in the bending magnet is 
reduced to be less than 1/ 100 of the field without 
the chamber.2l So, the ripple current allowance 

Sx-Ripple.-Chamb.da( (200tum 5 dia. Search Coil ) 
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Fig. 5. Magnetic ripple field distribution of the Sx magnet 
(± 3. 4A, 60 Hz) with / without the vacuum chamber. 

for the B magnet can be larger than that of Q and 
Sx magnets. The shapes of the vacuum chamber 
and magnets for the actual machine are slightly 
changed. The measurements for the real machine 
will be done next year. 
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V-2-19. Design of Magnet Power Supply Control System for 
the SPring-8 Storage Ring 

H. Takebe, T. Wada, T. Masuda, and N. Kumagai 

The total number of the 8 Ge V storage ring 
(SR) magnet power supplies (PS) is more than 
600, and 40 or 480 PSs are floated from the 
ground level with a few hundreds volts. A cur
rent control system for this huge number of PSs 
was investigated from a viewpoint of isolation, 
noise rejection, reliability and also economics. 
For these purposes, an optical fiber linked 
remote I/O (RIO) system was designed for the 
VME expansion system. 

Table 1 shows the required current stability, 
ripple, and power consumption of the magnet 
and PS. The total number of the large PSs for B, 
Q, and Sx is 17. Magnets in the same group are 
connected in series and excited by one power 
supply. I) The current stability and ripple are both 

Table 1. Required current stability, ripple, total power 
consumption, connection type and the number of the 
PSs in the PS rooms A,B,C and D. 

Magnet PS-Name Curr(A) 

B BP 1270 

QI-1O QPI-1O 392-568 

Sxl-7 SPI-7 300 

QI-I0 QAI-10 4-23 

Stl-12 StPl-12 5 

Voll(V) Ripple Stabi. No. kW 

1176 lE-4 lE-4 1540 

431-1165 lE-4 lE-4 10 3749 

704-858 lE-4 lE-4 7 1611 

19-44 3E-3 3E~.3 __ ... 480 52 

38-103 lE-2 lE-2 576 27 

i) Big Power Supply (B.Q.Sx : 100ai 18) 

Sh ... 
Volt ... 

n : 1270A. I200V ----- I ps 

Q: 560A. 6OO-IIOOV -----10 ps 

S1: 3001\. 400- I:OOV ----- 7 ps 

within 1 x 10- 4
• 

Some Q-magnets, which are connected in 
series, are adjusted by auxiliary PS circuits (in 
the long straight sections) to correct the modula
tion of the beta function and phase advance. 
These current corrections are needed up to a few 
% of the maximum current. These PSs (QA) are 
floated from the ground level with a few hun
dreds volts. 

The steering magnets have independent power 
supplies. The total number of St-PSs is so large 
(576) that the maximum current must be small (5 
A) to reduce manufacturing cost. 

Each reference voltage for the large PS is 
given by a 16 bit DAC controlled by the digital 
output of the RIO type-Bas seen in Fig.1-i). 
These DACs for the B, Q, and Sx PSs are in
stalled in the PS cubicle's temperature controlled 
housing. 

The St and Q-aux PSs are controlled by an 
analog signal (-10"""+ 10V), using the RIO type
A. The installations of the RIO to the QA - PS 
and the St- PS are shown in Fig .1-ii) , iii). The RIO 
card is installed in the PS chassis with the same 
guard level. The RIO operation power ( 5V, ± 15 
V ) is supplied by them. The RIO type-A also has 
an ADC and monitors the actual current by a 
shunt resistance output. 

ii) Q-Auxiliary Power Supply 
(40-480) 

EIA Siandard Rack FmmS .• 
Branch 

iii) Steering Magnet Power Supply (192-576) 

Fig. 1. i) Installation example of the Remote I/O cards (RIO- B) and power supply (B,Q,Sx). The DAC is 
isolated from the RIO-digital output. ii) QA -PS chassis includes the RIO card and is controlled by the 
analog signal (-10 to + 10 V). iii) Steering PS is also controlled by the analog signal of the RIO type-A. 
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12 or 36 steering magnets power supplies (10 or 
20 QA -PS) are enclosed in one power supply 
cubicle. A 16 bit status (power onloff, fuse, tran
sistor break down, temperatures, oven, polarity, 
ext-interlocks, door, water flows, etc.) is read by 
the same RIO type-B. 

This system consists of the following devices 
(see Fig. 2), 

Remote VO Card 

,_ ............................................................. T¥Pe.,C. .. " 

t===~:~~t=~ : 
, - I 
1 o..oh 
i 7 i swt~~ 

1 4~ 
i : .... 
.,._---

ST·PS (576) 
QA·PS(40-480) 

B·PS(I) 
Q,PS(lO) 
S.·Psm 

Fig. 2. Remote I/O cards (type-A, B and C) . VME master 
controller sends data and address to register (Latch) 
for the ADC, DAC, DIO through a glass fiber and a star 
coupler. An integration type ADC has an accuracy of 
1 x 10- 5• 

1) Master card; VME module, 
2) Star branch; glass fiber cable from the 

master to slave cards (1 : 62 ), 
3) RIO ' (slave card) which has the following 

three types, 
Type-A : 16 bit DAC, 16 bit ADC (input; 

0- IV, 0- 10V, ±IV, ±10V), 
Type-B : 32 bit digital output, 32 bit digi 

tal input ( photo isolated ), 
Type-C : 16 bit digital output, 32 bit digi

tal input, 16 bit ADC + 16 ch 

MPX, 
4) Optical fiber cable (Dupont CO.Ltd) with a 

connector: JIS-C 5977 F08. 
The size of the RIO type-A is 128 (H) x 172 (D) 

mm (same as the VME module single height), 
and the size of type Band C is 262 (H) x 172 (D) 
mm. The RIO master controller, which has a dual 
port RAM, is a VME module. The interface 
between the master and slave (RIO card) is an 
RS485 and HDLC protocol with a transfer speed 
of 1 Mbps. Industrial products can be employed 
for this system. The data format is shown in Fig. 
3. The transfer speed of six byte read write 

Communication Data Fomlat between the RIO and VME Master Card 

f'te=ble Address [)au 1- 6 Byte atC cllcck Postamble 

I I I g bid I I I I I 8 bid I I I I I 8 bid I I ~ I I 8 bi~ I I I I I g bid I I I I I 8 bid I I I 

Glass or Plastic Fiber Cable 
or RS 485 Twisted Wire 

Protocol : HDLC 

Transfer Speed / Cycle: 0.19 ms / 1 RIO 

: 12 ms/64 RIO 

Fig. 3. Data format of the RIO and master module. The 
address data is 8 bit. The transfer speed of six byte read 
write between 31 RIOs and VME master controller is 
estimated to be 6 mS. 

between 31 RIOs and VME master controller is 
estimated to be 6 mS. The optical fiber of glass 
and plastic can be used, because the connector 
pin specification is the same. 

A VME system with a 68030 or 68020 CPU and 
MAP I/F (or TCP l IP) can be employed for a 
device controller. A UNIX work station will be 
used as a host computer for the program develop
ment and as a local control terminal. 

The currents of the multiple PSs must be chan
ged simultaneously for an orbit corr.ection. 
Therefore, one VME CPU controls any combina
tion of four St-PSs in any PS room (digital 
feedback system), if one VME CPU manages 576 
RIO cards. Also, if a fast feedback for this cor
rection is necessary, an analog signal can be 
added to the DAC's reference voltage. 

References 
1) H. Takebe, S. Motonaga, ]. Ohnishi, and N. Kumagai: 

RIKEN Accel. Prog. Rep., 24, 1561 (1990) . 
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V·2·20. Operation of a 1 MW Klystron for the SPring·a 

Y. Kawashima, H. Ego, K. Inoue, T. Nakamura, Y. Ohashi, and M. Hara 

An operation of a 1 MW high power klystron 
for the SPring-8 began from January 1991 and 
important data were obtained. Since the specifi
cation of the klystron itself was already 
mentioned in Ref. 1, only interesting results are 
briefly described. 

Before high power operation, interlock system 
which cuts off ac-6. 6 k V power line with the 
vacuum circuit breaker (VCB) within 20 ms was 
excessively checked for the sake of safety of 
operators and machines. The interlock system 
consists of many sensors, typically directional 
couplers to detect reflected power, arc sensors 
attached on waveguides, thermometers to mea
sure temperatures of water fed to a 1 MW 
dummy load, 250 k W dummy loads and a collec
tor of a klystron. 

To test the capacity of a klystron, RF power 
from the klystron was guided through a WR1500 
waveguide to a 1 MW dummy load. At first, the 
cathode and anode were set at 60 kV and 37 kV, 
respectively. Then 508.58 MHz input RF power 
was fed to the klystron. Under this condition the 
input RF power was gradually increased up to 
300 kW. To raise the output RF power further
more, the cathode was switched to 73.7 kV. Then 
output RF power was increased almost to 600 
kW. However, big reflected power from a 1MW 
dummy load was suddenly detected, and in a 
moment the klystron power was automatically 
stopped because of the interlock system. We 
tried to overcome this trouble by changing the 
water flow rate from 500 l/min to 720 l/min, but 
failed. A few weeks later, at last we were able to 
know the cause of a big RF power reflection. The 
water used for the klystron system was purified 
water of the electric conductivity of around 1 
,uS/cm. Unfortunately such pure water absorbs 
little power near 500 MHz, tap water of the 
conductivity more than 100 ,uS/cm contrarily 
absorbs much power. Thus we switched pure 
water to tap water ( 120 ,uS/cm ). We began the 
klystron high power test again. The cathode was 
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Fig. 1. Relation between VSWR and RF power in a 1MW 
dummy load. x: water flow rate of 500 l/min, purity 0.2 
,uS/ cm. 0: water flow rate of 600 l/min, purity O.2,uS/ 
cm. 0 : water flow rate of 720 l/min, purity 0.2,uS/ 
cm. +: water flow rate of 720 l/min, purity 120,uS/ cm. 
The full curves are eye fits to the data. 

set to the maximum level of 90 k V, and the 
output RF power from the klystron attained to 1 
MW smoothly. In Fig.1, we show the VSWR 
versus the output RF power in cases of pure 
water and tap water. There are no data at 1 MW 
RF power in the figure, since the reflected power 
in directional coupler disappeared due to the 
temperature rise in all waveguides by the high 
RF power. 

On the other hand, the RF radiation problem 
became serious; particularly the RF power lea
ked from a part of the joint of water. We there
fore removed the rust around flanges and cov
ered them with a glue including silver. Copper 
tapes, moreover, were wound round them. After 
all, RF radiation wa_s suppressed to an allowable 
level. Now the klystron works stably and is used 
for the test of cavities. 

References 
1) K. Inoue, Y. Kawashima, T. Nakamura, and M. Hara: 
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V-2-21. Development of a High Power RF Input Coupler 
for the SPring-8 Storage Ring 

K. Inoue, T. Kusaka,* H. Suzuki,** T. Kojo,** H. Ego, 
Y. Ohashi, Y. Kawashima, and M. Hara 

In the SPring-8 storage ring, 32 couplers are 
needed in total. Each coupler feeds the RF (508 
MHz, CW) power up to 100 kW to a single-cell 
cavity at 100 rnA. It is necessary to use a coupler 
durable for the high power RF operation. 

A high power RF input coupler of a loop 
coupling type has been developed. It consists of 
an adaptor with a door-knob type device from a 
WR1500 waveguide to a coaxial line, an RF 
window for vacuum seal, and a loop antenna. A 
cross section of this coupler is shown in Fig.l. 
The WR1500 waveguide is made of an A6061 
aluminum alloy. The coaxial line is made of an 
OFHC copper and is terminated by the loop. 
Power loss at the coaxial line is estimated about 

110 W for the input power of 100 kW. Both inner 
and outer conductors are cooled by water flow of 
5 l/min. The coupling to the cavity is adjusted by 
rotating the direction of the loop, and conse
quently the effective coupling area to the mag
netic field is varied. The RF window, 170 mm in 
diameter and 10 mm thick, made of a 95 % 
alumina disk is mounted on a choke structure of 
the coaxial line. It is estimated for the RF win
dow to have a 30 W power loss at the input 
power of 100 k W. The RF window is directly 
cooled by forced air of 210 l/min by a blower. 
The choke structure is designed to be in impedan
ce matching (50.0) between the ceramics and the 
coaxial line. 

~ __________ 800mm --------.... ~I 

alumina RF window air flow teflon support 

" rotatable vacuum flange 

WR1500 
waveguide 

RFpower 

Fig. 1. Cross section of a prototype coupler. 
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The prototype coupler was tested by using a 
test stand of 1 MW klystron. 1

) It was mounted on 
a coupler port of a five-cell prototype cavity 
which was developed for the booster synchrotron 
by JAERI SPring-8 design team. The five-cell 
cavity was evacuated by a turbomolecular pump 
(500 l/sec) and a sputter ion pump (400 l/sec). 
The RF power was slowly increased by keeping 
the pressure below 3 x 10- 7 Torr. The surface 
temperature of the RF window was monitored by 

20+-~'-~'-~'-~~~~1~~ 
o 10 20 30 40 SO 60 

RF power [kW) 

iii 

• 
• 
0 

• Kobe Steel, Ltd. 
•• JAERI SPring-8 Design Team. 

Fig. 2. Temperature of the RF window versus 
input power. 
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four thermocouples which were placed at the 
atmospheric pressure sides. At input power of 50 
kW, no glow discharge was observed from a 
view port of the cavity just located on the oppo
site side of the coupler. But the RF window was 
heated up to about 60°C (see Fig.2). If the input 
power was further increased, breakdown of the 
RF window by the thermal stress might happen. 2

) 

For that reason, the coupler power test was 
stopped. If only the cooling system would be 

improved, the RF power over 50 k W might be fed 
to the coupler. We will try again another high 
power test up to 100 kW after reinforcement of 
the cooling system. 

References 
1) K. Inoue, Y. Kawashima, T. Nakamura, and M. 

Hara: RIKEN Accel. Prog. Rep., 24, 166 (1990). 
2) M. Akemoto and T. Yamazaki: Proc. 7th Symp. 

Accel. Sci. TechnoL, Osaka, Japan, p. 106 (1989). 
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V-2-22. High Power Test of a Five-Cell Cavity for the SPring-8 

H. Suzuki, * T. Kojyo, * H. Y onehara, * K. Inoue, H. Ego, Y. Ohashi, 
Y. Kawashima, and M. Hara 

A five-cell cavity for the SPring-8 booster 
synchrotron was designed by Japan Atomic 
Energy Research Institute, as shown in Fig.I. 
The relevant parameters are listed in Table l. 
Since this cavity has been tested from various 
points of view, the results experimentally 
obtained are briefly summarized. 

Firstly, as to vacuum issues, after a bakeout at 
120°C for 24 hours, the pressure attained to 6.6 x 
10-sTorr. And also, when a 250 kW RF power 
was fed to the five-cell cavity, the obtained 
pressure was 2 x 10-7 Torr. This is good enough 
for the booster synchrotron ring in a continuous 
RF high power operation. Secondly, for the RF 
characteristics, the dependence of resonant fre
quency on the temperature of the cavity was 
measured by heating up the cavity using a man
tle heater which covered the whole cavity. It was 

observed that the resonant frequency (TMolO 7( 

mode) varied proportional to the temperature 
almost linearly as shown in Fig.2, and its chang
ing rate was reduced to be 8.095 kHz;oC. 
Furthermore, it was obtained that the movement 
of a tuner position from - 20 mm to + 50 mm corre
sponds to 1.9 MHz on the band width of the 
resonant frequency, as shown in Fig.3. The 
obtained data were consistent with the expected 
values. 

We fed RF power from the klystron to the 
cavity and could obtain important data. This 
was the first trial for the klystron to be operated 
for a high power test using a cavity. One day was 
spent for the aging of the cavity and input cou
pler at the level of around 50 k W RF power and 
then RF power was gradually increased to 250 
kW in 5 days. During a high power test, serious 

,....---'r=m==r--,~~1;: • 
. ~ Q 

SECTION A-A 

Fig. 1. Layout of the five -cell cavity. 

Table 1. Relevant parameters of the five-cell cavity. 

fr 508.58 MHz 

Qa 29300 

RSh 42.265 M.o/ m 

Reff 22.987 M.o/ m 

T 0.736 

* Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute. 
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Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the resonant frequency 
in the cavity. 
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troubles happened, for example unusual tempera
ture rising at the ceramic window of an input 
coupler, pressure increasing in the cavity due to 
out gas from a wall induced by arc discharge 
(maybe, multipactaring). The former was solved 
by using cooled dry air. The latter was suppres
sed as time elapsed by the aging effect. The 250 
kW high power operation was kept for 24 hours 
without any trouble. Thus the initial high power 
test was successfully completed. 

Fig. 3. Relation between the tuner position and resonant 
frequency. 
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V-2-23. RF Vacuum System for the SPring-a Storage Ring 

Y. Ohashi, H. Ego, K. Inoue, Y. Kawashima, and M. Hara 

There are four RF acceleration stations in the 
SPring-8 storage ring, and each station consists 
of eight RF cavities(Cn) and a light absorber 
(AB) as in Fig.l. Four pumping ports are dis
tributed in each RF station. One is on the absor
ber and the other three are on the evacuation 
chambers (EC) . Each pumping port will consist 
of a 2000 l/sec lumped non-evaporable getter 
pump (LNP), a 400 1/ sec sputter ion pump 
(SIP). Expected pressure in the early stage of 
machine operation will be in mid 10-10 Torr 
without beam and mid 10-9 Torr with beam. 
Lower pressure will be expected after aging 
process through a prolonged period of stable 
machine operation. To keep oil free environ-

EXTR,IG3 

C2 

IG4 

ment non-oil type pumps will be installed along 
with turbomolecular pumps (TMP) for rough 
evacuation. These mechanical pumps are to be 
shut off after startup, thus unnecessary vibration 
can be eliminated. 

Two types of cavities have been investigated 
in the test setup shown in Fig. 2. One is con
structed by diffusion bonding and the other by 
electron beam welding. 1) There are no signifi
cant differences between the two types from the 
view point of assembling methods, that is, both 
cavities reached 4 to 5 X 10- 10 Torr by the 
extracter gauge (EXTR) after two days bakeout 
at 150 to 200°C. Above results are in good agree
ment with 1 to 5 X 10- 10 Torr estimated with the 

C7 

TMP 

AB: Absorber 
Cl-C8: Cavity 

LNP: Lumped NEG pump 
SIP: Sputter ion pump 

EXTR: Extracter gauge 
IG1-IG6: Ionization gauge 

EC : Evacuation chamber TMP: Turbomolecular pump 

GV: Gate valve 

Fig. 1. Schematic layout of RF station. 

EXTR 

Fig. 2. Vacuum test setup. 

* Effective pumping power decreases from the specifica
tion value with the decreasing pressure below 1O-6Torr. 

** There were originally aluminum flanges and evacua
tion chamber with a light slit and RF shield. 

cavity inner surface area of about 8000 cm2
, the 

pumping port conductance of 440 1/sec, and 140 
1/sec SIP* assuming 1 to 5 X 10- 12 Torr e l/sec/ cm2 

of out gassing from oxygen free high conductiv
ity copper. It implies that our primary goal is 
attainable in the configuration in Fig.1 when 
beam is off. 

There have been pointed out several problems 
on the present SIP, TMP, pressure gauges, con
trol sequence, and layout of the components . We 
have been solving these problems and implement
ing the improvements towards the final design. 
In addition to the above problems some leakage 
appeared in the flange port joints after a few 
heat cycles, therefore, care must be taken espe
cially in bonding or welding ports onto the cavity 
body. Taking advantages of higher bakable 
temperature and easy handling we have replaced 
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aluminum components * * by stainless steel ones. 
We are currently concentrating on the follow

ing tasks as a final step: bakeout cycles, desor
bed gas analysis, and vacuum control and inter
lock system design. 

References 
1) K . Inoue, Y. Kawashima, T. Nakamura, and M. Hara : 
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V-2-24. Study on Impedances of the SPring-8 Storage Ring 

T. Nakamura 

Electron beams in storage rings interact 
electro-magnetically with their environment 
such as vacuum chambers, rf cavities, kickers, 
and so on, and sometimes become unstable. This 
phenomenon is called instabilities and limits the 
quality and/or quantity of electron beams. 

Impedance is a figure of merit of an environ
ment. It defines strength of interactions of the 
environment with electron beams, and should be 
carefully estimated in the design of the environ
ment. In this study, the author focuses on above
cutoff high frequency broad band impedances of 
the vacuum chambers. 

The broad band impedance has a low Q value, 
which means that the interaction is of short 
range and is responsible for single bunch instabil
ities. The longitudinal broad band impedance 
causes the instabilities which increase the energy 
spread in a bunch; hence it sets the required rf 
voltage for usual operation of the ring with the 
small number of bunches and it must be kept low 
enough in free electron laser experiments which 
are highly sensitive to the energy spread. 

The transverse broad band impedance causes 
the instabilities which excite the transverse 
motion of electrons in a bunch and lead to the 
loss of beams. 
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Fig. 1. Longitudinal loss parameters. 

Loss parameters of several components of the 
storage ring, such as rf cavities, tapered transi
tions at insertion devices, weldings and franges 
are calculated with the 2-D code TBe!.l) The 
loss parameter is the energy-gain of a bunch 
through the interaction with environments and is 
the measure of the relative strength of the 
impedances of individual components of an 
environment. 

The results are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for the 
longitudinal and transverse loss parameters 
respectively. The longitudinal impedance is 
dominated by the rf cavities. Here, the author 
subtract the contribution of the trapped high Q 
modes of rf cavities because the contribution of 
these modes to the impedace is easily estimated 
with the code URMEL-T.2) The transverse imped
ance is dominated by the tapered transitions 
at the insertion devices. 

Further studies on the impedance are neces
sary to get quantitative estimation of stabilities 
of the beam. 
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Fig. 2. Transverse loss parameters. 
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V·2·25. Straight Section Chamber 

K. Watanabe, T. Nishidono,* C.Y. Xu, and S.H. Be 

We designed a straight section chamber (SSC) 
for the SPring-8 storage ring, and improved the 
shape of the vacuum chamber as follows: 

(1) We changed the inside shape of the beam 
chamber from the initial race track shape to an 
elliptical one, and the outside shape to the 

polygonal one, in order to avoid interference 
with the newly designed magnetpoles and make 
sealing space for the flange of the beam position 
monitor (BPM) electrode. The cross-sectional 
view and the interference diagram of the SSC 
with a quadrupole and a sextupole magnet are 

Heated water channel Beam chamber Pumping chamber Heated water channel 

Fig. 1. Cross-sectional view of the SSe. 

Fig. 2. Interference diagram of the SSC: (a) at a qua
drupole magnet; (b) at a sextupole magnet. 

* Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries Co., Ltd. 

shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. 
(2) Figure 3 shows the cross sectional view of 

the SSC assembled BPM electrode. The BPM 
electrode flanges are connected directly to the 
flanges machined on the vacuum chamber. A 
knife edge seal of a conflat flange could not be 
used because of the softness of an aluminum 
alloy A6063T5 vacuum chamber, which is 65-80 
in the VICKERS hardness. We used a HELICO
FLEX DELTA seal which has a characteristic of 
low sealing force of 100 daN / cm. 

The HELl CO FLEX DELTA seal consists of an 
INCONEL helical spring and a pure aluminum 
lining. Its flange thickness and bolt size are 
nearly the same as standard conflats. To obtain 
the tightening force required for the vacuum 
sealing, we are considering to use high-strength 
bolts such as chromium molybdenum steel ones, 
which have an allowable tensile stress of over 13 
kg/mm2

• 

We are planing to test and evaluate the 
HELICOFLEX DELTA seal. 

(3) Due to the pressure difference between the 
atmospheric pressure and vacuum, the calculated 
deformation of the present chamber at the loca
tions of BPM's was about 0.145 mm, while the 
deformation required for the BPM's chamber 
must be within the accuracy of 0.5 mm or less. 
Therefore, to suppress the chamber deformation, 
ribs are to be mounted on the chamber. We 
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HELICOFLEX DELTA seal 
n rm. -W .---HeliC31-insert 

M4 

~ 

Fig. 3. Cross-sectional view of the SSC assembled BPM. 

installed the boss on the slot of the sse to joint 
the ribs, because the calculated deformation of 
the slot is largest. i

) 

(4) To bake out aluminum alloy sse by means 
of a heated water bakeout system, we located 
two heated water channels of 10 mm in diameter 
at the pumping chamber side, and one racetrack
shaped channel (12 mm X 16 mm) at the oppo
site side.2

) 

Fundamental design for vacuum chambers has 

been fixed, but the detailed design remains to be 
done. 
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V·2·26. Pu mpi ng System of the SPri ng·S 

H. A. Sakaue, Y. Hirano, S. Y okouchi, and S. H. Be 

The vacuum system consists of two differently 
shaped aluminum alloy chamber extrusions, four 
types of absorbers, and various chamber compo
nents such as bellows, flanges and valves. 

To achieve a beam lifetime of approximately 
24 hours, the vacuum chamber with its pumping 
system should be designed so as to maintain the 
beam-on pressure of In Torr or less. The main 
pumping system is based on non-evaporable 
getter (NEG) strips, which are used in the 
straight and bending chamber. In addition to the 
NEG strips, a distributed ion pump is installed in 
the bending magnet chamber. Lumped NEG 
pumps, sputter ion pumps (SIP) and titanium 

NEG strips @ B-A gauge 

sublimation pumps (TSP) are used at the crotch, 
absorber and beam line absorber locations. 

It is one of our philosophy in the design of the 
vacuum system that the synchrotron radiation is 
almost intercepted by the crotches and absorbers 
placed just downstream and upstream of bending 
magnets, and not intercepted by the vacuum 
chamber all around the storage ring. Therefore, 
consentrative pumping system is needed in the 
crotches and absorbers. 

Our main pumping system per unit cell of the 
ring, which is shown in Fig.1, is based on NEG 
strips. Lumped NEG pumps and SIP's are used at 
the crotch and absorber locations. Thus, the 

MPS Mobil pumping system 

DIP @) Cold cathode ionization gauge Absorber AB 

El LNP <B Pi rani gauge 
Crotch CR 

~ SIP ~ Pneumatically operated valve 

~ TMP t*J Manually operated valve 

Fig. 1. Pumping system per one cell of the storage ring. 

main pumping system is a mixed one, which 
consists of NEG strip, DIP, SIP and lumped NEG 
pump. The rough pumping system employs the 
mobile type pumping system (MPS) , which con
sists of a turb molecular pump and a rotary 
pump. 
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A pressure gradient profile is calculated based 
on the pumping system and the synchrotron radi
ation power distribution. In this calculation, we 
assumed that the distribution of SR-induced 
outgassing rate is in proportion to the rate of SR 
power deposited at crotches and absorbers, and 
that the compositions of residual gases is 80% 
H2 + 20%CO. The pressure gradient profile over 
one cell is shown in Fig. 2. In this figure, three 
curves show the respective pressure profiles 
after the integrated stored current of 1,10, and 
100 Ah. We can also find that the average pres-

Fig. 2. Pressure gradient profiles after the integrated 
stored current of 1, 10, and 100 Ah. 
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sure over the ring decreases with an increase in 
the integrated stored current. The area where 
absorbers 1 and 2 are placed, shows the highest 
pressure in the ring. After 100 Ah, the average 
pressure is approximately 0.4 nTorr, and a beam 
lifetime of about 24 hours is expected to be 
achieved easily. The pressure at the bending 

magnet and straight sections, expect the area 
where the crotches and absorbers are placed, is 
not affected appreciably by the integrated stored 
current. Thus, we conclude that the pressure at 
the bending magnet sections and the straight 
sections is mainly governed by the thermal 
outgassing rate. 
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V-2-27. The Design of Absorber for SPring-8 Storage Ring 

S. Takahashi, H. A. Sakaue, S. Y okouchi, and S.H. Be 

Four absorbers (AB1'"'-'AB4) per a cell will be 
installed at the SPring-8 storage ring to protect 
vacuum chambers and chamber components 
from being irradiated directly by photon beams 
from bending magnets. We are designing a new 
type absorber of a simple structure for AB1 and 
2 using a finite element program ANSYS devel
oped by Swanson Analysis Systems,Inc,. 

The horizontal and vertical cross sections of 
ABl are shown in Fig. 1. The body of AB1 is 
made of alluminum alloy (A6061), but the 
irradiated section is made of copper ( OFHC -
classl). We utilize the tight fit method to bond 
these two materials instead of an expensive tran
sition joint such as explosion bonding or diffu
sion bonding methods, in order to reduce the 
cost. To evaluate this structure, we started to 
make the two-dimensional finite element analy
sis for a model shown in Fig. 2. We assume that 
the heat loading is deposited just on the node 
marked 0 in Fig. 2 for simplification. As the 

~30 

.. 

Irradiated 
Section 

Section "A""A" 

OFHC-classl 

Fig. 1. Horizontal and vertical cross sections of the 
Absorber 1. 

maximum power density perpendicular to the 
photon beam for ABl is 12. 9W /mmz, we set the 
heat loading on the node (0) to be 6. 45W /mmz 

because of symmetry. Heat transfer is set so as 
to occur only at the surface along which cooling 
water flows, while other surfaces are insulated. 
In calculation of the thermal stress, the fixed 
point and analytical symmetric surface are also 
considered as shown in Fig. 2. 

Fixed Point 

Analytical Symmetric 
Surface 

Fig. 2. Simplified model to calculate the temperature and 
thermal stress. 

We investigated the effect of thermal contact 
resistance caused by the tight fit. When two bars 
are brought into contact, a temperature drop 
(t18) at the contact plane arises as a result of the 
thermal contact resistance as shown in Fig. 3. 
Tachibana 1) derived the following equation to 
estimate t18 considering a model which sim
plified a contact plane. 
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q=1/RH Xt18={ (AS/O+Oo) (p/H B ) 

+ (Ag/O) ( 1 -p/HB ) } X t18 (1) 
q : Heat flux passing through the contact 

plane per unit area and time (W /mmZ) 
RH : Contact resistance (mmZ . °C/W) 
AS : Thermal conductivity of a solid material 

= 0 .138 (W /mm . °C) for A5052 
Ag : Thermal conductivity of a gas material 
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Insulated 

q q 
--.. Material "a" Material ''b" ~ 

Temp. 

Fig. 3. Illustrations of the thermal contact resistance 
effect. 

=3.86 X 10-5 (W /mmeOC) for air at 200°C 
HB : Brinell hardness 

= 70 (kgf/mm2
) for A5052 

p : Apparent contact pressure 
> 10 (kgf/mm2

) 

o : Length from the average line of roughness 
curve to the maximum value 
= 0.4 X 10-3 (mm) for\7 \7 \7 \7 machining 

00 : Equivalent length to the thermal resis
tance in a real contact area 
= (1"-'10) x 0 

Getting the temperature drop for the tight fit 
of about 3°C from Eq. (1), we estimate it 15°C 
taking account of a safety factor of 5. Carrying 
out the thermal analysis, we assumed a virtual 
area between A5052 and OFHC-classl in order 
to consider the effect of the thermal contact 
resistance caused by the tight fit as shown in Fig. 
2. The length of the area was set at 0 .1mm only 

(a) 

Max. 179'C (at OFHC-clusl) Max. 323'C (at OFHC·classl) 

Fig. 4. Temperature distributions computed for the two 
cases. 
(a) Without considering the contact resistance 
(b) With considering the contact resistance 

for convenience. The value of thermal conductiv
ity of the area was decided so that the tempera
ture drop of 15°C, as calculated above, may arise 
in the area. 

Figure 4 shows the results of calculation of the 
temperature distributions for the two cases with 
and without considering the contact resistance. 
The maximum temperatures in OFHC and A5052 
for the case of Fig. 4 (b) are about 220°C and 
320°C, respectively. As the maximum tempera
ture on the cooling wall is less than 143°C (B.P. 
for 4kg/cm2 water), we can say that this struc
ture can withstand the power from the point of 
view of the temperature increase. Analysis for 
the thermal stress is in progress. 

References 
1) F. Tachibana: ]. ]SME, 55, No.102 (1952). 
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V-2-2S. PBl Absorber for the SPring-S Storage Ring 

C.Y. Xu, H.A. Sakaue, S. Yokouchi, K. Watanabe, and S.H. Be 

The PBL (photon beam line) absorber is locat
ed at an 11-20 m distance from SR (synchrotron 
radiation) source points and intercepts the SR 
from the bending magnet and ID. Thus, we can 

protect the gate valve placed just downstream of 
the absorber. Main parameters for the SR and 
the absorber assembly are shown in Table 1. 
The absorber target irradiated by the SR is made 

Table 1. Main parameters for the SR and the absorber assembly. 

absorber block material 
distance between the absorber 
and the SR source point 

irradiated area 

beam power 
power densityO .536 kW /cm2 (BMl) 

stroke 
closing time 
lifetime 
working pressure of air cylinder 
cooling water flux 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of PBL absorber assembly. 

OFHC-l 

11000 mm (BMl) 
14500 mm (BM2) 

21276 mm (ID) 
0.58 cm2 (BMl) 
1.01 cm2 (BM2) 
1.7 cm2 (ID: BMI + BM2) 
0.71 kW (ID: BMl+BM2) 

0.3 kW / cm2 (BM2) 

0.42 kW / cm2 (ID: BMI + BM2) 

30 mm 
<2 second 
3.8 X 104 cycles 
5 kg/ cm2 

12 I1min 

of copper, which is cooled by flowing water 
through internal channels. The angle between 
the photontrajectory and the normal to the front 
surface of the target is 30°, and thereby the 
power density at the irradiated surface is 
reduced. An air cylinder drives the absorber up 
and down. A welded bellows is used to connect 
the flange with the movable absorber block for 
isolating the vacuum from the atmosphere. As 
shown in Fig.1, the welding seams between the 
vacuum and water were considered to be avoided. 

In the chamber design, gases released by 
photodesorption at. the target are considered to 
be efficiently evacuated. In this absorber assem
bly, a mixed pumping system, which composed 
of a sputter ion (60 1/s) pump and a titanium 
sublimation one, will be employed. Further, the 
pressures with and without photon beam are 
required to be of the order of less 10-10 torr and 
10-11 torr, respectively. 
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V·2·29. Synchrotron Radiation Shield of the Crotch for the 
SPring-8 Storage Ring 

K. Watanabe and S.H. Be 

In the SPring-8 storage ring, the majority of SR 
( Synchrotron Radiation) photons are consumed 
by interactions with a crotch placed just down
stream of bending magnets. In the design of the 
crotch, thermal stress caused by high power 
deposited on the crotch absorber and gas desorp
tion originated from the SR irradiation are two 
main problems to be considered. In addition, to 
avoid the excessive production of ozone and 
corrosives in the air surrounding the vacuum 
chambers, the SR shielding is also to be consid
ered in the crotch design. 

The crotch absorber is made of copper of 
approximately 30 mm in thickness, and the 
photons of energies less than 80 ke V are almost 
stopped at the absorber (Fig. 1). To reduce 
further the radiation level outside the vacuum 
chamber, additional shielding is necessitated. 
The shielding is provided with a 2 mm thick 
tungsten plate. An effect of the additional shield
ing is also shown in Fig. 1. The additional shield
ing with a 2 mm thick lead plate is provided at 
the absorber just upstream of the bending mag
net ( not shown here ). 

The tracks of one hundred photons obtained 
by the Monte Carlo method are shown in Fig. 2. 
The photon with 200 keY is shot to a copper 
target of 20 mm in thickness. The tracks of 
photons passing through the copper target are 
drawn in the right area of copper target. The 
tracks of photons backscattered are shown in the 
left area of the copper target. In the copper 
target, the dispersed area of photons is about 20 
mm in diameter. 

Figure 3 shows the spectrum of bremsstrah
lung passing through a copper target of 40 mm in 
thickness. This bremsstrahlung occurs by inter
action of electrons and residnal gases in a vac
uum chember. The following assumptions for the 
residnal gases were made. 1) The gaseous pres
sure is 1. 33 X 10-7 Pa ( 10-9 Torr ) . 2) The 
gaseous components are 80 % - H2 and 20 % -CO 
in volume. The direct spectrum of bremsstrah
lung is nearly independent of the electron energy 
and the intensity is about 5-6 photons/sec • 0.1% 
b.w. However, the intensity of passing spectrum 
increases to about 200 photons/sec • 0 .1%b.w. in 
peak because of the shower effect. A pointed 
peak at 511 keY shows y-rays due to annihila-

tion of electron-pair. The intensity of bremsstra
hlung is sufficiently less than the intensity of the 
SR from a bending magnet. 
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Fig. 1. The direct SR spectrum and the spectrum passing 
through different shields. 
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Fig. 2. The tracks of one hundred photons obtained by the 
Monte Carlo method. 
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Fig. 3. The spectrum of bremsstrahlung passing through a 
copper target of 40 mm in thickness. 
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V-2-30. Comparison of Copper and Aluminum as the Chamber 
Wall Material of the Photon Absorber 

s. R. In and S. H. Be 

The photon absorbers to be installed in the 
SPring-8 storage ring are commonly composed 
of two parts ; a trapping chamber and a transi
tion part with a cutting edgeY It is safely 
assumed that the latter part belongs to the beam 
chamber. Each part can be simplified as a model 
structure which has two components; an absor
ber interacting directly with the synchrotron 
radiation (SR), and a chamber confining back
scattered and reflected photons, photoelectrons, 
secondary electrons, and desorbed gas molecules 
as shown in Fig. 1. Glidcop is the most probable 

A : Absorber 
W:Wall 
SR : Synchrotron Radiation 

SR 

PE Photoelectron 
fL fluorescence 
NT Neutrals 

Fig. 1. Model structure of the photon absorber 
composed of separate absorber and chamber. 

candidate material of the absorber. Copper 
(OFHC) and aluminum alloy (A6061) are rea
sonable chamber materials. Up to now copper 
has been considered as the best chamber material 
because mainly of its low photodesorption yield. 
However it is not surprising that aluminum alloy 
is newly under consideration as the chamber 
material from an economical point of view tak
ing into account various conveniences in the 
whole fabrication processes. The effects of the 
two chamber materials to the total gas desorp-

tion is compared with each other. 
Let's consider three configurations ; (1) all 

copper system, (2) all aluminum system and (3) 
copper absorber + aluminum chamber system. 
In the first and third cases Glidcop is assumed to 
show nearly the same characteristics of the SR 
interaction as copper. The gas desorption from 
the copper chamber wall was estimated to be 
slightly larger than that of the copper absorber 
by about 15%. If the experimental photodesorp
tion data of a certain material are available, the 
contribution of each component to the total 
photodesorption is independently evaluated. 

The gas desorption from the copper absorber 
holds about 46.5% of the total photo desorption. 
By the same way it is recognized that the alumi
num chamber charges about 52% of the 
photodesorption in the second case. Some experi
mental results show that the photodesorption 
rate of aluminum is much higher than that of 
copper by more than one order.2

) Therefore it 
seems very reasonable that the gas desorption is 
increased greatly by one order or several times 
in the composite system of the 3rd case compared 
with the first case. 

However the gas desorption from the alumi
num chamber installed with a copper absorber 
was calculated to be only 1/ 10 of the expected 
one in the second case. This is originated from 
the fact that the photoelectron yield of copper is 
about one-fifth of that of aluminum, and the 
photodesorption rate is approximately propor
tional to the emission rate of the photoelectrons. 
The contributions of secondary effects to the gas 
desorption from the chamber are merely 15%, 
10% and 30% in the cases of (1), (2) and (3), 
respectively. The gas desorption rate of the 
aluminum chamber is only 2 times larger than 
that of the copper chamber as long as the absor-

Table 1. Comparison of the three configurations. 

Absorber Chamber Total 

(1) All copper 1 1.15 2 . 15 

(2) All aluminum 10 11 21 

(3) Copper absorber + 1 2 3 Aluminum chamber 
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ber material is not changed from copper. Table 1 
summarizes the results of the rough estimation of 
relative contributions of the absorber and the 
chamber to the total photodesorption for the 
three configurations. 

From Table 1 the photodesorption rate in the 

third case is about 1. 4 times larger than that of 
the first case. 

References 
1) S. Takahashi et at.: This Report, p. 223. 
2) S. Veda et at.: Vacuum, 41, 1928 (990). 
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V-2-31. Synchrotron Radiation Interactions in the Photon Absorber 

S.R. In and S.H. Be 

Only a few % of the total synchrotron radia
tion (SR) produced in the storage ring are util
ized for experiments. The majority of the SR 
photons are consumed by interactions with 
photon absorbers. There are three main prob
lems to be considered on the SR interaction in the 
photon absorber ; radiation shielding, thermal 
stress, pressure rise due to transmitted photons, 
absorbed photons energy, and photodesorption. 
The former two topics are discussed separately 
in this volume. 1

•
2

) Here we report only on the last 
Issue. 

Photodesorption is a complicated process in
cluding all the phenomena concerning gas 
desroption originated from the SR irradiation on 
the absorber material. It is widely admitted that 
gas desorption is caused mainly by electron inter
actions, but rarely by direct photon interactions. 
Photoelectrons, reflected photons and fluores
cences are generated by the SR photons. Further 
secondary electrons are produced from surround
ing walls by the photoelectrons and the sca ttered 
photons. Gas molecules are desorbed from the 
material surface by both the emitted and incident 
electrons. 

Photoelectrons produced by SR cannot easily 
escape from the absorber material because the 
mean free path of an electron is much less than 
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that of a photon above ultraviolet. The 
photoelectron yield is increased with a decrease 
in the incident photon energy, but there is a 
threshold energy of a few e V corresponding to a 
work function depending on the material and the 
surface conditions. SR from a bending magnet 
has a broad spectrum from microwave to hard X 
- ray. The average photoelectron yield of a cop
per absorber for the SR spectrum in the SPring-8 
storage ring was calculated to be about 0.01 
using experimental quantum efficiencies (num
ber of electrons produced by one photon of a 
certain energy). 

The secondary electron yield of the incident 
photoelectrons on the chamber walls is safely 
assumed to be about 0.5 regardless of the mate
rial. The average energy of the secondary elec
trons is known to be a few eV, which is not 
sufficiently efficient to excite gas desorption 
from chemisorbed bondings. 

The fluorescence yield was evaluated by the 
EGS4 (Electron Gamma Shower Version 4) code 
modified and supplemented with a low photon 
energy option and a fluorescence subroutine. The 
calculation results showed that the number of the 
photons back scattered by fluorescence is about 
5 % of the incident photons, and the power frac
tion is about 3 %. The energy spectrum of the 

Photon Energy E (keV) 

Fig. 1. Integrated fraction up to a given photon energy of photons and SR power from bending magnet. 
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fluorescences does not have a low energy part, 
and consequently the electron yield is much smal
ler than that of the SR photons. 

Electromagnetic waves are reflected by atomic 
electrons of metals. Reflectivity is very high even 
at the normal incidence when the photon energy 
is less than a cut-off energy determined by the 
plasma oscillation frequency. At low photon 
energies only the valence electrons can contrib
ute to the plasma oscillation but at sufficiently 
high energies all the inner shell electrons can be 
considered as free electrons. For example, the 
cut-off energy varies from 11 e V to 58 e V in 
copper. If the photon energy becomes larger than 
the cut-off energy, the reflectivity drops very 
rapidly for large incidence angles. There is a 
critical incidence angle below which the photons 
of a certain energy are totally reflected. The 
fraction of the photons which have the energies 
below 15 e V is about 10 % of the total photon 
spectrum (Fig. 1) , and the average reflectivity is 
approximately 50 % regardless of detailed shape 

of the material surface. The photoelectron yield 
of the reflected photons is higher by a few times 
than that of the parent SR photons. However the 
gas desorption power of these electrons is expect
ed to be very low because of the low emission 
energy. The photons incident on the cutting edge 
with a small curvature can be easily reflected 
even in the X - ray range, but the viewing angle of 
the critical reflecting point is negligibly small in 
the practical geometry and the number of 
photons reflected actually is also very small. 

As a conclusion the contribution of the secon
dary electrons produced by the photoelectrons, 
fluorescences and reflected photons to the gas 
desorption is not important compared with that 
of the photoelectrons generated by the SR 
photons. 

References 
1) K. Watababe et al. : This Report, p. 226. 
2) S. Takahashi et al. : ibid., p. 223. 
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V·2·32. Simultaneous Calibration for Two UHV Gauge Heads 

T. Hanasaka, Y. Hirano, S. Yokouchi, 
H. Daibo, and S.H. Be 

So far a calibration of ionization gauge heads 
has been done for one gauge head at the same 
time to avoid the mutual interference between 
gauge heads. 1

•
2
) We investigated whether simulta

neous calibration for two heads without the 
mutual interference is possible or not. 

The calibration chamber (Manifold) is shown 
in Fig. 1. The diameter of the chamber is 4>197, 
and a gas inlet pipe (4) 10.5) is at the center of the 
chamber as shown in Fig. 1 (a). Two nude B-A 
gauge heads of 75mm in length are attached to 
the port CD and @ in Fig. 1 (b). The inner diame
ter of the connecting tube to the chamber is 4> 38. 
The lengths of the tube are 96.5 and 81.5mm, 
respectively. A spinning roter gauge (SRG) is 
used as the standard gauge. 

The chamber was evacuated by means of a 
turbo-molecular pump continuously. The resid
ual pressure was of the order of 10-sPa. Argon 
was used as the calibration gas. The adjust knob 
position of a variable leak valve was kept con
stant so as to obtain the pressure of about 
6 x 10-4Pa in the chamber. 

The filaments of the nude gauges were swit
ched off for about 30 seconds and switched on for 
about 5 minutes periodically. During measure
ments of about 50 minutes, the switching-on/off 
was repeated about 10 times per the gauge in 
turn. The pressure during the switching-off of 

VLV 

~ 
, ~197 I 

8.".G@ '''~~; lold r: 300 t---<2)SRG 

I MP : Tu rbCor:10iecv;ar pwmp 

r1? : Ro :ary pU""P 
VLV : Va ri a~ l e leal< va lve ·-----(a) 

one B-A gauge was measured with the SRG and 
the other B-A gauge. 

The changes in pressure (1) before, (2) during, 
and (3) after the switting-off were compared. If 
two gauges interfere each other,change in the 
pressure would be shown. However, there was 
no apparent change in the pressure by this swit
ching operation of the filaments as shown below. 

The changes in the pressure of the two nude 
gauges during the measurements were about 
±0.7% and ±1.4%, respectively. The fluctua
tion in pressure of the SRG was within ± 0.7% 
during the measurements. These three values 
(fluctuations in the SRG and two nude gauges) 
around ± 1 % were considered to be small 
enough, and, therefore, we can conclude that 
there is no apparent interference between the 
two gauges at the simultaneous calibration. 

The changes in the emission current of one 
gauge at the switching-on/off of the other gauge 
were also monitored, but the digital indications of 
3.99 and 3.98 rnA did not change by the switch
ing-on/off of the other gauge filament. This 
means that there is no electrical interference 
between the two nude gauges. 

The simultaneous measurement under the 
residual pressure of the order of 10-sPa was also 
carried out. In this pressure region, the outgas 
from the nude gauges could not be neglected. The 

(b) 

CD - @ : Po:'ts for !;auge 
calib,,,ion 

Fig. 1. Experimental setup for the calibration of vacuum gauges. 
(a) Schematic diagram of the vacuum system. 
(b) Upside view of the calibration chamber. 
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pressure of one gauge decreased at the turning
off of the other gauge filament by about 20% or 
so. However, there was also no special interfer
ence between the two gauges. 

From these experiments, it is concluded that 
the simultaneous calibration of two gauge heads 
is possible. The calibration is to be carried out 
for the pressure range larger than 10-4Pa from a 

point of view of the SRG accuracy. 

References 
1) S.R.ln, S. Takahashi et at.:]. Vac. Soc. JPn., 34, 601 

(1991) . 
2) H. Daibo, S.R. In et at.: RIKEN Accel. Prog. Rep., 24, 

187 (1990). 
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V-2-33. Spectroscopy of Electron Produced by Synchrotron Radiation 

H.A. Sakaue, K. Watanabe, K. Yano, T. Hanasaka, and S.H. Be 

In the SPring-8 storage ring, synchrotron radi
ation (SR) is almost absorbed by crotches and 
absorbers placed just downstream and upstream 
of bending magnets and not intercepted by the 
vacuum chamber all around the storage ring. As 
the gas load due to photodesorption is several 
order higher than thermal gas load, the pressure 
rise due to the photodesorption influences criti
cally the vacuum performance of the storage 
ring. Photoelectrons, reflected photons and fluo
rescences are generated by the SR photons. 
Further secondary electrons are produced from 
surrounding walls by the photoelectrons and the 
scattered photons. The gas desorption is caused 
mainly by electron interactions with absorber 
material, but rarely by direct photon interac
tions. 

So far photodesorption yield (h) for SR of the 
critical energy of several keY has been mea
sured, but data of h for SR of approximately 30 
ke V as in the SPring-8 storage ring are not 
available. We are planning experiments for 
acquisition of data concerning h for SR of high 
critical energies including elucidation of the 
photodesorption mechanism. 1) Measurements of 
photoelectron generated by the SR irradiation on 
the material are very important for elucidation 
of the photodesorption mechanism. 

1~ ~ 
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Fig. 1. Experimental apparatus of electron spectroscopy. 

Absorber 

TMP 

SR or Elec lro ll 

Fig. 2. Schematic drawing of the electron analyzer. 

Figure 1 shows the experimental apparatus of 
electron spectroscopy, and Fig. 2 shows the 
electrostatic analyzer. This apparatus consists of 
the sample holder, energy analyzer and detector. 

A hemispherical type analyzer with a mean 
radius of about 36 mm is employed for the elec
tron energy analysis. The energy resolution is 
typically about 100me V in the full width at half 
maximum under a typical operating condition. 

The electron energy is analyzed by the deceler
ation scan method and the energy of electrons 
passing the analyzer was constant. The decelera
tion lens is composed of a three element einzel 
lens. The energy-analyzed electrons were count
ed by a channel plate. The electron gun is in
stalled in the chamber, and the voltage of lens is 
adjusted by the gun. The OFHC plate (lOmm x 10 
mm) is installed in the sample holder which can 
be moved up and down. 

F or analyzing low energy electrons of a few 
e V, the magnetic field inside the chamber must 
be reduced to a few mG by double mumetal 
shiel dings. 

References 
1) K. Watanabe, S. R. In, S. Y okouchi, K. Yano, and S. 

H. Be: RIKEN A eeel. Prog. Rep. , 24, 171 (1990). 
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V·2·34. Magnetic Field Measurements on JSR Undulator 

T. Takada and S. Sasaki * 

Magnetic field of the ]SR 1) (J AERI Storage 
Ring) undulator was measured. Parameters of 
this device are shown in Table 1 and the coordi· 
nate system used in this report is shown in Fig. l. 

The vertical component of the magnetic field, 
By, as a function of the electron path length, z, 
was measured with 2 mm step on z axis using a 
Hall probe and a measurement system (PC9801, 
gpib, motor driving system and laser distance 
measurement system, etc.) for electromagnetic 
magnets in SPring-82

) at 10 different magnetic 
gap widths from 30 mm to 90 mm. The measured 
field, By (z) , at 70 mm gap width is shown in Fig. 
2 as a function of the path length, z, setting the 
origin of z axis at the center of the undulator. 
The average and the variance of peaks of the 
periodic sinusoidal field except the two peaks at 
both edges are shown in Fig. 3 as a function of 
the gap width. The peak field as a function of the 
magnetic gap width, g, for a pure permanent 
magnet type undulator is expressed by the fol· 

Table 1 . Parameters of a JSR undulator. 

Configuration 

Magnet block material 

Nominal remnant field 
Magnetic period length 

Magnet block width 

Magnet block height 
Magnet block length 

Number of periods 
Total length 

(x axis) 

(yaxis) 
(z axis) 

Magnetic gap width range 

Average peak field range 

Deflection parameter range 

Pure permanent magnet: Halbach design 

Planar type 

Nd·Fe·B alloy 

Br[T) 1.223 
Au [m) 0.08 

w[m) 0.10 

hIm) 0.02 
L [m) = Au/4 [m) 0.02 

Nu 13 
Lu 1m) = Au [m)' Nu 1.04 

g[mm) 45- 90 

Byp (T) 0.276 - 0.045 

Ky = 93.4 Byp [T)' Au [m) 2.06 - 0.34 

,~~ 
~ 

................. . 
x ~Au-I 

1 

o 

Fig. 1. Coordinate system for the pure permanent magnet 
type undulator. 

• J AERI (Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute), 
SPring-8 Project Team. 

lowing analytical expression:3
) 

[ ] _ [ ]Sin(7r/ 4) [ ( h[m])~ BYp(g) T - 2Br T (7l' / 4) l-exp - 27l' Au[mJ ) 

( g [m] ) 
'exp -7l' Au[m] . (1) 
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Fig. 2. Measured vertical magnetic field at 70 mm gap 
width as a function of path length. 
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Fig. 5. 1st and 2nd integration of vertical magnetic field 
at 70 nun gap width as a function of path length. The 
definitions of IXl (z) and IX2 (z) are given in the text. 

A least squares fit was made to the measured 10 
data points with eq. (1), and Br was found to be 1. 
147 T, whereas the nominal value of Br of the 
magnetic material, Nd- Fe-B, is 1.223 T. In Fig.4, 
deflection parameter, Ky, is shown, which is 
calculated with the average peak field. 

In order not to disturb the closed orbit of the 
electron in the storage ring, it is necessary to 
have the horizontal and vertical angles and dis
placements to be zero at the exit of undulator 
when installed in a straight section. The horizon
tal and vertical angles (1:l.8x ,1:l.8y ) and displace
ments (l:l.x,l:l.y) as a function of path length, z, 
can be expressed as follows: 

[ ] e 0.299 [] 
~8x(z) rad = ffiecyIxl(z) Ee[GeV]Ix1(z) Tom, (2) 

e 0.299 
~ey{z)[rad] = mecyIYl(z) Ee[GeV]IYl(z)[Tom], (3) 

I:l.x(z)[m] =_e_Ix2(z) 
mecy 

I:l.y(z)[m] =_e_Iy2(z) 
meCY 

EeO[b~~]Ix2(z)[Tom2], (4) 

EeO[b~~]IY2(z)[Tom2J. (5) 

where e is the elementary charge, me is the 
electron mass, c is the velocity of light, y is 
called the 'relativistic energy factor' that is the 
ratio of the total electron energy to the rest mass, 
511 keY, Ee is the electron energy, and lXI, IYI, 
IX2 and Iy 2 are defined as : 

Ixl(z)[T-m] = f~oo BY(ZI) [T]dz l [m], (6) 

IYl(z)[T-m] = f~ooBx(zl)[T]dzl [m], (7) 
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Fig. 6. 1st, IXJ (z = 0.75 m), and 2nd integration, IX2 (z = O. 
75 m), of vertical magnetic field, which are integrated 
in the measured interval from -0.75 m to 0.75 m, as a 
function of gap width. The definitions of IXJ (z) and IX2 
(z) are given in the text. 

IX2(z)[T'm2] = f~oof:oo BY(Z2)[T]dz2[m]dzl [m], (8) 

IY2(z)[T'm2] = f~oof:oo Bx(z2)[T]dz2[m]dz1 [m], (9) 

Figure 5 shows IXI (z) and IX2 (z) at 70 mm gap 
width calculated by using measured field, By (z), 
as a function of the path length, z. Figure 6 shows 
IXl (z=0.75 m) and IX2 (z=0.75 m) as a function 
of the gap width, which are integrated in the 
measured interval from -0.75 m to 0.75 m. These 
remained field integrations, IXI and Ix2, have to 
be compensated in some way, such as by using 
the steering magnets. 

The ]SR undulator is installed in a straight 
section of ]SR without steering magnets, and 
undulator radiation in the visible light region is 
observed.4

) 
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V-2-3S. Magnetic Field Measurements on SPring-8 Prototype Undulator 

T. Takada, N. Matsuki,* and S. Sasaki* 

Magnetic field of the SPring-8 prototype un
dulator was measured. The parameters of this 
device are shown in Table 1 and its photograph 
is shown Fig. 1. 

The SPring-8 prototype undulator was 
designed as planar type with a wedged-pole 
hybrid configuration. One of the advantages of 
the wedged-pole hybrid design l

) is its higher 
magnetic field strength on-axis than that of a 
pure permanent magnet type (Halbach design) 
and a conventional hybrid type undulators for 
the same magnetic gap width range available, 
that is, a wider tunability of photon energy for 
experiments is expected. The measurement of 
the vertical component of the magnetic field, By, 
on-axis was done for 21 different gap widths. 
The peak values of the periodic sinusoidal field 
on-axis were averaged, and the average peak 
fields are shown in Fig. 2 with open circle as a 
function of the magnetic gap width. 

Table 1. Parameters of a SPring-8 prototype undulator 

Configuration Wedged-pole hybrid type 1) 

Planar type 

Magnet block material Nd-Fe-B alloy 

Nominal remnant field Br[T) 1.1 

Pole material Vanadium permendur 
Magnetic period length Au[m) 0.033 

Number of poles Np 123 

Number of periods Nu- Np/2 61.5 
Total length Lu [m)=Au[m)- Nu 2.0295 

Minimum magnetic gap width g[mm) 13.5 

Maximum average peak field on'axis BYp[T) 0.587 
Maximum deflection parameter Ky= 93.4 BYp[T)- Au [m) 1.806 

Fig. 1. Photograph of the SPring-8 prototype undulator 
with the magnetic measurement system. 

* J AERI (Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute), 
SPring-8 Project Team. 
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Fig. 2. Peak magnetic field on-axis as a function of 
magnetic gap width for the SPring-8 prototype (wed
ged-pole hybrid type) , the pure permanent magnet type 
and the conventional hybrid type undulators. 

The peak field on-axis as a function of the 
magnetic gap width for the pure permanent 
magnet type undulator is expressed by the fol
lowing analytical formula 2): 

[ ] _ []sin(7l'/ 4) ( gem] ) 
BYp(g) T -2Br T (7l' / 4) exp -7l'Au[m] 

X [ 1 -exp ( -27l' Ah~~] ) J ' (1) 

where Byp is the peak field on-axis, g is the 
magnetic gap width, Br is the remnant field of 
permanent magnet, A U is the magnetic period 
length and h is the height of magnet block. The 
peak field on-axis for the hybrid type undulator 
is expressed as following semi - emprical 
formula 3>: 

Byp(g)[T] =0.95a [T ] 

exp [ - b g [m} + c ( g [m] ) 2 J 
Au[m] Au[m] , (2) 

where the factor 0.95 represents the "filling fac
tor" of the high permeability blocks in the un
dulator assembly. For a conventional hybrid type 
undulator based on N d-Fe-B permanent magnet 
blocks and vanadium permendur configuration, 
three coefficients a, band c are given by4) 

a [T] = 0.55Br [T] + 2.835, (3) 
b [non-dimension] = -1.95Br [T] + 7.225, (4) 
c[non-dimension] = -1.3Br[T] +2.97, (5) 

where Br is the remnant field of Nd- Fe- B perma
nent magnet, and these expressions are valid for 
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0.9~ Br ~1.1 and only in the interval 0.07~ g/ AU 
~0.7. When Br is 1.1 T, the peak field on-axis for 
the conventional hybrid type undulator is given 
by 

BYp(g) [T] = 0.95 x 3.44 [T] 

( 
gem] ( gem] )2 J 

exp -5.08Au [m] +1.54 Au[m] . (6) 

On the other hand, a least squares fit was made5
) 

using 10 data points in the interval of 0.07 ~g/ A u 
~0.7, during the measured 21 data points with eq. 
(2). The fitted function was found to be represent
ed by 

Byp(g)[T] =0.95x3.02[T] 

exp ( - 4.12 Ag;~J + 0.63 (l~~J ) 2 ) • (7) 

The fitted line to 10 data points is shown in Fig. 
2 with bold line. In the interval 0.41~g/Au~0.7, 
that corresponds to 13.5 mm (minimum gap width) 
~g~23.1 mm, the SPring-8 prototype undulator 
has always a higher magnetic field on- axis and 
gives an about 10 % wider field range than those 
of the pure permanent magnet type (dotted line) 
with the height of magnet block, h, of half period 
length and the conventional hybrid type (solid 
line) undulators whose remnant field and period 
length are the same as those of the SPring-8 
prototype undulator. 

The spectral angular flux density at zero elec
tron beam emittance was calculated with the 
measured magnetie field distribution, and it was 
compared with the spectrum calculated with an 
ideal sinusoidal magnetic field in order to esti
mate the reduction due to the magnetic field 
error. As a result6>, the reduction of peak inten
sities and shift of photon energy at the peak 
intensity are remarkable for higher odd har
monies. The reduction of peak intensities for the 
fundamental, third and fifth harmonies are about 
1 %, 13 % and 30 %, respectively. 
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V·2·36. Effect of Electrode Displacement on the Measu rement Accu racy of 
Beam Position Monitors for the ·SPring·S Storage Ring 

S. Sasaki 

The beam position monitors (BPMs) used for 
the SPring-8 storage ring will be a type of 
capacitive pickup with four electrodes. Their 

-measurement accuracy on electron beam trans
verse positions has large significance in perfor
mance of the storage ring. The overall accuracy 
is required to be within 100 ,urn for each BPM 
from the beam dynamics analysis; better than 50 
,urn is desirable. 

The measurement accuracy depends on vari-
0us factors such as electronic noise of the signal 
processing electronics, mechanical accuracy of 
the machining of electrodes and chambers, 
mechanical accuracy of the installation of BPMs, 
and so forth. This report presents the first results 
of the experimental measurement of the effect of 
the electrode displacements on the measurement 
accuracy of the BPM. 

For the experiment a test chamber was used, 
which is schematically described in Fig.I. The 
electrodes can be moved along its axes guided by 
the screws embedded on the chamber, whose 
pitch is 0.5 mm / rotation. A diagram of the 
experimental set up is depicted in Fig. 2. The 
antenna was moved in transverse direction to 
scan the ±7-mm region in the x-y plane. The 
position data were deduced from the signals on 
each electrode according to the following equa
tions: 

~ =V l +V2 +V3 +V4 , 

!::J.x = (V l + V4 ) - (V2 + V3 ), 

!::J.y = (V 1 + V 2) - (V 3 + V 4) , 
u =!::J.x/~, 
v =!::J.y/"i., 

where u and v are non-dimensional quantities 
proportional to x and y in a good linearity 
region, respectively, and V 1 through V 4 are the 
voltage induced on electrodes 1 to 4; the corre
spondence of the electrodes and their numbers 
are described in Fig. 1. The 508.58-MHz 
sinusoidal wave signals were input from a 
synthesized signal generator through a coaxial 
cable antenna, which was positioned by an x-y-z 
stage driven by stepping motors. The antenna 
covered the ± 7 -mm region with a l-mm step 
size in the x-y plane. At each point, the antenna 
position (x, y) and the voltage signal arisen on 
each electrode were recorded. The voltage sig
nals were taken by a spectrum analyzer tuned to 

1 

T 

SMA 

----lOcm---.... 

Fig. 1. Schematic cross sectional drawing of the BPM test 
chamber. 

y 

Lx 

BPM: Beam Position Monitor 
SW.: Coaxial Switch 
P.S.: Power Supply 
ST. CON.: x-y-z Stage Controller 
SP. AN.: Spectrum Analyzer 
SYNTH.: RF Signal Generator (Synthesizer) 
SCAN.: Scanner 
p. C. : Personal Computer 

Fig. 2. A diagram of the experimental setup. 

508.58 MHz through a coaxial switch to select 
one of the four electrodes. All the experimental 
devices were controlled by a Macintosh personal 
computer through a G PIB. 

The measurements were performed for the five 
settings, in which the electrode No.3 was inserted 
and drawn back with 1 mm and 2 mm from the 
reference position, and the reference setting. 
After the measurements in each setting, correc
tion factors proposed by Lambertson were mea
sured and multiplied.l) These correction factors 
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were at first proposed so that the factors can 
cancel out the channel to channel deviations of 
the electrical signals arisen from attenuation and 
amplification deviations of each channel elec
tronic circuits and cables. Adopting this correc
tion with some symmetry assumptions, mechani
cal and electrical centers of the BPM chamber 
agree with good precision. In the reference, 
Lambertson suggested the possibility to correct 
the small electrode displacements by this correc
tion method. 

An example of the measured data is shown in 
Fig. 3, each dot in the figure represents (u,v)
data at a certain position (x,y) with 1 mm step 
size. The origin, x = y = 0, was defined as the 
point where u and v have the values close to zero 
as far as possible. The resolution of the measur
ing system is a few tens micro meters when 
converted to the position resolution, which is 
approximately consistent with the 8-bit vertical 
resolution of the spectrum analyzer. The sensi
tivity of the electric signal to the position was 
deduced from the measurement and found to be 
ax/au=16 mm and ay/av=19 mm near x = y= 
O. To see the effect of the electrode displacement, 
~x=~uax/au, and ~y=~vay/av are plotted 
against the displacement, where ~u and ~ v are 
defined as follows; 

0.4 
... ~:.:~ ~ ~ : : : : : : : : : ............... 
::::::::::::::: ............... 0.0 

. /WlJ Ji 1\\\\\:. .. -0.4 

-0.8 -0.4 

Fig. 3. An example of the measured mapping data. 

~u = u I x =y= O, for displaced setting 

- U I x=Y=O, for reference setting, 

~ V = v I x=Y=O, for displaced setting 

-V I x=y=o, for reference setting· 

The sign of displacements is defined as fol
lows; when the electrode is inserted into the inner 
area of the chamber, displacements has positive 
values. 

Without the correction mentioned above, the 
values of ~x, ~y are twice as big as the displace
ment values as shown in Fig. 4. However with the 
correction, they are reduced to one order of 
magnitude smaller values than those without the 
correction. This result shows that the displace
ment of electrodes has very little effects on the 
position measurement accuracy, provided that 
the correction is ' properly performed. Also the 
requirements to the machining accuracy of the 
chamber and the electrode positioning mecha
nism are not very strict; about 100-,um mechani
cal accuracy will be enough as far as the elec
trode displacements along their axes are con
cerned. 

4~~~~~~~==~ 
---0-- rue, uncorrected 

s s 
2 

o 
~ 

~ -2 

_____ tJ.y, uncorrected 

-4~~~~~~~~ ____ ~ 
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

displacernentJrnrn 

Fig. 4. Position measurement errors against the electrode 
displacement. 
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V-2-37. The Real Time Operating System of Front-End 
Processors for the SPri ng-8 

T. Masuda, T. Nakamura, T. Wada, and Z. Wang 

Accelerator complex of the SPring-8 is com
posed of a 1 Ge V linac, an 8 Ge V synchrotron and 
a main storage ring. The control system of the 
SPring-8 facility consists of a central control 
system and several sub-systems for each acceler
ator. Each sub-system consists of a host com
puter and several front-end processors (FEP) 
and an operator's console. These distributed 
computers are linked by a computer network. 
F or upper hierarchy level computers such as a 
sub-system host computer, we use workstations 
(WS) which have the UNIX operating system. 
For lower hierarchy level FEPs such as VME 
(Versa Module European) systems, the real time 
operating system is adopted. For these operating 
systems, there are many commercially available 
real time operating systems, for examples, 
VRTX32, pSOS +, VxWorks, PDOS and OS -
9000. 1

) We have introduced LynxOS for the R& 
D study of control of a klystron test bench, and 
OS-9 for that of a linac. 

LynxOS is a product of Lynx Real Time Sys
tems Inc., and one of the real time operating 
systems called "real time UNIX". It copes with 
multi-user and multi-tasking with a preemptive, 
priority-based task scheduler. 

LynxOS is developed with emphasis on stan
dardization and open systems. It has source level 
compatibility with a UNIX BSD 4.3 and binary 
level compatibility with a UNIX system V.3 
(SVR3). And also LynxOS complies with POSIX 
1003.1 (Application Program Interface) and 
POSIX 1003.4 (Real Time Extensions). POSIX 
(Portable Operating System Interface for Com
puter Environments) is a standard operating 
system proposed by the IEEE committee. Hence, 
LynxOS provides an almost complete UNIX 
developing environment, really we can use the 
"UNIX standard environment" such as X Win
dow, TCP l IP (Transmission Control Protocol I 
Internet ProtocaI) and NFS (Network File Sys
tem). 

LynxOS is currently operated on many plat
forms which have a elSe chip such as i80386/ 486 
and M680xO, and a RISC chip such as i860, 
M88000 and MIPS. In the future, LynxOS will 
support RS6000 and SP ARC. The LynxOS for the 
SPARe will be binary compatible with a Unix 
System V. 4 (SVR4). Hence, we will be able to 
use it on some kinds of workstations. 

The kernel size of LynxOS is about 190KB, 
which is relatively small for these functions, and 

Table 1. Examples of some real time operating systems. 

OS NamC! pSOS· VxWorks os-noon LynxOS I'I>OS 

\1 i C l· 0I'J"OCCSSO I· 

illtS 

I':IlVit'OtllIlCIIL 1'01' UNIX,VI\1S UNIX UNIX OS-!J,UNIX self self 
12evLoPIJ.1(~IIL _____ ... . __ . __ . _________ .... ____ _______ ______ _ i?~:.9_00~_. _1lt'{1~ _____ . . _~ J.i". ____ .. _ 
1~0l1la I'k V~O/30/40 i 8(;0, 80nGO, ;8040. SI'/\HCV~18()OOO, SP/\HC 

1150, GlIllCl'O 88000, ~UOOO~HH)()() ;8020/:30 [,S(;OOO .IIP 
88000 
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it is ROMable. Hence, it also enables us to use for 
the embeded systems. 

We have purchased LynxOS 1. 2.1 for Motor
ola MVME147 with TCP/IP software in Septem
ber. It has been installed in a Motorola VME 
Delta system. Installation is relatively easy. 
However manuals and support for the installa
tion were not adequate. We spent much time for 
installing LynxOS with unluckiness that it was 
installed in the VME system which had been used 
ever for OS-g. 

As the default LynxOS shell is a dl shell (dIsh), 
it is not compatible with Bourne shell (bsh) nor 
Korn shell (ksh) nor with C shell (csh). 

LynxOS is still young, hence what we are 
anxious about is errors (bugs) in it. 

We need to consider the other real time operat-

ing systems. Table 1 shows some of the real time 
operating systems which we consider. OS- g, 
which is not in the table, has much reliability and 
it enables us to use many funds based on the 
relatively long and much use. 

We intend to use expert systems mainly for the 
alarm message handling system, and partly for 
automatic operations. Introducing an AI tool 
"NEXPERT OBJECT", a feasibility study of an 
expert system for the operation of a test stand of 
a klystron is started. 
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VI. RADIATION MONITORING 

1. Residual Radioactivity in the 160 cm Cyclotron 
and Its Surrounding Facilities 

I. Kohno, M. Miyagawa, Y. Matsuzawa, S. Kagaya, H. Kato, and T. Katou 

Residual y-ray-emitting radio-nuclides in 
components of the RIKEN 160 cm cyclotron and 
its surrounding facilities were measured with a 
HPGe detector. These measurements were made 
before disassembling of the cyclotron and its 
surrounding facilities at about one year after the 
shutdown of the machine. 

The cyclotron was shut down at the end of 
April 1990 after 23 years operation. During these 

IOOO",~ 

23 years the cyclotron was typically in use for 
4000 to 5000 hours/year and produced beams of 
p, d, 3He, 4He and light heavy ions (12C, 14N, 160, 
and 2°Ne). Accelerated beam energies ranged 
from 5 to 16 Me V for p, 8 to 25Me V for d, 18 to 
45 MeV for 3He, 16 to 50 MeV for 4He and the 
internal currents of these beams were 10 to 50 
J1.A. Heavy ions were accelerated at the energy 
from 60 to 150 MeV and the average internal 

A 
o r 

I r:: 
} 

( 
cYClotro:/ 

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the accelerating chamber arrangement and beam transport system. 
I,Side yoke; 2,Dees; 3,Coiltank; 4,RF-deflector; 5,Beam focusing magnetic channel; 6,Ion source; 7,Beam 
probe; 8,32" oil diffusion pump; 9,Beam exit flange; 10,Exaust pipe for ion source; 11, Oscillator tank; 12, 
Gate drop probe; 13,Winch 
A,B,C,D,E,F, and G indicate points where y-ray was measured. point G is outside the bottom part of a 
diffusion pump. 
Small alphabets indicate the points smeared. a,b,c,d, deflector electrode; e,f,septum electrode; g,h,i,j,Dees; 
k,l,m,n,earth plate; o,p,q,r,inside the slit box. 

currents were about 1 e J1.A. At these energies and 
currents measurable levels of radioactivity were 
produced in the cyclotron and its surrounding 
facilities. For the purpose of discussing the possi
bility of disassembling of these facilities, it is 
necessary that is available the quantitative infor
mation on the degree of radioactivation. 

Table 1. y-ray dose mea surd around the cyclotron. 

y-ray dose rates were measured at various 
points (A '"'-'G) outside the cyclotron at the same 
height as the beam line and the slit box as shown 
in Fig.l, with an ionization-chamber survey 
meter and aNal scintillation survey meter. 
Table 1 summarizes the dose rates measured. y-
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Alphabets indicate detection points. (see Fig.l) 

Detection 
N aI scintillation Ionization chamber 

point 
survey meter survey meter 

(,uSv/h) (,uSv/ h) 

A 1.4 

B 2.9 1.5 
C 8.0 8.0 
D 1.0 0.8 
E 9.5 7.0 

F 5.5 4.0 

G 4.0 2.4 



I. Kohno et al. 

ray spectra were measured with a HPGe detec
tor at various points (A'"'-'G) to assign radio
nuclides. Radioactive nuclides assigned are 
22Na,54Mn,56Co,60Co, and 65Zn. y - ray spectra of 
small samples smeared out from several mate
rials (a'"'-'r in Fig.l) inside the vacuum chambers 
were measured. Radioactive nuclides assigned 

are 22N a, 54Mn, 60CO, 65Zn, 182Ta, 183Re, 184mRe, and 
1850S. 182Ta, 183Re, 184mRe, and 1850S were found in 
the samples smeared out from the deflector elec
trode and the septum (made of tungsten metal 
strip). As was expected, we found only long lived 
nuclides. 
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VI·2. Routine Monitoring of the 160cm Cyclotron, RILAC, 
and TANDETRON 

I. Sakamoto, K. Ogiwara, M. Yanokura, T. Kobayashi, 
M. Iwamoto, and I. Kohno 

Routine radiation monitoring was carried out 
for the 160cm cyclotron, RILAC, and TAN
DETRON from January to September 1991. 

(1) Residual activities of the cyclotron 
In February 1991, the dose rates due to residual 

activities of the machine were measured at 9.5 
months after the machine shutdown; the result is 
shown in Fig. 1. 

Experimental area (L) 

! , 

~ . 
Underground passase ! -l 

i I, 

: ~ : /~;,/ )( , ~/ 

: , , 

c 

Control room 

Ground plan 

(2) Contamination in the cyclotron building 
Surface contamination was below 10- 2 Bq/ cm2 

on the floors of the cyclotron building. 
Radioactive substances were handled in the 

hot laboratory and tow chemical laboratories. 
The radioactivity at the exit of the draft cham
bers was found to be small, of the order of 10- 8 

Bq/ cm3
. 

Basement 

o 1 2 345m 
I:::::!::::!::: 

~
o 

xO 
Bed 

xO 

Fig. 1. Residual activities (1 cm dose-equivalent in ,uSv/ h) of the cyclotron. 

(3) Contamination of drainages 
Radioactivities in the drain water from the 

cyclotron and the RILAC buildings were found to 
be of the order of 10- 4 Bq/ cm3

• The total activity 
in aqueous effluents was 15 kBq. 

(4) Radiation monitoring of RILAC and 
TANDETRON 

The leakage radiation during operation of 
RILAC was measured outside the RILAC build
ing every three months. No leakage of y rays and 
neutrons from the RILAC building was detected. 

No contamination -due to residual activities was 
found on the floors of controled area and in 
conditioned air in the RILAC building. 

X -ray monitoring was carried out for TAN
DETRON, when an aluminum target was bom
barded with 1.5 MeV He+ ions of 1 nA. The 
maximum irradiation dose rate measured around 
TANDETRON was 1 ,uSv/ h. No leakage of X
rays was detected around the target chamber 
and outside the T ANDETRON room. 
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VI-3. Exposu re Dose Monitori ng of RIKEN Accelerator Workers 

M. Miyagawa, 1. Sakamoto, T. Katou, Y. Matsuzawa, 
S. Kagaya, H. Kato, and 1. Kohno 

The external exposure doses received by 
RIKEN accelerator workers(374 persons) were 
measured by using y ray and neutron film 
badges. The external doses from January to 
March, 1991, are given in Table 1. One nuclear 

chemist gave the external dose of 0.1 mSv owing 
to y ray. The external doses owing to thermal 
and fast neutron exposures were below the detec
tion limit. 

Table 1. External exposure doses (effective dose-equivalent in mSv) received by RIKEN accelerator 
workers from January to March, 1991. 

N umber of persons 

Workers Dose 0.1 -1 > 1 Total Collective 
dose 

undetectable (mSv) (mSv) (mSv) 

Accelerator physicists 46 0 0 46 0 and Operators# 

Nuclear physicists 105 0 0 105 0 
Reserchers in other fields 198 1 0 199 0.1 

T ANDETRON workers 17 0 0 17 0 
Health physicists 7 0 0 7 0 

Total 373 1 0 374 0.1 

# Operators.: For RIKEN Ring Cyclotron and RILAC. 
Average dose per person, O. 0002mSv; maximum individual dose,O. 1mSv. 
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VI·4. Residual Activities in the Ring Cyclotron Facility 

S. Fujita, S. Okamoto, N. Nakanishi, I. Sakamoto, and 
T.lnamura 

Residual activities have routinely been mea
sured at various points in the RIKEN Ring Cyclo
tron facility every summer and those along the 
beam lines after every experiment. The results of 
measurements have been reported annually since 
1986. 

Figure 1 shows the variation of residual activ
ities at the deflectors of the Ring Cyclotron and 
the injector AVF cyclotron. The residual activity 
at the deflector of the Ring Cyclotron from 1986 

RING / 
.~. 

1£1 ~ 
."1- V 

~ ~ AVF 

J I 

100 

V maxnnum energy 
7SMeV)u 47 bSMeV/u 

. I I I I 

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 
Year 

Fig. 1. Variation of the residual activities of the deflectors 
of the RIKEN Ring Cyclotron and the injector A VF 
cyclotron. 

Fig. 2. Layout of the RIKEN Ring Cyclotron facility as of 
1991. Monitoring positions are denoted by x. Detection 
points of residual activities on the beam lines are 
denoted by alphabets. 

Table 1. Summary of the residual activities measured 
along the beam lines. Alphabets indicate the detection 
points in Fig. 3. 

Detection Ion i 7. at. i () n chamber Dat.e 

po i n t survey meLer(JLSv/h) 

A 10 Jun.20,1991 

B 40 Jun.20,1991 

C 10 Jun.20,1991 

D 20 Jun.20,1991 

E 70 Nov.21,1990 

F 29 Nov. 21 ,1990 

G 5f> Nov.21,1990 

H 65 Apr.22,1991 

95 Nov.21,l990 

J 25 Apr.22,1991 

K 1 5 Mar. 7 , I 99 1 

L 25 Apr.22,l99l 

M 1\0 Apr.22,1991 

N 2f> Dec. 3, 1990 

0 45 De c. 7, 1990 

P 22 Nov.21.1990 

Q 120 Nov.21.1990 

R 40 .J II n. 18 • 199 I 

S 40 Feb.16,1991 

T II Feb.16,199l 

U 1800 J un. 3.199 I 

V 3 I 0 OCL.II\.199l 

W 130 () c L. 14. 1 991 

X '100 Jun.14,1991 

y 1200 .J II n. 11\ , 199 I 

Z 13. 5 J II n. 14 , I 991 

Onam DOSE UNIT : ~Sv/h 

Fig. 3. Dose rates detected inside the injector A VF cyclo
tron. They are given in a unit of ,uSv/ h. 
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to 1988 was several tens ,uSv/ h, but it has become 
several thousands ,uSv/h since 1990. This is due 
to the increase in maximum energy of the beam 
from the Ring Cyclotron from 75 MeV/ nucleon 
to 135 MeV/nucleon. 

The points where residual activities were 
measured along the beam lines and detected dose 
rates were above 10 ,uSv/h are shown in Fig.2. 
Table 1 summarizes the detected dose rates and 
dates. In this period, the highest residual activity 
recorded along the beam line was 1800 ,uSv/ h at 

the point U ( the production target chamber of 
RIPS ) in the beam distribution corridor. 

Besides the above routine measurement, resid
ual activities inside the A VF cyclotron were 
measured when its acceleration chamber was 
opened on October 18 because of a trouble in 
vacuum. The measurement was made with a 
portable ionization chamber (AE-133/ Al Applied 
Engineering Inc.). The results are shown in Fig. 
3. The detected dose rates were of the highest 
level at the A VF cyclotron in this period. 
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VI-S. Leakage Radiation Measurement in the Ring Cyclotron Facility 

S. Fujita, N. Nakanishi, T. Shikata, K. Ikegami, T. Takagi, 
1. Sakamoto, and T. Inamura 

The radiation safety control system has wor
ked steadily this year, performing radiation 
monitoring continuously and automatically. 

From September 28 to 29 and from October 3 
to 4, experiments were carried out with 135 
MeV /u 12C6+ and 14N7+ beams at intensities of 
about 5 pnA. The beams were stopped at the 
target point A in the experimental vault El. 
Leakage radiation of neutrons from E1 was 
measured with three neutron dose rate meters, 
TPS- 451S's (Aloka), with a signal out terminal. 
Each pulse was sent to a pulse counter, TC- 532 
(TENNELEC). The beam current was read at 

] 
IJ 

~ 

I 
\ (9) 

(10) 

(b) 

the target A and recorded with a personal com
puter, PC-9801RS (NEC) , through a beam inte
grator 439 (ORTEC). Dose rates were normal
ized with respect to those at O.lpJLA. We also 
measured leakage radiation from the Ring Cyclo
tron at points 11, 12, and 13 when the beam was 
stopped in the Ring Cyclotron vault. Since we 
couldn't continuously measure beam currents 
immediately after the Ring Cyclotron, we mea
sured several instantaneous current values and 
estimated the average beam current to be 50 enA. 
Figures l-(a), (b), and (c) show the target point 
A and positions where leakage radiation was 

POilii 
I 

El 

Oil 
,~~j 

I - - - - • - - •• - • --: 

I 

(12) 

(c) 

Fig. 1. Partial layout of the RIKEN Ring Cyclotron facil
ity where the leakage radiation measurement was 
made. 

(a) Part of basement 2nd floor; 
(b) Part of basement 1st floor; 
(c) Part of ground floor. 

Leakage-radiation-dose measuring points are denoted 
by the numbers in parentheses. The monitoring position 
in the computer room is denoted by x . 

measured in this experiment. Results are sum
marized in Table l. This year, the radiation level 
in the controlled area has been below the safety 
limit (1 mSv /week), and the level outside the 
controlled area has been much less than the 
safety limit (0.3 mSv /week). Leakage of neu
trons has once been recorded with a monitor in a 
ground-floor computer room just above a bend
ing magnet that guides beams from the Ring 
Cyclotron vault to the beam distribution corridor 
( See Fig. 2). This radiation level, however, is far 
less than the safety limit (50 JLSv/ year) required 

~ lOlno~~~~~~nT~~~~~~rn 

"-> 
U) 

~ -2 
1 0 

II) 

~ 

o -3 
~ 1 0 

Fig. 2. Daily variation in the radiation level measured in 
the Ring Cyclotron facility. Detector is a BF3 counter in 
the computer room. 
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Table 1. Dose rates of neutron leakage radiation from the target point 
A in the experimental vault El. (See Figs. l-(a), (b), (c).) Errors are 
statistical. 

measured laC "· t(13~ MeV/u)+ Fe 14N'+ (135 MeV/u)+ Fe 

posit.ion dose rat.e dose rate 

J.L S v / h a t O. 1 P J.L A J.L S v / h at O. 1 p J.L A 

( 1 ) 101. 7 ± 1.5 - --
( 2 ) O. 051 ± o. 02 - --
( 3 ) I. 18 ± o. 09 - --
( 4 ) 5. 65 ± O. 20 - --
( 5 ) 7. 02 ± O. 23 8. 18 ± O. 26 

( 6 ) 6. 28 ± O. 21 8. 12 ± O. 26 

( 7 ) 43. 1 ± O. 56 53. 0 ± O. 66 

( 8 ) 8. 75 ± O. 35 7. 96 ± O. 28 

( g ) 46. 5 ± O. 80 42. 7 ± O. 65 

( 1 0 ) ~ 6. 0 ± O. 80 56. 0 ± O. 75 

( 1 1 ) O. 085 ± o. 013 - --
( 1 2 ) O. 070 ± o. 01 1 - --
( 1 3 ) O. 096 ± O. 013 - --
( 1 4 ) O. 2'19 ± o. 0 2 ~ O. 232 ± O. 014 

( 1 5 ) O. 633 ± o. 038 0.538 ± o. 021 

( 1 6 ) O. 195 ± o. 025 O. 222 ± o. 014 

at the boundary of the facility. No leakage of y 
rays and neutrons was detected with environ-

mental monitors set outside the building in this 
period. 
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VI-6. Measurement of Neutrons Produced by 135MeV Inucleon Nitrogen Ions 
in an Iron Beam-Stopper with the Activation Method 

T. Shikata, N. Nakanishi, K. Ikegami, S. Fujita, S. Nakajima, and T. Kosako 

We have only a few data of energy- and angu
lar- distributions of neutrons produced by heavy 
ion reactions in the energy region of 200 Me V / 
nucleon. Such data are needed for the shielding 
calculation for an accelerator facility like as the 
RIKEN Ring Cyclotron. We have carried out a 
spectrum measurement of neutrons produced by 
a 135 MeV/nucleon 14N incident on an iron 
beam-stopper using the foil activation technique 
in order to reinvestigate the hypothetical spec
trum ( 135 MeV/nucleon 12C on 56Fe ) which was 
used for the shielding calculation performed 
previously by some of the present authors. 
Though it is difficult to get the accurate spectra, 
mainly because of insufficient activation cross 
section data in the high energy region, we tried 
to obtain approximate spectra by extrapolating 
the cross section curves which were given by 
McLane et aJ.1) and used by Broom et al. 2) and 
Shin et al,3) to several 100 MeV. 

Activation rate for a given reaction, A, is 
expressed as 

A=~j <1 (Ej ) • <I> (Ej ) , 

10 1 

10 0 

(/) 

C 
L. 
tU 10- 1 
.0 
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4J 
() 

10- 2 <l) 
(/) 

(/) 
(/) 

0 
L. 

U 

10- 3 

10 20 30 40 

where, <1 (E j ) and <I> (EJ stand for the activa
tion cross section and the neutron flux over the j
th energy bin, respectively. When the number of 
energy bins is larger than that of neutron-in
duced reactions which are a kind of detectors, 
the solution cannot be obtained uniquely. There
fore, we get solutions as follows: first, we 
selected spectra calculated by Fernandez4) for a 
100 MeV/nucleon 12C incident on 56Fe as an ini
tial spectrum, and second, we attempted to mod
ify these spectra so as to fit the calculated activa
tion rates to measured ones. 

In Fig. 1, the cross section curves used are 
shown. In Fig. 2, the angular dependence of 
measured activation rates is shown. Activities of 
llC and 194Au decrease remarkably with increas
ing scattering angle, and the difference between 
the number of neutrons of energies above 20 
MeV in each spectrum, however, is about two 
orders of magnitude for 0 and 135 degrees, even 
if the effect of proton- induced reactions in the 
beam-stopper is subtracted. Figure 3 shows the 
neutron spectra calculated by Fernandez, the 

\~ 
, I 

50 60 70 200 

Neutron energy (NeV) 

Fig. 1. Response functions. 
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Fig. 2. Angular dependence of activities. 

hypothetical spectra used for shielding calcula
tions' and those obtained from this experiment 
(abbreviated as FC-SPECTRA, SC-SPECTRA, 
and N -SPECTRA, respectively). The distribu
tion of neutrons of N -SPECTRA shows a 
remarkable forward peaking ' compared to that 
for FC-SPECTRA. Under the assumption that 
the N -SPECTRA and the spectra for a 135 MeV / 
nucleon 1

2C on an iron beam-stopper have a 
similar shape, it became evident that the SC
SPECTRA were overestimated at large emission 
angles, even if the contribution of protons on 
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Fig. 3. Energy spectra. 
-SC-SPECTRA, -N-SPECTRA, 
···---FC-SPECTRA. 

activation reactions is considered. 
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